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PREFACE

The objectives of this Flight Mechanics Panel Specialists' Meeting on Stall/Spin Problems of M!itary Aircraft,
held at the Von KirmnAn Institute, Rhode St. Gentse, Belgium in November 1975, were:

to review the state of the art in stall/spin aspects of aircraft design, ground and flight tests, and aircraft
operation.

- to discuss the limitations and deficiencies cf current design anu test methols.

to propose follow-on actions for technological improvements.

to bring together, as is rarely possible, operational pilots, test pilote, flight-test eigineers, and specialists
involved in design and windtunnel tes:ir.g.

With the increased emphasis on air-superiority, air defLnce and tact i.al fighters, and on advanced trainers, the
classic stall/spin demonstration and recovery procedure has broadened to a comprehensive survey of all aircraft
behaviour in flight at high angles of attack. The range o,' interest now extends from the argle of attack where a
degradation of flying qualittes apacars (such as pitcl.-up, nose slice yaw.off, wing-rock etc.) to the fully developed
spin. There are an increasing number of aircraft deigns capable of sustained, controlled flight at ultra-high angles
of attack.

Thus, the papere, presented at the meeting discussrd the following important aspects related to the high angle
of attack problem area:

Stall/spin characteristics t military aircraft in service in various NATO countries (Frunce, FRG, Holland,
UK, US).

Operational requirements cncerning stall/spin behaviour and, more generally, desirable high angle of
attack characteristics of fighters and trainers.

- The importance of stall and departure resistance in combat iircraft. It was pointed out Ihat flight
demonstrations of spins and recovery are needed but alone are insufficient as showing compliance with
criteria, as, in many cases, excessive altitude is lost during recovery. In this respect, updating the
Milspecs to give more detailed and quantitative requirements would be useful.

- The options opt-n to the design team to trade performance, manoeuverability, and good stalil/spin
characteristics.

Analytical and experimental design methods and criteria for departure and spin 'esistance. Interesting
application, of Cn,6dynamic and LCDP (Lateral Control Divergence Parameter) concepts were shown in
various pape,-. The influence of aircraft configuration (wing planfomi and position, forebody and after-
body shapes, rnse strakes etc ...) was described, as was the correlation of the effect of pitching moment
due to sideslip on the departure characteristics with flight tests.

Analytical spin prediction methods, their validity and limitations (Nonlinearities, asymmetric yawing
moments at zero sideslip, unrepresentative aerodynamic coefficients, etc ...).

Rotary balance techniques for the measurement of static and dynamic aerodynamic coefficients for
'efined analytical spin .tudies, (Rotary balance measurements are necessary to represent the proper flow
ottns AI stady spi-)1.

- Free flight horizontal and vertical tunnel model testing techniques, respectively for stall/departure and
steady spin.

-- Large scale '-motely piloted or preprogrammed models dropped from helicopters or aircraft. Use of
sophisticated ,nstrumentation and telemetry coupled with modern paraineter identification techniques
giving a good aerodynamic description of the high angie of attack characteristic!.

- Use of catapults for remotely controlled models for high angle of attack studies.

- Full scale stall-spin flight test techniques and results (In addition to a detailed description of specialized
instrumentation and results, a computer graphics display was presented, giving a rapid visualization of the
aircraft motion).

- Stall/spin characteristics of some of the new generation fighters and trainers.

- Automatic stall/departure and spin prevention systems.

Groundbased simulators and pilot-vehicle analysis application to stall/spin.

Training of student pilots in spinning and recovery techniques.

il



These subjects were comprehenh¢i.ly covered, and, in addition, many papers were illustrated by films showing
full-scale or modei t6s.s. An important part of the meeting was the one-day visit to the "Institut de M&anique
des Fluides d Lille", specialized in dynamic testing. In the 4 m diameter vertical tunnel of the Institute, the spin
chtiracteristics of a nun-ber of aircraft were demonstrated to the ,j,sitors.

The main conc!usions resulting from the presentation of 28 papers and the subseq ient discussions are:

The basic zool for spin studies is still the vertical tunnel; however, the generil high angle of attack
problem requires the use of many other techniques. Moreover, on some con figurations, due to significant
scale effect, the interpretation of the results obtained car be difficult. In tls respect the experience
gained by the European and US specialists is not entirely similar. The differences can certainly be
reduced by some cooperative effort.

Many aircraft of the sixties presented high angle of attack deficiencies whi'h led to a significant number
of accidents; now, a better understanding of the complex interference pho:nomena and of the departure/
spin mechanism, more comprehensive model testing, and the use of better design methods result in
substantial improvements for the new generation fighters, enhancing their manoeuveoing capability.

High angle of attack behaviour can also be improved by control systems designed for the automatic
pr,:vention of stall/departure anti spin. In this respect the CCV concept offers some promising
opportunities.

From the operational viewpoint it was indicated that:

(a) comprehensive flight tests must be carried out to explore the hig" angle :f attack behaviour in the
whole flight envelope, including representative external store configurations. This is the condition
to allow the full operational use of the performance potential of the aircraft. (One of the papers
presented describes some problems encountered in this area in tLe latest development stage of a
fighter).

(b) the availability of aircraft for spin training is highly desiral le.

Written comments were solicited from the participants, and the meeting ended with a round table discussion
with the theme: Design Method. for Spin Prevention and Spin Control

It was observed that the meeting had been an excellent opportunity to review the present knowledge in this
relatively new area and, more importat tly, to identify problems where more research and development is needed.
It was shown that, on a modern combat aircraft, the stall/spin charact, ristics must be considered from the
prelimi.nary design stage, and the prediction of those characteristics, using both analytical and experimental
methods, must be refined progressively in the design development. The difficu3ties of achieving a proper balance
between various possibilities, inc.1,.2ding the cost/effectiveness viewpoint, have bee'n recognized. In particular, ways
must be found to simplify and to reduce the cost of the promising RPRV technique.

The following actions have been recommended:

Active cooperation between European and US specialists, in particular in the area of vertical tunnel testing
and free flight models. Contacts have been arranged for the near future.

Application of departure/spin criteria to various aircraft and exchange of infcrmation about the results.

Promotion of refined analytical flight dynamic studies of high angle of attack behaviour. (The data input
to these studies would be based on extensive static and dynamic wind tunnel tests up to 900 of angle of
attack and 30 to 400 of sideslip). The difficulties created by the highly nonlinear aerodynamic character-
istic! and by scale effect must be solved by the development of adequate testing facilities, specialized
lesting equipment, and testing methods.

Periodic review of the high angle of attack problems either through the medium of similar specialists'
Meetingu or by Working Groups sponsored by AGARD.

G.P. BATES, Jr J. CZINCZENHEIM
Memer Member
Flight Mechanics Panel Flight Mechanics Panel
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THE STALL/SPIN PROBLEM

by

Robert J. Woodcock Robert Weissman
Principal Scientist Chief, Stability and Control Branch
Control Criteria Branch Aeromechanlcs Division
Flight Control Division Aeronautical Systems Division
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

St"My¥

Stall/Rpin problems, as old as the history of airplane flight, still plague aircraft designers.

ircraft configurations are driven by per-formance demands, while Pt high angle of attack our capability
to anayze potentil problems - or to devise solutions - has remained limited. Sipple prediction meth-
ods are not always enough. and data inadequacies impair the usefulness of more sophisticated analysis.
The development of spin tunnel and free-flight model testJatg techniques is traced, prospects of improviad

aerodynamics indicated, and some flight control system capabilities outlined, with reference to exper!-
ence with some recent airplanes. Ve retain interest in recovery from spins and post-stall gyrations,
but see a need for more emphasis on designing for resistance to loss of control.

The early glider flights of the Wright brotherp often ended by dropping off on one wing, out of
control, with a wingtip eventually striking the Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, sand in a rotary motion.
While the low altitude of these flights preventad motion from developing fully, it seems clear that
these were departures into incipient spius.

In those early days of manned flight the spin was a; dangerous as it is today. When the Wright
brcthers first tried warping the vingn to roll into a turn, they found that the banking was accompanied
by a dangerous tendency to diverge in yaw at high angle of attack1 . Adding a fixed vertical fin helped
stabilize the 1902 glider, but the loss-of-control problam persisted. Orville Wright reasoned that a
hinged vertical rudder could produce a counter aiwing mAoment to keep the yaw fror starting and thus
enable the flyer to re,'ain under control. This was tried fi:et with rudder deflection connected to the
wing-warp control, then vith the pilot controlling the rudder separately. The fix was effective but
required the pilot's conutant attention. Proper spin recovery controls were not generally known until
1916, when flight test experiments on cpin recovery procedures were conducted at the Royal Aircraft
Factory, Fa.nborough, in an F E 82. Wing Commander Macmillan is responsible for a fascinating early
history of the spin in Aeronautics, 1960-o2 issues. For early airplanes the spin recovery technique was
at least rational if not inetinctive: forward stick and rudder opposing the yawing motion should stop
the rotation And install the wing. Once these recovery controls were known, WI pilots used the spin
as a maneuver to lose altitude without gaining airspeed3 . Then in the 1920s som of the more peculiar
spin modes were recognized as problems. Accident summaries from that erau' 5'6 show spins involved in
about three percent of all accidents reported and in twenty to thirtv percent of the fatal accidents.

Analytical studies and dynamic wind tunnel testing to reduce the stall/spin problem were reported
in tagland as early as 1917. Autorotation was observed in the wind tunnels, and the first analytical
prediction methods were developed by Glauert and Lindemann. Gates and Bryant presented a comprehensive
survey of spinning7 in 1927. About 1930, a method of determining the flight path and altitude of a spin-
ning aircraft was put into use 8 . Rotation rates about and accelerations along the principal axes, as
well as vertical velocity were measured and recorded photographically. This information was used to
define the motion of the aircraft, which could then be used in conjuction with the analytical prediction
methods.

............................. =..- --- -- -----. ,,-tng-ee engprfr. [ efe ..- -- sure used In
full-scale testing was to attach external ballast, which when released would cause the center of gravity
of the airplane to move forward, thus returning the airplane to a controllable configuration9 . Because
of the hazards involved in stall/spin flight testing, researchers hesitant to use full-scale aircraft
tried free-flight models. One of the early spin models was dropped from the top of a 100-foot balloon
hangar at Langley Field. This proved an inadequate means of obtaining data, and soon vertical wind tun-
nels were being built to investigate spinning (1930 in the United States, 1931 in England). In 1945 the
U.S. Army Air Force dropped in instrumented model from a Navy blimp to study spin entry and recovery.

As jet aircraft were developed, the inertial characteristics of fighters in particular were changed
to the point that spins and other post-stall motions became mere troublesome and even required different
recovery techniques. By the time of the 1957 Wright Air Development Center Spin Symposium 10 , most stall/
spin problems were identified, some analysis methods had been developed, and the electronic digital com-
puter provided a useful tool with which to examine the stall/spin problem11 .

Then suddenly the eughasis was shifted to space. "ith little management interest and rather poor
expectations of ieprovement, resources for stall/spin research were quite limited. Instead our Ai,
Force tended to concentrate on perfonance improvements, which often have aggravated stability and con-
trol oroblems at high angles of attack. Today, a large and costly Air Force accident record and a re-
newed emphasis on maneuver capability have led to a larger concentrated effort to solve the problems
associated with aircraft operating in the stall/spin flight regime1 2 .

Large aircraft have also experienced stall/spin problems. For example, several B-58s were lost
in spins. Automatic trimming of the control-stick force was mechanized in such an insidious way that
an inattentive pilot might not be aware of a slowdown to stall speed. Trouble with fuel management
could result in an extreme aft center of gravity, at which B-58 stability and control were deteriorated.
The C-133, on long flights, would climb to an altitude approaching its aosolute ceiling. Poor stall
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warning and a vicious stall while trying to fly there are thought to have caused the disappearance of
several C-133 a~rcraft. It has become customary to require analysis and spin tunnel testing of all
U.S- military air'lanes even though flight demonstrat'.on of large, low-maneuverability types is limited
to stalls with only moderate control abuse 13.

The military specification 1for flying qualities defines good high-a characteristics in term that
are qualitative rather than quantitative. The airplane must exhibit adequate stall warning, and in ad-
dition the stall must be easily recoverable. We now emphasize resisxance to violent departures from
controlled flight, while retaining requirements for reovery from sttanable post-stall motions. The
definitions of good high-angle-of-attack characteristics will differ for the various classes of air-
craft; but with respect to fighter tircraft, a pilot should not have to worry about loss of control
while flying within his useful maneuver envelope. We shall need quantitative requirements that will be
of more use in the design stage for all classes of airplanes.

Generally post-stall design and testing have emphasized spins and spin recovery, taking the point
of viev that assurance of recoverability from the worst possible out-of-control situation guarantees
safety. This philosophy falls short in several respects. Resistance to departure has not been empha-
sized adequately. The motions can be disorienting, and recovery control inputs such as ailerons with
the spin are unnatural. And as airplanes grow larger and heavier, altitude loss becomes excessive.
P-111 instructions, for example, are to eject if spin recovery has not comenced upon reaching 15,000
feet altitude. Spins and spin recovery should not be neglected, but emphasis needs to shift to departure
resistance and early recovery.

STATUS OF TECHNOLOGY

Recent studies of current Air Force fighters have developed additional insight into their high-
angle-of-attack problems. Also, initial F-14 and F-15 flight results show that substantial improvement
can be secured by concentrated design attention. Eut design effort is ve:y large, trade-offs are un-
certain, and confidence is unsure until after thorough flight demonstration. There remains the need to
establish definitive requirements and develop a greatly expanded basis for aerodynamic and flight con-
trol design. To that end, improved design methods and criteria are being sought for the high-a char-
acteristics of present and future aircraft.

Except for a few rules of thumb, analytical stall/spir, work is based on the mathematical equations
that dercribe the motion of an aircraft. The general equations of motion involve both inertial and aero-
dynamic nonlinearities. For the large-amplitude motions associated with stall/post-stall fligbt, lin-
earization of the equations is of limited value, while using the nonlinear equations makes gereralization
difficult. The primar, reason for inaccurate prediction of high-angle-of-attack characterietics is the
incufficient quality of the available aerodynamic data. Analysis of the tiree-dimensional separated
flow field is most aif!icult.

The principal U.S. source of high-a static aerodynamic data at high Reynolds number has been the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Amen 11-foot and 12-foot wind tunnels. (Ftgure 1) Although
flow irregularities and mount limitations there have lim'ted the validity of data taken, these deficien-
cies are to be rectified. Ti.2 Arnold Engineering Development Center 16-foot transoni tunnel also has a
high Reynolds number capability, but no existing facility can reach the flight Reynolds numbers of full-
scale a 'lanes. Still, exceeding critical Reynolds number appears to be the most important test require-
ment. NAsA has had a small rotary balance in the spin tunnel and now is employing a new rotary balance
in the Langley 30-foot 'y 60-foot tunnel. Rotary and oscillatory dynamt.c testaij are expected to produce
different aerodynamic results -5 . NASA Ames is also working on improved dynamic wind tunnel testing %p-
paratus.

The steady spin and recovery can be investigated in a vertical vind tuinnel, but the dynamically
scaled spin tunnel aircraft models are rather small. "oreover, a more furdamental limitation is that the
models are tossed into the tunnel much as a Frisbee is launched; it taken more skill than we possess to
determine entry :haracteristics, although Gobeltz has shown some capability in his spin tunnel at Lille.
Also at NASA Lan;ley, models of about 3-foot span are flown in the 30-foot by 60-foot tunnel, with power
and control higtls transmitted through an umbilical cord. (Figure 2) This method enables 1-g stalls and
initial departuros to be studied in conditions resembling free flipht.

Free-flight model testing has also taken the forms of catapulted models (recorded by multiple-ex-
posure photos), (Figure 3) and radio-controlled models droppee from blimps, lightplises, or helicopters.
In the U.S., Bownan has done much of this at Langley. Free-flight model test results have been found
generally to agree qualitatively with full-scale results despite Reynolds number differences. But from
cost and time considerations most of these tests have followed, rather than preceded, full-scale tests
at high angle of attack.

In design development, drop model testing can be zoupled with recently developed parameter identi-
fication techniques to supply both the aerodynamic drscription and an indication of the real aIrplane
behavior at high angles of attack. A large-scale model can allow both a better match of Reyno.ds number
and the internal volume required for extensive telemetry equipment and sensors. Telemetry is used to
gather detailed data for later anslysis and possibly also for modeling an active flight system. The
model can enter stall/departure from maneuvers as well as from l-g flight, and the entire motion from
onset through recovery can be experienced. he quickenao time scale, however, will not permit a direct
pilot evaluation of flying qualities. The Aodel ccn be used to provide information at extreme flight
conditions, with no danger to the pilot. Variations of this technique are currently being pursued by
the ;ASA Flight Resea:ch Center (F-15), Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory and Flight Test Center
(YF-16), NASA Langley Research Center (various models), and the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford.
In another program at Langley, smaller models with simpler instrumentation and controlled with hobby
equipment are being investigated to see how much'can be learned from s minimum-cost drop model program
aimed at general aviation. Fizuro 11 shows a 0.30-scale YF-16 drop model ready for installation on a
helicopter in preparation for ntall/spin testing at th3 Air For,:- Flight Test Center.
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The analysis cf high-angle-of-attack flight characteristics has been a subject of increpsed interest
and importance over the past few years. No one here nseds to be reminded that uncontrollable yaw and/
or roll divergence at or near the stall prevents unrestricted use of an airplane's full maneuvering cap-
ability and occasionally results in the loss of an airplane and crew. In military service not only
fighter type aircraft but bomber and cargo aircraft too have experienced stall/spin problems. The stall/
spin problem has also been responoible for a great many lohses of life and equipment in the civil avi-
ation field.

During the past decade we have seen the development of numerous configurati ns of jet-powered fiphter
and transport airplanes. Transport aircraft, in general, have been characterized by a moderately swept-
back wing of medium aspect ratio in combination with innovations such as fuselage-mounted engines sad
tee-tails, all leading to a fundamental change in stall characteristics. High-performance fighter air-
craft design has only rece-itly emphasized the need for good flying qualities at high angles of attack.
Unfortunately, definition of the configuration features which contribute favorably to those flying qual-
ities is far from complete.

The potential for conducting "earaingful analytical investigations to determine stability and control
chc:aL.teristics at high angle of attack is considerably better today than in the past. Computers have been
developed to the point where solution of the six-degree-of-freedom equatnna of motion poses few problema
of cost, programming, computation tire, etc. Ihiarn is a consensus that, in the design process, dynamic
characteristics should be investigated at sngles of attack to and beyond stall on every aircraft and at
even higher angles of attack (i.e., up tn 90 degrees) and also high sideslip angles (i.e., up to 30-40
degrees) on some types of aircraft. It is generally agreed that a full statemeat of aerodynamic char-
acteristics obtained in the wind tunnel provides a good basis at least for near-stall stabilitymad con-
trol analysis, but that there are many unresolved problems associated with the validity of data at much
higher angles of attack.

Analytical studies are being conducted with these datafor example Reference 16, and results cor-
related with free-flight model and full-scale flight test results. Attempts at correlation have had
varying degrees of success. The analytical technique most commonly employed to study stall/spin problems
involves a simultaneous solution of the equation of motion and associated formulas. Near-stall stability
and control analysis using this technique correlates better with experimental test results Lhan does
analsis of developed spin modes. Good matching of spin mode. and recovery characteristics with free-
fligat model and full-scale flight test results is seldom obtained with a computer solution. On the
otb-: hand, spin tunnel and free-flight dynamically similar scale model test results correlate reasonably
well with full-scale airplane test results. If we are to resolve problems associcted with the validity
of data and analysis, a continuing effort is needed which includes research as well as work on aircraft
now under 6evelopment.

ANALYSIS :ND DESIGN TECHNIQUES

A considerable amount of work has been completed, and more is being planned, to identify configura-
tion features which either promote or delay departures from controlled flight and which coutribute fav-
orably toward spin recovery 17-22. The influence of wing planform and position have been investigated
with symmetrical fuselage shapes as well as on specific airplane configurations. Wind tunnel investigations
are needed to dete-mine the integrated effects of forebody and afterbody shapes, inlet ducts, vertical
wing position, wing leading edge flaps, single and twin vertical fins, horizontdl stabilizer position,
and strakes on lateral-directional static stability characteristics at high angles uf attack. Identifi-
cation of those features which are stabilizing and/or provide favorable interference effects on other com-
ponents can provide guidelines for the design of new aircraft (or the modification of existing aircraft)
with inherently good high angle of attack flight characteristics, and de:aign data needs to be compiled.
Examples of some such work on lateral-directional stability characteristics zre shown in Figures 4 through
717.

Figure 4 shows the effect of forebodies with elliptical cross sections on directional stability.
For the fuselage alone, both foreb'dies exhibit a destabilizing characteristic up to about 30 degrees
angle of attack. However, the horizontal elliptical forebudy (fo.ebody A) aho a stablc brcrk and then
becomes stable above 30 degrees.

Figure 4 also shows the effect of forebody shape when a vertical tail is added. Forebody A exhibits
good directional stability over a large range of angles of attack as compared to the forebody shaped as a
vertical ellipse (forebody B).

The effect of wing position on forebody A, which now includes a ventral inlet as well as a vertical
rail, is shown in Figure 5. At high angles of attack the low wing produces significantly better lateral-
directional stability than does the high wing. Apparently the low wing has less adverse effect on the
!dy and a more favorable effect on vrtical tail effectiveness.

One final example has to do with the effe:t of forebody strakes on lateral-directional stability.
t was found that a forebody strake contributes favorably to lateral-directional stability, as indicated
n Figure 6, and that the length of the strake affects the degree of improvement. Because of their loca-
4ion, these forebody strakes produce a longitudinal destabilizing effect as shown in Figure 7. The effect
is minimal for the short strake (the one most effective from a late:al-directional standpoint).

Flow visuali;:ation tests are invaluable for obtaining an understanding of the nature of flow phenomena
causing cerodynamic pro-spin moments at developed spin angles of attack or a loss of lateral-directional
stability at stall. Flow visualization studies have been conducted on several fighter-type aircraft

21 '22

after lateral-directional stability problems were encountered during flight testing. but then even if a
seemingly minor aerodynamic mcdification wfill correct the problem often it cannot be accomplished because
of high cost, impact on production schedules, etc., a situation that some of us here have been faced with.
Flow visualization studies at high angle of attack can be considered a necessity for design of an air
supetiority aircraft, and they can be a great help in designing other aircraft.
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The problems experienced with analytical studies of stcll/post-stall/spin characteristics seem to be
associated with the aerodynamic model. If the aerodynamic model is based on wind tunnel data at low
Reynolds number then the results obtained may be misleading for somp. configurations. The use of dynamic
stability derivatives (as determined from f~rced-oscillation tests' to compute developed spin motions has
met with limited success in matching the mo.io.z. obtained from free-flight models or spin tunnel tests.
The aerodynamic moments generated in a developed spin due to steady rotational fltw Eppear to be sig-
nificant. A rotation-balance is required to obtain data while the model s rotating and under the same
local flow conditions that exist in an actual spin

23 .

Analytical studies with the objective of matching model and full-scale departure characteristics
have had some success, though fudging of the data is not uncommon. Exact matching is seldom if ever
achieved, but there has been good correlation with respect to the degree of spin susceptibility and the
type of departure-that is, a strong yaw divergence or a rolling departure. In any case there must be a
fully defined statement of aerodynamic characteristics. Dynamic derivatives may be obtained with the
forced-oscillation technique, rotary derivatives obtained with the use of a rotation-balance, and data
meanured in increments as small as one or two degrees in angle of attack and sideslip at near stall angles
of attack.

Cer 1he past few years there have been several studies conducted to investigate initial design cri-
teria for predicLing departure characteristics and spin susceptibility of fighter-type aircraft. These
criteria use stat.c aerodynamic characteristics since static-force test data are among the first data
obtained durinE the initial design stages. The designer has available basic data early in preliminary
design from which stability anG control analysis can be started, in order to determine whether or not the
airplane might experience problems at near-stall angles of attack. A main objective of these studies
has seen to verl~y or extend existing stability criteria, and possibly develop new criteria which can be
used with a reasonable degree of confidence for a first-out prediction of full-scale aircraft departure
characteristics sad spin susceptibility as early as possible in the design stage.

Some of the perameters developed for predicting aircraft departure characteristics and spin suscep-
tibility 24 -2 9are shown in Figure 8. There has been a considerable amount of effort to cotrelate the
dynamic directional stability parameter CnODYN and the lateral control divergence parameter, LCDP, with
experimental data as well as with results o analytical studies. The studies describe,' in References25and26are recent examples. Figure 9 illustrates the use of the Cn 3nd LCDP parameters for pre-
dicting departure characteristics and spin susceptibility

27 28 . The parameters are calculated for a

range of near-stall angles of attack. Then depending upon where values of the criteria plot, a judgment
can be made regarding departure and spin susceptibility.

Another criterion for predicting departure angle of attack is the "S plus 6 Axis Stability Indicator"
(Figure 8, equations 4 and 5). A detailed derivation and explanation of this critcrioi. can be found in
Reference". Figure 10 illustrates the use of this criterion. In order to predict aircraft departure
angles of attack, a8 and a are plotted over the desired range of aircraft angles of attack. If the a

line is above the a Z line at a given angle of attack or if a < 0, then a tendency toward instaility
can be expected at A.e lower of these angles of attack. Becamue of the direct relationship between
Cr. and a_8 , when a 0 then CnBDYN o. Also, when a 8 = a6 then LCDP - 0.

BDYN BY

Generally the stablity derivatives used in calculating these various criteria Pre applicable over
only a small sideslip angle range, for example ±5*. The higher the angle of attack, the more nonlinear
Cn and Cl versus B become and it is possible to calculate positive values for, say CnOD.N over a small
8 range and negative values over a larger B range (e.g., ±l0*). Consequently, the aerodynamic data used
in calculations should also take into account nonlinearities over the large as well as over the small 0
range. The uncertainty of determining dynamic response of a nonlinear system in terms of linear parameters
is one significant shortcoming of these methods, the other being a degree of oversimplification even for
aerodynamics that are linear with sideslip. Nevertheless, these rules of thumb can give valuable early
indication of potential problems.

Despite the problems that have been and will continue to be enLounLeied Icr ing" 41 orr-latin. of
analyticai and experimental results, analytical studies can play an important role in exploring the over-
all spin problem. Reference 30extends closed-loop pilot-vehicle analysis to coupled longitudinal and
lateral-directioi)al motion at combined angles of attack and sideslip. Reference2 is an example of a
program tow in progress to investigate the stall/spin characteristics of a CCV fighter aircraft and to
establish configuration design guidelines.

Although much progress has leen made in analyzing and understanding the effects of configuration
features on aerodynamic characteristics at high angle of attack, analytical studies cat.not and should
not be considered a substitute for full-scale flight test programs. However, they can augment the know-
ledge gained from such programs as well as providing important information either during preliminary
design or for possible configuration changes to existing aircraft.

THE OUTLOOK

The Increased attention now given to stall/spin characteristics is in ttself a major step forward.
Relatively simple fixes have been found which, while not eliminating stall spin problems, have provided
significant improvement Such a fix is the F-Ill Stall Inhibitor System, which has been flown. While
the flight-test program stopped ihort of extreme maneuvers, the corbination of additional directional
stability augmentation and a high stick force gradient in pitch near thf limit anRle of attack appear?
to be an effective departure deterrent. For one thing, the stability augmentation forces the airplane
to roll more about its flight path than about its body X axis. On the F-4, leading-edge slats now
delay both buffet onset and departure to a higher angle of attack. Also, Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab-
oratory's Tactical Weapon Delivery (TWeai) program demonstrated the effectiveness of improved stability
augmentation at angles of attack below departure for a standard F-4. On a simulator, Calspan Corporation
han demonstrated'1 that a somewhat more sophisticated change in the flight control system can ossentially
eliminate A-7D departures, and Vought independently has derived in aerodwnamic modification, a wing leading-
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edge extension next to the fuselage, that gives significant improvement. The F-14 also uses the flight
control system tc improve departure vesistance: "The magnitude of the yawing moment required for a spin
cannot be developed when the stick is laterall centered at spin angles of attack.",32 A highly succes-
sful example of effective control-limiting is the T-38/F-5, which has A potential unrecoverable flat
spin mode. While stabilizer authority is adequate for other uses, it is limited to the extent that, in
flight test, only abrupt full aft stick held for a long time would develop a spin. Spins have n't been
encountered at all in T-38/F-5A, B operational use.

We feel strongly that, despitE the possible capabilities of a flight control system, there is no
substitut2 for careful aerodynamic design. Nevertheless, other factors may dictate use of the flight
control systems to prevent departure from controlled flight. Air combat effectiveness, excessive al-
titud6 loss, possible pilot disoriantation, and perhaps an unnatural recovery technique are some con-
siderations in further limiting airplane motions.

It can be said that in order to improve aerodynamic design capability, better tools are needed.
High-a aerodynamic theory is a long-term project, although intermediate results will be helpful we look
for progress in the form of fundamental flow theory including viscid-inviscid interaction, with highly
instrumented wind tunnel models to provide data and validation; new dynamic model mounts for wind tunnel
testing; and free-flight models improved at both ends of the cost spectrum. Simple, less expensive free-
flight tasting of relatively small models can be helpful early in design, while the effects of stability
augmentation, etc., can be investigated with larger, more elaborate free-flight. models in time to aid the
full-scale flight tests.

Although flying qualities in the normal flight regime can be specified quantitatively in great de-
tail, the complications of non-linearities and coupled motions near the stall region have precluded the
statement of criteria that could be very helpful to the designer. Qualitacive statements of general air-
craft behavior at the stall region are of limited help. Groundbased sirulators with enhanced visual or
motion capability, or both, offer a safe, efficient way to conduct preliminary pilot evaluations. Pilot-
vehicle analysis has been instrumental in recasting dynamic requirements for loweT angles of attack, and
now we may be able to extend these techniques to the stall/spin region. The goal of the flying-qualities
efforts is to derive and quantify motion and vehicle parameters and to develop analysis techniques that
can be related diiectly to airplane design.

On the other hand, we realize that "design trade-off" is a synonym of "compromise." Thus, we will
never be rid of stall/spin problems even if we should come to understand the phenomena thoroughly. But
the.:e are several approaches that need to be followed in order to make these design trade-offs possible
on a basis approaching rationality.

I
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Figure I - An F-4E model with leading-edge
slats is tested at high angle of
attack in the 12-foot wind
tunnel at NASA Ames Research
Center.

Figure 2 - A B-I free-flight model beIng
tested in the 30 x 60-foot
wind t':anl at NASA Largley:
Resc-arch Center.
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Figure 3 - ultiple-exposure photograph
provided data for analyzing
the stall/spin characteristics
of a model aircraft being
tested at the catapult facility
of the Flight Dynamics Labora-
tory at Elizabeth City, NC.
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THE STALL/SPIN PROBLEM - AMERICAN INDUSTRY'S APPROACH

by

Charles A. Anderson
Fighter CCV Program Manager

General Dynamics' Fort Worth Division
F.O. Box 748, Fort Worth, Texas 16Ol

SUMMARY

In this paper the stall/spin problem as ,.iewed by American industry is reviewed.
An attempt is made to detail what has caused us to have stall/spin problems, what options
are open to the aircraft designer to reduce stall/spin susceptibility, and some of the
current evaluation criteria that are available. Also, the various analytical and exeri-
mental tools and flight test techniques available today are reviewed. An assessment is
then made of the usefulness of each of these guidelines, tools, and techniques. Finally,
a reconmended procedure for determining the stall/spin susceptibility and characteristics
is presented.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Al area forward of center of gravicy, ft
2

A2  area aft of center of gravity, ft
2

BA body axis

Ix  inertia about x-axis, slug-ft
2

I y inertia about y-axis, slig-ft
2

I z  inertia about z-axis, slut-ft
2

LCDP lateral control departure parameter

LI distance from centroid of Al to center of gravity, ft

L2  Distance from centroid of A2 to center of gravity, ft

NACA National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

RN Reynolds number, per ft

S wing area, ft
2

US United States

V velocity, ft/sec

b wing span, ft

F mean aerodynamic chor., ft

dyn dynamic

g normal load factor, it/see 2

m mass, slugs

a angle of attack, deg

p angle of sideslip, deg

P density of air, sLug/ft
3

A delta

A wing sweep, deg
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CL lIft coefficient

Cm pitching moment

C1  rolling moment coefficient

Cn yawing roment coefficient

Cn,8 yawing moment coefficient due to sideslip

CnS a  yawing moment coefficient due to aileron

Cl,8 rolling moment coefficient due to sideslip

C18a rolling moment coefficient due to aileron

8a  aileron deflection, deg

Sr  rudder deflection, deg

8Ha differential horizontal tail deflection, deg.

INTRODUCTION

The stall/spin problem has been with us for a long time and is one of the last
to receive a great deal of attention. Ever since the Wright Brothers flew their first
aircraft, the stall/spin phenomenon has relentlessly taken its toll of aircraft and
lives. As we in industry expanded the boundaries of aircraft performance, we a'so
expanded the stall/spin suceptibility problem. With the help of the .ld NACA organiza-
tion, much work was accomplished in the 1930-1940 time period to understand the stall/

spin problem and how to design aircraft chat were not so susceptible to it.

With the advent of the jet engine and the concentration of large quantities of

mass and inertia along the centerline of the aircraft, a whole new set of stall/spin

characteristics emerged. With our zeal to increase the aircraft performance through

ever expanding performance envelopes, we introduced configurations that were designed

to meet performance goals only (drag and maneuverability) and, therefore, very little

attention was given in the early design phase to assure that the aircraft had good

stall/spin characteristics. In general, the aircraft configurations were driven mainly
by drag considerations, and stall/spin a"alysis was very limited, being confined mainly
to a determination of the characteristics of the configuration already being built.

Consequently, most of the U.S. high-performance aircraft built in the 1950's ind
1960's demonstrated less-than-eesirable stall/spin characteristics. This is evidenced

in the fact that between 1966 and 1970 we lost approximately 225 military aircraft, which

resulted in a material loss of approximately 360 million dollars and 110 lives.

DISCUSS ION

In order to understand the current stall/spin problems, one must first try to

understand how we got where we are, what option.s are open to the aircraft design team

to reduce stall/spin susceptibility, and what are the current methods of determining
stall/spin characteristics.

How We Got Where We Are

Up to the late 1950's, most high-

performance aircraft were limited to sub- TYPCAL IGHr- . ASPECT
sonic speeds and were designed primarily AWING

for air-to-air combat. This meant that RATI W
they had relatively low wing loadings,
airfoils designed for maaeuver, and -J

moderate sweep angles with most of the ANGLE OF ATTACK- DEGREES

aircraft lift carried on the wings. For LONGIUDINALI TYPICAL HIGH

this type of aircraft the wing gen.-rally ASPECT
stalled before an angle of attack at RATIOEWING
which directional stability went -to zero
was reached. This is illustrated in

Figure 1. For this type of aircraft, ANGLE OF ATTACK - DEGREES
stall was characterized by the classic
"g" break with the nose falling through. I01 RELATIONSIlP BETWEEN DIRECTIONAL STABILITY AND
To get these types of aircraft in a spin, LIFTCOEFFICIENTASAFUNCTIONOFANGLEOFATTACK

-you stenerally had to really want to.
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In the late 1950's and early 1960's, the age of the missiles and sophisticated
fire control systems came into being and the emphasis in air-to-air combat switched
from close-in gun firing to stand-off missile firing. With this philosophy driving the
aircraft designs and the tremendous improvements in jet engines, aircraft designs were
now aimed at obtaining high maneuverability, low drag, and large speed envelopes. This
led to thin wings with sharp leading edges and high sweep angles, large flat fuselages
that continues to lift after the wing had stalled, and large horizontal tails to obtain
the desired supersonic maneuverability. With the advent of this type of configuration,
the aircraft could be maneuvered to higher and higher angles of attack in the subsonic
flight regime since more-than-adequate horizontal tail power was available as a result
of the supersonic maneuver requirements.

We now encounter the type of
stall most representative of today's
aircraft - yaw divergence. No longer

DIRECTIONALI F-lIA was the classic stall with its "g"
FORWARD SWEEP break experienced; a new condition

now existed in which the aircraft
continues to generate lift and thus
passes the angle of attack at which

. . . directional stability goes to zero.
ANGLE OF ATTACK - DEGREES1 This 's illustrated in Figure 2. For

~ LONITUDNAL1this type of configuration, stall
comes very suddenly in the form of
uncommanded yaw and/or roll excursions

F-111A and usually results in loss of control
7 FORWARD ':a EP before the pilot is aware of it.

ANGLE OF ATTACK • DEGREES Because directional stability is
already zero at the time of stall,

FIG 2 RELATIONSHIP BErWEENDIRECTIONALSTABILITYAND the aircraft is very prone to enter
LIFTCOEFFICIENTASAFUNC#7ONOFANGLEOFATTACK a spin unless the pilot takes immedi-

ate and correct action.

Also during the late 1950's and early 1960's, little was accomplished in the wayof specification changes, development of analytical prediction methods or detailed

criteria for stall/spin prevention. Most of what was accomplished was mainly confined
to determining the characteristics of the configurations being built. As a result of
the above philosophy and the lack of specifications, methods, and criteria, most U.S.
high-performance aircraft designed between 1950 and 1965 exhibited less-than-desirable
stall/spin characteristics, which resulted in limiting the performance of the aircraft.
Today we still have no srecifications, standard analysis methods, or detailed criteria
available to assure that an aircraft in the design phase will have acceptable stall/spin
characteristics.

As a result of the past three major world conflicts, in which air power played a
predominant role, it became quite obvious that the concept of stand-off missile battles
only has given way to close-in air-to-air dog fights with both guns and missiles. Dur-
ing this time it also became obvious that the stall/spin characteristics of our first-
line fighters were far from optimum and in some cases actually limited maneuvering
performance. In a fighter aircraft, stall-/spin-free performance to at least the maxi-
mum usable maneuvering angle of attack is essential. It is also important to understand
when one talks about performance for this type of aircraft that handling qualities be
included ratner than just drag and thr it to weight. It does no good for a pilot to be
able to pull or sustain high "g" levels and not be able to track well enough to use his
gun.

As a result of the rapid growth of our industry and our failure to recognize
that the missile is not the ultimate weapon that would send the air-to-air dog fight
into the history books, we arrived in the late 1960's at a point where the aircraft loss
rate due to stall/spin accidents was large. It was during this time that both industry
and various U.S. government agencies started to really look at the problem. Symposiums
were organized, study contracts were let, ad hoc committees were formed, and, most
important of all, requirements for good stall/spin characteristics were included in the
requirements for new aircraft. These new requirements, plus the work done by government
and Industry specialists in pulling together the available evaluation criteria to assist
the designer, resulted in later production aircraft like the F-14, F-15, and F-16 possess-
ing good stall/spin characteristics.
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Some of the current evaluation criteria that are available to assist the aircraftdesigrar in assessing good stall/spin characteristics are presented in Figures 3 and 4.The characteristics indicating good spin resistance are shown in Figure 3 and those indi-cating good spin recovery characteristics are shown in Figure 4. As mentioned above,these data represent evaluation criteria only and, unfortunately, do not give the designguidelines necessary to assure the designer that he is obtaining the characteristicsdepicted in these figures. It is in these areas of establishing new specifications,
design guidelines, and analysis m(thods that much work needs to be done to ensure that
good stall/spin characteristics are obtained.
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What Options Are Open To The Designer

Now that we have looked at a bit of history and the limited evaluation available

for assuring that good stall/spin characteristics are available, let's look at the
options open to the aircraft design team. The term "design team" is used here because
the design of today's aircraft is really more of a team effort than ever before because
of the inclusion of more flying qualities and stall/spin analysis in the design selec-
tion process.

The first basic option open to the design team is to allcw the aircraft configura-
tion to be driven by speed and maneuverability considerations only. Although speed and
maneuverabilfty are paramoLnt in any design, they are usually achieved by compromising
good high-angle-of-attack flying qualities. A traditional fighter design approach has
been to concentrate on speed and maneuverability at the expense of high-angle-of-attack
qualities, conduct stall/spin testing, install a stall warning device in the aircraft,
and provide appropriate precautions in the flight handbook. Continuing stall/spin losses
testify to the shortcomings of this approach.

Departure prevention can be designed into an aircraft in a variety of ways. For
example, a combination of limited control power plus high basic airframe stability can
be used to prevent attainment of departure angle of attack; however, maneuverability
would be severely compromised. If the design team does not wish to compromise maneuver-
ability, it could supply the departure resistance through high basic airframe stability,

which would result in a severe performance compromise. If the design team docs not wish
to compromise maneuverability or performance, then it could design the aircraft with
very low basic airframe stability and supply the required depnrture resistance through
the control system. If the control surfaces are designed for raximum maneuverability
and performance, that is, using the smallest tail size that will meet the high-q maneuver

requirements, then the operating envelepe of the aircraft will probably be compromised

by control power limiting at low-q conditions.

It is quite obvious that there has to be a middle ground or optimum compromise

that will allow the maximum values of performance, maneuverability, and operational
flight envelope to be obtained. But , hat is the magic by which we achieve the best

compromise? What are the design criteria? The one suggested is really very simple; it
is merely to design the aircraft to have enough basic stability to provide good handling
qualities and spin resistance over the operatioral flight envelope and up Lo the maximum
useful angle uf attack, and then use the fiight control system to prevent excursions

outside this envelope. It should be noted that toe term "maximum useful angle of attack"
i employed in L'.is suggestion. To understand this term, one must first understand what
the maximum useful angle of attack for a fighter would be.

First, since turn performance is one of the main indicators of fighter perform-
ance, the relationship between turn performance and angle of attack must be understood.

As is quite obvious to everyone, turn performance is a funccion of both speed and normal
acceleration. Further, in turning flight, speed is a function of drag and thrust-to-

weight ratio, and normal acceleration is a function of wing loading, angle of attack,
and speed. Therefore, for a given configuration, once the desired wing loading and
thrust-to-weight ratio have been established, the maximum turning capab-iLity can be
determined. Increased turn rate can be obtained in maneuvering flight conditions by
increasing load factor or by holding load factor and bleeding off speed (energy). In
this case the minimum useful speed occurs at that angle of attack where the speed is
decreasing faster thao the lift is increasing and, consequently, both normal accelera-
tion and turn rate fall off. Increases in angle of attack above this maximum useful
value not only result in excessive speed loss, which firther reduces turn rate, but put

the aircraft in an area in which it is subject to loss of control. Since loss of control
appears to have very little tactical usefulness, increasing angle of attack beyond the
maximum usable value puts one more task on the pilot that detracts from his ability to
visually track his opponent, that is, monitoring angle of attack.

Using the control system to limit the angle of attack to the maximum usable, or
slightly above, does not actually limit performance but tends to enhance it by allowing
the pilot complete freedom to utilize the aircraft's maximum performance. Moreover,
using the control system to limit normal-load-factor capability or sideslip excursions

tends to further enhance the pilot's freedom to maneuver and thus to utilize the air-
craft's maximum performance. Since most modern-day aircraft have their maximum turning
performance capabilities at angles of attack below 30 degrees, littlo tactical benef-t
would be obtained by developing an aircraft that can exceed these angles of attack.
Therefore, it appears that a good design compromise is to provide good basic stability
up to the maximum usable angle of attack and then to use rhe flight control system to
limit excursions in all axes above this angle of attack.
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Current Methods for Determination of Stall/Spin Characteristics

Now that we have looked at how the stall/spin problem emerged and what options
are open to the design team to assure that acceptable stall/spin characteristics are

achieved in a new design, let us look at the vario's methods currently available to
assess stall/spin characteristics.

Vertical Tunnel Tests - This type of testing is generally used t-o determine the

possible spin modes, susceptibility, and predicted recovery controls and to size the
spin recovery parachute system. It is generally accomplished by hand launching a model
in a stalled condition in a vertical tunnel. Experience shows that, because of scaling,
Reynolds number effects, and testing techniques, the results obtained from this type of

testing tend to be pessimistic and are difficult to extrapolate to full scale. Also,
as a result of the testing techniques, no information can be obtained regarding entry
and post-stall characteristics. Therefore, although this type of testing is very useful,
it should be limited to prediction of possible spin modes and recovery controls and to
the sizing cf recovery parachute systems.

Free-Flight Testing - This type of testing is generally used to examine an air-
craft's handling qualities up to stall. It is normally accomplished by remotely fl-ing
a large-scale model attached to a safety line in a large tunnel. Because the contrAl

systems for these tests are usually limited to simple rate feedback systems, it is
difficult to simulate an active control system. Experience shows that this type of
testing is very useful in determining the stall or divergence characteristics, but that
the ability to determine stall or divergence angle of attack for the full-scale aircraft
is very questionable. It appears that as a result of the low Reynolds number and Mach
number at which the testing is conducted and of the limited simulation of the basic air-
craft control system, the results of this type of testing may tend to be either conserva-
tive or optimistic, with no way of knowing which of the two were obtained.

Radio Control Model Tests - This is the newest and probably the most promising

type of testing available to determine the stall/spin characteristics of a given config-
uration. This type of testing allows examination of an aircraft's stall/spin character-
istics over the entire angle of attack range and, with the installation of high-speed
computers and data links in the ground station, allows simulation of the most sophisti-
cated active control system. In this type of testing, a large model is air launched from
either a helicopter or an aircraft, and the model's flight control system is used to
maneuver it into the desired manner. The becuty of this type of testing is that one -an
safely look at all kinds of combinations of entry conditions and gross misapplications
of controls to determine where the flight test effort should be concentrated. Another
by-product of this type of testing is that with the limited amount of instrumentation
required for the control systems and for just flying the model (a, p , airspeed, angular
rates, linear acceleratLons, and surface positions) the model's aerodynamic character-
istics can be obtained through regression techniques. Thus a data bank can be accumulated
for analytical prediction programs.

The advantages of this type of testing over the vertical and free-flight testing
techniques are obvious. Not only does it provide information on departure characteristics,

but it also allows examination of the poqt- tall and spin susceptibility characteristics.
The basic drawback is the low Mach and Reynolds number conditions at which the data are
obtained and the fact that this type of testing by necessity occurs aft-r the configura-
tion is firm and, thus, the results are usually used simply to document the stall/spin
characteristics of the configuration.

Flight Test - Flight testing, of course, is the best way to determine an aircraft's
stall/spin characteristics. Unfortunately, up until the late 1960's, stall/spin flight
testing consisted mainly of attempt.lng to satisfy the old spin specification, MIL-S-25015.
Flight testing against this spec was more of a test of endurance than anything else. To
satisfy the spec required that the test pilot put the aircraft into a spin at a variety
of flight conditions and loadings and allow the aircraft to complete from two to five
turns before applying spin recovery controls. This type of testing not only put the air-
craft in danger of being lost, but usually resulted in big expensive spin programs that
did lfttie Lo define what to do during the first few critical seconds after control was

As a result of the large numbers of aircraft that were lost in the late 1960's

that had been put through just such a spin demonstration, emphasis was shifted from pure
spin recovery testing to stall prevention and spin susceptibility determination. As a
result of this change in philosophy, the old spin specification was replaced b) a new
one, XIL-S-83691, which placed the emphasis on the determination of stall/spin prevention
and susceptibility. Although testing an aircraft in accordance with this specification
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improve its stall/spin characteristics, the information derived from this type of test-
ing is extremely useful in supplying the operational pilot with the necessary informa-
tion to recover from a stall/spin situation. P

The main drawback to this new specification is that the contractor must assume
that he will have to perform all phases of the testing required and bid it accordingly.
Consequently, the cost of the program is maximized.

Force Model Testing - This type of testing is the only one that can provide
information early enough to affect the configuration design from a stall/spin standpoilat.
A good iet of low-speed data covering the desired angle-of-attack range (00 to 700) and
sideslip range (-200 to +200) can be invaluable in assessing the stall/spin susceptibil-
ity of a given configuration. It is also very useful in providing the necessary guidance
for selecting the direction the configuration should be driven.

Even though this type of da-a is very useful in evaluating stall/spin character-
istics, the data obcained at angles if attack between 300 and 800 is very dependent on
configuration and model size. An exam le of this is shown in Figures 5 and 6, where the
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variation of yawing-moment coefficient is presented for various nose shapes end for a
given nose shape with model size as a function of angle of attack. It is not known at
this time whether these variations are caused by Mach number, Reynolds number, or other
effects. It is very strongly felt that a program should be initiated to resolve this
dilemma.

Analytical Programs - With the advent of high-speed computers wiiuh large memory
storage capability, an.alytical programs have become a very useful toe1 i n analyzing the
stall/spin characteristics of a given configuration. One cannot only obtain a time
history of a given type maneuver, but also build his program in such a manner that it
will take time-history traces from model test or flight test arnd allow regression tech-
niques to be used to extract the aerodynamics of the configuration. This type of infor-
mation, of course, is usually obtained too late to change configuration significantly,
but it is very useful in determining the exact stall/spin characteristics of the con-
figurat ion.

Unfortunately the analytical program is no better than its date and therein lies
the probler. Industry and government must establish some clear-cue. method of both deter-
mining and evaluating a given aircraft design's stall/spin characteristic from an
analytical basis.

CONCLUS IONS

Good stall/spin characteristics can be designed into an aircraft if these re-
quirements are written in the initial requirements for a new aircraft and, thus, are

i allowed to drive the configuration. This fact is evidenced by the good stall/spin
":: characteristics of the last three major fighter aircraft, the F-14, F-l5, and F-16.
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The design approach taken to provide good stall/spin characteristics can compro-
mise overall performance capability if the control system is not used as an integral
part of the aircraft configuration. Use of criteria such as designing the basic aircraft
to have good basic stability up co the maximum usable angle of attack and using the con-
trol system to limit excursions in all axis above this angle of attack appears to provide
the minimum overall performance compromise.

A proven set of design guidelines or prediction techniques is not available today
to aid the design team in putting a configuration together that will have acceptable
stall/spin characteristics. In general, each company must rely on its past experience
and the expertise of its specialists and then go to the wind tunnel and check out the
proposed configuration.

Extensive work in the areas of establishing design guidelines, prediction tech-
niques, and reliable testing techniques needs to be undertaken and, in some cases,
continued to provide industry with the tools necessary to provide the best aircraft at
the least cost.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In view of past experience with stall/spin characteristics on the B-58, F-ll,
and YF-16, future aircraft should be designed and tested as follows:

1. Design the aircraft to have good closed-loop or natural stability and
controllability up to the maximum usable angle of attack and use the
control system to limit excursions in all axes above this angle of
attack.

2. Conduct sufficient force and dynamic wind tunnel tests to obtain a good
data base. Use this data base to continually examine the acceptability
of the predicted stall/spin characteristics. Compare predicted config-
uration characteristics against current evaluation criteria.

3. Conduct vertical tunnel testing to determine possible spin modes,
recovery controls, and spin recovery chute size.

4. Conduct drop model and limited flight tests to obtain aerodynamic
coefficients to update the data bank.

5. Use analytical programs with updated data banks and drop model tests
to determine critical areas where an aircraft is most susceptible to
stall/post-stall/spin entries and subsequently demonstrate these areas

during flight test.
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3. SOME EUROPEAN SPIN EXPERIENCE

3A. COMPARISON OF THE SPIN AND A LOW INCIDENCE AUTOROTATION OF THE
JAGUAR STRIKE AIRCRAFT

by

R.J.Blamey, B.Sc.
Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment

Boscombe Down, Salisbury, UK

1. INTRODUCTION
From the extensive flight trials which were carried out by both the aircraft manufacturer and official agencies

on Jaguar high incidence and spin behaviour, a number of interesting results emerged. In a short paper it is only

pos'iible to present one aspect and I have chosen to compare the classical high incidence spin mode with a rather
less common low incidence autorotation which appeared a iring Jaguar evaluation trials.

2. THE AIRCRAFT

The Jaguar strike aircraft is a two engined, high winged, low altitude combat aircraft which can weigh between

8000 and 15000 kg. The wing area is 25.2 m2 and the span 8.69 m. Stores are carried externally and the centre of
gravity shift for 4000 kg of stores is from 16% to 27% SMC. The aircraft has an all moving tailplane, spoiler plus
differential tail roll control and a conventional rudder. The aircraft is fitted with autostabilizers in all 3 axes.

3. THE SPIN

During the test programme a large number of classical spins were deliberately provoked and these are fully
described and categorized in Refererice 1. Only one inadvertent spin is known to have occurred during development
and Service use by RAF and FAF. This case fell into the general pattern described below and the aircraft was
recovered safely.

Spins can be, in general, characterised as follows:

Incidence oscillating + +-300 to +800 nose up
Sideslip oscillating ± 50°

Roll rate oscillating -t 150*/sec
Yaw rate oscillating - 0 to 1000/sec
Pitch role oscillating - 500/sec nose up to 80°/sec nose down
Normal acceleration 0 to +2g
IAS < 180kn

Pilots described the spin as disorientating but found the simple recovery dri!j easy to apply and entirely satisfactory.
Figure 1 shows a typical spin.

4. THE AUTOROTATION

In the early stages of the project a mild, low incidence, stable autorotation was demonstrated on spin recovery
and recovery from loss of control when incidence limits were being established.

A much more severe autorotation was then discovered during lift boundary definition tests at high incidence
which resulted in the loss of an aircraft. This autorotation is shown in Figure 2 and was described by the pilot as
oscillatory and disorientating. It was characterised by:

Incidence oscillating + 5* to + 250 nose up
Sideslip oscillating ± 120 (mean value +80)
Roll rate a 200 to 250*/sec (peak 3CO/sec)
Yaw rate a greater than 20°/sec (off scale)
Pitch rate " 100 to 15*!sec nose down
Normal acceleration 0 to 6J g (mean n" 3 g)
IAS 400 kn
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5. THE COMPARISON

5.1 Entry Conditions

Figure 3 (upper insert) shows where spin entries were achievable. Although numerous attempts were made
outside this zone using normal flying techniques the aircraft could not be made to spin. If, after control was lost,
recovery action was not taken and the aircraft held in a pre spin condition until the speed reduced to values inside
the shaded area then the aircraft would enter. Even so, if control was lost in the shaded area and recovery action
taken immediately the aircraft recover." .nore often than not.

The low incidence autorotation was not systematically explored in the same way as the spin and actual test
experience is limited to that shown in the lower insert of Figure 3. There is no evidence which iidicates probable
boundary conditions for entry nor any test evidence on the effects of relevant variables on entry. However, the
limited evidence available backed up by a compiehensive mathematical model study by BAC (Ref.2) indicates good
correlation between tail plane position and/or movement and entry into autorotation. All entries have occurred with
the stick either at mid-position (300 kn trim) or forward of this point. The model (Ref.2) confirmed that rapid
forward movement of the stick at the critical point during onset of loss of control was likely to provoke an auto-
rotative motion. It was also shown 0~at in the case described in paragraph 4, the rapid forward stick movement to
the forward stop was a direct cause of entry in this particular instance.

5.2 Recovery

A simple and effective recovery technique has been demonstrated for the Jaguar strike version. This technique,
"release the controls", proved successful in every case.

Recovery from autorotation has been repeatedly demonstrated in the 150 to 300 kn region by a rearward move-

ment of the stick, the exact amount required bcing dependent on the flight condition and easily judged by the pilot
at the time. In the violently oscillatory autorotation discussed in paragraph 4, the stick was held forward nn the

forward stop throughout the descent because the aircraft was thought to be in s spin. The theoretical model (Ref.2)

showed that a rearward movement of the stick to the trim point for 400 kn IAS would have calmed the autorotation,

and a further aft movement of the stick would have stopped it.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Two distinct oscillatory motions which arise from loss of control have been demonstrated for the Jaguar strike
aircraft. Satisfactory recovery techniques have been developed and some knowledge of the conditions under which
entry can occur has been obtained.

However, several questions still remain - for example

(a) Are there other stable oscillatory modes still to be uncovered?

(b) Are there other means of entry in to the known modes?

(c) Is sufficient investigation being camed out on future projects to ensure that should stable spin and auto-
rotation te possible, satisfactory recovery procedures, as is the case with Jaguar, will be achievable?

(d) Is sufficient emphasis being put upon the development of loss of control prevention devices on future
projects?

REFERENCES

I. - AMD Rapport Technique No.277. Aout 1Y, Jaguar M05 Diclenches et Vrllles.
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A FEW REMARKS CONCERNING SOME STALL/SPIN EXPERIENCE IN THE NETHERLANDS

by

J. Hofstra

Fortunately I can say that operational spin experience is very limited in the Netherlands, at least
over the last 15 years. In my opinion this is mainly due to the fact that the aircraft :1, use had good
stall characteristics and resistance to spin entries. But nevertheless I would like to mtlke some remarks
about the stall and spin problem,especially as it is encountered during air combat manoeurring.

In the past it has been proven that for air combat thi spin implies a definite disadvantage, although
I remember stories about the early days of aviation that sometimes this manoeuvre was used to escape from
critical situations. Together with the normal warning in the flight hnndbook that intentional spinnirng is
prohibited we can safely say, that we do not want to enter a spin except in certain training aircraft,
since in that case it can give a pilot some spin experience which in my opinion is very useful.

One of the important problems is how to stay away from the critical stall/spin area and still use
the aircraft to its limits as necessary in air combat, during which high angles of attack often occur.
It is well-known that in air combat it is essential to keep the opponent in sight a.l the time. A short
glance in the cockpit will normally give eye focus problems and there is a fair chance you have lost
sight of your opponent and then you are in trouble. So if you fly an aircraft where you have to moni'oor
cockpit instruments frequently this will be to your disadvantage.

To illustrate this I would like to compare two types of fighter aircraft, namely the Hawker Hunter
a,.d the F-104G Starfighter. This comparison will of course be limited to the high angle of att. ack region
jecause as far as other potentials are concerned the aircraft differ by about a generation, the Hunter
being a typical subsonic fighter and the Starfighter being a supersonic one.

From about 1955 till 1965 the Hunter was part of The Netherlands Air Force inventory. ItLtentinal
spinning was prohibited. During manoeuvering in air combat the pilot could look outside the cockpit almost
continuously. Especially in high angle of attack flight the aerodynamic behaviour of the aircraft told th,-
pilot to what e,.tent he had penetrated the stall region. If too far, lost control could quickly be
recovered with a minimum loss in height and relative position to the opponent. But if this was done too
roughly the odds of entering a spin were increasing and personally I know of two occasioas where the spin
fully developed. In one case the aircraft recovered at lover altitude by releasir.g the cot trols and in
the other by normal controls when the selected flaps were retracted according to the spin ecovery prc.-
cedures.

The Starfighter is an aircraft equipped with a stick pusher installation to prevent the development
of unstable pitch behaviour at high angles of attack, which ib normally followed by a tumble and a spin.
To prevent inexpected operation of the stick pusher during high angle of attack flight in air combat, it
vs necessary to monitor the angle of attack indicator frequently. This monitoring inside the cockpit
combined with the requirement to keep the opponent in sight as much as possible was a definite disadvantage
and compared unfavourably with the Hawker Hunter, again given full credit to the Dther potentials of the
Starfighter.

To conclude I would wish:
1. somt type of aerodynamic stall warning which intensifies with increasing angle of attack, so that the

pilot can feel how far he is in tho, stall penetration,
2. the possibility of a quick recoverj with minimum heigtt loss once the aircraft is stalled,
3. high resistance against spin entries.

However, with an eye on the futur'e, I believe that the possibilities offered by the lately developed
"fly t'y wire" systems with computer co.,trolled modification of pilot inputs form an even better solution.
In all flight conditions these systems allow the pilot to utilize the full instantaneous capability of the
aircraft while at the same time they safeguard against stull spin and/or overstress.
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GERMAN AIR FORCE OPERATIONAL SPIN EXPERIENCE

D. Thomas

Testpilot

Dornier GmbH

D 799 Friedrichshafen

Germany

SUMMARY

This paper presents the operational spin experience of the German Air Force during

the last 20 years.

The G-91, F-104 and F4 flight characteristics at high angles of attack, the spin

test program and the number of accidents, due to post stall gyrations are discussed.

The training and proficiency program concerning spinning of aircraft are mentioned

and a proposal of modifications is made.

1 INTRODUCT1ON

i., this paper I will discuss only the Post Stall Problems encountered during flight

operations by the German Air Force (GAF) since its new start in 1956.

Naturally, the spin experience acquired by the Luftwaffe during World War I' was

quite broad, yet, unfortunately, nobody has ever written a report on this subject.

As a test pilot I am interested not only in the spin experience of all flying

services, but also in paragraphF of Military Specifications dealing with spin prevention

demonstrations and requirements ior airplanes.

It is also of interest to know for each typ of aircraft actually in service with

the GAF what type of spin LtsL program was -- .icd out at the manufacturer's as well as

to compare the results with the operational experience acquired until now by the Luft-

waffe with these aircraft. Naturally a detailed investigation would require quite an

effort. Maybe one of the big reaearch organisations would be willing to do this job in

the future.

2 AIRWORTHINESS SPECIFICATIONS

In Germany, in the pr%- ALPHA-JET and MRCA- phase, we bouight all our jet aircraft

abroad. The FOUGA MAGISTER came from France, the FIAT G-91 from Italy, an all other trai-

ning and combat jet aircraft were bought from the USA. The G-91 and the US airplanes had

an airworthiness certificate according to the famos MIL SPEC's.

These Specifications are well known to our procurement agency, the EWB-ML. This

authority adopted these regulations as standard requirements for all questions referring

to post stall and spins. (MIL - S - 83691, stall/post - stall/spin flight test demonstra-

tion requirements for airplanes). However, an except 4on was recently approved for the
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ALPHA-JET which has to comply with the French Air Norms, as the FOUGA MAGISTER already

did.

3 SPIN TESTING AND FLYING QUALITIES AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK OF PRESENT LUFTWAFFE

AIRCRAFT

3.1 Training aircraft

As far as I know, all jet training aircraft at the Luftwaffe have been thoroughly

spin tested.

These aircraft were at the beginning the FOUGA MAGISTER and the T-33.

These are now the USAF operated but GAF owned T-37 and T-38.

3.2 Combat aircraft

As far as the combat aircraft actually in service are concerned, the situation is

somewhat worse.

G-91

Of this aircraft only the G-91 T model, the two seat version, has been spin tested

by the manufacturer, wnereas the single seat version never accomplished any official spin

test flight.

During the stall, this aircraft has no tendency to enter a spin unless forced to do

so by the pilot. The aircraft can be flown with the stick full aft where only a pitch

oscillation and a high Eink rate can he observed.

F 104

This aircraft .as spin tested in the initial light weight configuration.

There was no further spin test program dAed following the weight increase and the

change of the weight distribution for the European version, nor were there any spin

tests carried out with heavy external stores. The flying qualities of the aircraft up to

stall are very good but will deteriorate abruptly in the post stall region. The aircraft

has therefore a very effective stall warning and preventing system (APC).

F 4
The F 4 E has gone through a very extensive spin test program with and without ex-

ternal stores and even with asymetrical loads.

The new fighter version F 4 r now also in GAF service is equipped with leading edge

flaps to improve the handling qualities %.t high angles of attack.

The responsible authorities did not consider this as a major modification,

iecessitating a new spin test survey.

In general, handling qualities of the F4 deteriorate progressively when angle of

attack is increasetd. As the aircraft has only a pasetve stall warning system using a

warning horn and a rudder pedal shaker, the GAF is watching closely how the fighter

pilots will respect the aircraft limitations in future operation.
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4 OPERATICNAL SPIN EXPERIENCE

4.1 Spin Training

The student pilot only receives spin training on the T-37 aircraft. With the T-38

and combat aircraft, intentional spins are not allowed.

4.2 Squadron Experience

When a young pilot enters a squadron, his last spin training was 18 months ago. If

such a pilot now encounters a spin or a post stall gyration, he may get easily disorien-

tated due to a lack of experience. If this pilot gets out of the trouble, this is most

probably due to the fact, that the aircraft recovered itself and not because the"Tiger"

stayed calm and executed the prescribed spin recovery procedure.

Unfortunately the squadron will not learn from this pilots spin experience be-

cause it must be considered, that before entering the spin, he did something "off limits"

and will not me.-tion anything to anybody.

Even, if a pilot returns with an aircraft heavily overstressed by gyration, the

accident investigator will have troubles in finding out the reasons, because the pilot

will tell him everything but the truth. This is also due to the fact that in Germany a

pilot may well be fined a "not too small" amount of money should the investigation board

find out that the accident was caused by the pilot not adhering to the mission or flight

order.

4.3 Accident Investigation

"General Flugsicherheit", the flight safety service of the Bundeswehr, registers

all spin accidents under the headline "Loss of Control".

As this subject covers a vast variety of accidents (ground accidents in high wind

conditions are also considered as a loss of control), it is very difficult to sort out

and classify separately the real spin or post stall accidents.

In the following are given the figures of accidents that could be clearly identi-

fied as being due to post stall gyrations:

G-91

Only one accident was identified as being due to spinning. As the aircraft is

operated most of the time at 5oo ft AGL with 35o KIAS, the risk of stalls or spins is

small. Should it happen, it will be very difficult for the investigator to find out.

F 104

2,1% of the total accidents were due to post stall 7yrations. Most of these acci-

dent occured when, for some reason or other, the APC system was not operating.

F4

The accident rate of this aircraft is very low. The RF 4 E like the G-91 is mainly

operated in low level with little risk of stalling. The risk is considerably increased

in fighter operations. There was already one accident where the pilot exceeded the

operational limits of the aircraft with subsequent loss of control.
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5 INOFFICIAL OPERATIONAL SPIN EXPERIENCE

As already mentioned, spins are not allowed in normal Air Force operations.

Nevertheless, it is known that several pilots have encountered spins, but their

experiences were only released during a Friday beercall after 11 p.m.

As for the F-104 pilots, their experience always sounds as follows: "I pulled

hard to get behind him and suddenly found myself in a terribly din-rientating maneuver.

I don't know how I made it, but suddenly the gyration stopped and I recovered the air-

plane".

A very interesting report from a G-91 pilot reads is follows: "I am qu!Le er-

perienced in spinning this airplane, I made spins on the single and two seaters, with

and without external tanks, until the day when I made my first spin with the recently

adopted large 520 liters external tanks. After the entry I found myself in a normal spin,

but when I tried to recover after 5 revolutions - nothing happened. I therefore started
"pumping" the elevator fore and aft, but producing only a light pitch oscillation. Then

I shut off the engine, and the aircraft recovered, I found myseif 3.000 ft above ground,

terribly excited in a quiet sailplane".

So much for this pilot's report. As he is not on the incident or accident list of

the GAF, it is quite obvious that he managed to restart the engine and to complete his

mission as planned.

6 CONCLUSION

The spin experience gained by the German Air Porce during the last 20 years is a

peacetime operation experience where the aircraft are handled mainly under the aspect of

flight safety. Spin experience acquired during this type of operation is very limited and

of no use for aircraft designers, nor as a basis of discussion for airworthiness consi-

derations.

If a complete picture on the problems encountered in this field is wanced, the

operational experience of nations recently engaged in actual combat operations will have

to be analysed. Only during such operations are pilots forced to fight for their lives,

and only under these circumstances they won't care anymore about respecting aircraft limi-

tations,

Precisely this fact will have to be taken into consideration by the aircraft manu-

facturers in the design of new aircraft.

To prepare the crews for combat situations, the operational authorities should

provide training for their pilots, even in peacetime, such as to teach how an aircraft

will behave when the normal limits are exceeded, especially when flying in the pre-stall

buffeting region.

Once a year, a spin training program on a jet airplane should be taken into consi-

deration: An arcraft on which this can be done will be the Luftwaffe's new ALPHA-JET.

If this should not be possible, the minimum requirement must be a training pro-

gram even on a light acrobatic trainer, which shows all typical spin modes including in-

verted spins. This aircraft should have self recovery characteristics, but the normal

recovery procedure should require a positive pilot action.
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SUMMARY

"Lightning" spinning history is reviewed and a comparison is made of the character-
istics as shown by Vertical Wind Tunnel, helicopter drop model and full scale flight trials.
The comparison in made in terms of both qualitative interpretatiom of the spin and recovery
behaviour and measured data.

It is shown that the three types of teats exhibited good qualitative agreement in all
important respects. Only a limited quantitative comparison is possible because of limitations
of the measured data and differences between the test techniques.

The test results are related to Service experience and some observations are made
about che interpretation of spinning test results and the need for simplicity in pilot's
operating notes.

. INTRODUCTIONt

The Lightning (Figure 1) was designed in the early 1950's as a supersonic, high
altitude interceptor. A combination of high thrust/weight ratio, in the region of 1, and
moderate wing loading - about 65 pounds per sq.foot - conferred outstanding supersonic
performance in acceleration and manoeuvre. The same formula has since become fashionable
for air superiority fighters.

Throughout the flight development of the early marks the main emphasis was on
supersonic performance and handling, with comparatively little attention devoted to subsonic,
high incidence, manoeuvring behaviour. In fact, the Lightning entered Squadron Service in
1960 before full scale stalling and spinning trials had been undertaken.

2. TEST EXPLIMCE

2.1.Helicopter drop models

The overall spinning history of the Lightning is summarise6 in Figure 2.

Fu1 scale stalling and spinning trials were preceded L model tests using 1/8th scale
modei6 (Figure 3) dropped fr= a hclicoptr.r. The =cdcla --c= dropped frc a height of
about 4,O00ft at zero forward speed with pro-spin controls. After a pre-set time
interval the tailplane and rudder controls were movod to the "recovery" position by
means of spring-loaded mechanisms activated by a clockwork timer. After a further
time interval the model recovery parachutes were deployed. Model behaviour was
photographed by ground cameras and the flight path and attitudes determined by kine-
theodolite records. The results were used mainly to give qualitative information
on spin and recovery characteristics, that is spin attitude, steep or flat, calm or
oscillatory, recovery or no recovery. This was backed up by limited quantitative
information - time per turn, rate of descent, amplitude of oscillations and turns
tn recover. A typical time history, fiom kine-theodolite measurements, is shown in
Figure 4. A total of 27 successful mod)l drops using 4 models was made in the co.,rse
of testing 1-and 2-seat variants with a variety of weapon configurations.

2.2.Full Scale Tests

In accordance with U.K. requirements for fighter aircraft, to cater for inadvertent
spins only, full scale trials were confined to demonstration of recovery from stall
and 2-turn spine entered in both straight and manoeuiring flight. All tests were
monitored from the ground using telemetry. Special cockpit instrumentation was
provided to give unambiguous indications of spin direction and attitude, and a sin
recovery parachute was carried (but never used).
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A t'otal of 128 spins was carried out in Lightning Marks 1, 3, and 4, and a further 130
on the Mrrk 6. A typical flight record is shown in Figure 5.

2.3. Vertical Wind Tunnel Tests

Although some early tests in the prototype PIA configuration had been made in the
MAE Bedford vertical wind tunnel these results were not used to provide handling
information on the Lightning, being unrepresentative in fuselage geometry an.' in
mza distribution.

During the period of development of the Lightning Marks i to 5 (1957-63) there was
no spinning tunnel available in the U.K. and all model spinning tests were carried
out on helicopter-drop models. The same technique was used to test the Lightning
Mark 6 configuration, with cambered wing leading edges, additional ventral fuel and
ventral fins (Figure 6). Helicopter-drop model tests revealed ne significant differ-
ences f--n earlier Marks and in fact the Mark 6 entered service before full scale
stalling and spinning tests had been made, with instructions in piloti notes regarding
spin and recovery identical to those of the earlier marks. However, during the early
Service history of the Mark 6 some inadvertent spins occurred; he pilot descriptions
of these suggested a smoother, slightly flatter and faster spin than earlier Marks with
prolonged recovery. In the light of this experience and because of favourable impressions
of vertical wind tunnel tests formed during BAC involvement in the Jaguar model spinning
tests, a programme of vertical wind tunnel tests at IMF Lille, using a Lightning model
was undertaken. This preceded full scale trials on the Mark 6.

The Lille programme, using a 1/24th scale model,was divided into two phases

1. Tests in the Marks 1 and 4 configuration to establish credibility by comparison
with full scale and helicopter drop model experience.

2. Tests in the Mark 6 configuration

The same model was used, with interchangeable noses (1-or 2-seat) wing leading edges

(plain and cambered) ventral tank (250 or 600 gallon), packs and fins.

Features of the Lightning relevant to its spinning chdracteristics are

* A value of B/A (IYY/IXX) in the region of 5 or 6

* Unswept rudder, unshielded by tailplane wake at high incidence

* Unswept ailerons

Low-set all-moving tailplane

Principal differences between the Marks referred to are listed below.

LIGHTNING PRINCIPAL DIFFERENCES BETWEN VARIANTS TESED

Mark 1. Mark 4. Mark 6.

Nose 1-seat 2-seat 1-seat

Fin 130% 130% 145%

Ventral tank 250 gall 250 gall 600 gall

Leading edge Plain Plain Cambered

Ailerons Horni-balanced Horn-balanced Plain - 100
± 80 80



3. TEST R-LTS

3.1. Interpretation of results

In comparing the results of the two types of model tests .nd full scale tests,
the capabilities and limitations of the three types of testing rust be recognised.

These are summarised below

Phase of r
Spin Helicopter drop Vertical W.T. Full ScaleSpin

Entry Broadly representative of Not representative
entries in straight flight
and moderate manoeuvrea

Incipient Representative Cnn be assessed by
Spin observing spin

development from
launckys at diff-
erent combinations
of incidence and
rate of rotation
but gravity terms
are incorrect.

Developed Not tested generally. All types of devel- Not tested
Spin Up to 6 turns tested sped spin, which (No require-

on Mark 6 models, could result from ment.)
any type of entry
can be assessed.

Reoovery Representative of Representative of Recovery
(to"rot- recovery from incipient recovery from all from 2-turn
ation spins. types of spins, spins only.
ceased")

Post- Not represented (could) Rpresentative, as
rocovery be done with extension far as motions are
motions of model techniques). contained within

the tunnel.

Overall it can be said that the helicopter drop model tests and full scale trials
concentrated on the incipient spin, whereas the vertical wind tunnel yielded inform-
ation on all possible types of developed spin.

3.2. Qualitative Comparison

Qualitative comparisons of the salient characteristics of the spin and recovery
are made in the following tables.

From these tables, it is evident that both helicopter drop and vertical wind tunnel
model tests showed good agreement, in most significant respects, with full scale
flight results. The only significant differences were

(i) The helicopter drop model tests on the Mk.6 failed to reveal an important
difference from c;arlier Marks - the tendency to remain in a persistent spin
over a much wider range of control positions - hence greater importance in
applying correct recovery control.

(ii) The vertical wind tunnel results did not reveal the phase difference between
roll and pi'ch oscillations between Mks. 1 and 4, observed in the helicopter
drop and full scale trials, or the difference in optimum tailplane angles for
recovery. However, these are detailed points.
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3.3. Quantitative Comparison

Because of difference.; between the test techniques - control positions, duration
of spin etc., comparison of quantitative test results is difficult. For this reason
such comoarison has been restricted to the Mk.6 configuration in which some more
prolonged spins were made in full scalo and with helicopter drop models. The
quantitative comparison is shown in Figure 7.

This figure shows that there is good agreement between the results of helicopter

drop model and vertical wind tunnel tests on time per turn of spin with pro-
spin controls. With controls neutral the full scale results agree with the slow
extreme of the range of times measured in the vertical wind tunnel.

Rates of descent show reasonable agreement from all types of tests.

Pitch attitudes show good agreement between full scale and helicopter drop models
and lie within the range of values corresponding to different spins in the vertical
wind tunnel. Pitch oscillations measured on helicopter-drop models and in the
vertical wind tunnel were similar. The full scale flight spin exhibited oscillations
in both pitch and roll of reduced amplitude compared with the models, being close to
the calm spin found in the vertical wind tunnel.

3.4. Comparison : Sunar

Overall, the resu3ts of the three types of tests showed good qualitative agreement
ia all import ant respects. Quantitative results also agree quite well, where direct
comparison is possible.

Vertical wind tunnel and helicopter drop model tests are considered to be complementary
rather than competitive. The VWT can be used to investigate a very wide range of
control positions and configurations within a short time. Helicopter model tests can be
used to investigate spin entry and recovery, unconfined by tunnel walls.

4. sERVICE Exc CE

During the 15 years that the Lightning has been in Servi ce, there have been a number
of reported inadvertent spins in service, some of which culminated in pilot ejection.
he statistics show an average of one aircraft lost due to a spinning accident, per 60,000
hours flying time over the total period in Service with the RAF, RSAF, and Kuwait Air Force.

The cmmon features of these incidents were

Pilots were taken completely by surprise; spins usually cccurred while *,ing
a "head-up" task, e.g. an evasive combat manoeuvre and the speed had been allowed
to decay without the pilot realising it, while manoeuvring beyond the sustained
manoeuvre boundary.

Lack of immediate recognition of the incipient spin. The first indication to the
pilot that something is wrong is usually lack of response in roll or rolling
against the applied aileron.

W Vhen the spin is recognised and recovery control applied, the pilot is usually
surprised by the long time to respond to recovery control.

These points are all related to lack of recent spinning experience by operational pilots.
Many of them had not spun since basic training days, perhaps 5 or 10 years before. The
latter point is particularly noteworthy. It is important to educate operational combat
pilots to expect a long time to respond to controls. Although the Lightning recovers quite
quickly (usually within 10 seconds) this may see an age compared with response times to
control in normal flight (of the order of 1 second). In particular the tendency to "try
some other control action because nothing seems to be happening" must be resisted.
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5. PILOT'S INSTRUCTIONS

The most imporant outcome of a aipinning trial is the advice to Service pilots on

Spin avoidance

Spin recognition

Spin recovery

The advice must be clear and irrelevant information excluded. For example, although
in the incipient stage of a spin it is meaningful to differentiate between roll and yaw,
once the spin has developed this distinction becomes an academic one: to a pilot who is not
in spinning practice, the whole world seems to be rotating and the axis of rotation is not
easily identified. Even to talk about pitching mcL'on as opposed to roll and yaw can be
misleading because the Service pilot tends to derive motion cues from attitude changes;
an aeroplane can change attitude from "nose high" to "nose down" by yaw or by pitch and

it is dangerous to translate body axis motions into pilot briefing data in the same
terminology. A further point concerns the distinction between "calm" and "oscillatory"
spins. In the incipient stage of a spin where the trajectory is changing from the
horizontal to the vertical, large apparent changes in pitch attitude occur once per turn
even when the -atea of rotation, in body axes, are steady. This effect is illustrated in
Figure 8 and in the accompanying film.

Subtle changes in behaviour such as may occur due to variation in m&ss distribution
with fuel usage or with external store configuration are irrelevant to the Service pilot,
and should be excluded from operating notes. Statements such as "with underwing pylons
fitted the spin is less oscillatory and recovery time is prolonged slightly" may be inter-
esting to the test engineer but irrelevent to a Service pilot who, we hope, will spin only
once, if at all, in his op.'rational career on the type and cannot therefore, relate that
experience to any other incident.

A significant revision made to Lightning Pilot's notes concerning spin recovery at
one stage in its Service history was the introduction of a "wait and see" period between
initial loss of control and application of recovery controls. On recognising loss of
control, instead of immediately trying to identify the motion and apply appropriate
control actions, the pilot is instructed to

1. Centralise controls

2. Confirm that the aircraft is spinning

3. Assess direction of rotation

4. etc (apply recovery controisj

It is believed that in many cases the action of centralising the controls and
allowing the natural stability of the aeroplane time to have effect would prevent a
spin whereas "fighting the motion" might well provoke a spin. U.S. experience, reported in
the 1971 WADC Spin Symposium, reinforces this belief.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the Lightning, we were fortunate to have an aeroplane with docile spin and
recovery characteristics on which to learn and develop the test techniques. This has
stood us in good stead for lat r projects. Perhaps the most important lesson learned
is that no single test technique Yields completely comprehensive or entirely credible
resultil. it is only by a combinatiot. of model teoting, full scale flight testing and
(on later projects) analyti,:al techniques that a total picture of the spinning behaviour
can be built up.

ACKNCMLL WT is made to the test pilots anc: engineers who took part in the trials

and to the Staff of the I.M.F. Lille for their careful and searching investigations.
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1. SUMMARY

Good stall/post stall characteristics are required for a fighter aircraft in order to fully utilize its
potential during air combat. Prediction of these characteristics, prior to flight test, of prototype or
first production aircraft is a difficult problem that has received industry-wide emphasis. Because of
the current schedules associated with free flight model tests, early stall/post stall predictions using wind
tunnel data and computer techniques are necessary in some cases to avoid possible extreme modifications
to production aircraft.

Methods are presentt. for predicting departure characteristics of aircraft during the design stages

prior to model or flight tests. The significance of longitudinal pitching moment characteristics with
respect to siesslip is discussod and correlated with flight test data. The use of departure parameters
is discussed and examples are presented which show good correlation with flight test results.

A computer graphics display of the aircraft driven by actual flight test data has proven to be ex-
tremely hplpful in visualizing complex motions of an aircraft. In particular this technique shows great
promis, in aiding both pilots and engineers in describing disorienting post stall gyrations that may be
encountered during stall/spin flight testing of an aircraft. A computer graphics display available for
on-line testing would contribute substantially to safety of flight during spin test programs.

2. INTRODUCTION

An effective air combat fighter aircraft must be sufficiently free of adverse flying qualities so that
the pilot can concentrate his attention on his opponent. This is especially true in the high angle-of-attack
region where he may be either tracking at high g's, or executing extreme evasive maneuvers in a defen-
sive posture.

The prediction of high angle of attack characteristics prior to actual flight testing is difficult and
is receiving industry wide emphasis. Because of the relatively long lead time necessary to acquire free-
flight model data, reliance must be placed on determinations employing wind tunnel six component data
and computer techniques. The -ndcsirable alternative is to wait for flight testing to disclose problem
areas which may require extensive airframe modifications to correct.

Prediction techniques discussed herein can illustrate an aircraft's behavior more accurately than
inflight experience by indicating specific regions of angle-of-attack or sideslip where instabilities may
occur. For example, the F-5E flight test program included numerous full aft stick stalls in both air-
to-air and air-to-ground configurations and no departure tendencies were exhibited. In spite of these
extensive flight tests, two operational aircraft were lost in spin&. Subsequently, a thorough flight test
investigation %vas conducted and specific guidelines were formulated to correlate wind tunnel tests with
analytical predictions and flight test results.

Part of the problem of high angle-of-attack stall/departure prediction arises from the aerodynamic
nonlinearities with both angle-of-attack and sideslip. These aerodynamic nonlinearities arise from flow
separation and formation of vortex shedding systems both from the wing ar,d from the body. Evidence of
the latter is readily available in examining body alone and wing-body lateral-directional wind tunnel data
obtained over an angle-of-attack rarge at zero sideslip.

Further difficulties arise during the testing phase in attempting to visualize the complex aircraft
motions in the stall which are presented to the engineering analyst by means of time histories of the
angles. rates and accelerations obtained from an instrumented aircraft. A real breakthrough in this
area has been the utilization of a computer graphics display, which includes a three-dimensional image
of the aircraft, and which can translate a complex flight test time history into an immediately recogniz-
able mode of aircraft motion. An on-line computer graphics display could also contribute significantly
to flight safety by giving the pilot, who may have been disoriented due to violent aircraft dynamics, an
accurate description of the motion.
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It is the intent of this paper to present the methods employed at Northrop in the preflight determin-
ation of high angle-of-attack handling characteristics and the steps that may be taken to deal with specific
problems during the aircraft design stage.

3. THE MECHANISM OF DEPARTURE

As an aircraft approaches stall conditions the aerodynamic changes produced by flow breakdown
over the wing and tail result in degraded stability and control effectiveness. It is the extent of this degra-
dation which determines whether the aircraft is departure-prone or departure-resistant. Use of controls
to prevent departure may not be effective because both aileron and rudder effectiveness are greatly re-
duced in the stall and, in addition, adverse yaw characteristics may prohibit the use of the aileron.

If the aircraft becomes directionally unstable but still retains a stable dihedral effect of sufficient
magnitude, its ,eparture will not be divergent. When both directional stability and dihedral effect become
unstable, then any disturbance such as a gust or control input can result in a departure. The departure
may be self-terminating or it may result in subsaquent spin entry. Once a departure has occurred, an
important question arises: Is there any restoring tendency which will impede further uncontrolled excur-
sions and if so, how is it manifested?

If the aircraft has a pitch down at the stall, or if the longitudinal control retains full effectiveness,
the departure may be terminated through reduction in angle of atta'k. There may even be a restoring
tendency at large sideslip angles where the vertical tail emerges Lam the wing-body interference field
to restore both directional stability and dihedral effect of sufficient magnitude to attenuate the departure
tendency. This affect is characteristic of the F-5.

Working against a self-reducing angle of attack can be a strong nose-up pitching moment at the
stall, which is due to sideslip. This effect has been seen in the F-5 at extreme aft c. g. 's and is referred
to herein as sideslip/angle of attack coupling. It can be insidious because the pilot usually does not per-
ceive the increase in angle of attack and consequently does not relax stick pressure before excessive pitch
attitudes are attained.

When increasing angles of attack and sideslip both result in further degradations in directional sta-
bility and dihedral effect and longitudinal control is not effective, (or is not npplied!) departure and sub-
sequent spin entry are highly probable.

It is well to mention that probably one of the more important considerations in determining the ex-
tent of uncontrolled aircraft motion following a departure is the probability of pilot disorientation. If he
is unable to visualize what the aircraft is doing, he will not be able to effectively apply controls which will
arrest the motion.

4. WIND TUNNEL TESTING TECHNIQUES

Engineers are confronted with two wind ttunels: The small one on the ground and the big "tunnel"
in the sky. Without a correlation between these two it is not possible to accurately predict the stall/spin
characteristics of an aircraft. The manner in which wind tunnel data is interpreted is of vital concern to
the accurate prediction of aircraft behavior. Techniques have been developed to prove that high attitude
wind tunnel data, if obttined and interpreted correctly, can be correlated with flight test results.

It is recognized that the vortices originating from a pointed slender fuselage and those from the
wing produce very significant aerodynamic effects in the stall region ani beyond (Reference 1, for exam-
ple). One important point is: These vortices are responsible for the presence of rolling and yawing mo-
ments at zero sideslip as seen in Figure 1, and for the aerodynamic hysteresis effects when obtaining
sideslip data at constant angle of attack depicted in Figure 2.

These rolling and yawing moments were once considered to be model asymnmetriea that would not
be present on the full scale aircraft; however, this has since been disproven. Interaction of the fuselage
vortices and those shed from a wing leading edge extension strongly influence the flow over the wing and
tail vicinities. For example, the F-5 fuselage vortex shedding system Is asymmetric. The relative mo-
tion of the vortex system when the aircraft sideslips is unpredictable in the angle of attack region from
stall (24 degrees) to about 30 degrees. These effects appear in lateral directional wind tunnel model force
data as asymmetries and greatly complicate the determination of both sideslip and control derivatives.
At higher angles of attack the F-5 vortex system appe-:'s to be unique in that it produces a stable direc-
tional effect. The nose vortex pair separate on the down wind side but on the up wind side they provide a
strong suction force on the nose which produces a stabilizing yawing moment. This effect was explored
during F-5 tests in the NASA Langley Wind Tunnel (Reference 2).

In determination of tle sideslip derivatives for an airplane such as the F-5 which has complex vor-
tex systems it is important to select the mr'st representative sideslip angle from a departure and repeat-
ability standpoint. Consideration should be given to the aerodyiamic hysteresis present at sideslip angles
from, say, 2 to 5 degroes: a typical hysteresis curve is sketched in Figure 2. Because of these effects,
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different wind tunnel runs of the same airplane configuration at the same sideslip angle could result in
different values for stability derivatives at the stall, depending upon the manner in which sideslip is
.aried. Consideration should also be given to the apparently less critical stability effects which may
occur at the more extreme sideslip angles from 15 to 20 degrees, as presented in Figure 3. At these
large sideslip angles, as the vertical tail emerges from the wa.ke of the wing/body combination, direc-
tional stability is restored. A kind of lateral/directional stability "wall" exists at extreme siderlip
a: - which is not pertinent to the aircraft's initial departure characteristics; however, it can act to
ma.,:-? a departure self terminating.
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The wind tunnel technique recommended to determine static sideslip derivatives is to select the
appropriate sideslip angle as previously discussed and MAke pitch runs over a wide angle of attack range.
It is important that small angle-of-attack increments of one degree or less be scheduled in the stall region
in order to obtain the true stability variations with angle of attack. This effect is presented in Figure 4
which shows 'he misleading result of testing with too large an increment. In this case the aircraft is in-
dicated to have directional stability and a stable dihedral effect. With smaller incremen's however, there
is a large range of directional instability and the dihedral effect actually approaches zero at the stall.

It is also important to average the sideslip derivatives between positive and negative values of side-
slip as presented in Figure 5. It is evident that the zero sideslip curve is not reliable as a zero reference
ut.2ause it lies within the hysteresis band. The zero sideslip values should be utilized, howevc r, as forc-
ing functions when simulating aircraft dynamics at high angle of attack; especially for stall Investigations.
This will insure that the lateral directional equations are disturbed (in the same manner as the aircraft)
without inputs from rudder or aileron, in a six degree-of-freedom simulation.
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The determination of aileron and rudder effectiveness requires a different technique. It "r evident
from Figure 6 that curves of various rudder deflections do follow the same variation with angle of attack
as the zero rudder curve. Therefore the zero rudder curve, rather than the value of zero, should be used
as the zero rudder deflection data. This same consideration also holds true for determination of aileron
effectiveness. It is also important to perform the pitch runs for each control setting (at zero sidieslip)
with increasing angle of attack in order to avoid inconsistencies due to hysteresis.

If the curves of various control deflections do not follow the zero deflection curve it may be neces-
sary to ru, both positive and negative control angles and average the results in the same manner as for
the sideslip derivatives.
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5. AIRCRAFT PREDICTION PARAMETERS

There are three parameters that are useful in predicting aircraft behavior in the stall region. They
are all determinable from basic six component wind tunnel data ard have pro,,%n to be effective in defining
regions where the aircraft may be expected to experience departure lple-encies.
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Directional Departure Parameter:

This parameter is generally known as Cne DYN, and has been used successfully to predict the sus-

ceptibility of an aircraft to directional departure. It is derived from the open-loop lateral directional
quartic equation and represents an approximation of the "C" term. Both the derivation and application
of this parameter are presented in Reference 3 where it has been correlated with flight results of 17
different aircraft, ten of which included more than one aerodynamic configuration. A good to fair cor-
relation was obtained for 90 percent of the cases studied, including the F-5A aircraft. The F-5A was
the only one to indicate no departure tendencies in both mcdei test and full scale flight test, as well as
a positive Cno DYN value to the maximum angle of attack tested, 32 degrees. Possibly the poor cor-
relation obtained on some of the aircraft could be attributed to the wind tunnel testing techniques em-
ployed, i.e., the angle-of-attack increment may have been too large.

The expression for Cn DYN is as follows:

I

Equation I Cn#DYN = CnP cos a - Cl , sin a
x

Where: Cn#DYN = directional departure parameter - per degree

Cnp = directional stability derivative - body axes

Clp = dihedral effect derivative - body axes

Iz/I x = yaw to roll moment of inertia ratio

a = aircraft angle of attack - deg

The equation for this parameter may also be derived by expressing the dimensional stability deriva-
tive N in stability axis and converting to coefficient form:

Nes = N, cos a - Lp sin a

Where: N = dimensional directional stability derivative expressed in stability axis
5

N', Le = dimensional derivatives based on body axis

In this form it is obvious to see that CnpDYN represents the aircraft dynamic directional stability

with respect to the flight path rather than the body axis system. If CnODYN becomes negative, a yaw de-

parture is possible. If it remains negative over a fairly wide range of angle of attack, a yaw departure
is highly probable when the aircraft operates in that region.

It is evident from Equation 1 that both the dihedral effect, C1, and the inertia ratio, Iz/Ix, can

contribute significantly to CnODYN. With a stable dihedral effect the dynamic directional stability in-

creases as the inertia ratio increases, and can make up for severe deficiencies in directional stability.
The opposite effect occurs, however, with an unstable dihedral effect. Present day fighter aircraft
typically have higher inertia ratios than their predecessors as a result of concentrating weight in the
fuselage and the trend toward lower aspect ratio wings. This effect can be beneficial from the standpoint
of departure resistance improvement through a stable dihedral effect. It can also be highly detrimental
if the dihedral effect is not stable.

Figure 7 presents an example of both the aerodynamic and inertia effects when tip mounted missiles
are added to the F-5 aircraft. The improvements in both directional stability and dihedral effect over-
power the counter effect of a lower inertia ratio and the net result is an increase in CnpDYN in the stall.

Below the stall, however, the decrease in inertia ratio is predominant and the aircraft has less CnpDYN
with tip mounted missiles.

Although Cn DYN predicts where departure may be expected, it alone does not differentiate between

the various modes of motion the aircraft may encounter. The manner in which an aircraft may depart and
the dependence upon the individual aerodynamic effects is stummed up in Figure 8. It should be noted that
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these data are based on F-5 aircraft experience and represent the open-loop lateral-directional charac-
teristics follow;ng a stick back and hold maneuver for configurations that experienced a negative direc-
tional stability in the stall region.
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For a given value of Cne - 0 the motion of the aircraft becomes a function of Cn,0DYN. I CnDYN is

positive, a bounded wing rock, which Is primarily a Dutch roll, can result. With the value of Cn/DYN

near zero or slightly negative the wing rock becomes slowly divergent. Depending on the time spent in
this region, and the valuo of dihedral effect, the aircraft motion can translate to either a roll or a yaw
divergence. With directional stability and CngDYN both negative, an initial yaw develops and the aircraft

motion will again depend upon dihedral effect. A yaw divergence can occur with a low dihedral effect
while a roiling divergence can be expected with a high dihedral effect.
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Lateral Control Departure Parameter:

This parameter has been used in various forms for different uses. It is developed from the simpli-
fied rolling and yawing moment equations assuming the aircraft to be laterally and directionally trimmed.
As a ateral control departure parameter, LCDP predicts at what angle of attack roll reversal is expected
to occur when using ailerons. Reversal in this sense does not mean aeroelastic aileron reversal, but that
condition where the rolling moment due to sideslip, resulting from adverse yaw, overpowers the roiling
moment commanded by the aileron. To the pilot this condition is known as reverse aileron command or
roll reversal.

This parameter has been correlated with spin entry tendency due to aileron adverse yaw for several
fighter aircraft (Reference 4, for example, where it is referred to as the aileron alone divergence param-
eter, AADP). The expression for LCDP also contains the sideslip derivatives and is as follows:

Cna

Equation 2 LCDP = Cn C

Where: LCDP = lateral control departure parameter

C a & Cn are the aileron rolling moment and yawing moment6a 6a derivatives respectively

Aileron reversal occurs when LCDP becomes negative. N.ote the similarity of the role that dihedral
effect plays in this expression relative to its role in CnpDYN. It again acts as a "multiplier" and the

benefit or detriment in this case depends upon the sign of Cn 6a. If the aircraft has adverse yaw due to

aileron (Cna is negative), then a stable dihedral effect (-C[ ) will have an adverse effect. The opposite

is true if the aircraft has proverse yaw. If the aircraft has an unstable dihedral effect, then the com-
bined effects of LCDP and CnODYN will determine the type of departure following an aileron input.

The effect of rudder inputs can also be included in LCDP such as would be present with an aileron
rudder interconnect or during a pilot coordinated rolling maneuver. This expression is similar to Equa-
tion 2 but introduces the rudder derivatives:

1n + KCn

Equation 3 LCDP Cn. - C, 5  C

a r

Where: Cn & C, are the rudder yawing and roiling moment derivatives respectively
Ar r and K represents the ratio of rudder to aileron

It can be readily seen that K is the determining factor because Cn6a is typically small relative to

KCns r . A negative vilue of K (right rudder with right stick) is of course required to counter the effects

of adverse yaw, or to augment the roll performance, through a stable dihedral effect.

Figure 9 shows the variation of LCDP with 0020

angle of attack for aileron alone for the F-5F with F-5 CON gG XXI- / - /Mi

and without centerline tank. It is noted that little - WITH CENTERLINE TANK I
roll response from aileron should be expected in . GEAR DOWN ---- WITHOUT CENTERLINE TANK

the region from 18 to 23.5 degrees angle of attack
for the centerline tank configuration. o ,U I

A portion of the time history of a lg stall is W %
presented in Figure 10 for this same configuration 06 -
and shows no roll response at an angle of attack of
22 to 23 degrees even though the pilot is command-
ing 40 de ',ees of aileron. The sideslip due to ad- - " Al
verse yaw is overpowering the ailerons in this 2 S 2 IS d 25 32
case, as predicted by Figure 9. Roll control can ANGLE OF ATTACK - DEG
still be achieved with rudder, however, through .oo5
the stable dihedral effect. FIGURE 9. LATERAL CONTROL DEPARTURE

PARAMETER VS ANGLE OF ATTACK.
Sideslip/Angle of Attack Co riling Parameter: F-5F WITH MISSILES

This parameter is the single aerodynamic derivative which indicates lateral-directional to longitud-
inal coupling (pitching moment due to sideslip). This phenomenon has been observed durirg flight test of
an F-5E in performing full back stick stalls at the aft c. g. limit. An intentional use of this effect
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(+Cm1sl) war, evidenced when the F-5A went into service. Operational pilots reported they would walk the

rudder pedals in a low speed, high attitude maneuver in order to hold the nose up for a longer period of
time. The variation of Cmiei with a for a typical configuration tested in the wind tunnel is shown in
Figure 11.
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6. COMPUTER GRAPHICS

Aircraft motions in the post stall region are sometimes aperiodic and usually quite complex. In
order for an engineer to develop a thorough understanding of the mechanism of a departure from con-
troLled flight and the qualitative difference in stall behavior between, for instance, a configuration which
exhibits heavy wing rock prior to a rolling departure and one which departs initially in yaw, he must be
able to accurately visualize the aircraft motion in 3 dimensions. Time histories of aircraft parameters
provide all the necessary information for the engineer, but the process of integrating three angles and
three velocities over a particular time span during a complex post stall gyration is more than most engi-
neers can manage. Also, analyzing time histories of departures provides an engineer with very little
feeling for the rate at which an uncontrolled motion develops or of the severity of the gyrations.

A method has been developed at Northrop using a small computer and an interactive CRT which
provides the engineer with a visualization of a maneuver similar to that which he would receive had he
been in a chase aircraft, perfectly located with respect to the test aircraft, while the actual maneuver
took place. In fact, the perspective provided is considerably better than a chast- p-lot could provide:
with the computer graphics display the maneuver can be replayed in real time or sl\'wer; the position of
the test aircraft controls is known; the viewer's vantage point may be relocated to al y point in space, and
flight test data such as airspeed, angle of attack and sideslip may be monitored.

A sketch of a typical computer graphics display is shown in Figure 12. The baslk theory of the
method is very straightforward. First, a three-dimensional line drawing of the subjee'o aircraft is
constructed in the computer memory. This line drawing can be as simple or as complex.. as desired,
ranging from a basic delta wing and vertical tail up to a multiline wire drawing limited ir, complexity only
by the size of computer memory. This line drawing is then oriented in space according t4the direction
cosine matrix formulated from aircraft Euler angles n, 6 and 0 as determined from actual flight test
data. This rotated three-dimensional line drawing is then displayed in two dimensions on a Cathode Ray
Tube. The image is updated at every flight test data point to give the drawings time dependent motion.
Sample rates as high as 134 times per second and as low as 20 times per second have provided smooth
representations of even the most violent departures.
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The computer graphics display has
been used to date with a great deal of suc-
cess in the post flight analysis of maneu-
vers. The 4ccurate visualization of such
maneuvers as inverted pitch hangup (IPH),
post stall gyrations (PSG), snap roll de- FLIGHTIRUN
partures from windup turns and spinning
motion has been greatly aided by this
method. However, several extensions of
the method have been proposed and are ANGLES ALTITUDE
being implemented at the present time. CONTROL
In its present configuration, the time de- POSITIONS
lay between the performance of a parti- ACCELERATIONS * "

cularly interesting maneuver and the view-
ing of that maneuver by the engineer using ETC

computer graphics is approximately 48
hours. An order of magnitude increase in ETC

the usefulness of the computer graphics
would be effected if this time period could
be reduced to a matter of minutes, or even
seconds; i.e., near-real time.

FIGURE 12. COMPUTER GRAPHICS DISPLAY

The nature of certain flight test programs, for example a post stall or a spin investigation, is such
that out of control or spin boundaries are approached in careful steps. If a thorough understanding of a
test point is grasped quickly, a decision to move to the next point closer to the boundary can be made with
confidence and dispatch. In this way, it is felt that the overall efficiency and safety of the test program
would be enhanced by the near real time implementation of the computer graphics display.

7. F-5 FLIGHT TEST EXPERIENCE AND CORRELATION WITH PREDICTIONS

This section describes the way in which the prediction techniques, correlation parameters and
maneuver visualization methods previously discussed have been applied to the F-5E and F-5F aircraft.

The T-38 and F-5A/B series of aircraft have historically been very resistant to departure from
controlled flight. The F-5E differs very subtly from these early aircraft and therefore is also expected
to be similarly free from departure tendencies. (A three-view of the F-5A and the F-5E is presented in
Figure 13 and shows the high degree of similarity. ) This expectation was initially verified by several
nundred I "g" and accelerated stalls performed during the developmental flight testing of the aircraft
"ar'ng which no departures were noted. After the major portion of the F-5E flight test program was
t mpleted, two operational aircraft were lost in spins. Both aircraft were performing full aft stick one g
stalls at an aft center of gravity. This precipitated an investigation employing analytical, wind tunnel and
flight test efforts in order to reassess the high angle-of-attack handling qualities of the aircraft.

LEADING EDGE
EXTENSION

ILEX)

F-BA F-SE

FIGURE 13, F-5A AND F-5E CONFIGURATION COMPARISON
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Flight tests conducted on an F-5E performing lg stalls at an aft center of gravity indicated a strong
sideslip/angle of attack coupling effect. A typical time history is presented in Figure 14. This coupling
effect was minimized by reducing the maximum horizontal tail deflection from -20 to -17 degree, as
shown in Figure 15.

The reduction in maximum angle of attack
attained during full aft stick ig stalls with the
limited tail authority, as opposed to the original -
tail authority, is shown in Figure 16. It should be o
noted that these curves represent peak values and -

include dynamic overshoot. o to 21) A0 o

As so often happens, the solution to one prob- - __

lem provided access to another. Limiting the - -
®

angle of attack through reduced tail authority re-suited in thle aircraft encountering a more unfavor- -o
able region with respect to departure when per- L .,Jo

forming full aft stick stalls. This fact was not evi- o ,0 20 30 "o o

dent at the time, but it was clearly demonstrated
in flight as will be shown.

It was common knowledge that when CnDYNnp
was positive the aircraft would be departure-free to .2o

and if negative would be departure-prone. What I ,
was not known was the effect of a local instability -

such as depicted in Figure 17. _ ._ I

The F-5E with a centerline store and limited _ .,o
tail authority encountered several snap rolls out of
accelerated stalls, with maneuver flaps retracted 3 10

below 300 KCAS. During this same period the i I to -

F-5F experienced an abrupt nose slice during a Ig F 4E ME O SIDS

stall. This incident also was with the centerline FIGURE 14. EXAMPLE OF SIDESLIP/ANGLE-OF-

tank configuration. ATTACK COUPLING

MAXIMUM ANGLE Of ATTACK
FOR HORIZONTAL TAIL ANGLES Or

48

04 N 
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O36
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FIGURE 15. EFFECT OF LIMITING TAIL CENTER OF GRAVITY -% MAC

AUTHORITY ON SIDESLIP/ANGLE-OF-ATTACK FIGURE 16. EFFECT OF LIMITING TAIL AUTHORITY ON
COUPLING PARAMETER MAXIMUM ANGLE OF ATTACK

The departure parameter, Cn#DY.i, for the F-5E presented in Figure 18 shows a neutral stability

in the stall for the clean aircraft and a locally unstable region for the centerline tank configuration. The
F-5F departure parameter indicates an even more severe local instability as presented in Figure 19.
The maneuvering flnaps are shown to have a strong stabilizing effect as also seen in Figure 19.

At this point, a definitive correlation of flight test results with the demrture parameter CnDYN

was accomplished. On the basis of Figure 19 iE wab predicted that a nose slice tendency could also be
expected with the F-5E with flaps up and centerline store during a lg stall. Review of previous lg stall
data did not reveal this tendency with the F-5E because the pilot pulled through this area due to the
greater tail authority. A flight test of the centerline tank configuration was repeated where the pilot very
carefully stabiiized in the critical angle-of-attack region, and the F-5E did indeed exhibit the departure
tendency predicted.
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Referring again to limiting of the angle of attack through reduced tail authority for the F-SE, the
effect was to lower the maximum 1g trimmed angle of attack attainable during a slow approach to the
stall, and consequently, a longer exposure in the departure prone region as shown in Figure 20.
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Utilizing Cn. pDYN as the primary departure criterion, complete correlation was obtained between

flight and wind tunnel data, establishing the following departure trends:

1. F-SF departure tendencies were more severe and more repeatable than those of the F-SE.

2. The centerline stores configured aircraft with flaps up, both "E" and 'IF", displayed the most severe
departures.

3. Maneuver flaps had a large stabilizing effect; no departures were noted with maneuvering flaps down
on the F-5E and only random departures on the F-5F.

4. Outboard stores, pylons and landing gear all showed a stabilizing effect.

5. Horizontal tail deflection trailing edge up is destabilizing.

Wind tunnel testing was continued for the purpose of defining modifications which would improve the
aircraft handling qualities by increasing CneDYN in the stall. A large number of configuration modifica-

tions were tested and included the following. nose shape modifications, nose strakes, ventral fins, dor-
sal fins, larger vertical tail, wing fences, wing LEX shape changes, incidence changes, wing leading
edge snags, wing vortex generators, inlet duct modifications and various combinations of the above. In
addition, the effect of various store loadings and configuration changes such as flaps and gear were fur-ther investigated.

The results of the wind tunnel investigation uncovered only a few modifications to the aircraft which
produced favorable changes in the latera/direct ional stability characteristics. Those modifications
which provided sizeable improvements in late ral/direct ional stat~ility without causing a reduction In
CLMAX or an increase in nose-up pitching moment due to sideslip could be grouped into two major areas
somewhat independent of each other. Modifications to the fuselage or engine inlet duct were mostly in-
effective but when improvements were seen, they were mainly slight improvements in directional stability
(Cn. ). Modifications to the wing planform outboard of the wing LEX were effective mainly in improving

dihedral effect (Ct 0), and the larger increments in dynamic stability were obtained here.
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Significant directional stability improvements in the stall angle-of-attack region were extremely
difficult to achieve since nearly all of the aft fuselage near the vertical tail is immersed in a large wake
and has greatly reduced dynamic pressure. The single largest source of aerodynamic energy comes
from the vortices generated by the wing LEX and consequently, the largest improvement in directional
stability was obtained by the removal of the LEX. This also caused an intolerable reduction in n'aximum
lift coefficient (-. 28). A large and small rectangular LEX (see Figure 21) was also tested and showed
that improvements in Cn DYN were only accomplished with significant maximum lift coefficient reduc-

tions. These effects of LEX size are presented in Figure 22.
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Dihedral effect improvements were easier to obtain than directional stability improvements. In the
post stall angle-of-attack region the major portion of the wing panel is completely separated. Conse-
quently, most modifications placed on the upper surface of the wing such as vortex generators had no
effect. Upper surface wing fences located at approximately mid span resulted in a significant improve-
ment in dihedral effect. The effect of the fence is to reduce the extent of spanwise flow over the wing,
allowing the wing to maintain a positive dihedral effect at all angles oi attack. The vortex field down-
stream of the wing also influences the vertical tail resulting in an increase in directional stability in the
stall region. These effects, combined with the aircraft's high inertia ratio which multiplies the effect of
CL, ,translate to a truly significant impruvement in the minimum value of CnpDYN in the stall, as seen
in Figure 23.

Another modification which provided improvement in lateral stability was the addition of snags to
the leading edge of the wing (see Figure 21). The snag creates a very strong vortex at the inboard junc-
ture at high angles of attack which augments the fence effect, restricting spanwise flow. Like the fences,
the optimum location found was approximately mid span.

The effect of combining the snags and fences at the same spanwise location is shown in Figure 24,
providing positive dynamic directional stability at all angles of attack for the centerline store configuration.
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As % result of the wind tunnel piogram, modifications were fabricated for an F-5F flight test air-

plane to evaluate the effect of the optimum fence configuration and the fence/sawtooth combination on post
stall bohavior. Both of these modifications were the same as those tested in the wind tunnel and are de-
picted in Figure 21.

The configuration with centerline tank and missiles, but without fences or snags, was tested first
in order to establish a baseline. The ig stall time history prosented in Figure 25 shows the nose slice
tendency in yaw rate which occurs at 20 seconds, just prior to stall recovery. The positive roll rate
increase starting at 21 seconds shows a stable dihedral effect because the angle of attack had already
been reduced to less than 20 degrPes and was decreasing rapidly. In this region "he dihedral effect Is
stable.

The fence configuration was tested next and the ig stall time history is presented in Figure 26. It
is noted that full back stick was held to sustain the 26 degree angle of attack for 20 seconds and no depar-
ture tendencies were present. The roll rate and yaw rate traces indicate a mild wing rock, or stable
dutch roll motion.

The last test configuration included a fence and snag combination for which the Ig stall time history
is presented In Figure 27. The addition of the snag did not appear to be appreciably different than the
fence alone even though the wind tunnel data, Figure 24, showed a beneficial effect. The snag also pro-
duced an early buffet onset with maneuver flaps deflected and was therefore not included in the modifica-
tion for the production airplaiie.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

The F-5E/F stall investigation program surfaced some important guidelines for testing as well as
for correlating analytical parameters with test results:

1. A definitive correlation of a locally (with AOA) ,nstable departure parameter, Cn Dy N with flight
test results has been accomplished.

2. The directional departure parameter was used to determine an effective solution to unacceptable
stall characteristics by combining wind tunnel and flight testing efforts.

3. This parameter can also be used to define critical angle-of-attack regions for flight test purposes.

4. Wind tunnel testing in the stall angle-of-attack region must be accomplished using small increments
in angle of attack (one degree or less) or the true stall characteristics may not be identified.

5. In determining sideslip derivatives it is best to obtain pitch runs at both a positive and a negative
sideslip angle beyond the aerodynamic hysteresis region and average the results. A few prelim-
inary runs made at several constant angles of attack and varying sideslip will determine the extent
of the aerodynamic hysteresis.

6. In determining rudder and aileron effectiveness a eero sideslip run should be used to determine the
zero control datum.

'7. The computer graphics display represents an effective visualization technique for interpreting com-
plex aircraft motions in three dimensions. It also represents a potential enha!,cement of safety of
flight in the conduct of hazardous test programs if provided in an on-line basis.
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SUMMARY

Two approaches to providing spin resistance for highly maneuverable
military airplanes are being studied by the National Aeronautics and space
Administration. The approaches consist of: (1) providing inherent spin
resistance by proper design of the airframe configuration, and (2) providing
automatic spin prevention by use of the avionic and flight control systems.
The studies are conducted using free-flight tests of dynamically scaled models
and piloted simulator studies.

The results of a recent study conducted to determine some of the factors
which contribute to the good stall/spin characteristics of a current fighter
configuration indicate that the design of airframe components for inherent
spin resistance is very configuration dependent and that few generalizations
can be made. Secondary design features, such as fuselage forebody shape, can
have significant effects on stability characteristics at high angles ol
attack.

Recent piloted simulator studies and airplane flight tests have indi-
cated that currtnt automatic control systems can be tailored so as to provide
a high degree of spin resistance for some configurations without restrictions
to maneuverability. Such systems result in greatly increased pilot confi-
dence and increasod tactical effectiveness.

SYMBOLS

b Wing span, m (ft)
N

C Rolling-moment coefficient, qS-

AC Increment of rolling-moment coefficient, positive for right rolling moment

C ZEffective dihedral derivative, -, per deg

C Yawlng-mcment coefficient, -
n qSb

ACn Increment of yawing-moment coefficient, positive for right yawing moment

C Directional stabllity derivative, n per deg
ne degt IZ

C Dynamic directional stability parameter, C - C1 sin a, per deg

C - C cos a Damping-in-yaw parameter, per rad> nr n

1xt I Z Moments of inertia about X- and Z-body axes, kg-m 2 (slug-ft
2)

q Free-stream dynamic pressure, N/
2 (lb/ft

2

r Yawing velocity, rad/sec
m22

S Wing area, m 2(ft2 )

a Angle of attack, deg

8Angle of sideslip, deg

8Rate of change of sideslip, rad/sec

Mx, Mz Moments about X- and Z-body axes, m-N (ft-lb)
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INTRODUCTION

Recent experience has shown that most contemporary fighter airplanes exhibit poor stall characteris-
tics and a strong tendency to spin. They also have poor spin characteristics and recovery from a fully
developed spin is usually difficult or impossible. As a result of these unsatisfactory stall and spin
characteristics, the developed spin is currently an undesirable and potentially dangerous flight condition
which should be avoided. There is, therefore, an urgent need to develop guidelines for use in the design
of future military aircraft in order to minimize or eliminate spins and insure good handling qualities at
high angles of attack. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration currently has a broad research
program underway to provide these guidelines. The program includes conventional static wind-tunnel force
tests, dynamic force tests, flight tests of dynamically scaled models, theoretical studies, and piloted
simulator studies.

Two approaches to providing spin resistance are currently under consideration. In the first approach,
the basic airframe is configured so as to be inherently spin resistant by virtue of good stability and
control characteristics at high angles of attack. At the present time, however, a lack of understanding
of the ..ajor factors affecting stability and control characteristics at high angles of attack for current
fighters has prevented the development of detailed design procedures for inherent spin resistance. The
second approach to providing spin resistance is through the use of avionics and flight control system ele-
ments in automatic spin prevention concepts. Such concepts can be highly effective in preventing inadvert-
ent stalls and spins; however, they must be designed so as not to restrict the maneuverability and tactical
effectiveness of the airplane.

The present lqper discusses the results of two recent NASA studies on inherent spin resistance and
automatic spin prevention. The studies were conducted at the NASA Langley Research Center using free-
flight model tests and piloted simulator studies.

INHERENT SPIN RESISTANCE

In view of the limitations imposed on military airplanes by poor stall/spin characteristics, and the
lack of understanding of factors which determine these characteristics, it is highly desirable to identify
geometric features of airplanes which promote inherent spin resistance. As a step toward providing this
information, NASA has recently conducted an investigation (Ref. 1) to provide some insight into the fea-
tures affecting the lateral-directional stability characteristics of a high-performance twin-engine fighter
which in operation has exhibited outstanding stall and spin characteristics. These characteristics. which
result in an inherent resistance to spins, include positive directional stability through the stall with no
tendency to diverge and no significant adverse yaw due to aileron deflection at high angles of attack.

Description of Configuration

A wind-tunnel investigation was made with the 0.17-scale model shown in Figure 1 in order to define
some of the more important geometric and aerodynamic characteristics responsible for the good stall and
spin characteristics exhibited by the configuration. The study included wind-tunnel free-flight tests,
static force tests, and dynamic (forced-oscillation) force tests.

One airframe compc-nt expected to have significant effects on the stability and control of the model
at high angles of atta, ne wing. Past studies (Refs. 2 and 3) have shown that wing planform charac-
teristicu, such as swee and taper ratio, can have large effects on lateral-directional stability at
high angles of attack. Its order to evaluate the effects of wing modifications, a swept wing (similar in
planform to that employed by the configuration of Ref. 4) and a delta wing were also tested as shown in
Figure 2. All wings were of equal area and of relatively equal weights, so that the flight tests were
conducted with a constant value of wing loading. Aspect ratio and wing span varied with each wing design.
(See Table I.) The location of the 0.25 c point was constant for all configurations tested. The addi-
tional wings incorporated conventional ailerons for roll control.

Results of Force Tests

The static directional stability characteristics of the basic configuration are presented in Figure 3
in terms of the static staoility derivative, Cn The data show that Cn  was large and positive (stable)

at low angles of attack. The magnitude of Cn decreased markedly when he wing stalled at an angle of

attack near 17*: but Cna became increasingly stable at post-stall angles of attack, in contrast to trends

shown by most current fighter configurations. (See Ref. 4, e.g.) This unusual increase in directional
stability at post-stall angles of attack is expected to be a major beneficial factor resulting in the
excellent stall characteristics shown by the configuration.

A number of additional component-buildup tests were conducted to determine the airframe component
responsible for the pronounced increase in Cna exhibited by the configuration beyond wing stall. The

data shown in Figure 4 indicate the contribution of the vertical tail to Cn . Two significant results

are immediately apparent from these data: First, the tail contribution decreased markedly at angles of
attack beyond that for wing stall; and second, when the tail was off, the directional stability continued
to increase markedly at angles of attack above 25, with the result that the model was directionally stable
at angles of attack above 31" without a vertical tail. The decrease in tail contribution to directional
stability at angles of attack beyond that for wing stall (a > 17') was due to the fact that the tail became
immersed in the low energy wake of the stalled wing. The fact that the loss in tail effectiveness was the
result of loss of dynamic pressure at the tail was shown by tests to determine rudder effectiveness. Such
loss in tail effectiveress at high angles of attack is not unusual. The most remarkable, and more signifi-
cant, characteristic is the large increase in tail-off directional stability at high angles of attack.
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Additional tests were made to determine the wing-fuselage component responsible for the stability at
high angles of attack. The component found to be responsible was the fuselage forebody as shown in
Figure 5 which presents results of tests conducted with the isolated nose mounted on a balance at a distance
ahead of the moment center representative of that for the nose of the basic configuration. The data show
that the isolated nose was directionally unstable at low angles of attack, as would be expected. At high
angles of attack, however, the isolated nose became directionally stable, and comparison of data for the
nose alone and data obtained for the basic configuration with the vertical tail off indicates that virtu-
ally all the directional stability of the configuration at angles of attack above 32' was produced by the
nose.

The geometric feature probably responsible for the aerodynamic characteristics of the fuselage fore-
body of the present configuration is the cross-sectional shape indicated in Figure 5. As shown in the
sketch, the cross section Is an elliptical shape with the major axis horizontal. It has been found in
past investigations (Refs. 5 to 7) that a "flattened" nose similar to that of the present configuration
tends to produce such stability; the relatively long nose of tha present configuration tends to accentuate
this effect because of the long moment arm through which side forces produced by the nose can act.

The static-directional stability ch racteristics of the swept- and delta-wing configurations are com-
pared with those of the basic configuration in Figure 6. As shown in Figure 6, the swept- and delta-wing
configurations had levels of directional stability eo::al to or higher than those of the basic configura-
tion, and the trends of Cn8  at high angles of attack were dominated by the characteristics of the nose,

as previously discussed for the basic confl ,uration. It should also be noted that the apparent increase
in Cno for the swept- and delta-wing configurations at low angles of actack was caused by the data-

reduction procedure, in which the aerodynamic characteristics were based on the geometric characteristics
of the individual wings. When compared for equal wing spans, the values of Cna for the individual wings

are about equal at a - 0. The relative unimportance of the large changes tn wing planform tor the pres-
ent rcnfiguration underlines the complexity of flow phenomena at high angles of attack and the increased
importance of what might be assumed to be secondary design features, such a fuselage forebody shape.

The results of force tests conducted to determine the control -. fecriveness of the alerons and
rudder for the basic and modified configurations are prese.ted in Figures 7 and 8. The data are presented
in terms of the incremental values of Cn and Cj produced by a right-roll or right-yaw control input.
The data of Figure 7 show that the incremental rolling moment produced oy aileron deflection for the basic
configuration decreased markedly as wing stall was approachc-; the ailerons produced relatively =11
values of ACt at post-stall angles of attack. The incremental yawing moments produced by aileron deflec-
tion were favorable (nose-right for right roll lnpvt) near sta.l. Theae favorable yawing moments are
unusual for a high-performance fighter and are another factor producing Zhe known spin resistance of the
present configuration. Both the swept and delta configuratins exhibited equal or larger increments of
ACt at angles of attack above a - 12° than did the basic configuration; however, both wing modifications
produced large adverse yawing moments at and beyond wing stall. These adverse values of ACn would be

expected to degrade the post-stall conttol of the configuration corsiderably.

The rudder effectiveness of the various configurations is shown In Figure 8. Although the results for
the three configurations were about equal at u - 0 (when compared for a constant value of b), the
swept- and delta-wing configurations exhibited much higher values of rudder effectiveness at high angles
of attack than did the basic configuration. This result was probably related to stall patterns on the
individual wings and relative location of the stalled-wing wakes. It should be noted, however, that the
rudder effectiveness of the basic configuration remains quite high to angles of attack substantially beyond
wing stall.

As pointed out in Reference 1, a fuselage forebody which produces a large contribution to static
Jirectional stability at high angles of attack will also tend to produce unstable values of damping in yaw.
Presented in Figure 9 is the variation of the damping-in-yaw parameter Cnr - Cnj cos a for the basic
confligrntip .is measured in forced-oscillation tests.

I As shown in Figure 9, Cnr - C4 cos a was stable (negative) at angles of attack below stall but

became unstable near a - 28" end attained very large unstable values at higher angler of attack. The
results of tail-off tests showed that vertical tail had little effect on the unstable values or trends ofthe data at high angles of attack.

Additional forced-os.illation tests were conducted with components of the model to identify the nose
as the cause of the unstable values of Cor - CnA cos a nt high angles of attack. The physical cause of

the unstable damping in yaw is illustrated by the sketches shown in Figure 10. In Figure 10(a) the con-
figuration is shown in a steady sideslipped condition with the same value of 0 at both the nose and the
center of gravity. As pointed out previously, for the present configuration, tne nose produced a side
force which acted through a relatively long moment arm to create a btabilizing vawing moment that tended
to reduce the value of S. The sketch in Figure 10(b) illustrates the situation for yawing flight, with
zero sideslip at the center of gravity. Because the flight patti is curved, the nose of the configuration
is subjected to a local sideslip angle which producea a side force in a manner similar to that for the
static situation. In this case, however, the resulting yawing moment is !n a direction which tends to
increase the value of yawing velocity and therefore results in unstable vi lues of C0 r - CnA cos a.

Results of Flight Tests

The test setup for the free-flight tests is shown in Figure 11. The m-del was flown without restraint
in the 9- by 18-m (30- by 60-ft) open-throat test section of the Langley iull-scale tunnel and was remotely
controlled about all three axes by two human pilots. One pilot, who controlled the model about its roll
and yaw axes, was stationed in an enclosure at the rear of the test section. The second pilot, who con-
trolled the model in pitch, w&a stationed at one side of the tunnel Pneumatic and electric power and
control slgneln were supplied to the model through a flexible trailing cable which was made up of wires



and light plastic tubes. The trailing cable also incorporated a 0.318-cm-diameter (1/8-in.) steel cable
that passed through a pulley above the test section. This section of flight cable was used to catch the
model when an uncontrollable motion or mechanical failure occurred. The entire flight cable was kept
slack during the flights by a safety-cable operator using a high-speed pneumatic winch. A further discus-
sion of the free-flight technique, including the reasons lor dividing the piloting tasks, is given in
Reference 8.

During the flight tests It was found that the basic model flew smoothly and with little effort by the
pilots up to an angle of attack of about 20. Above a - 20° there was a slight nose wandering, or
directional "looseness," noted by the latetal-directional pilot. The nose wandering (although small)
increased the pilot effort required to fly the model smoothly. But the pilot was satisfied with the level
of stability and considered that the major cause of the increased pilot effort was the rapid decrease in
lateral-control effectiveness with increasing angle of attack (see Fig. 7). At an angle of attack of
about 300 the model diverged slowly in yaw against full corrective controls. The yawing motion at the
divergence appeared to be a fairly slow rotation about the Z body axis. The swept- and delta-wing con-
figurations exhibited the same general flight characteristics as the basic configuration.

The possibility of directional divergence at high angles of attack is normally examined by means of
the dynamic directional-stability parameter C ndyn  (Ref. 4), where

C . sin a

n,dyn n I X
Negative values of Cngdyn usually indicate the existence of a directiona divergence.

The variations of Cna,dyn for the swept- and delta-wing configurations are compared with that for

the basic configuxation In Figure 12. The values of C1,dyn were large and positive for all configura-

tions, indicating no directional divergence. It appears, therefore, that the slow directional divergence
exhibited by the model near a i 30* was not predicted by CnB,dyn but is probably associated with the

unstable values of Cnr - Cn cos a (Fig. 9) and the low .dder effectiveness (Fig. 8), neither of" which

is accounted for in the Cna,dyn criterion.

Flights were made to determine the effects of various pilot lateral control techniques at high angles
of attack by flying the model with rudder and ailerou: individually and in an interconnected, or ccordi-
nated, mode. The results of these tests showed that at angles of attack above 10, the pilot could not use
ailerons alone for sctisfactory lateral control of the basic configuration because of apparently reduced
control effectiveness. The results of the lateral-control tests for the modified configurations were simi-
lar to those for the basic configuration in that the rudder was the most effective means of roll control
at high angles of attack. It was noted, however, that use of the ailerons appeared to be completely
unsatisfactory because of noticeable sadverse yaw. Some indication of the shortcomings of the aileron
control at high angles of attack can be obtained from the aileron-effectiveness parameter given by

C*C

Negative values of this parameter indicate roll reversal; that is, a control input for right roll results
in roll to the left. The calculated values of the parameter for the three configurations are presented
in Figure 13. The variations in magnitude of the aileron-effectiveness parameter are caused by variations
in CnB anJ aileron yawing-momant charactarisaics.

The values of the parameter for the basic configuration were a minimum near cE - 21", but the param-
eter remained positive indiLating no roll reversal. On the other hand, the vaiues for the swept- and
delta-wipS configuration were negative at high angles of attack. indicating roll reversal due to adverse

yaw.

Interpretation of Results

The results of the free-flight tests for the basic configuration are in very good agreement with the
characteristics exhibited by the full-scale airplane. In particular, within the operational angle-of-
atta-k range, the absence of any divergence, the good rudder effectiveness, and the absence of adverse
yaw due to ailerons appear to have been adequately represented by the model. Of course, the low values
of Mach and Reyvolde numbers associated with the present tests could cause some characteristics, such as
wing stall, to occur at slightly different angles of attack. In addition, the confined space available
within the wind tunnel, the rapidity of the motions of the model, and the lack of piloting cues cause the
evaluation of lateral-control techniques to be qualitative at best. It appears, however, that the
results of the tests have ide,|tified some of the factors which cause the basic configuration to have out-
standing stall and spin characteristics.

It should be pointed out, however, that some of the factors, such as nose shape, whicl wps found to
have a large influence on the stability of the present configuration at high angles of attack, may be
insignificant for other configurations. The blending of airfrsame c,'nponents for giod characteristics at
high angles of attack is very configuraLion leperdent and there are few general conclusions to be made.
Instead, wind-tunnel test techniques and methods of analysis similar to those discussed must be used
early in design stages in order to insure good stall characteristics.
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AUTOMATIC 3PIN PREVENTION

Automatic Control Concepts

Experience has shown that spins can generally be avoided if the proper recovery action is taken
Imediately after departure from controlled flight while the spin energy is low and the aerodynamic con-
trols are effective. The problem in effecting such early recovery is that the pilot frequently is not
able to take imediate corrective action because of disorientation which results from his lack of experi-
ence with spins of such aircraft, from the fact that the departure and spin entry occurred unexpectedly
when he was intent on another task, and from the violent and confusing nature of the motions during spin
entry for many airplanes. This situation would seem to suggest the use of an automatic system which could
quickly identify the situation and take the required action. An electr-nic system capable of this task
would have several inherent advantages over the human pilot, including (1) quicker and surer recognition
of an incipient spin, (2) faster reaction time for initiation of recovery, (3) application of correct spin-
recovery controls, and (4) elimination of tendencies toward spin reversal.

The idea of automatic spin-prevention, or recovery, systems is not new. Stick-pushers that prevent,
or discourage, stalling the airplane are, in a sense, spin-prevention systems; but they may restrict the
pilot from exploiting the full potential-maneuver envelope of the airplane. The installation of more
elaborate automatic spin-prevention, or recovery, systems has, until recent years, involved the addition
of complete sensing, logic, and control systems at a time when such devices were not very reliable and
would probably not have been maintained in proper operating condition because they were protecting against
a very rare occurrence. The fact that modern tactical airplanes already incorporate most of the elements
of automatic spin-prevention (or recovery) systems, together with a great increase in the rel$ability of
avionics systems, now makes the use of these automatic systems more practical.

Several approaches to automatic spin prevention have been evaluated by NASA. The types of concepts
studied and the area of application of each concept are graphically depicted in Figure 14. Yaw rate and
angle of attack are used as the primary variables identifying spin entry. For a particular airplane con-
figuration oue can generally identify two important areas in the yaw-rate angle-of-attack plane: the
airplane maneuver envelope involving relatively low values of yaw rate and angle of attack, and the devel-
oped spin region involving relatively high values of yaw rate and angle of attack. Three types of auto-
matic control concepts have been evaluated: (1) automatic spin recovery, (2) automatic spin prevention,
and (3) automatic departure prevention.

In the automatic spin recovery concept, the airplane is allowed to depart from controlled flight,
experience the incipient spin, and enter the fully developed spin. Values of yaw rate and angle of attack
supplied by the sensors used in the automatic control system are sampled to identify the developed spin
condition and actuate the proper recovery controls. The results of a study of the effectiveness and value
of such a system (Ref. 9) indicated that the primary benefits of this type of concept were: rapid identi-
fication of the spin, input of proper recovery controls, and minimization or elimination of spin reversals
following recovery. The concept obviously requires the airplana under consideration to have satisfactory

spin recovery characteristics. Inasmuch as most ctirrent fighter designs have poor recovery characteris-

tics from developed spins, it would appear that systems of this type would be relatively ineffective. In

fact, the concept appears to be working "the wrong end of the problem."

The automatic spin prevention concept indicated in Figure 14 also allows the airplane to depart from

controlled flight; however, recovery controls are actuated during the early stages of the incipient spin

when recovery characteristics are generally good. By simultaneously sensing angle of attack and yaw rate,

a control actuation boundary can be established which limits the attainable magnitudes of these variables,
thepr eventing spins. An automatic spin prevention system concept has been studied (Ref. 9) using
theoretical studies and flight tests of an unpowered drop-model of a current military configuration. The

results or Lte LhuuLeLl~al Studies showed that zuch a --y--t=vas exreey effective in preventing 4ivpl-
oped spins, and that the exact configuration of the automatic system will depend on the stall/spin charac-

teristics of the airplane design under consideration. The model flight tests verified the theoretical
results and showed that current flight control componants could be used to implement the system.

As might be expected, the control actuation boundary for the automatic spin prevention concept can be
designed to be in close proximity to the normal flight envelope, thereby permitting only minimal excursions
from controlled flight. It saould be pointed out that the concept described does not infringe on the
maneuverability of the airplane or restrict the tactical effectiveness of t.e vehicle. Rather, the sybtem
quickly senses an out-of-control condition and impending spin and applies control inputs required of the

pilot in a rapid, correct manner.

The automatic spin preventiot concept appears to he ideally suited for airplanes which are especially
susceptible to inadvertent spins. In particular, configurations which exhibit a sevw-e directional diver-
gence and loss of control power at high angles of attack are appropriate for application of the system if

no limit is desired on angle of attack attained during normal flight. Fighter configurations may, how-
ever, exhibit a di-ergence at an angle of attack considerably higher than those used in normal maneuvering
flight. Ir this case, artificial angle-of-attack limiting systems may be more appropriate.

Recently, a number o
T 

fighter configurations have been developed which are dynamically stable at high

angles of attack with no natural tendency to diverge in yaw. However, the designs are subject to control-
induced departures from controlled flight as a result of large values of adverse yaw at high angles of
attack. These 4ehicles are well suited for thc application of automatic departure-prevention concepts

(Ref. 10) which, as indicated in Figure 14, operate within tile normal maneuver envelope of the airplane
in order to prevent nt'ral or control-induced departure, from controlled flight. It will be shown that

the use of such systems does not inhibit maneuvering of the airplane at high angles of attack, and actually
increases the usable maneuverability as well as the pilot's confidence during strenuous maneuvers.
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Evaluation Procedures

Several techniques have been developed at Langley for the evaluation of automatic departure/spin
prevention systems. As previously mentioned, free-flight tests of dynamically scaled models and theoreti-
cal studies of flight motions have been extremely valuable in assessing the effectiveness of such systems;
however, these techniques do not allow an evaluation of pilot reaction to the effects of automatic systems
on maneuverability and tactical effectiveness. The Langley Differential Maneuvering Simulator (DM5) shown
in Figure 15 has therefore been used to obtain such information.

The DMS is a fixed-base simulator which has the capability of simultaneously simulating two airplanes
as they maneuver with respect to one another, and includes a wide-angle visual display (including the
opposing aircraft) for each pilot. Real-time digital simulation techniques are used for the studies. Some
of the unique capatblities of the DHS which are utilized for studies of automatic departure/spin prevention
are listed in Figure 16. A detailed discussion of the capabilities and operational aspects of the DHS is
given in Reference 11.

Previous experience with the simulation of fighter stall/spin characteristics (Ref. 12) has shown that
visual tracking tasks which require the pilot to divert his attention from the instrument panel are neces-
sary to provide realism in studying the possibility of unintentional loss of control and spin entry.
Furthermore, other studies (Ref. 10) have shown that mild, well-defined maneuvers can produce misleading
results inasmuch as a configuration that behaves fairly well in such mild maneuvers may be violently
uncontrollable in the complex and pressing nature of high-g, air-combat maneuvering (ACM). Finally, for
purposes of evaluation in comparing the performance of the airplane with and without automatic systems,
the tasks used must be repeatable. The following test procedures are used in order to account for the
foregoing factors.

In order to force the evaluation pilot to fly at high angles of attack, the target airplane is pro-
gramed co have the same thrust and performance characteristics as the evaluation airplane; however, the
target has idealized high angle-of-attack stability and control characteristics. The target airplane is
flown by the evaluation pilot through a series of ACM tasks of varying levels of difficulty while the
target's motions are tape recorded for playback later to drive the target as the task for the evaluation
airplene. In this manner, repeatable tasks ranging from simple tracking tasks to complex, high-g ACM
tasks are developed for use in the evaluation. Some of the simulation evaluation maneuvers normally used
are listed in Figure 17.

The results of the studies are in the form of time-history records of airplane motions and pilot
coments regarding the departure/spin susceptibility of the basic airplane and the effects of automatic
prevention systems.

The objectives of such studies are: (1) to determine the controllability and departure resistance of
a configuration during 1-g stalls and accelerated stalls, (2) to determine the departure susceptibility of
t.e configurstionduring demanding air-combat maneuvers, and (3) to identify maneuvers or flight conditions
which might overpower the departure-resistant characteristics provided by the automatic control system.

Results of Simulation

At the present time, simulator studies of the application of automatic departure/spin prevention sys-
ems have been conducted for four current fighter configurations. The results of the studies show rnat
such systems can be very effective in preventing inadvertent departures from controlled flight during
strenuous maneuvering. The resulting improvement in high angle-of-attack characteristics markedly improves
handling, maneuverability, and safety. As a result of these improvements, the pilot's confidence in the
capability of the vehicle is greatly increased, and the configuration can be uced to its full capability.
All oi the studies show that these automatic systems can be implemented with current flight hardware and
avionics technology. As an example of the benefits provided by automatic departure prevention systems,
the use of automatic lateral-directional control phasing will be discussed.

Shown in Figure 18 are typical lateral-directional control characteristics for fighter configurations
with adverse yaw. The data of Figure 18 show the variation with angle of attack of yawing moments pro-
duced by ailerons and rudder for right roll and right yaw control inputs The yawing moments produced by
ailerons at low angles of attack are favorable (nose right) for right roll control; however, the moments
become adverse (nose left) at high angles of attack. Right rudder input produces a normal nose right
moment, but at high angles of attack the rudder loses effectiveness because of impingemert of the low
energy wake from the partially staled wing. As can be seen, the magnitudes of the adverae moments due to
ailerons are much larger than the corrective moments available from the rudder. When the resulting adverse
moments are coupled with low directional 4tability at high angles of attack, a reversal of roll response
occurs wherein the airplane rolls in a direction opposite to that desired by the pilot.

Shown in Figure 19 are calculated time histories which illustrate the roll reversal phenomenon. The
roll response of a typical configuration is shown at an angle of attack of 25" for control inputs of rudder
alone and ailerons alone for right roll control. The response to the rudder input is seen to be quite
normal. The airplane yaws to the right, creating nose-right sideslip. The dihedral effect then rolls the
airplane to the right, as desired. In contrast to this result, input of ailpron control creates adverse
yaw which causes the airplane to yaw to the left and the sideslip created is in the opposite direction,
resulting in the dihedral effect opposing the rolling moment produced by the aileron. After a brief time.
the airplane rolls to the left in response to the right roll control.

As would be expv, red, the reversed roll response to normal lateral cnntrol stick inputs presents the
pilot with a coordination problem in order to avoid unintentional los of control and spins. Most fighter
pilots adapt to the situation by transitioning from lateral stick inputs for roll control at low to
ru.der peeal inputs for roll control at high i. The problem becomes one ot how to phase these controls in
an optimum manner to obtain maximum performance, particularly during the pressure of combat.
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Using the simulator at Langley, it has been found that configurations which exhibit such characteris-
tics are susceptible to inadvertent departures during vigorous combat maneuvers. Many proposed solutions
to the problem were evaluated, and the most effective system involved the stick-to-rudder interconnect
concept shown in Figure 20.

Basically, the control system is modified such that deflection of the control stick laterally pro-
duces aileron inputs at low angles of att-ck and rudder inputs at high angles of attack. As shown in the
sketch, the ailerons for the example discussed were phased out by a - 25". At that point, lateral stick
inputs produced only rudder inputs. In addition, the yawing moments produced by the ailerons above
a -25* were used to advantage in an additional stability augmentation channel which augmented directional
stability. This control scheme essentially eliminated inadvertent spins in the simulator.

The net effect of the automatic interconnect scheme on roll performance is illustrated in Figure 21.
With the basic control system, the roll rate produced by lateral deflection of Lhe control stick reversed
near a = 20* and the pilot could not maneuver at higher angles of attack with only stick inputs. When
the control system was modified with the interconnect, the pilot could maneuver the airplane beyond maxi-
mum lift using only stick inputs without fear of unintentional departures.

The preceding illustration of the use of automatic control concepts to prevent inadvertent spins is
but one example of the significant gains to be achieved with these systems. The concept of automatic spin
prevention is currently widely accepted by industry in the United States, and it is apparent that such
systems will be employed by future fighter designs.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present paper has attempted to summarize recent NASA studies on spin resistance for military air-
planes. The two approaches to providing spin resistance discussed herein are promising methods to achieve
this goal. Much of the technology required to utilize the approaches is in hand, particularly for auto-
matic spin prevention. In order to be effective, however, the approaches must be considered early in the
design stages of military aircraft.
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Spn TABLE 1. GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WING COKFIGURATIONS

Wing:

Area . ............. 0.49 *2 0. 49 1 0.49 a'2

Root chord .. .. .......... 0.59 a 0.71 a 0.92 a
(1.95 ft) (2.34 ft) (3.01 ft)

Tip chord. ... .......... 0.15 a 0.12 a 0.05 a
(0.48 ft) (0.39 ft) (0.15 ft)

Mean aerodynamic chord. .. ...... 0.41 n 0.48 a 0.61 a
(1.34 ft) (1.5q ft) (2.01 ft)

Aspect ratio .. .. .......... 3.68 2.82 2.09

Taper ratio. ... .......... 0.25 0.17 0.05

Dihedral. .. ............... 0 3.69* 0

Aileron area (one aide) . . 0.013 a20.014 20.013 a 2

(0.14 ft2) (0 .15 ft ) (0.14 ft2)

Figure 1. Photograph of model.

IA-WING CONFI
Figure. 2. Photographs of model with modiflied wings.
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Figure 3. Static directional stability characteristics of the basic configuration.
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Figure 5. Directional stability characteristics of fuselage forebody.
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Figure 9. Variation of damping in yaw parameter with angle of attack for basic configuration.
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Figure 10. Sketch of cau~e of unstable damping in yaw.
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Figure 12. Variation of Cn with angle of attack.
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Figure 13. Variation of aileron effectiveness parameter with angle of attack.
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Figure 14. Atitomatic control concepts for ueparture/spin prevention.
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Figure 15. Sketch of the DMS facitly.
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Figure 16. Features of the DMS facility. Figure 17. Simulation evaluation maneuvers.
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Figure 18. Yawing moments produced by lateral-directional controls.
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Figure 19. Illustration of roll reversal.
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Figure 20. Stick-to-rudder interconnect concept.
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APPLICATION DES fMESURES DE COEFFICIENTS AERODYNAMIQUES STATIQUES ET DYNAMIQUES

A DES RECOUPEMENTS PAR CALCUL DES VRILLES OBTENUES EN SOUFFLERIE

par Marc VANMANSART
Ingieur de Recherches

Institut de M6cenique des Fluides de Lille
5.bd Paiul Painlev6, 59000 - Lille (France)

1 -INTRODUCION. -

La prdsente commiunication Porte sur des travaux relatifs A l'6tude du recoupement par le calcul
do vrilles rielles. stade indispensable A la validation dune moddlisation de la vrille.

L'exp~rience acquise A ce sujet jusqu'A ce jour fait apperaltre de rdelles difficult~s do recou-
pement. Pour nous mettre dons des conditions do recoupement A priori lea plus faciles. nous avons choisi.
Pour nos travaux, le cas d'un avian l6ger cdont la vrille est particulibrement calme et pour laquelle les
gouvernes sont trbs efficeces. Afin d'avoir une trbs bonne conneissance du vol. nous evans choisi de
ohercher 1s recoupement de vrilles obtenues en soufflerie verticele.

Les diffirentes dtepes du travail seront exeminies. En premier lieu. sont relatis les calculs
effectuis avec des coefficients stationnaires et instationneires mesuris de fagon classique, clest-b-dire

mautefixe montie sur dard dynamomitrique en soufflerie horizontale, avec oscillations forc6es pour les

mesures de d~rivies.

Les coefficients, d'abord utilisis bruts, nant pas ccnduit 6 un recoupement setisfaisant avec
Ia vrille libre de la mequette de cet avian.

Certains coeff.~cients ont alors 6t6 retouchis. Cela ne s'itant peas aviri suffisant, nous avonaL inclus, dans lea calcula, d'autres coefficients que, parce que non mesur~s, nous avons estim~s.

Les risultets n'6tant pas suftisents, nous avons elora modifii Is mithode de mesures. et nous
avons effectufi ces dernibres en montant la maquette sur bras tournant dens Ia soufflerie verticale de
l'I.M.F.Lille, afin de lui imposer, pendant les mesures. un mouvement sembleble 6 Ia vrille. Il est apparu
que lea vaeurs des coefficients. mesuris dans ces conditions. 6taient sensiblerment diffirentes do celles
mesuries par la mithode classique. et leur utilisatiQn. bora du calcul. a sensiblement arnilior6 le
recoupemont.

2 - LES 7ESVLTATS DE VOLS LIBRES EN SOUFFLERIE VERTICALE. -

A ]AI.M.F.Lillo, en soufflerie verticale. ii est d'usege de d~buter l'dtude de la vrill3 d'un
avion par un ensemble de 27 combinaisons de braqueges de gouvernes. avec 3 positions do chacune Jes 3
gouvernos (positijans extrilmes et position neutre). C'est donc une 6tude oxploratrice par points discrets.
Ce sont lea risultets d'uno tells exploration qui ont 6t6 lensemble des donn~es en vol utilisies Pour
lI'tude de rocoupoment.

La figure I reprisente l'evion qui fut rotenu pour lea celculs. V'est un mvlun 1A~er ayant des
gouvernes trbs efficaces tent pour Ie maintien de Ia vrille que pour le sortie. Reppolons quo c'est pour
la bonne efficedtA de sea gouvernes et Ie caractbre celme de ses vrilles que cet avion fut retenu pour
nos celculs.

Pour cet avian. le cor.signe
pro-vrillseost :Direction "Avec".
c'eat-A-dire braquOe 6 fond pour un
virage do mime sens quo Ie vrille.
Les combinaisons des autres gouvernos
no jouent alors que sur 3es 4~aract6-
riatiqijes de !e Vrll)e s3ne an
umptchar Io mintien. LP' Lon~igne
ianti-vrille eat :Direction "Cortre".
lea autroa gouvernas pouvant Atre
laisaiaa h un broquage qualconque.

Fig. I- PZan 3 vue do 11auion

z".ternu pour Vtutde.
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Sur lea 27 combinaisons de braquages de gouvternes,
environ In moitid permet Ie meintien de in vrille

- iautre implique in sortie plus ou mains rapids.
Dae Is domains des gouvernes o0 in vriiie se
meintient, lea principaiss caractiristiques de 1a

I vriiie sont comprises, seion is braquage des gouvernes,
entre e -.45@ at -700 avec. respectivement.

SZ = 2.5 et 1.7 seccndes per tour(grandeur avion).
Ls raon de vriiie est de i'ordre du mitre.
L'16isiette tranaversele eat comprise dens is cLomaine
d'empiitude 200 j la valeur d6pend du braquege des

ai lerons.

-45* 1 = 2.5 s/tour

- R70 l IY = 1.7 s/toujr Fig. 2 - Attitudes cde vrille

3 - LES RESULTATS DE CALCULS (AVEC ME'1WODE CLASSIQUE DE MESURES). -

3. 1 - Lea coe fficients meeurde.

Dans lea 6quations de in micanique du voi appiiqu~es
a ia vriile, nous avonb choisi de faire apparaltre lss compo- ~ JtE~
Santes airodynemiques sous in forms suivante M fE T

b C .C 1  CQ~ Cifi
C -C~ (o(.Jp) -7 - CLm Cmm.Cm m

CS eat ia valour pour oceti constants (terms Cn C,,6j Cnan
statique). I1 sat composi du terms mesurg toutes gouvernes
au neutre, at das efficecitis do gouvernes utiliss pour Is FORCES
cnicui. CX CXfm+ CXSM-

Lea autres termes sont lsa actions sur C des CY
vitesses engulaires (termes instationnaires). Ils sont, euxI ussi, donnis pourcet Pconstants. CZ CZ&M+ Cz6m..

La figure 3 donne In liste des coefficients mesuris DERIVEES AERODYNA%4QJESe-ttntden leccrpnztin dz =~ratc:CIP Ci,
Lea coefficients stationnaires ont Wt mesuris A

i'i.M.F.Lill dens la soufflerie horizontale de 2,40 m de Cm
diamitre. C'est ia maquette de vrilie initialement ossayisce.~
en soufflerie verticele qui a servi aux meaures. Son Cn np
envergure eat de 0.74 m. Elle 6tait montde sur un support
spiciel qui permet do faire varier I'incidence de 0&h 900 et
Is d~rapage do -90* A +900. en d~plagmnt A pains le centre
de in maquette. Pour chaque couple (OC, p. A la suits des
mesures faites gouvernes au neojtre, qt sans arrit de In i.3-baedscefcet
soufflerie, lea efficacitds de gouvernes 6tnient mesurdes Fg ,aedeoefcet
aprbs d~sclenchoment de ces gouvernes. La doma~ins oC adrodnamiquea mesuirda.
expior6 etait ceiui des vriils libres. soit 200 X (60-
et -200 (200.

En ce qui concerns Is mesure des dir'v~'a par
oscillations forc6es, faite dgalement en souffIerie horizontale. Is dispositif irrposant lea oscillations
a 6t6 mont6 aur Is Support dejA cit6. Les dir-ivies nont 6t6 calculies - en fonction de C St - 9u
pour la confi1guration toutes gouvernes au noutre. A priori. nous avons choisi de Mlesurer 5 .8 ci iant
dirivis :3 coeffici'ints d'amortissement :CI . Cr 9 t Cnr - et 2 dirivises croisoes :Cr 9t Cn

Notons qua toutas lea mesuras mentionnies dans cette 6tude ont 6td faites au mirmq nobro de
Reynulds que colul de Ia vrille libre de Is maquette. En effet :c'est In rre3 tmaouetto lui a servi aux
essais et aux mesures. Do plus, pour los msures, Ia vitesse du vent 6tait tgale A Is viteass Moyanne do
chute do Ia maquette oendant la vrille.
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3.2 -Rdsuttat8 de calcuZ8 fairs av'ec ea coefficients meourde.

Dens un premier temps, ies coefficients a~rodynamiques statiques et d~riv~s ant 6t6 introduits
bruts dens 1e celcul. Dens ces conditions, des sorties 6nergiquen on mains d'un quart de tour ant Wt
obtenues pour ia totaiitd des cambinaisona discr~tes des gouvernes, sauf pour une seuls, pour laquelie ia
direction - gouverna pr6pond~rante - est pro-vrille. Dens Ce ca5, 1e ph~nomwne caicu1A 6teit une vrille
piquie at p8u rapids I

(e - -700 *2.7 s/tr R~ 5 m

alars que la vriiia libre rnails 6tait

v -600 2.2 s/tr R~ 1.5 m

Par rapport eux risultets de vriiies libres, ii y a danc eu un glifsement giniral trbs merqu6
des rinuitets de calcuis. Ce glisnement est difevorabie eu maintian de is vrilie.

3.3 - R48uZtats de caZCU18 faita avec coefficients corrigJ8.

Af in de tenter de compr-ndra ca glissement,
noun evans c'nmey6 de rechercher i'ef-,t do modifica-
tions des dirivias dens les caiculs. '. action sur laL vriile est chiffnie par iinfiusnce nur !'incid~ence ot,
la asniettes longitudinale 6 t transvarsaie i
et is vitesse de rotation Q

Pcu-r cola. nous avons utilini convne condi- CrC,
tions initialen da caicul is souls vrille obtenue par ........ Cey
ceicul avac la coefficients utii86s bruts.

Des modifications succesnives ant 6t6 226
sipeniment par -1, 0, 1 at 2. Lorsqu'une dhriV68
dtait modifiije, lea eutres dinivies n'6taient pasn5 .....

retouchias. Noun evans fait cL'ci dens Ia but ..
d'dtudier un large domains d3 velours. ___FLas nouvelies caractiristiquen de vriiies3!
obtenuas sont donnies 6 la figure 4, en fonction du r0

coefficient muitiplicateur./

qua ia dirivdes croiz Cir at Cn ont un 20*
efe u.Par contra. ien termes d'amot'tissamant

C 10 - Cm9i et Cnr ont une action baucoup plun
nette sur la caractdrintiquas. O

Notans que l'explcretion de leffet du N
coefficient mijltipiica~.eur a 6t6 faite par valeurs
dis--rates do celui-ci, En taft 6tat de cause, 13,
cetta explorni~ton n'e pen 6t0 feits fin~mento at .

noun avons peut-6tre Pu ainsi papser aj-dassus de
certains ohinarrlnes Interessanta. Sous cae t £a.:v: 10 ___________ _____

d~riv~es. las caractinistiques de is vnilie maquette_____

ont. toujours pan 60i retrouves. ietr u ki

3.4 - R4aultata de calcule fait8 atveo teries
supZimentairee............... _ _;V

Au vu des risultets obtenus apris corr~ctian
des ddrivies. noun sommes passis 6 la phase suivar'te
des trevaux. Les coefficients mesuris ont dt6 remiii a
lour valour ex~acts, at noun avons Introdult dens len
calculs dos coofficient3 non mesuris, main qua noun '
avanb estimin.

.2
Fig. 4 -Effet a4pard des ddrivdea adrc'Iynwmiquos

stir OC 9 05 Je t
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3.1.2 - Introduction d'un C;

Dens un premier temps, nous evans tenu compte de ce que. pour certains avions ayant des vrilles
tr~s plates, cette attitude ne pout 6tre observ~e en sauffler~e verticale que si. sir'~.ltan~ment, la
vitec77e de rotation de vrille qst forte. 01,. le couple centrifuge de tangage devient n~gligeable 6 cette
attitude. ce qui montre lexistence d'un CM adrodlynamique cabreur dO 6 Is rotation. Ceci impocerait
d'introduire ufl C mr dans lea calculs. Arbitrairement. une valour 6quivelente 6 tel braquage de proandeur
lui a btb donn~e.

Les conditions initiales de calculs effectuds avec Ie C mr sont Callas donndes Par la soule
vrille obtenue avoc lee souls coeffic;ients mesur4s ot nor. retouch~s. En portent de cette vrille, la figure 5
donne llnfluen-e du C Mr cur lee caract6ristiques 1principaleS ds vrille.

Rappelons quo pour Is mgme combinaison de braquagos des gouvernes. Is vrille Initiale calcul~e
6tait plus piqu~e at plus lete qua Ia vrille macquette. Avec l'introduction du C rrr , nous somTI1es ParvE.nus
A rectifier lattitide lor'a'tudir'ale mais, er mime temps, d'autresc aract~ristiquec de la vrille se sant
d~trior~es. Ainsi. le rayon do vrille oui Otalt d6J6 do 5 ffn6tres Init.'alement. Veost trouvd encore augmontd.
De plus, la vitesee de rotation a diminu6.

Les nouvellos voleurs du rayon it de la vitesee de rotation 6taient alors devonuec telles que 10
ph~oorrnn ne poujvait Plus Atra aR-o1ni6 A -0 -'I~le r6C1'1c

3.4.2 - Introazuct.on d'unC

Etent dunri6 quo dans tne vrillv piqute, Is compocante r do Im rotatio)n ect plus faible quo la
composante p.un Cmp a ensuite 6U introduit, en plus du C .En fait, lea daux coefficients ant Wt
r~unis en un soul 10l Cm .

Sur la figure 6, leffet diu C ma ,eur los caracferistiques do vrille. ect reprdcontd.

Corr~e nous pouvaI~s le constater, l'amblioratirn esp~r~o n'a Pu 9cre acquise. Les ph~norn~nes obtenus
iont onicure comparables 6 ceux trouvite pr~cdemvi~rt :dscento en h~lice A grand -ayon et grande incidence.

L'exc~s de la valour dui rayon fait alors poneor quo d'autres cref;'rilits seraier.t encore A ajouter,
trals cettR fats-c! sur les forces :per exemple un C Zr ou un C za , un C XP etc .

4 - MESURES DIE COEFFICIENT EN ROTATrC71 CONT;NUE. -

4.1 - Lee not2ifB. Les nioyens d'essais.

Lors des rnPsurea de coefficients par )a m~thode clissique, Is chamnp 86rodyIamiqi~e environnant !a
(775(uette eat senalnlomen-t diferent de o C;l oul r~gno au cours d'une vrille l~bre : I champ a~radynamioup
k~abli prtsento do tro nottos compnsentes h~licofdaI8e5 dons un domaino 6tenL. .utaur cfe l'avion.
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11 est fondd d'envisager- que c'est cette diffdren-
ce cjui est la cause principale des irpossibilit~s de recou-
pement de la vrille libre par le calcul. Si nous voulona qua
les mesures des coefficients soient repr~sentatives des
ph~norrnes. il faut donc tenir compte de ces champs a~rodyna-

sont incapables de cola, :ttendu quo le champ :nvirotnant ne
pot O6ar, l meae en d ias ens oclat ons aufors

d'ue p~riode.

Afin d'appr~cier l'effet de la rotation continue,
nous sommaes alora pass~ 6 dR'q trrsuresaen rotation. La
maquette -e vrille de J'avion 6tudid pr~cdemmient a 6t6
fix~e sur un axe en rotation impos~e. Las coeffIcients
a~rodynamiques globaux ont OtO mesur4s en fonction de la
vitesse de rotation. Afin de ne pas parasiter las mesures
par la pesanteur, ces essais ont 6t faits dans la souffle-
rie verticale de 4 m. de VI.M.f-.Lille.

11 ast bie' 6vident que ce nWest pas la rotation
elle-rr~me qul doit 6tre prise en compte. riei la forme de
l'h~lice. Nous utiliserons ici l'angle IC de l'h~lice

d~crite par lVextr~mllt6 de I'aile, cormne le montra la
figure 7.

Les meaures effectudes sont celics des coefficients b. envergurv
globaux de forces et de moments. Elles ont toutes W faites
gouvernes auuneutre. 

-

Toutes lea mesures dont il est question ici ont tz cnjj CI b/2
6t effectu~es avec un rayon de vrilla simul6 nul. V

4.2 - Lea rgaultata de Mmea.

A partir des coefficients statiunnaires et des
oeficent driv~s dont ii a W question dana lea i. diiso elw~
cairspr~c6dents, noua avons reconstitu6 lbs coeffi-

La vrille Ltant, en premi~re approximation.

avec lea coefficients de moments. Gana les calculs faita
avec les coefficients statiques et derives. un r.nortis-
sement tr65 net do la rotation avait k6 cor'st~t(6. Aussi

comencarona-nous la comparaison avoc le C. Cn (bdonc* rot.) ~ pon ~~~ C rp. 5+Cr w.Ir'-

4. 2. 1 - Etu~de du n

La figure 8 reprhsente le rapport, A nul. 0 - _Do.ar
entre, d'une part le C,1 mesurO en rotation et. :'autre
p art le C.~ global reconstitu6 6 partir du C. ~ 07-
stationnaire - qui est nul A z~ro - at des cooffi- o
zirints derives mesurds per osciliatuviu FuiLAwa. n&re0
lea deux bandes griies. se trovuve le dioraina do lVangle
d'hblice IC des vrillaa do lo maquette. Noua constatona, 05 1 ,.

antre le Cn mesurd at calui reconstitu6, un rapport qui
peut. Atre trbs 61ev6. Par example, pour une incidence de .0
40*. le rapport eat de I'ordre de 15 at, pour des atti-
tudes encore plus platet. ce rapport peut attaindra 40. 03

Nous pouvons 6galement conatater qua. Sur cette
composante. les risultats ne sont pas lln.~aires vis 6- 02
vis de l'incidence.

Fig.8 -Rapport des C n gltb= 0 100 20* 300
mesurg et reconstitug.
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C44 akm ro.) 4 V(400La figure 9 correspond, tcujours pour le
Cnskd+Cnp.p + Cnr.r" mime coefficient. A ufle seule Incidence, oc 400,

pour un domains de d~rapage ailant de -20* A -20%
________ ________La courbe centrale eat la courbe sup~rieure de la

figure pr~c~dsnto. Nous pouvons remarquer qus les
6chelles utilisdes ant dO i tre trLs diff~srentes.
12 ensemble des courbes montre que ls rapport des
valeurs entre les deux mithodes est trbs largement

.2 fonction du d~rapage, de fagon quasi-inhaire.

- La figure 10 donne I'dvolution du Cn en
0 fonction de e. t du d~rapage. Sur cette figure, est

trac6e !a courbe iso C~ 0 qui donne is vaisur du
dirapage en fonction de C , autour d.a laqusile is

I. moment de lacet cnangs de signs.

-. 2 - ___

-4Fig. 9 -Rapport des C globaux

Domainra
&, vritle

Enfi'i, notc.is quj'h d~rapage AIC R2jALR AS.L £171 199RC
nul. lea vaisurs provenent de is ASSL HAU-9

rmthode ciassique ne contiennent qus f.~~
cellos des ddriv~es en t Cn'r-
(Cft stationnaire 0) et gu'il eat
difficls, pour autant qus oc est 0

diff6rent de 00 at de 90'. de d~finir
a~par~msnt les vdritabls T
et Cnr A partir des donn~es de la
balance rotative.

Fig. W - Evolution du* C en jVi -

4. 2.2 -Etude du c,,

Crr 40t.En ce qui concerns le tangage. ia figure 11
- r.pr~sente, A d~rapage nul. le rapport entre )s C.

Effaldelamesur6 en rotation at is Cm statlonnaire. Sur la
EFV dO ,~jfigure. ieffet de le rotation est compar6 A cslu± de

1 prI~n~ur--~~1la profondeur lorsgue cells-cl pasje de 'neutre" a "
Owi pj-qi fond A pituer" pour Q et P us

1. - ~Nous remarguons 'que 1'effet de is rotation sur
.). S~' .] J C.t diminup pour cK 600. 11 Pourrait m~rne vrsasem-

atAI blabisment devenir nlu!. puis changer de signs pour des

~ ~ incidences aupdrieitres,devensait ainst cabreur.

T1. 20* 30'
Fig. !I - Effat de la rotation our te Cm

Domomn
do vrille
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Ii faut nater quAh d6rapage nul, l'6cart entre is Cm global et is CM statiannaira co~rrespond
6 du C~ et du cmr t.ui nl6taient pas mesur6s A Priori.

Los diff~rences sant danc beaucaup mains importantes. de fagon relative, que pr~c6derrment pour
le Cfl mais le Cin est loin d'&tre nul, elors que is C tait forc~ment petit.

Babal *

ro3alv0 Surlafiur 12 ls vautinsde C
gloau poura Aifret anls edra"an t

glba ecesxutiriti esmeuescisiqe

dsm Sur en rota 2 s6vtion des nerin

dlou signe d corretngle--vs du drapge. ont 6t6

inice fut is cas .prc oesinn covrescor t is C

La figur 13 dann l'ivalutlanaec e

Ell faite ressortY ung. inerio depaaio desensl
de~esr eetr ereetnrespctifs

FLa fi3r 13 dvttonn u Cm tio

fonotion de r et

do 1 3



'ii~k * C. a'8=0.
4.2.3 -Etude du C1  C1 ~CpCrI

Enfin, 5ur le CL .nous pouvors encore notar.
figure 14. des Ocarts, mais qui paraissent moindres
qua pour le Cn . Par contra. il y a des inversions de
signe. mime A ddrapage nul. at pour des incidences at
des valaurs do TC trbs vraisemblobles pour une vrille.

4.2.4 -Etude du e,, duC.

Rappalons qua la m~thode do mesuras, dita
classique. n'offralt. pour les forces. qua des coef-
ficients stationnairas.

Sur Is figure 15. apparaissent directement -

las pourcantages de variation du C en fonction de a
la rotation. Si a 300 d'incidence. las 6carts sur
Ia C sont en moyanne nuls, par contra, pour une ...

inidnc upriur;leCXt~~cttindeviant plus 2 . .

est~~a leatodreavon
La coparason es vleursda ceffiient

dur mlet an focinfde igur roato, las unasA
osronn des maiats iratelars Atrles tndea
sresttuio . arti d a sonsuras en ttonar

4.tr la ronuasides deuatve auxthod de e pourraiti.4 Rapr e C lbu

fournirmeuri une exliatonqunta
rerueLa a colculso de avaerd coefficients n

reo t-s actstique d laro a vrle rele

prvea audtmsres part arse len aote te sula
decovariaution 6pridemsur a es Cn saxplnique
datan ntas iairts dont ii at questonrplus
hat.relais slax raes de vrile.Coapurt

Fig. i e exVariation duaCt aun foti iti d eec a80

larotation.rcditcusdol rlerol.2 0

dses varneon Aptiuto len mesr: en leato CZx calct:

haut,~~e rotation re1raonsdevrese

Fig16 IS Variations du C en fontion deXz
ZZa rotation.

-asx _50%

Domair
do 4 vrill
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Pour l'utilisation des meaures en rotation continue dana lea calcula, nous avona choisi do donner
comma~ conditi,)na initials du calcul, celles impoalea A la maquette au moment du lancer. Le calcul a alora
donn6 un ri-sultat trbs voiain do celui de aoufflerie. 11 y a donc une trba nette amelioration du recoupement

lorsque, pcur ]e calcul, les coefficients mesur6saen rotation sont utilisda, aana mAine ajouter do nouveaux

Noua avons alors essay6 d'introduire le braquago pro-vrille d'une, puis de plusioura gouvernes
afin de recouper des vrilles stabilisiea do la maquetto, Les seules efficacitia ds3 gouvornes pouvant Itre
introdultea dana lea calcula ant W celles mesur~es sans rotation. n atationnaire 1 toutefois, nous avona
tenu compte de l'incidonce et/ou du d~rapage g~om~triques locaux h chaque gouverne pendant la rotation.
Dans cea conditions. pour des combinaisons do gouvornes div-rsea maia toujours pro-vrille, il na pas 6td
possible de retrouver exactenrent le caract~ra des vrillea libres. Toutofoja, Ia vrille so maintenant, ce
qui 6tait une notte arndlioration par rapport aux r~sultata de calculs faita uniquemont avec lea coefficients
provenant do la m~thode classique ds rwsures, avec leaquels. rappolons-le, pour lea mimes conditiona do
gouvernea, il y avait refua de vrille.

Il y a donc encore une cortaino difficult6 do recoupement qui semble poov-ir Atro attribuie au
fait que les ei'ficacit~a de gouvernea nWont pas W mesurdes en rotation continue.

5 - CONCLUSIONS. -

La premibre conclusion que Vo~n peut tirer de cette 6tude est qu'il set nicessaire, pour un
caicuL correct de la vrille, que les coefficienta aoient mesur~s aur maquette en rotation continue. Cea
mesuros doivent incluro lea officacit~a do gouvernes. elles-mgme trbs afftict~es par l16coulenent g~niral.

Toutes cos meaures doivent Atre impdrativement effoctuiea pour le seule pr6vision dea vrillea
tr~s celmes.

Meis ces mesures sont encore insuffiartea ai nous voulons prendre en conaidiration tous lea
types de vrilles posaiblos. Ainsi, la vrille des avions d'armeS 33t, 6 l1invorse de cello dea avions
Idgera. lo plus so.;vert trba agit~a. Pour tenir compte des agitations dana lea calcula, il faudrait
vraisemblablement faire des mesures 3n oscillations forcies au cours d'un mouvement en rotation continue,
comman nous soawnos oblig69 de faire dos mesures en oscillations forc~es pcur dtudier lea petita mouvemonta
autour d'un vol rectiligne.

Enfin, toutes ces mosures, y compris cellos en oscillations forc~es, et toua cea calculs,
Suppos3nt A tout moment l'dcoulement permanent g~n~ral ttabli. Or. ai nous envisagoona l'6tude d'une
vrille tr~s agit~e. ; agitations amplos 6t rapides. il faudrait encore pouvoir introduire des tormea
instationnaires, qui tiennent corrpto do 1l6tablissement Joa 6couloments. comman nous sonwnea obligia do
le faire dena 1e calcul do la r~ponse d'u avioti A la travera~e d'une rafale.
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1. SUMMARY

This paper describes the experimental work carried out at Aeronautica Macchi sinct 1950 in the field of wind tunnel investigation of
stall behaviour, in the evaluation of the characteristics of lateral control devices in the measurement of the aerodynamic coefficients to
determine lateral-directional stability and the analytical study of the spin.
This research has required the development of special test equipment, measurement methods and calibration systems.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a description and data on the test equipment adoptod, its use and some of the results obtained

2. SYMBOLS

The stability axes system is used as reference for the measurement of the moment coefficients in the wind tunnel
The wind axes system is considered at reference in the study for the determination of the equilibrium of the aircraft moments in the
spin.

A, B, C moments of inert about aircraft X. Y. Z axes, respectively

A.R. aspect ratio

b wing span

CD drag coefficient: D

C, rolling moment coefficient.
%pVI Sb

CL lift coefficient: L

Ma
C,,, pitching moment coefficient: % p VT S b

C" yawing moment coefficient:
', pV 2 Sb

C,, side-f ece Ceff I iciir.r F

D aerodynamic drag

F, force acting along Y body axis

g acceleration d'e to gravity

L aerodynamic it

L., L,, L. rolling moment

Ma, M. me pitching moment

Na. N,, N, yawing moment

m aircraft mass

p, q, r components oi angular vlocity

R radius of spin

S aircraft wing area

t time

U, T, S spin axes (see figure 14)

V velocity of aircraft center of gravity (resultant velocity of components u. v, w .ilong X, Y and Z a (es, respectively)

W aircraft weight

X, Y. Z aircraft body axes



a aircraft angle of attack

angle of sideslip

6 control surface (or flap) deflection

p air density

Wo rate of rotation around spin axis

X wb2V spin parameter

Ihelix angle

0 wing tilt angle

Sufixes:

a aileron or aerodynamic

e engine (gyroscopic couple) or elevator

inertial

flap

r right or rudder

I left

sp spoiler

3. REASONS FOR WIND TUNNEL TESTING WITH ROTATING BALANCES

For the study of the aircraft motion during manoeuvres or in special conditions such as stall and spin, it is necessary that aerodynamic

coefficients and their derivatives be known. For the conditions below the stall in the linear or quasi linear range, a theoretical

calculation can still be carried out, although the interference phenomena may render these calculations rather doubtful, but as far as the

conditions at and beyond the stall are concerned, the theoretical calculations are often unreliable.

Only wind tunnel testing can provide reliable data, though the effects of the Reynolds number and of the transition points may be quite

important.

Of particular interest is the determinati,,n of the rotary derivairves, which are highly affected by nonlmearities, and whose theoretical

determination by the nandbook rr thods can be affected by large errors To this purpose, the use of a rotating balance allows the

experimental determination of ahe rotary derivative> with a relatively large model and with good accuracy The independent

neasurement of the various components a also very important for flight dynamic calculations, while other methods Ifree flight spin

t.r'nels remotely controlled models) allow only global verif iction of tht- aircraft behaviour. The method is not new Isee for example

ref I and 2), but the continuous impiuvme!,ts provided by the moder. instrumentaton and computing equipme-it may be of nt~rest.

/ '

/ S

FIGURE I Gat

WINDMILLING BALANCE
I'GIROUETTE"I

N° A
\N
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FIGURE 2.
c THREECOMPON4ENTS

ROTATING BALANCE

4. TESTING EQUIPMENT USED

Since 1950, different types of rotating balances have been successively built at Aeronautics Macchi, from the simple 'girouette"
(windmill) shown at fig. 1 to the balance capable of measuring all six components, as shown at fig. 5,6.
With this equipment, continuous experimental work has been developed in past years both on aircraft designed by Aeronautica Maccti
and on collaborative programs such as the military transport Aeritalia G222, the MRCA and the Bmndeirante EMB-120 on behalf of
Embraer - Brasil.
The balance illustrated at fig. 2 was f irst used in 1956 for the analytical study of the spin. The radius of the spin was reproduced on this
balance, and the moments acting around the spin amis and a yaw axis normal to it were measured. The model was mounted with the
possibility of variation of pitch and tilt angles. The nmethod adopted for this study is described in paper ref. 3.
Later a new type of rotating balance has been built.
Most of the experimental work has been conducted using this equipment, illustrated at fig. 3, 4. The model has a max. wing span of up

toam 1.30 the max. rate of rotation reaches 150 rpm corresponding to a mx. value of pb/2V of 0.28.
The wind speed is 40 to 50 i/sec. The Reynalds number is between 600,000 and 750,000.
The rate of rotation can be changed with continuity. The strain gauges in the balance permit the measurement of the coefficient os

pitching moment C, tne rolling moment C , the yawing moment C and the side-force Cm,.
The lift and drag coefficients are assumed to be obtainable with fairly good approximation from fixed model tests.
With this equipment, the tests have always been performed with the roll axis passing through the aircraft C.G. (the radius of spin is not

represented).
The sideslip angle has been introdu d by means of a sprocket fitted to the ml suppote ting bar. The indication of the strain gauges

fitted on the rotating aro are collected via a 36-channel slip ring collector, processed b/ a measuring chain and perforted on paper

tape.
This tape is then processed in a Philips 880 digital computer and the results are directly displayed by a plotter Calcomp Mod. 936. The
precision of the measuring system and the repeatablity of the results have been confirmed in a fully sassfactory manner.

More recently a new improved rotating balance has been built which permits to measure all six components and to simuate the radius

of the spin
The equipment is illustrated at figs. 5 ana 6 ard hgs been designed to ilow a rather ioge ramus of spin and a pitching attitude up to
90' (flat spin). For this purpose, a circular rjJy has been provided to react to ;he centrifugal force on the model. This eliminates the

elastic distortion effect of the supporting arm.

5. CALIBRATION ME rHODS

A comment on the calibration methods adopted may be of tnteiest.
The modelys used (or the tests are built with geometrical similarity onrly All masurements are therefore to he coretued for the effect of
weight and noments of inertia of the model.
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FIGURE 3. FOUR.COMPONENTS ROTATING BALANCE

The effect of the forces due to weight varies sinusoidally during one complete revolution. In order to remove this effect. it is necessary

!o intc9rate over one revolution all the balance measurements this is automatically done by the measuring chain
The effect of the model moments of inertia is measured by rotating th- model in the absence of wind. Th.se results are however

affected by the air moved by the rmodel. This effect can be easily measured both for the roll and yaw axes by rotating the model with
no yaw: n thi. condition the inertial couples around the roll and yaw axis are zero and therefore it is only the aerodynamic effect

which is measured.
A particularly critical aspect of the setting up is the calibration of the 6 component balance.
A-ovv all it is necessary to ensure that each comporent is not affected by mutual influences, viz that the force or moment acting in

one plane does not induce false indications in the other planes.
it mcy be of interest, trom the experimental viewpoint, to describe the method and equiipmnt used, as illustra!ed at figure 7
Q!, the tating blance, the. -notlel is -.. ,d by a sphere rin which many meridian planes are carefully traced. ro these meridian

plai:es there can be cpplied tangential forces or moments of which the components along the balance axes are known with precision. An
arcurati calibration of cacti single coniponent is thus possible as w-l1 as the check of any cross reading on the other axes.
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.VISUALIZATION

An interesting aid to the development and inteipretation of the tests proved to b. a TV camera fitted on the rotating arm and recording
on video tape. This permits a visual analysis of the behaviour of wool tufts applied to the model and the observation of phenomena
which would otherwise go undetected.
The visualization of the flow is an efficient means fo, the interpretation of the complex phenomena that take place in stall conditions
and at attitudes beyond the stall.
Visualization has proved to be very useful and sometime= i.idispensable to identify, aerodynamic hysteresis phenomena. In one instance
it proved to be of great practical use in revealing the instability conditions existing in the flap slot r' j transport aircraft. The instability
phenomenon was removed by a minor modification to the slot duct.

7. TYPES OF INFORMATION ANI OBTAINABLE DAI /

Attitudes below the stall

a. Measurement of Co and Cn with and withou( sideslip.

b. Measurement of C, and C. due to aileron deflection as function of pb/2V.

c Flow visual;zation.

Ail components of the forces and moments can be measured

t:--' .

FIGURE 4. MEASURING ARM



FIGURE 5. SIX-COMPON4ENTS BALANCE
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FIGURE 7.
SPHERE FOR FORCE
TRANSDUCERS CALIBRATION

Stall attitudes

a. Aircraft stalling behaviour; visualization of the stall propagation with increasing or decreasing pb,2V.

Discovery and study of hysteresis phenomena.

b. Measurement of C, and Cn as a function of pb/2V, autorotation and damping with and without sideslip.

c. Effects of defiection of the ai.erons and idterai controi device..

Attitudes beyond the stall

a. Exploration of the attitudes beyond the stall, including estimated spin attitudes.

b. All tests considered in the preceding paragaphs can be repeated to explore in detail the evolution of the autorotation a-d damping

ch3racteristics and the var, tion of the lateral-directional stbility coefficients

Test flor tl amlytical study of the spin

In order to develop an analytical study of the spin in accordance with the method of ref. 3, the coefficients obtained from the tests

with zero radius of spin can be used in first approximation.

Once the attitudes and ranges of possible spin developmert have been identiiied, the tests may be repeated ty introducing ;n the

balance the calculated radius of spin.

With the availability of this new aerodynamic information, it is possible to develop a more detailed study of the probable spin

conditions, in addition to the spin entry and recover .

8. EXAMP.E OF PRESENTATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A few examples of oresentation of the obtained data are given hereafter.

At fig. 8 is given the rolling moment due to the rate of roll as a 'unction of pb/2V, for different angles of attacK a. An autorotation

sector and a damping sector are per;,*ivable.
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It is noted that at small angles of attack a the moment is damping but it becomes less damping as a increases.

For a = 12 and pb/2V = 0.12, a discontinuity is experienced due to local stall on the down-going wing. For a = 140 (corresponding to

the stall in stati., conditions) this discontinuity increamrs and between pbteV = 0.08 and pb/2V = 0.1 an autorotation range is present.
At larger angiis of attack, the autorotation range broadens, indicating the likeihood of an incipient spinning condition.
At fig. 9 is given the effect of the aileron deflection in favour of the turn, at conntant incidence.

It should be noted that vith increasing aileron and spoiler deflection, the achievable rolling moment does not increase proportionally to

the deflection; the steady rolling velocity can also be established.

At fig. 10 is given the variation of the rolling moment at virious incidenoes with a givet, aileron deflection.

Diagrams similar to those in figures 8, 9 and 10 (which refer to a transport aircraft with AR = 8) allow a full study of the lateral
controllability and an ar lysis of possible problems at the approach of the stall.

Fig. 11 and 12 refer to a STOL aircraft with rectangular wing with AR - 7.5.
Fig. 11 shows the influence of stall propagation on the rolling momen'.. Abru; t c' anges in the rolling moment are caused by partial

stalls on different areas of the highly twisted wing.
Fig. 12 shows, for the same aircraft, the effects of hysteresis on the recovery from autorotation although undoubtedly affected by

Reynolds number considerations, the presence of this type of phenomenon might indicate the existunce of more than one equilibrium

condition in the spin.
To make these discontinuities apparent and locate them, the visualization method, as discussed before, ha.,: been very effective.

Fig. 13 refers to a model vvr.th a 25* sweptback wing with AR = 5. The angle of attack is a = 80 and 240.

The C, is damping for all experimented values of pb/2V for a = 8, but beyond the stall at a = 240, the roil damping is very low, and

there is an autoration con-tion above pb/2V = 0.085.
At fig. 13 is also given the pitchin moment coefficient C,. It is interesting to note that the pitc&.ing mon.qnt coefficient Cm is

relatively unaffected by pb/2V.

9. ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE SPIN

As mentioned in paragraph 7, the rotating balance provides the aerodynamic information required to develop an analytical study of the
spin, spin entry and recovery. The method has been dealt with in reference 3.

The application of this method to the MB-326 aircraft, tne satisfactory spin behaviour of which has been thoroughly proven in flight, is

described here.
In this method, th spin is considered steady and is reduced to the diagram of figure 14. Transient phaes and oscillating spin conditions
are obtained as discussed latet.
The aircraft rotates with steady angular velocity w around the spin vertical axis U with a radius R meesured to the center of gravity,

with an angle of attack a and an angle of tilt 0.

In the steady spin, the resultant of the aerodynamic, and inertW forces must lie in the plane formed by the body axis Z and the spin axis

U.

C1
0.05

0 V = 290

- 0 .03 l . 2

o ,:,x  ot°0
, i . .... .. 00.02 .\/

~ ..... / ,/ --....

.00 oo \ pb0:/ 00\ 0.12 0.16 0.20 0 ', 02

0.2

-0.02

FIGURE 10. LATERAL CONTROL poWrR, VARIASLE INCIDENCE
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For a steady spin conditior to be obtained, all force; and moments must be balanced out.

Fcr the balance of forces, it is necessary to have:

W= D=YpSVCo

Wi R = L = %pSV
2 CL

FY = 0

For the balance of moments, it is necessary to have:

L. L+ L, = 0

M + M, 4 M. =0

N. + N + N. - 0

The above equations can be solved for all possible combinations of inertial and aerodynamic configurations, controls surface
deflections, etc., to find all th, possible spin regimes. However, this method requires a very extensive computer effort, and in is advisable
*o define approximately the ranges of configurations likely to produce a spin by a first approximation graphical study based on the
method of ref. 3,
This metlhod consists essentially of the independent solution, for a limited number of conditions, of each of the three equations
expressing the equilibrium around each axis, and supeririposing the curves thus obtained. It is easy to detemine the likelihood of an
equilibrium in the ipin, expressed by a smultaaeous crossing of the three -urves.
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A'suming the rference axes as defined in fig. 14, fig. 15 shows, for a given condition (elevator and rudder deflection, inertial
configuration fixed and a selected value of the longitudinal attitude), the pitching moment coefficients (aerodynamic, inertial and
engine gyroscopic couple,) as a function of \ = wb/2V, with the angle of tilt as parameter. Imposing the equilibrium around the pitching

axis will provide a relationship between angle of and X (fig. 16).
Similarly, fig. 17 shows, for a given angle of attack, the equilibrium .onditions around axis T and fig, 18 the equilibrium around the axis
U (It should be noted that, if the spin radius is zero, these axes coincide respectively with the wind yaw and roll axes). Superimposing
the loci of the equillDrium around each of the three axes, we can find, for each angle of at ack, the possibility of a steady spin,
expressed by a simultaneous crossing of the three curves (fig. 19).
In general, the crossing will not be simultaneous, but the intersections wil: define a triangle, whose size will be indicativo of tme
remoteness of the condition studied from a steady spin. The spin regiries so icntified can then be fully explored with the computer,
introducing systematic variations of inertia, control deflections, etc.

Stability of the spin or its tendency to become oscillatory can be. evaluated by the examination of the slopes of each partial oquilibrium
curve, which shows in which direction a perturbation of the spin parameters is most Ii. ely to occur, and in which axes the restoing
moments are most powerful.
The results of this type of investigation are ouite good, as it -Ar. be seen from fig. 20, whici correlates the computed spin parameters
with the flight test results.
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The pirpose of this paper is to provide information on testing metriods and equipment that can prov~1e some specific results not readly
achievable with other methods
Evncnieig h infcn influentas oftescale effects, it is believed that the test rmetloeds described are a valid source for the

Espcialy n te nn-lneaityranesof the aerodynamic phenortiena, wind tunnel testing is practically the most effective means of
analysis 6nd the described inverstigatic,, methods pert-. n c~ilargement of the research areas.
In particulir the analytical study of the spin, made possible by the obtainment of otherwise unmeasurable aerodynamic coefficients,
permits an evaluation of the inf luenoe of the many factors that affeact the complex phlenomenon of the spin. Verticz! wind tunnel and
model free-f light test provide synthetic information which do not allow the separate evaluation of the influences of each design
parameter.

Up to date a, Aeronautics Macchi almo-, 3000 runs have been carrieo out with rotatirg balances in connection with different projects
as listed be!.)w:

Aermacchi MB-326 andi MB-33960

Aermacchi AM3 and C4 300

Aermacchi various projects 200

Aeritalia G-22245

Pansvis MRCA IAX

Embser EMS120 3
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1. INTRODUCTION

r
Advances in experimental aerodynamics make it possible to cbtain La~merical values

of aerodynamic coefficients as functions of the state variablet of aircraft motion. TIhis

is even true for high angles of incidence.

It is possible in the present state of the art. to find mathematical solutions

of three kinds of priblems:

1*) 1.o compute t~e equilibrium conciition of steady motion, when the aircraft follows a

helicoidal descending path around a vertical an'ic

20) To estatiish the linear equations governing perturbations about the steady state, and

to determine the characteristic modes of tte resulting motion

30) To integrate, in the most general case, the non-linear equations of motion and to

determine the manner in which an circraft can reach a steady state motiou, or depart

from it - (entry into or recovery from a spin).

Such mathematical operations provide insig)'t into the mechanics of spinnning motion

even though aerodynamic coefficients are not known. very accurately at the present time.

2. COEFFICIENTS

The aerodynamic cocefficients used in this repo.rt have been obtained from NASA

Th.D.6670 for Aircraft C, and from TN HSA 137 of the Australian Defence Scientific Service

for an aircraft referred to here as Aircraft Au, which is in fact similar to the Mirage.

(See Appendix 2 and Ref. 1 & 2).

They provide mathematical models of the aircraft. Such mo~dels consist of a nusiber

of coefficients of the type

x x xC.i (0909p , q , r , 6 a 6 eo6 r) for i a X.Y,Z,l,m~n.

(The coni~rol settings 6,,6,.6 rare represented by 6i06M96 nif ISO symbols are used).

In the siupleut model each coefficient C.i may be represented by the serie6

II

expansion:

DC. DC.i
=C. (0,o,09,,0o0) + ..... - ......x

1 a ap x

DC.
+ -- . . .

the funct~on C.i and all its derivatives being non-linear functions of a.

I!
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Such coefficients form the mathematical models of Aircraft C and Aircraft Aul.

The data given in tre Australian report allow us to define a more complicated

model, characterising Aircraft Au2, where the Ci are

3C. 3C.
C. (a,,ocoooo) + -- pi + + 6 a ...

1 3p a

which implies a non-symmetrical flow around the aircraft, as C. (M,0,o,o,o,oo,o) may

be non-zero when 8 equals zero.

3. GEOMETRICAL AND INURTIAL DATA

The numerical data concerning both aircrafts are extracted from the previously

quoted reports. During the research, it was also useful to consider the model of a

"Synthetic Aircraft" in which all the aerodynamic, geometric and inertial data are

arithretic means of the characteristics of aircraft C and aircraft Aul.

4. PATH AND COORDINATES

The path followed in steady state motion is a helix described on a vertical

cylinder of radius R, with an angular velocity Q and a vertical velocity W. The slope

of the trajectory is V . The trajectories corresponding to a non-steady state do not

satisfy this condition. (Fig. 1)

The set of body axes x,yz is assumed to coincide with the principal inertial

axes. Their pj'.ition in space is defined by 3 rotations, starting from on arbitrarily

chosen initial position. Two different conventions have been used

First-Convention

The set of body axes is referred to an initial set, such that

x b is horizontal and tangential to the ccnsidered cylinder

Yh is directed along the radius R (for a right hand xpin)

z h is vertical

The angular displacements necessary to rotate the axes from their initial to

their final position, are the classical angles *,eO.

Seccnd Convention

The body axes are referred to an initial set of axes, where

x is the direction of the resultant velocity V

V a W
2 

+ 0
2
R
2

Yo is in the direction of the normal

z is in the dir etion of the binormal
0
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The rotatiors are made in the following sequence

v around axis x

a around the intermediate position of axis z

u around the final position of axis y

The relations between the two series of coordinates have been calculated and used

when necessary.

5. EJUATIONS OF MOTION

The 6 classical equations of motion are used. They take different forms, accord-

ing to which of the problems previously referred to is considered.

In the case of equilibrium. the time derivatives are zero and the equations

reduce to an algebraical system.

The equilibrium equations, with the aircraft position defined by *,0,0 have been

solved by Adams. (Ref. 3). The same equations, with the aircraft position defined by

v,g,a are presented in Appendix 1. They are easy to solve.

In the study of the linear differential equations of motion, we have a system

of 6 + 2 a 8 equations, with constant coefficients. The two last equations are only

kinematical relations. In this part of the study, we prefer to represent the aircraft

position by the angles O.G..

The study of the non-linear differential equations is neverthelss the main part

of our work. The convention *.0,0 is also used. The treatment of the equations consists

always 'n a numerical integration using the Runge-Xutta method.

6. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS

6.1. Determination of steady state riot.• s

There are 6 equilibrium equations and 9 variables

V,9Y defining the trajectory

veB defining the aircraft position in relation to the trajectory
6&'6e'6r defining the setting of the 3 main controls

Manipulation of the throttle is not considered. The mathnaatical model iefers

always to only one position of the throttle (engine idle in our case).

It is imperative to chose arbitrarily 3 of the variables, in order to allow the

calculation of the 6 others. The easiest way to resolve the equations is to choose the

variableb v,e,8 and to calculate the 6 remaining ones.

This gives us information as useful as if we had chosen the control settings

6a,96e r6 and calculated the other variables.

This method of caliulation allows us to determine trajectories of large radius

(50 ks) as well as to study trajectorie3 with a radius < 10 a and even as low as 1 a.

The reso'.ution of the algebraic equations shows that for each of the mathematicnl
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models vich were used there are many combinations of variables, each with realistic

control settings, which satisfy equilibrium conditions in the spin. Graphs have been

established which show the evolution of the state variables when one of the arbitra-

rily chosen parameters varies.

The values of the state variables which satisfy the equilibrium conditions

are shown

- for Airplane C, in the range 620 < < 690

with a constant elevator setting of -30* (Fig. 2)

-for Airplane Aul, in the range 670 850

with a constant elevator setting of -200 (Fig. 3)

6.2. Linear Systems

We are concerned with 8th order systems which define the evolution in time of

the perturbations of V,a,Bp,qr,G, 0 around their equilibrium values.

The linearization process presented some unexpected difficulties. After some

initial errors have been corrected, we found a set of coefficients which were in good

agreement with the coefficients indicated in Ref. 3.

6.2.1. ge _ esan-Ege vectors

Linear equations provide eigen values and eigen vectors. Each combinaison of an

eigen value and its corresponding eigen vector, defines a mode.

Let us first consider a set of trajectories described at the same incidence

a * 300 and sideslip 0 a 00 with decreasing v.

The radius depends on th, angle v. Increasing v means decreasing radius R. Root

loci have been calculated when v and R vary slowly. (Fig. 4)

For nearly rectilinear trajectories, the phugoid, short period longitudinal mode

and Dutch Roll lateral mode, are clearly identified. In many cases, the 2 roots correspond-

ing to roll and spiral motion are real, but in some cases, as on Fig. 5, thes.r motions are
replaced by a slow lateral oscillation. (called also lateral phugoid).

With decreasing radiuii, a new mode develops from either the longitudinal phugoid

and the real roll and spiral roots, or the longitudinal phugoid and the slow lateral

oscillation. The loci shown on Fig. 5 have been calculated for the synthetic model.

For real spins at large incidence, the equations indicate either

3 oscillatory short-period modes, together with

2 subsidences

or 4 oscillatory modes - three of short period and one with a very long period. The 3

short period modes are, in many cases, characterised by eigen values of the same order

of magnitude.

Fig. 6 shows the root locus for Aircraft Aul with a in the range 67-35 degrees,

and with a constant elevator setting of -20 degrees. The rudder setting is unimportant as,

in this particular mathematica) model, the rudder does not produce any moment for the range

of incidence considered.
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It has been possible to identify the 3 curves. Ore is a continuation of the

short period longitudinal root, another is the continuation of the Dutch Roll root,

while the third one refers to a mode which is the same as the 3rd mode identified in

the preceeding figure.

At the incidence of 780 with 6 . -200 and 6 . 5,330, the roots corresponde a
to the following periods and damping.

T tl/2

Third root 3,69 scc 7,5 sec

Short period (incidence) 2,90 6,45

Dutch Poll 2,34 6,o8

The Dutch Roll root becomes instable at a - 830.

Inspection of the 3rd root shows that the imaginury part w of its eigen value

tends towards the angular velccity 9 of the spin, as the radius tends to zero. We call

this mode the synchronous oscillation. If the system is reduced to the sixth order by

suppressing the variables 0 and e, this last mode disappears while the other modes are

maintained nearly unchanged. This suggests that the mode is due to the effect of changes

in the components of the weight.

The investigation of linear systems has demonstrated the existence of a domain

where the spins of Aircraft Al are asymptotically stable whereas those of Aircraft C

are ustable in all cases.

The intermediate mathematical model has been used to investigate the factors which

contribute either to stability or instability.

The components of the eigen vectors indicete how the different state variables

contribute to the different modes. When the radius decreases, it is no longer possible

to separate the longitudinal and lateral modes. Each mode consists of a mixture of longitu-

dinal and lateral components.

We think the linear study can contribute to the understanding of some results

obta'ned by tl.e integration of the non-lilear equations.

6.2.2. Time Histories

The integration of the linear equations has been performed on an analogue computer.

The results are, of covrse, only valid for small Lnitial pelturbations or small changes in

the control settings.

The curves show the existence of beats due to superposition of modes with nearly

the same period. Fig. 7 shows the time history after a perturbation in side slip.

tl/2 - time to damp to half amplitude.
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6.3. Intearation of non-linear equations

We report here only the results obtained with mathematical models Aul and Au2.

Some of the calculations have been made independently using respectively a

digital and a hybrid computer operated by different people. (digital computer at the

VXI, hybrid computer at the University of Ghent).

The results were essentially the same but there was a terdency for the hybrid

solution to show less well damped oscillations.

The results shown on Fig. 8 to 10 are obtained by digital computation.

The air density p has been assumed constant. It would of course be possible to

calculate the altitude h by integration of the vertical velocity, and to consider p as

a function of h. However, our main purpose being to fiud an explanation of the mechanical

properties of the spin, this refinement has not seemed necessary.

The spins are spins to the right, unless otherwise indicated.

The following calculations have been made using model Aul.

6.3.1. Excitation of a single mode

A. Starting from a stable spin, the system is excited by a set of initial perturbations

which correspond to the components of the eigen vector of each of the modes as defined by

the linear system.

Fig. 8 shows the free oscillations following such perturbations. Inspecl.iou of

the curves shows clearly the relative amplitudes of 0. a, 0, for the different modes.

B. Starting from a stable spin, the system is excited by a harmonic motion of one of

the c3ntrols (either aileron or elevator) the frequency being the eigen frequency of one

of the modes.

If this is done successively, using the frequencies of the 3 oscillatory modes,

a synchronized harmonic response is invariably obtained, but the amplitudes of the

variables are different in each case, for the same excitation amplitude.

Fig. 9 shows the comparative amplitudes of the state variables when the elevator

provides a harmonic excitation of + 30 around -290. The same computations have "een made

with harmonic motion of the ailerons.

6.3.2. Ecitationof_multiple nodes

A. Starting from initial conditions, chosen arbitrarily but however not too far from

a spin, the controls art given settings which correspond to those of a spin. If the spin

is stable, the calculations converge to the steady state. This procedure has been used to

verify the results provided by the algebraic equations in the case of stable spins.

B. Starting from a stable spin, a sttn input is given to the setting of one control.

During a spin at a a 780, with the following control settings

6 * -200 6 + +5,330e_' a
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one ofthe control settings is changed.

a)
i 4 remaining 5,33*t the stick is pushed forward, 6 becoming 0*

.

The characteristics of the spin are gently modified as indicated on Fig. 10.

The final motion is a stable spin.

The modes characterising this final state have the following periods and damping.

T tl/2

Third root 3,14 sec 7,09 sec

Incidence 2,63 5,00

Dutch Roll 2,29 10,12

More than one mode is excited by the change of elevator setting. Beats are

identified in the response of some variables.

b)

6 remaining -20', the aileron setting becomes 6 a +30.e a

Here also, the final motion is a stable spin. The transition from one to the

other is smooth.

c) The elevator setting 6e - -200 is maintained but the aileron setting is inverted.

6 becomes -5,330 instead of +5,330.

Although such a setting is compatible with a stable spin in the opposite sense,

the computations do not predict reversal of the direction of spin. They show that the

final motion is a gyration at moderate incidence.

This problem is one of those which have been solved in two different ways.

Fig. 11 where V, a, 0 are replaced by u, v, w, shows that there is good agreement between

the digital and the hybrid computer.

6.3.3. Entry into a sji

Starting from rectilinear flight conditions at low incidence, the controls are

set to the positions corresponding to a stable spin.

A. Mathematical Model Aul

The computer shows that such an aircraft would not enter into a spin, but would

describe a path called post-stall gyration.

On the oti.'.r hand, the calculations converge to the steady spin if, at the

beginning of the notion, the rudder setting is temporarily incretsed stove that correspond-

ing to the equilibrium state. Careful inspection of the results indicates the mechanical

reason for this behaviour.

B. Mathematical Model Au2

In the case of Aircraft Au2, the calculations show that the aircraft goes into a

left han4 spin if the control settings corresponding to such a steady spin sre Applied
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while flying straight and level at low incidence. (This result has also been obtained

in Australia and in Lille).

The aircraft having the same mathematical model will not enter a right hand

spin, if equal but opposite control settings are applied.

7. FINAL REMARKS

7.1. Dfinition of the Mathematical Model

The scientist making use of a Mathematical Model is bound to accept the model

as it is provided by the aerodynamicist. He is not always in a situation to evaluate

its validity.

Derivatives obtained with rotating balances seem more suitable than derivatives

obtained from oscillatory tests.

7.2. Symmetrical and non-symmetrical models

The important difference between the motions computed using symmetrical models

and slightly unsymmetrical models, sh, *s the importance of unexpected non-symmetrical

flows.

7.3. Conclusions reached with symmetrical models

7.3.1. Steady_, Stt

When the aircraft is assumed to be symmetrical, it is easy to determine the

combinations of control settings which satisfy the equilibrium conditions.

7.3.2. Linear theorX of motion

The modes defining the evolution of perturbations around a steady state spin

may be stable or unstable, as indicated by classical linear methods.

In our calculaLions, instability in the spin has been found to affect the

incidence oscillation, the Dutch Roll oscillation or one of the subsidences.

No case of unstable "synchronous oLillation" has been found, but it should be

noted thal. a very limited number of cases have been studied.

The synchronous oscillation seems to be a characteristic of spinning motion.

It may depend on the position of the axis of the cylinder on which the path aescribed

by the aircraft center of gravity lies.

Inclination of the cylinder axis to th: vertical may be at the origin of the

oscillation.

7.3.3. teofthe.non-lin'.areuations

Integration of the Lon-lincar equations of aircraft motion at large incidence

was first performed more than ten years ago. Some of the results presented here show

that when the input is ruth as to energize only one mode of the lienar equations, the
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the non-linear system reacts in the same way as the linear system.

The linear modes appear cltarly in the non-linear solutions.

7.3. 4 . Where-Research is needed

A. Up to the present time, it has not been possible to determine the physical causes

of the stability or instability of the modes for configurations situated at the boundary

between stable and unstable spins.

Culculations were primarily considered as a test to determine if all the roots

are negative, rather than providing an explanation of the facts. A discussion of stubility

conditions should be undertaken.

B. Studies with the aim of relating the occurence of a spin, or the case of stopping

a spin - with one or other characteristic of a non-linear mathematical model have been made
r in 'he U.S. (Ref. 4 to 7)

Perhaps it would be rewarding to try to correlate the Epin entry or recovery with

the stability or instability of the linearized equatio1s.
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APPENDIX I

SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIOh OF MOTIGN FOR A STEADY SPIN

I. Data

The airiraft is defined by the following quantities

1, , rx, r. r2 ,

where 1 is an arbitrary reference length

2m
U -

The coefficients C. are expressed in terms of a reference area S and the same

reference length Y.

The equilibrium conditions for translational motion are

-- C + g where j * qw - rv

y Y w

z C + gz where .z pv -qu
z

pf q. r, being components of 0

The equilibrium conditions for rotational motion are

(r2 - r2 ) qr - C
z y

(r2 - r2 ) rp n 2 C
x z P

(r2 - r2 ) pq a -- C
y x i n

Vector j is horizontal.

Vectors g and A are vertical.

Their components, relative to the aircraft axes, must be computed.

II. Ansular Transformation

The orientation of the aircraft in space is defined by the rotations v, -0. a.

The convenience of this system of angular transformations is due to the fact that

it uses the angles a and 0 which determinc the magnitude of the aerodynamic forces

and moments.



The corresponding transformation matrix is

Auh b]
A • ck d

e 1 f

where

a a Cos a Cos

b a -cos a si: sin v sin a cos v

c sin

d - cos B sin v

e a sin cos8

f -sin a in B sin v + coo a 'os v

h = -cos a sin B cos v + sin a sin v

k 0 cosB Cos V

1 a -sin a sin 8 cos v - cos a sin v

It enables us to find the components of a vector with respect to the aircraft bouy axes

xyz, whei its components with respect to xo, Yot Zo, are known.

In particular, the components of P horizontal vector representing the acceleration are

Jx
__ • h

j k

i
z3

Let n be the angle between the resultant velocity vector and the horizontal plane,

considered to be positive for descending flight. (In fact, n u -
"

Y'he acceleration is given by

j K V Cos n

The components of the vertical vectors are

_X 2 a sin q + b cos n
g

g
Y - c sin ni + d cos n

g

9z r e esin n + f cos n
g

_X Formulation of the E at ions

From the preceeding remarks, it follows that the 6 cquations of stesdy motion may be

wri .ten

V h cos n * c g(a sin n + b cos n)
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X
2

V k cos n a _ C + g(c sin n + d cos n)

V
2

V i cos n - V- C + (e sin n + f coo n)

(r2 - r
2
) a

2 
(c sin n + d cos n)(e sin n + f cos n) = - C1

zV 2

(r2 - r2 ) 02 (0 sin n + f cos n)(a sin n + b cos n) a C

(r
2 

- r 2 ) ,1
2 (a sin n + b cos n)(, sin n + d cos n) . )L C

7 x I n

The aerodynamic coefficients depend 3ion lirearly on a and S,

and linearly on 6 6 6 . The moments coefficients depend also on p q r
a e r

P* 2 * a 3? (a sin + ' cos n)
V V

SL - a -? (c sin n + d cos n)V 
V

r* r a 3? (e sin n + f coo )
V V

The set of ec .-.;ions can be solved only if 3 variables are arbitrarily chosen.

The couputatio-, is very straightfirward if vqa, are so chosen, and the equa-
tions solved 11 r

V 0 n

a e r

A particular case which occurs for Aircraft Aul is that in which C16 r and

C nr are zero. There are then too many equations, and the computation must

proceed differently by determining the values of 6. which satisfy separately

the rolling and yachting equations. The solution sought is then that for which

the independently calculated values of da are equal.

APPENDIX 2

The Aerodynamic characteristics of model Aul are shown on Fig. 12.

The numerical values of the moment coefficients, extracted from Ref. 2. are

based on 4 different reference lengths

cbc,b, 2, 2

As we used, in our computations, only one reference length Y - b, these

coefficients were converted before being introduced in the equations.

The Cy, C 1 9 Cn coefficients of model Au2 are snown on figures 13,14,15,

extracted from Ref. 2.
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EVOLUTION DES CARACTERISTIQUES DE LA VRILLE EN FONCTION DE L'ARCHITECTURE DES AVIONS

par Joan Gobeltz

Directeur technique
Institut ae M6cenique des Fluides de Lille
5obd Paul Painlev6o 59000 - LILLE (France)
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3.6.3 - Les encombrements g6omdtriques

3.7 - Le contr8le des agitations
3.8 - Le contr8le des vrilles plates

3.8.1 - Vrilles plates et lentes
3.8.2 - Vrilles plates et rapidas

3.P - La vrille dos
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3.11- Les fus~es

4 -Ebauche d'6tude de corr6lation
4.1 - Presentation
4.2 - Rdsultats

5 - Modification des vrilles selon lea versions d'un mime avion
Examples de limits -'emploi des rdsultats gdndraux

5.1 - Pr6sentation du chapitre
5.2 - Mirages III Delta

5.2.1 - Place relative des vrilles des Mirages III
5.2.2 - Lea vrilles des premihres versions C et E
5.2.3 - Les vrilles en vol des autres versions
5.2.4 - Comparaison des vrilles des diverses versions
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1 - INTRODUCTION.-

La communication eat dana sa totalitA relative ) l'tude globala de la vrille S le terme "dtuie
globale" eat ici utilist en opposition avec le terme "6tude analytique" rdser; au traitement deb 6quations
de la m~canique du vol en vue de calculer la vrille. Le terme 6tude glonale eat employd inciff~remmert pour
des 6tudes sur maquettes ou en grandeur rdelle.
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A chaque 6poque un .:ius-ensemble de l'enserble complet deas avions en conception correspond &
des formulas nouvelles ou toOl au moins A des formulas sensiblement diff~rentes de celles dont elles sont
lextrapolation. Si Von cor,0idbre les vrilles de Ce sous-ensemble on constato alors que leurs caract6-
ristiques sont une fonction du temps. De 16 il faut conclure imn~diatement que la vrille .1'pst pas tout
A fait n'importe quoi, mais qu'elle a des caractdristiques lifts A l'architacture des avl-ns. Certes le
nombre des variables d6terminant Is vrille eat trbs grand, perfais mime des variables ne devant avoir,
A priori, que pou d'effet slavirent trbs actives j il non rests pas mains que ceux qui ant lloccasion
de suivre pendant das dizaines d'arnes Ie sujet en retirant des impressions -Ondrales.

Il en est ainsi pour l'6quipe de l'I.M.F.L. qui eat actuellement compos~e de quelquea persannas
ayant suivi Ie sujet de la vrille sans discontinuer depuis 1947. Son expdrience s'6tend sinai sur toutes
aortas d'avions depuis environ 30 as. Cette 6quipe n'a,par contrL.,qu'L~ie connaissance de seconds main
sur lea avions d'3Vant et de pendant la guerre 39-45. Mais lea possibilit~s de 11horwne en stockage et en
tri sont trbs limit~es, cleat pourquoi nous avons entrapris une 6tude de corrdlation sur calculateur.
II eat bien s~r loin de noire pensde de pr~tandre en tirer la definition de Is vrille d'un avion futur.
Une pr~vision avec Ie maximum de probabilitd eat seule anvisageable.

Pour traitar ce aL-jet, is comrtation eat d~compos~e en quatre parties.

F~n premier lieu on ter'- ..X.uarnir ..:'-ient a dvolu& ati long djes anndes la vrille des avionsF de formulas noiuvelles.

En second lieu on charche A exposer ce que lea personnes qui, sri France, ont accumul6 une
large exp~rience, pensent pouvoir tirer comrte r~sultats g~n~raux rolativement & Vaction d'un certain
nombre de variables sur la vrille.

Aprbs ces chapitres relatifa c) l'analyse humaine. on tralte de l'dbauche d'analyse statistiqueI antreprise sur calculateur.

Lae dernibre partie eat destin~e part~culibrement 6 montrer lea l1mites d'emploi des resultats
g6n~raux. Sur le cas particulier de deux avions construits en s6rie durant de nombreuses ann6es, salon
des versions apparemmant trbs voisines, il eat mnontr6 corment lea caractdristiques de vrIlle peuvent Atre

r ~trbs aensibles Ai des grandeurs clont laction 6chappe totalement A li§tude statistique antreprise.

2 - LA VMILLE EN FONCTION DES EFOQUES. -

2.1 - AVione tents d hflice (figure 1)

Si V'on rernonte trbs loin avant 1940, lea vrilles samnblent toujours avoir W d6crites cortne
f calmes. La vrilla plate 6tait A ces 6poques friquente jil sarnole qua cetta vrille plate sit 6ttslaussij

rapidseat V'on peut penser maintenant qua l'attitude plate

daic consecutive A une action dir couple centrifuge de

souvant laura ertpannages, particulibrement le vertical,
6taient lorgement sous dimansionn~s. Lea consignes 6taient
alors inal LAtudides at se rduirraient souvent A) ine extra-
polation du vol normal ipour chercher A r~duire l'incidence
on pouscait alors le mancha. Depuis, on a pu mettra en C
6vioenca qu'una tella consigne firt souvent tr~s n~faste. Le
Tail Damping Power Factor eat un coefficient qui, inventd
depuis, rend trbs bien con'pte de cola.

2.2 - Avione rapidee d hMtice (figure 2)

Pendant la guerre 39-45, a'eat alors g~n~ralisae -

una autrs consigns de sortie de vrille qui tenait compte Fig. - Ai-2ofl8 ZeflL8 J * i

de ce qui viant d'Atre dit :piedl contre at, environ

un demni-tour apr~s, manchean avant. Cette consigns
slors tr~s souvant donn6 satisfaction. Lea aviona,
encore A h~lice, dtaient pourvus d'empennaiges plus
grands que prdcderwent at l'avant de fuselage dtait
mains court. La majorit6 des vrilles rest~rant calmes
pendant des ann~as, lea viteases de rotation dtaient
supportables. lea attitudes 6taient mayennes entre lea
vrilles trbs plates at trbs piqu~es.

Fig. 2 -Avions rapides d hellice
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2.3 -Premiers avions d z'daction (figure 3)

Puis sont epparus las avions A reaction 6 flicha
faible j au debut leurs entries d'air en pitot canduisirent
6 des longueurs de fuselage A lavant relativamant modirias.
Les vrilles restirent alars peu diffdrantes de celles des
derniers avions h hilice jpar contre se dessinbrent d~s ce
moment des modifications nettes sur la consigns de sortie de
vrilla. La fuselage arribre A cause de Is prisence du riacteur t
devint beaucoup plus gras. En vrilla, son sillage sur C
1iampannaga vertical diminua considirablament Vaction de la
gouverna de direction qui davint alars incapable da contrer
la rotation. Caest A cette 6poque qua Voan fut oblig6 de faire
appal au gauchissamant qui dtait alors entiirament contr8li
par des ailerons ;caux-ci tataient h catta 6poque largement
dimensionn~s. La sortie de vrilla imposa alars Ilusaga des
ailerons mis Avec (Avec le virage de mime sans qua la vrille). Fig. 3 - Premiareavion8 d rdaction
Si pricidermment la sortie de vrilla soapirait A dirapage faible
(assiette transvs.,sale tr~s foible). par un piqu6 progras3if
de Vavion, la sortie de vrilla an utilisant Ia gauchissemant prit alors une autrea llure. L aila
marchante (ou aila extirieure) se ralevait an sorts qu'apparaissait un dirapage (lavion tandant A
glissar vers l'int~rieur de la vrilla) j mais las avions de cette 6paque avaient une trbs grande
reserve de stabilit6 de lacet at le dirapaga se risorbait. L'incidence tendait ainsi A ddcrottra au
profit dun o~rapaga qui disperaissait de lui-mgma. Las ricupirations 6taient alars tris franches,
l'avion repranant largament de Is vttessa. Clest la reprise de vitesse qui 6tait toujours la signs
indiscutabla du ratour aux incidences de vol normal, mime si las ailerons istant Avec. Ia rotation de
vrille s'6tait transformie en rotation de tonneaux verticaux.

2.4 - Accroiaeement de la ft~che des avione d reaction (figure 4J

Las a-ions destinds A voler A des vitassas plus grandas
eurant alors des voilures ) plus forte flbche 1 caest A ca
moment qulapparurcnt des vrillas agities. Les agitations las
plus fr6quentes at las plus amplas 6taient des agitations de
raulis. On vit apparaltre las vriilps A agitaticns divergarntas,
la vrille cassant alars au profit d'une autorotatinn autour de

Vaxedo ouls, apts~epar ousaut-tonea jl'axe de
roulis est au dipart de cette autorotation voisin de 900 avac

moment-lA assez grandi paur d6truire Is re~serve de stabilit6
de lacat, an :.ortH qua. quellas qua sa~ant las caractdristiques
de tangaga. l'avton piquait trbs vita et redevo-ait contr~lable.

CVest aussi A catte O1poque qua les Mvons, 3i las Fg criemn eZ ghph~ncines agitds ne l'amportaient pas. redavina ant eptas A i.4-A6oaeetd af~h
la vrilla plate at rapide Woen qua les ampennages soient
largement dimensionn~s.

2.6 - Allongcement, vera t 'avant, du fusetage des avione d i'4action (figure 5)

Las 6volutians suivantes dus vrilles s.amblent liies surtaut
*~ A allongament do l'avant des fuselages. Conjointement on a assistd
* A une tandanca A llacroissement du masque part6 sur l'empennage

vertical par l'aila. le fuselage ou des riacteurs axtirieurs.
* Les vrilles sont a ca stade davanues souvent tr~s agitiac j las

agitations ne sant plus seLlemant qua du raulis. mais ant aussi
des composantes de lacet at de tangage i souvent le mouvement
abtenu n'ast pas une vrilla organis~e mais plut~t un mauvement
disordonn6. La pilots est alors trbs disorient6. il eat sauvent
nrsque incapable de reconnaltre un sans mayan du mauvamentI
Ilapplicatian d'une consigns non systimatique nest peas certaina.
La ripartition des surfaces de fuselage entra lavant at
larribra gst alors tells qua Ia riseii ,a -tab'litd
latirala de lacet a.t trbs fortement en,,:, j a rd.upiration
nWest pas assurda lorsqua,la pramire fois, l'avion t.tteint
una attitude o6 ) priori, on Atirait pu Ie panser ricupg.. Fig. 5 -Allongement, vera Z'avant, du

fupezage.
2.6 - Remarque.

La description historique qui vient diAtra faite eat
didemraent trbs inc.,mplite i y ajouter d'autres points a.wralt
consist6 A Palourdir at aurait masqui l'essentiol.
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3 - ACTION DES DI VERSES VARIAB Z - RESULTATS GENERAUX. -

3.1 - Prgaentatiop? du ohapitre.

Si le chapitre 2 6tait relatif A la relation des ph~nombnes apparum au cours des ann~es, Ie
prisent chapitre a pour but d'inoncer des conclusions3 gindrales au sujet de l'effet d'un grand nombre
do variables sur l'ensemble des vrilles 6tudi~es tant en soufflarie quesn vol grandeur. Les r~sultats
utilisis sont donc simultandment ralatifa 6 des avions do tous types, d'armes ou non, et cola pour
toutes les 6paques A Ia fois.

Il est Important da mettre# avant de commvencer, en garde Is lecteur de prendre pour absolu
tout ce qui est 6crit. Rares sont les cas oO les propos sont des affirmations sans restrictions i i
est nicessaire de bien tenir compte des nuances mises dans l'expression Gaes r~sultats gdn6raux car
pour boni nombre de ceux-ci des exempls contraires pourraient itra prdentds.

Le chapitre porte successivement stir

- effat des surfaces mobiles et des sur~aces coniplientaires,
- considerations sur les formes g~om~triques gdn~rales,
- gdom6trie et masse des charges ext~rieures,
- divers aspects particuliers des vrilles, successiverrent

lps vrilles agit~es,
les vrillas plates,
les vrillas dos.

- et 4 'et de nioyens de secours.

3.2 - Effet dee surfaces mobiles.

3.2.2 - La direction.

Lorsque la gouverne de direction a un effet
sur la vrille, celui-ci est toujours de maime sens A
Direction Avec favorable A la vrille stabilis~e et
Direction Contre 4avorable h la sortie de vrille. FWpnwi wesfm) Saedt uk p
f'ais la presque totalitik des avions d'armes depuis ~s~gdrdg6~
15 A 20 ans ant une direction tout A fait inopdrr,.te ..

en vrila t leffet act nul parce que llepennagL..
vertical eat dans ie sillage de l'ompannage horizo~ntal,.
da r6acteurs arribre ext~rieurs, do la voilure ou plus .
simplement du fuselage (voir figure 6). Des assais
de soufflerie effectu~s en supprimant Vempennage
vertical ant souvent donnd des r~sultats senblables
la formne complbte. Les avioris 6 empennage en T. tr&s 5u ma" dpddae'n

minoritaires, ne sont pas inclus dans les r6sultits
de cc paragraphe.

3.2.2 - La pro fondeur. Fig. e - Goui'erne de direction

11 est difficile de donner des indications
g~n~rains relatives 6 l'action de la profondaur sur les
vrilles, en excluant bien s~r la phase de d~clenchenent.
La bracquage de la profondeur. ou de l'ensamble de l'einpennage
horizontal, introduit, en plus d'une modification des efforts sur
le plan horizontal lui-irune. une modification de 1'6coulornent
aut'.xz do l'nrri?~re du fuselege et de l'ppn,%P vortinnlI sc'Rst
Ia divarsit6 des modes d'action cqji en disperse les effete.

Si une vrilie raintenua ast relat~vement calme. po..sar
de manche tirik b manche poussd tend en g.dn~ral A rendre la vrilla T. .

plus dtablie. En mayenne, la vitesse de rotation crolt. le rayon
de i/r~lle se r~duit, l'attitude devient plus plate (voir figure 7)
cela ne veut pas dire qua, manche tir6, il n'y alt pas aussi des
vrillas plates et rapides.

Si per contre il s'agit d'une vrille agit~s. souvent lee or/

agitations devia .cn-~ encore plur arnples. Certains avione peuvent A CA8BR
avoir, selon lea circoro,*ances, des vrilles calmes ou des vrillasp
agit~tes, ze qui conduit ) les effets divers du braquage de la ___

profondeur. I

3.2.3 - Le gauchisement. A PIQ"E

Trois types de gaucliissement sent i consid~rer :les 0CLT S

ailerons, las spollers. le braquage diff~rentiel des emp.ennages
horizontaux. On peut tout de suite dliminer las spotlers qui W'ont
pas d'action appr~ciable eur la vrilla hormis son d6clenchenent. La Fig. 7 - Gouz'erne de profondeur
braquage diffdrentiel des ampannagas horizontaux a une action de
nature trbs voisine de cella des ailerons, ella ast cependant



souvent moindre £une limitation de 1'effet provient souvent de ia limitation des braquages globaux,
profondeur +gauchiasement.

Dana la trbs grands majoritd des types d'vions, la vrille eat favorisde par is gauchissement
Contre et ia sortie favoris~e per Is gauchissement Avec. Les types d'avians qui n'cnt pas cette caac-
t~ristique ont alors une vrille piquie.

Le domaine de gouvernes qui permet lea vrilles plates et rapides. si elles existent, contientF toujoura gauchissament Contre. Si uns sortie A partir d'une vrille plate et rapide eat possible par lea
gouvernes, c'est toujoura Is gauchissement Avec qui le permet In misux.

Loraque lea vi-illes sont agit6es de fagon preaque syst~matique, lea agitations sont plus
friquentes et clue amples gauchissement Contrea i &est dana cea conditions que is vrille diga~nbre le[ plus en auto-tinneaux. 11 existe aussi des vrillas agit~es gauchissenent Avec, elles sont beaucoup
plus rares. Si lea agitations priponddrantes. gauchissement Contre, sont celles de roulis. ii semble
qu'en passant h gauchiasement Avec cola fasse disparaltre cette pripondirance ct on peut slors observer
de nettas agitations do tangage.

3.2.4 - Lea Volete hypersuatentateura.

Ii eat malais6 de tirer des lois g~n~rales sur lleffet des volets hypersustentateurs. Leur
action passe notaimnent par liinteraction aur l'fcoulement au droit des empennages, en sorte qu'elle
eat tris fonction des formes gdnirales de l'avion i is dispersion des risultats impogerait una analyse
plus fine. Malgr6 cela. on peut cependant dire qua Ie braquage des volets slest en moyanne avir6
l6gbrement difavorable h Is sortie de vrille. Souvent, leffet eat nul i il W'est pratiquament jarnais
favorable.

3.2.5 - Lea becs.

:roii: 15 o:Ce d:sp:::ns :::0:::o d':rm:: qu: de trap peu de risultats pour en digager une action

type do is sortie des becs. Sur avions l6gers par contra. al lea becs repoussent Ie point d'entrie en

3.2.6 - Lea adrofreina.

La disposition des adrofrains est beaucoup trap diversifiie pour qua Von puisse attendre une
acintypique de ces surfaces.

3.2.7 - Les trappes.

Les trappes qui peuv .nt avoir una action sont surtout cellos du train avant. St lea trappes
se composent de daux 6limants symdtriques, on recueilae un effet d'aortlssement tris sensiblement
moindre qu'avec une surface unique placie dana Is plan do symitrie at qut aurait is surface totals des
trappas i laffet d'aanortissement peit non seuleanent fitre conaidiraolement riduit mais parfois fitre
invers6.

Une seule trappe latfirala peut avoir un effet de sans variable salon is gans di is vrille.

3.3 - Effet dea surfaces ompldmentaires.

3.3.1 - Quilles (figure 8)

Sous 1s nom de quilles, nous rangeons las surfaces qui sont sous Ie fuselage, dana Is plan
de syrnitrie at pour Ics implantations arriire A~alemant des surfaces syrnitriques. Sous l'avant du
fuselage las quills ont pour ofiet de framner la rotation des vrilles plates at rapides. Elles peuvant
mettra l'avion complhtament A I'abri do cia
vrilles. Pour qua cern quillas avant soiant
officaces, 11 est nficessaire qu'ellas soiant

* placies trim 6 l1avant a is premier avantage
* et 6vidaninent is gain au aujet bras do levier,

maim ce n'amt pa Is soul gain. Si is quills......../,... ANTI
et placie A una cartalna distance do l'avant, ~L L , J LT
elleasm trouva placie dons un dcoulamant do VRILLEPLT
contournament dij& organimi at son action do K
conditionnement de l'dcaulemmnt est moindre.ETRPD

Dem easaim en romplagant tout OLU.LE VENTRALE
l'iAtrifne-avant d'un fuselage avec a
quills par ma projection dons Is plan do
mymtrie ant eoncouit A un amortissement 

- -/ _ SCLAINmoindre qua par Is forms normaje fumelage .- ,.. I OCLAON
qulls. Pour qu'une quills molt efficace. '-........ -

ell* dolt avoir une certain. hauteur moun VIRURES
une surface quasi-horizontal*. Le fonction-
nhment dune qui lls on deux iliments mymt-
triquam verticaux falt pordre do l'cfficacitd.Fg.8-Srce am mntia
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Sous l'arribre du fijcelage, l'effet des quilles eat beaucoup mains systimatique. Pour des avion$
Iheirs, on rocusille un amrjrtiasefnent do lacet. Pour des avions d'armes, lea effete Sant diaperadsa main
parfois can effete aant Importanta.

33.2- Virurea (figure 8)

L'Gxpiriance quo nous avans aur lea virur,s concerns easontielloment lea avions darman actuuls
(rdmultats maquotte et avion).

Lea virures aont des surfaces qui so placent porpendiculairem:T.t. ou prosque, h la peau du
fuselage, A l'avant do celui-ci. Elles Sant. toujours symitriqus Pt tris 6cartdos. Le but deocem surfaces
oct de crier des ainjularitis dana lea conditions initial.. do l'hcoulement autour do Ilavlon. Con aingu-
laritis fixont l'icoulment at ompbchent notarmient des disaymitrim aliatoiros bien qulntansea. Ceos

L diasynitrios slinstallent mime A ddrapage nul ; elles dibutent autour do l'avant du fuselage puis
slampllfient autour de l'enaemble do l'avian. Lea vrilles cant d'autant plus agities at lea sorties mont
d'autant mains sOres qua corn dissymitries s'inatallont. L'effet des virures eat alarm, grace A Is fixation
de l'Ocoulon'gnt, do calmer la vrille et de rendre la sortie plus sOra. Pour quo cet offet aoit obtenu,
il eat ndcassaire do placer lea virures trbsaen avant et qu'ehhea fassont ontre slos au Maine 90*. Les
conditions do positions et do dimensions no peuvent pas Atro plus gindralisies. Par contra, une condition
ginirals do la difinition des viruros eat do passer par dos essais prdahablem. 0'V- part, calmer un'a
vrille agitie fait apparaltro uno vrillo calm. (qui paurreit fitre sfiviro) qui 6tal totalemont masqudo
par lea agitations qui on ompbchalont h'itablissoment. D'autre part, lea virures mal piaccas ot mal
dimonsionnios paurraient, par oxemple,fairo naltre des moments do lacet pro-vrilhe ou des agitations
anti-vrille i loreque la rotation introduit du dirapage, huno des viruros eat masqudo.

3.4 - Effet des formies giomitriques gdndvo.Zee.

3.4.1 - Voilure - Fldohe.

L'sugmentatlon do la flicho nWest pas une cause ayst6matique do l'aggravation dos vrilhes. En
offot, on pout constator quo plus la flicheoeat forte, mains il y a do prababihitib do rencontror des
vrilles plates at rapides, sans quo cola pulsse Atre attribui A Vapparitian d'agltations qui nuiralont
A la vrillo plato et rapids. Coest par un amartissoment gindral do la rotation quo la vrille tend hA tre
mains rapido.

Par contra, lea attitudes hongitudinales, sans mime action d'uno forte vitamins do rotation,
sont, taujours en moanne, plus plates si la fliche eat plus grande. A mfimes vitessas do rotation, lee
attitudes moannos A fluche nulls sant A 45-53 do h'horizontahe, & flches modirdes, ellis mont
voiuinos do 30* ot aux fortes flbchos W~as cant voisines do 20*.

Si l'on compare los typos do vrilhe des avions A fllchpm diffdrontec, on constato qu'on
mayenne hoc vrihhos sont mains sauvont agitios A faible fhiche et quo coin agitations sant aussi plus
ordonndos. Cependant, on pout ponser quo los modifications citsjes no sant pas dues spicifiquoment A la
flbche car cur dos aviona A flbche variable, on no rotrouve pas cot uffet.

3.4.2 - Voilure - Autre8 oaraotiristiquea.

Si des cam imahis ant montrd l'actlan do h'alhongemont, do leffilvnent, ou du dihdro, par
contra noen no pormet d'e.a tirer des risultats giniraux.

3.4.3 - Fuse~age - Longueza'.

La longuour du fuselage vera l'arriro jauo cur l'efficaciti des emponnages I pa.- contro,
cette languour accrolt 10 couple centrifuge do tangago, co qul absorbi uno partie do l'afficacltd dos
emponnagoc hori2ontaux. Avec do longs fuselages arribre, lea vrilles. ml ellba peuvont ltre encore
psu piquiss, mont alarm raroment aimultaninont rapidos.

La longusur du fuselage avant eat sans dauts une des variables qui a, I. plus, agi coin
dernibrob anndos mur ha vrille. Lob longs nez ont eu oour effet do riduire considfirabotnent 1.
domains incidence - d~rapage oOi il y a atabihit6 do lacet. 0'autns part, ils Sont A l'origino do
nombrouses villos agitios et ils ant aussi pour offet do rondre cae agitations plus dicordonnies.
Sun los reprises do contr8lo, lea longs nez ant une action important. s )'appracho au cours du
mauvement ou mfim. la pinfitration A uns cortalno vitssse du domains incidence - dizapago do vol stable,
no pormettont pas uno reprise do contr8le systimatique j l'avion pout fart bion reesortir du domains
stable at niattaindro des inciaences at des ddrapages trim dlevic.

3.4.4 - Fuselage - Farm* de Za section (figure 9)

A l'arri.)re, uno formse aplatie, 4 grand axe vertical, conduit A un meillour amartiasomont
do hacot, a11. riduit Ie masque sur h'otnponnago ve,tical at parfois aucsi Sur l'omponnags horizontal.
Inversomont. une faime aplatie, A grand axe horizontal, riduit considirablomont h'amortissomsnt propre
du fuselage at nuit ausal largemor't A l'amortisaent do lotnponnae vertical. Una mention pdrticuliirs
sat A faire au aujet do contains aviona ldgers A fonds plats et qui prisontont des arates au does arrondis
h tnis faiblus rayons do courbure ontre lea fonds at los flanca lintiraux j coinfrnes ginbrmnt des
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mhllagis treda isqiniotfrtmn 'mr
tissment rpedfueaeah amrasmn
do 1'wnpennage etcl tprsis 'cinLNAMD FIA(EDS
do la gouverne do direction. ARE MPNGS

A l'avant du fuselage, on retrouve OGP.D CAM - IT
Ileffet amortismiur propro au fusalage qui vari LeWN

conmidirablemont melon qulil eat aplati verticale- FSG E OOCRC~ EFCC

mint ou horizontaloment. Maim d'autrem effeta
existent. II a Wt vu dans les par.~graphes pric6-
dents qua des 6coulements trbm dissym6triques SCINpouvaient prendre naimmanco autour de l'avant du ABR
ceoo dissym~tries par des mingularit6s. On congoitalarm aiament quo lea courburam do Is forms des VN
cadres at quo la6volution do cia formes en fonction

nicatian iournit un example d'actior des formem
do l'avant a'uli fuselage.

3.4.5$ - Lee *nrpennagee horixontauz.

1l eat possible d'affirmir quo la taillo des impennages horizontaux an ella-mame no pout pam
conditionner 1s type do la vrilla j 11 axis~. en off it avac do grands imponnagis horizontaux dim vrilles
piqu~es ou plates, rapides ou lent.., calmie ou agitios.

ai daPour un nylon donn6, la modification do la taillo do l'impannage horizontal piut, par contre,
ai dofagon senmible , maim 1s sins do l'action nWest pam simple. Pour axpliquor cola, ii suffit do

rappolor co qui en a Wt dijA 6crit au cours du paragraphs 3.2.2 ralatif A l'action do Is gouverno dS
profondeur : leMpennage horizontal agit pour son propre compte it agit indirectunant par Ilinteraction
qu'il a sur lea offets di l'empennage vertical. Si Veon veut appricier I'actio~ mled ~meng
horizontal, il faut si reporter A is communication de MM. GOBELTZ at BEAURAIN (I.M.F.Lillo) at y canal-
direr l'effet do fumies en tangago s on constato alors qua pour modifier fortenrent l'attitude de vrille,
des variations do surface impartantes seralent nicessairos. Or ces variatlono intralnent um plus des
actions important.. sur le fonctionnament des surfaces vorticales.

3.4.6 - LWompennage vei'ticaZ.

Si A l'amont di li6coulement autour do l'ernpen-
nage vertical ne a trouvent pam des volunime ou dis
surfaces ouvrant des sillages qui baignent cot emvpannage,
Ilempennage vertical p.ar ta taille pout alors conditionnar R
trbm fortiment 1. type do vrilli. Il n'axiste pas do
vrillss plates at rapides, ni do vrlllem trbm agitdem si
l'oMpennage vertical, suffisamment grand, eat correctiment2
aliment&. o Is mime fagon, l'action de la gouvorne di
direction amt grand@ si slo nWest ps masqude. Le

T.O.P.F. rolatif h l'action do Is direction (voir figure : j10) mupposait implicitement qum Is masqua ne pouvait vonir
que de 1'empennage vertical, 11 dtait adaptd & des avions
anciens 1pour les avions 6 reaction il nWest alorm
adapti, au plus, qu'A ceux ayant lo..' moteurs sous Is

volluro, largoment ditachis du fuselage. T..PF = F.-L.....-....2L

3.5.2 - Lama . Fig. 10 - TaiZ Dmping Power Factor
Aucune action systdmatique no pout fitre

attrlbu~s h Is masse en ills-mime.

3.5.2 - Le centr-ga.

On a coutumo, au sujet du centrage, do pon~ier ixciusivemant au centrage longitudinal 1 or Is
diplacoent latdral doit 5tro considir6 avoc encore plus de soin.

Longitudinalaent, Is position du contre d'lnertle a 6videewnent une action fondamontale our
iii diclenchoment des mouvemonts conduisant A Ia vrillo j par contra, L'ne fois is vr~lle entainie, I.

Titre do Ia commiunication Action mur Ia vnille. par momeont *statique". do fushe6 et do
chargernents dissymitriques.



centrmg& longitudinal perd rapidement do son importance I e rle osn amtasome~~a narievtion de qlusiquss % as cords do la position longitudinals du centre dlinmrtio.

Pour lee mouvsfnants qui suivent I'arrit de la rotation, il st bien 6-vident quo le centrags
longitudinal reprend touts son importance 1importance qui ast fondamentals pour lea avions sujots au
deep-stall.

Lei diplacement transaversal du contre d'insrtie pout agir sur lea vrilles do fagon conuidi-
reblement pl rapids qua le de~placoment longitudinal. Certains avions y sont trim sonsibles. o fagon
aystv~matiqus. ls centre dlinertie vera lintirieur favoriss la sortie de vrille at vera l'sxtirieur
favorise Is maintien de Ia vrills (voir figure Ii a). La cormunication di MM. GOBELTZ at BEAURAIN

IM.F.Lille),d~jh citde,traits en ditail du sujet.

3.5.3 - Lea momnents d'inertie
(figure 11 b,)

Pour lea avions dont lea mcvnents d'inertie C?
de roulis at ds tangaga sont voisins, on peut
observer des variations des rdsultats an fonction ET DIRE
do Is valsur respective ds cas daux moments. P3r
contra, pour la evions d'armss de ces dernibrs
ann6as, le moment d'inertie de tangaga eat tellement PRO .VR.E
supirisur A cslui de roulis qua lVaction des valeura
respectives de cas moments est largament masqudc Ib
par 11action des autres variables. , V,.i. 00

Pour lea aviu.ns A moments d'inertlte de 1 ERTIE P-10 400-N
tangage - at roulis voisins, on observe des . l-~d-I
modificatons non pas teliement sur la caracti- firpca
ristiquer moyenns des vrillas mais plut8t sur* * j
la actions des gouvernas favorablas 6 la sortie
da vrills. La rdaultat gdniral at qua. ailes
lourdes. los sorties sont favorisdes gauchissement Fg 1-Cwod'aiuednnqa
Contra. at fuselage lourd slas sont favorisdas
gauchissement Avac.

Lorsque lea avions sont 6 fuselage trbs lourds, la attitudes sont en moyanne plus plates I
une foible rotation da vrille aplavit rapidemant celle-ci.

3.6 - Lea charges extJrieur-8.

3.6.1 - Effet alon lee positions.

Lea charges axtirieuras sous Is fuselage. souvent plecs trop prba du centre d'inertie de

Ilavion. W'ont pas dlaffat systimatiqus.

Lea harges extdriures sous voilure peuvent avoir un efft important. Si sls sont peu
distantes du plan de symitria, ellas peuvent avoir des dimensions importantas at agir par lour
giomitrie. Loin du plan die symitrie, allas ont una action per la momenta d'inertie ajoutia S ellba
peuvent aussi avolr una action tris importanta si elles sont dissymdtriques, introduisant alors de
aensibles diplacements latftru dii centre d'inertie 1 ceu diplacemants agiasent alors plus quo

Vaccroiss e o inertie de rjaulis.

3.6.2 - Les masses (figure 12 a).

On n'observe pas de modification systimatique importante des caractdriatiquss des vrilles
due aux matbses s-,mitriquement disposiss des charges extirisures. Mkme lorsqu'elles introduisant des
moments d'inartie Importants, lea moments de targage des avions dearmes ricents restent encore
largement supdrieurs A caux de roulis. Sur lea vrilles calmes. lea actions sont faibles. Sur lea
vrilles agities, en roulis p.-incipalamant, l'action st una teride'nce A riduire la agitations. S1 lea
vrilles sont agitias de fagon disordonnie. lea actions ne sont en rien systimetiques.

o fagon tout A feit inverse. la masses
des charges extirisures deviennant trbs actives
si slos sont rissymdtriques ;voir h ce sujat
Ia corrmnnication de MM. GOBELTZ et BEAURAIN
LI.M.F.Lille) dijA citde. wo

3.6.3 - Loa encomtrements MME C-CM "0r
gdomtriques (fig. 12b)

En moyenne, la csractdristiques des
sorties de vriile sont moins bonnes avec de r-V~
volumineuses charges extdrieures sous voilure.:

a b
Fig. 12 - charges extivieurea
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Hormis cutte tandance our Ia qualitd des sorties~ do vrille, il nest pas possible do tirer des r~sultats
gdn~raux au aujot do l'actian do Ia giomd~trio des charges ext~rioures our Ia vrille. La ditdrioratioft
do la qualit6 dr, sorties pout itre attribuie & cs quo des charges voluminouses ou des ailettos do charges
plus diacrbtes on elles-mbmes,peuvent porturbor l'Ocoulaent devant des gouvern'es do gauchissenont
riduisant par lh lea actions do celles-ci.

3.7 - Le oontr8la des agitations.

Los agitations disoriontent souvent lee pilozes. Si ellis sont sur-out composies do roulis.
elles sont encore analysables. Si par contra, ca mont des mouvoments ddsordonnis, miles no mont plus
analysables at mime la reconnaissance dun sons de vrille out problimatique.

Pour tous lee evions. dont los vr Iles sort agit as en roulis proscque ixclusivement, a st
possible do difinir des consignes do sortie de vrillo. Si les agitations peuvent diginirar en auto-
tonneaux. lea consignee doivent itre appliquesa avant quo lea agitations no soient devonues trop
ample.. sinon le divergence slopbre sane possibilitt d'action. La sot-tie slopbre cependant parce quo
les euto-tonnaux sont instables. II y a donc touts tine pdriodi pendant lequelle nion no pout Atre
fait pour eccilirer Is sortie.

Pour la avions qui sont egitis do fagon disordonnie. la ricupiration no s'opiro pas salon
un procesous systimatique comman api-As dam agitations do roulis divergentes c~dant ia place At des
auto-tonneaux. La sortie pout dt-rar, pour des conditions do dipart trio voinines, des temps tris
divers, certain. rodiparts pouvant mime s'op$~ror apnis une sortie presque attointo. Il faut donc
systimatiquoment so prirmunir contra l'entrde en riouvements disordonnds ou fournir des moaens auxi-
liaires au pilots pour quo coo mouvements cessent sans faire appal A un pilotage humain.

[n calmesa quiU ~ ral our la agitation,.e queallaorpichent Idalsoetdo vrilles

3.8 - Le contrilae des vrillaa plates.

3.6.1 - Vrillas plates et lntes (figure 13 a)

Los vrilleo plates et lontes sont cellos qui ant une attitude plate par action du moment
afiradynemique statique sans aide du couple centrifuge do tengage. Ce sont los plus incontr~lablos
per los gouvernos ;mime l'errit do le rotation no lec fait pas piquer et les conwandes do profondour
mont inefficaces pour faire piquer. Souls dns moyens do secours extfiriours peuvent conduire A la
sortie.

3.8.2 - Villes plates at rapidee (/igwre 13 b)

Los vrilles plates et repidos deviennent toujours en mime temps plates d'une part it

rapides d'autre part at ellis no le deviennent quo rarement on trbs peu do temps ;c'est l'eccrois-
moment progrGssif du couple centrifuge do tangae qui les apletit. Ces vrillos leissont,avn d'itro
totalemont itabliesun d~le: au pilote pour appliquer la consigns i des diperts dynemiques en vrille
pouvent coencdant riduirs fortement ce dilai.

Pour tous los avlons. do tous types,
* Is vrille simultendment plate ot rapide est

contrde per 10 geuchissemant mis Avoc
at Is gauchissamont Avoc est insuffisant,
los autres gouvernes ont peu di chance do C

l'eidor A le devenir.

Si uno viille plate at lent LNESd
pout fitre. moddrimant du mains. egitde at ous
pourtant s perpttuar. per contra uno vrillo a f ol
plate at rapide ncat jamais agitde. Si elle Pow
a tendance A seagiter. ella e raeontit at VR"JJ.5
pique. ln ,arsert, 3i, ligibroment agitda.

elea cls lors ella s'accilbre et RATES

Fig. 13 -Vril lea plates
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3. 9 -La vri IZe dos (figure 14)

La vriile dos eat beaucoup mains
6tudi~e que Is vrille ventre. En vol allsasc

toujours plus facilement contr8lablo quo Is EMPEW4AGESEN T
vriilo vantre. Pour les avions d'armes Ie--** .

gauchissement eat priponddrant sur 1s Ventre
il rests actif aussi sur 1. dos at cola dens - ..

ls mfime sans. Plois le gauchissamant cependant e TS EFICACIE .

no resta pas prdpond6rant. coast Is gouverna o

do direction qui Is deviant. La plus souvant,
una consigns tout au neutra sat suffisanta
pour apirar une sortia 6 partir de Is vrille
qui eat toujours plus piquds. Saul. font MOINS EFFICE
exception h coc riglac lea evions 6 confi-
gurations d'empennagas an T ou en V.

Fig. 14 -La vrifle doe

.7.10 - Le parachute (figure IS a)

Dans Is trir granda majorit6 des cas,
le parechute anti-vrille nst pas requis. Cependant, ii pout fitrs utile loraqu.: lea attitudes cont
plates at plus op6cialement lorsqua simultandmont Is vriile at lents, clest-b-dira loraque loon at an
presence d'un problims do tengaga purement a6rodynamique. Loraqus is vrilie st simultandmsnt plate st
rapids. son action ne pout Wtr qua lente at nWest pas cortaine.

Loraque ia vrills at fortamant agit~s et qua la goti/srnes na sont plus capables d'accdldrar
Ia sortie ou, A fortiori, plus capables de lientralner, is parachute pourrait s'av~rer utile si tout au
mains ii pout no pas Atra dangereux on accrochant son cAble A l'avion. Pour des eviona pr~sentant de
tels risque. de vrilie, il faudrait una utilisation trbs pr~coce du parachute, ce qui eat diffictia A
rdalisor.

Enfin, un rdsuitat tout A felt gindral, eu aujat rips parachutec. oat relatif A is longueur du
cAble. En dessous d'une dami-ionguaur de fuselage, is parac:;.jts at inop~rant at a touts lea chances
d'accrocher a coupola A l'avion. En deccous duine longuour do fuselage, is parachute a une efficacitd
au m2 ou au kg qui eat faible et les risques do retombde existait encore. Pour avoir une efficacitd
convenabie, is longuour du cable dolt atteindre une longuour at demie du fuselage.

Pour agir correctemont sur des vriiies, oO il eat utile, un parachute a une coupole dont Ia
surface oat en moyonns Is quart do Ia surface do is voilure de i'evion.

3.11 - Lee fusiea (figure 25 b)

Puiaque is parachute pr~sonte des riaques d'accrochage
avoc l'avion, ii oat logiqus do penser A des fusiec. Si loon
veut contrar une vriilo avec des fusdes agissant aym~triqusment,
calloc-ci doivent diveloppar des poussies trbs importantes.
Commae dens Io paragraphs relatif au centrags lonigitudinal, il faut
fairs idi uno mention apiciale A propos des avions sujots au VRLLE PLATE
deep-stall. Pour ces avions, loraque is rotation do vrille sat ETLO
arritio, une fuaeo agiscant wn tangage pourrait Atro trba
afficacej als neaurait pas A tre aussi forte quo pour arritor RRCHT Trap couet,
une vr1iia puisque Is couple centrifuge de tangags no sersit
plus A vaincre.

Si loon utills des fusies agiasant do fagon dissy-- --

mitrique, on conatate qvuailes peuvont itre trbs efficaces
avoc des poL~ssdoa faiblas. MMI. GO8ELTZ at BEAURAIN (I.f.F.Liiia) b VM.LE VM.LE
dijA citis. traitent do cola dens lour corinunicationo PLATE ET PLATE ET

FUSEE B
Si loon panse au). fusies, on pout itro tentd auasi

do pensar aux riacteurs, mais A ca aujat daux rofnarques
gindrales sont A fairs. Olune part, un riactour an vrille
nWest pas pts A fournir une poussie aubstantiolle I d'autre
part, dens 10 mesureoO0 un riecteur sorait capabie do fournir
une forts pousa. il n'en arait pas pour autant capable de faire
sortir do vrills, car pour sortir de vrilla ii faut diaposer do Fig.1S Diapositifa d# aeooura
momentsaet non ps do forces j l'offot des mateura A hiiice
nest pae assimilable A coiui d~une fusia ii s'agit d'actions
airodynamiquea.
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4 -ERAUCIIE D 'TCIDE DE CORRELATION. -

4.1 - Prdaentation.

Cette itude, A l'dtat d'dbauche actuellement, eat faite en ddcr~vant par un certain nombre de

critbrea dune port lea avions. d'autre part lea vrilles.

Lea crithram do description des avions peuvant Atre trbm nombreux. Leur d~finitlon eat felts
6 priori, mais ensuite cleat 1s fean dont ils ae corrblent qui guidera le3 retouchee 'AcesssairG5, Ie but
6tant do d~finir la critbrs avions qul me corrblant Is mieux. Cam critbres avions pox tent sur Is
giom~tris g6n(.:als, sur des g~oumitries de dfitail ot sur 3'inertia.

Lea critbres de d~finition de vrillesmont, soit qualitatifa, molt quantitatlfs ; 115 portent
sur la difinitlon du mouvemant at lea actions poasibles.

La population 6tudids eat formde de 117 avions diffdrenta de toum types J sur cam avlona, 27
mont des avions d'arms lea autrem mont molt des avions lAgers, salt dcola, molt transport. La nombre
d'avionm brut eat en fait accru par is falt qua lea evions d'armes notarvent ont des versions suffisam-
mont diffdrentam pour Itra comptabllisdss s6pariment. o plus. lorsqu'un mgme avion a plusisurs vrilles
pour uns mime combinalson do gouvernes, i sat eussi comptabilisd plusleurs fois.

nuno Cette etude dibuts ssulamsnt jles avions pris en compte correspondent eux 20 darnibrem annies
nosn ommesu pas encore remontds au-delh. Par ailleurs ilea vident qua plus 1. population sea granda,

plum ml ortira do renmoignements j ausmi 11 aerait souhalteble d'y ajouter toutes lea dotiniss compldmen-
tairm qua pourretent fournir lea personnas qul sen dindralent.

4.2 - RdauZtats.

Afin do primenter quslques risultats. nous avons cholsi de nous limiter A un zrbm petit nombre
de grandeurm molt pour lea caractdristiquss avian

- flbche,
- hauteur aur fuselage. de la voilura
- dibdre,
- longusur relative do l'avant du fuselage,

- momonte d'inertiem,I t pour lea caractiristiquss de vrillo
ENSEMBLE ENSEMBLEM

-niveou des agitations,
-attitude longitudinelo, Tous ovions Avions doarmts
-dure d'un tour.

Dana 1. tableau de Is figure 16 me trouvent clasmiem,
par ordre d'importance, la corrilatians. d'une pert ~~9@i' ueee ~ ege,'$./g
pour Ilnsemble X "Tous avions" et, d'autre part Aie~n .e~ og~~ ~
pour lo mourn-ensemble HI "Avions d'armea". La
coefficient do corn lotion eat calcul6 pour chocune dos X&__________________M

27 combinalsona do gouvernes (3 positions pour chaque
gouvorne). Llmportance relative eat jugie en tenant

extrme armilea27.

Dana Is tableau ne mont primentim que la 10 Zo I 'tZJ/Ag.e~wiom My, 014.Ere/,~,1t 11*n

premlarm (clousds par ordre d'importanca ddcroissents)
parmi lea 15 coefficients poasibles. Las 5 restants X5 HutouwdI1,90 M, x/grw;n
mont d'importance quasi-nulls. On volt intedietemant Ayitettens
quo Ia caractdistique de vnllle qul. me corrbls Is
mleux sat le degri d'agitations. Dens is chopitre 76Lwn.ur A, fus!LW Me lerle~w A, fuae/eM@
pricident, noum avions not6 qua pour IsaolrAsef oh~a ue Vitu

l'analyme humaine n'itait capable de sortir une action ,thl,4.f M Faqu au mujat do 18 flbcho or on voit tout de suite 7 ~'o.. ,~, M, e'l/Agn,.b,
hurnaine puisque Is dibdre et la hauteur d. Veils
memblent avoir plus doaffet moyen. Mout-----

Parmi cam coefficientm f isons meintersant tepmn V w Ape...Dee.
quoiquem remarques mur Z 1 - 6 -L d'uns pert et bud *#uAss,.tte IaenW",%v27

M 1- -H 4 d'autnu part.
1 3OO* H*~em -v 'We

Fig. 16 - Etude de corvdlation
CZassement
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Fig 1 -or~atonFig. 18 - corrzdlation Fig. 19 - Cor4ation

I: ~Dikdre /Agitations Long Ueur AV Fuelage/FTc/DreiaItr

La figure 17 eat relative a effet du dibdre aur lea aitontous aviona confondus.
La valour au centre eat 1s mayenne des coifficlents pour lea 27 cmiasndogouvernes. La ligne
sup~rioure eat la mayenne pour chaque position de la direction. La colonne do droite coirrespond A la
profondeur at Ia ligne du bas au gauchissement. Le signe correspond A dire que plus Is dihdre eat

6levd, plus la vrille eat calms. On constate ici qua Ilaction eat peu influenc~e par la position des

L gouvernes, lea valeurs sont assez unifarmes dana taut Is domains.I
r ~L'exsmple (donn6 dana la figure 18) de Ilsffet do la longusur relative du nsz stir l'attitude

longitudinale se prdsente diff~remment. En effet, on note qua lea valeura sent affectdes par la position
des gouvernes et, ici, par lea trois gouvernes. Clest ici Is module de Ilassiette qui eat pris en
compte de Forte qua plus Is nsz eat long, plus l'attit.ude eat plate. Pour ddfinir slil y a action per
Is couple centrifuge di tangage ou par pur et adrodynamique, il faudrait encore comparer avec un
tableau relatif A 1s vitesse dte rotation.

Si dana la figure 1a nous avana vu des dispersions dana Is dornaine de gouvernes. celles-ci
6taient encore tells qua Is signs rests toujours le mime j ar contre, Ilexemple pr~sent6 dana Ia
figure 19, relatif A Ia flitche-durde d'un tour, prisente des signes oppasha. On notera que 1a valaur
moanne g~n~rale eat trbs faible, mais qua des modules relativement impartants sent obtenus avec lea deux
signes. On observe ainsi qua direction AXec la vrille eat ralentie par la flbche et acc~ldrie direction
Centre. II faut sanjs daute liar cola en partie A une uniformisation des vrilles via-A-via de la direction,
c'est-&-dire A unp maindre action de celle-ci sur la sortie. II sera alora indispensa'le di d~finir la
pert que l'an peut attribuer, pour cela, aux formes arribre de l'avion masquant la d~rivs et lioes A)
l'augmentation de 1&. flbche.

Lea trais exemples suivants (figures 20 - 21 - 22) sent relatifa aux aviona darmes seulement.
Una constatation g~ndrals : lea valeurs sont plus faibles que pour l'ensemble g~ndral jcola peut Atre
dG A une dispersion naturelle mais aussi A une population trap peu 6tendue. Oans le tableau do Ia
figure 20 an canstate que mime A l'int~riaur du groups des avionh d'armes, la longusur relative di nez
joue sur Ilattitude qui eat d'autant plus plate qua Ie nez eat long. Prdcdemivent, pour l'ensemble
g~n~ral, on abscrvait plus de variations via-A-via des gouivarnes.

DIRECTION DIRECTION DIRE C'ION
A-o 0 come* AMo. 0 C.o o .

PROCWU PROONEU

AVIONS An P~f~CLA

do .. o~...../do Ve..e'4&d 9 "

I A D 'ARMESA

GAUCHISSE14ENT GAUCMIS5EMEI.T 3 OA CtISSEMENT

Fig. 20 - Corrdlation Fig. 21 -Corrilation Fig. 22 -- Corriflation
Longueur AV Fuselage /Hauteur voilure / r-
Attitude longitudinal* Agitatione -2Z .X Agitations
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Si naus evans retenu de ordsenter Is tableau doe le figure 21 clsst taut d'abord parce qua
V'on ne s'ettandait Pbs A trouver si bien placde la corr~latian hauteur de i'aile-agitations at Ce
qui 6tanne encore plus, c'est le sens. En effet, le signe correspond 6 dire que plus lVaile set haute.
plus le ph~narrbne est agitd en mayenne. Gauchissenent Contra, Vaction moyenne eat nulls ; au contraire,
gauchissenent Avec elleaest trAs marqude, ce qui conduit donc a dire qua plus laile eat haute, mains
lea sorties de vrille sant pures. Ce r~sultat m~ritera conmme bian dsautres, uno 6tude plus approfandis.

Le derniar example (figure 22) concerne lea moments d'inertie at lea agitations. Le signs
mains carrespand 6 dire que plus Ia moment d'inertie de tangage eat grand, plus los agitation*, sant
grandes ; cola est Presque insensible 6 Ia direction at 6 Is proandu', mais par contra rn ratrouve
one action de mfime type qua cells de la hauteur de l',Ile en fonction du gauchissement :Uffet nul
gauch1issement Contra at effet net gauchissamant Avec OL lea ph~nombnes sent plus agitds si I yeat
grand. A nouveau donc lea sorties en sent moins pures.

Los queloes examples qol viennent d'Atre donn~s mantrant bien quouna 6tude de correlation
sara une aide sobstantialle pour appr~hender au mieux lea r~sultat5 g~nfiraux.

5 - WDIFICATION DES VRILLES SEWN LES VERS TONS D 'UN MEME AVION. EXEMPLES DE L1741TE D 'EMY1LOI DES

RESULTA2'S GENERA UX. -

5.1 - Pr68entation du chapit'e.

Lorsqu'un avioai a une longue carriire. ii set Ovident qua voient le jour successivament
diff~rentas versions. Un certain nombre de ces versions sent suffisaent diffdrentas des pricfidents
pour qua Von pense, & priori, qua leur vrille pout an tatre changie. Par contra, il peut axister touts
o ne famille die versions qoi ne pr~sentent entre allas qua des diffdrences minaures. Ces diffdrences
peuvant ftra dps modifications da farms locale pour lager at permettra l'emploi de tel 6quipement 1
ce peut itra aussi l'adjonction d'appendices diacrets. A coti des diffdrances dues au passage d'une
version 6 lautre. ii faut aussi prendre en compte !as configurations de charges extirieuras. A
certaines dates die la csrribre dun avian, on pout choisir lui faire amporter des charges plusvolumineuses ou plus lourdes i on pout aussi chuisir do Ie faire voler avac des charges extorieures
disaymitriquer. Erfin una autra cause die novation est Ia changement do domw.ine die missions et d'emploi
au coors de cas missions Oe l'avion.

L'enenbla des points 6voquds pout sinai, so coura die la vie opirationnella d'un avian.
modifier considdrablement lea risques de dipart en vrills, Is sivirit6 de is vrille et las optitudes
A Is sortie. Vest sinai quoun mime avian die base pout rester des anndes en opiration avant que
n apparaissent des problbmes de vrille.

5.2 - Mirages III Deito.

5.2.1 - Place relative des vriT les des Mirages r2V1.

Pour illustrer le point tie vue qui vient d'6tre prisentg on a choisi, en prarnisr lieu, le
cas tie l'avion Mirage III Delta. Dana l'histoire dps Mirages Delta. naus ne remootarons pas tout & fait
6 l'origine s il sera exclu le Mirage III A ooi n'eot as de vie opirationnelle nailse. Cette premibrr
version avait une voilure na comportant pas de bard d'attaque cambr6. Ce fut ls seule qui out cette
caractinistique. En consiquence, les versions dont il sera question ici ant toutes Is mfime forms do
voilore.

La fait d'Otre muni d'une ails delta ra classa pas du tout Is Mirage III A part des mutres
avions aj sujet vrille. Ii entre cans one des families dicrites au chapitre 2, dana Ia paragraphe
ayant pour titre "Accroissement de Ia flbche des avions A riaction". C'est un avian qui. salon las
contditions, pout avoir Dour une mime configuration aussi bien one vrills plate at tapide qu'une vrille
agitde. La type dsagitations eat caractdriatique ilas agitations sont Presque exciusivement compasies
de roulis. Ces !igitations ardonnies ne Pasant psan enslaes-mfimes de problkmes.

5.2.2 - Lee vrillee des vremigree versione C et E.

Las premiires versions 6tudies en vri1le furent las versions C at E (voir figure 23). Ces
deux versions ant un nez tie rdvolution Presque conique i l'avant do III E 6tant un Pau plus long quo
celui du III C. Sous Vavant do III E ii y a on ranflement abritant on doppler. Las essais en sauffleria
avaient sur ces versions mis en dvidance one tris notte pridominance des agitations vis-a-vis de Is
vrille plats at rapids. Mime si Is maquette 6tait lancie an vrilla plate at rapids avec toutes las
precautions nicassairas pur qua In rr:)uvement impos6 soit cai-,e, des agitatic'ns finiaiant toujours
par apparattre. Ces agitations freinaisot la vrille. A ia suite des agitations on pouvait obtenir one
sortie ventra au bien ie's ogit-ions diginiraient en auto-tonneaux. Ces auto-tonneaux dtaient toujours
instables a l'axo iong!'tdinal, au dibot .oisin die l'horizontale, plor'gsalt rapidement. Si urte vriliO
crime s'agitait, Iinverse n'6tait pas Possible, one vrille agitia no se caimeit pas 1 de cola on
zonc~ut a!-3rs qua is vriiie plate at rapids ne aerait quo difficilemant o.servable en vol. Lora des
campagnes ti'essais an vol faitas sur ces daux versions, on retrouvo lea agitations noisibles so maintien
da la vriile at. vu leur nature, favorables A is ricopiration.
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5.2.3 -Les i'ri~ea en voZ des azutres versions. ALLONGEMENT

Lea 6tudes de d~voloppement de l'avion firent neitre DE LWAANT DE RSELAGE
des versions trbs vaisines Js versions initiales j ces e
nouvalles versions rdpondert A divers imprtifa de nouvalles VERSIONj.~m-in4
utilisations. Lea modificacions apport~ss par Ass serk...zas DE BASE 11
charg~s du d~veloppoment de l'a'ion 6talent appaemmant si
patitas qua ceux-ci nesuren~t absolument pas conscience de ce
qu'elles pourraient avoir uri qualconque affat. Clest ainsi que rin
diverses variations de fcrmb furent apportbes h l1avant du
fuselage (seules zones do lavion oO ii y out des modifica-
tions) j sllas oeuvent so classer en trois types (voir fig.23)

a) allongement du fuselage. VeCsLon 4 -
b) agrandiasement du cockpit pour PaSSbr A une

ver'sion biplaca.CCK4
c) apparitions de singulerittis divarsas. _______________BE ___

c-I Sur lea versions biplace 5 et BE, ii exists des car~ne-
gs en forms de boudins placis carme des virures de part
at d'autre du bas du fuselage au droit du cockpit. Verson M

c-2 Sur la version M5 la perche andinom~trique sat non plus en
avant do la points mais en-dessous de celle-ci at

timplant~e dana un cerdnage longitudinalR
c-3 lea versions BE - R et RD prAsentent des troncatures de

l'evmnt du nez.

Des relations de Ilutilisation op~rationnelle des 
R

versions n'ayant pas fait diractement l'objet d'6tudes de vrille
mirent en 6vidence qua l'ensemble de , types de vrilla rencontr~s
n'dtesit pas enti~rement inclus dana lenaemble dos vrilles pr~vues TRONCATURES
par lea esseis des premi~res versions. En particulier, furent
rencontr~ss des ph~nomines suffisairent calmes pour qua la vrille
plate et rapids puisas s'dtablir j lea gouvernes dteient moins 'E C<1
efficaces pour contrer cette vrille et lea acc~l~rations vera s1
l'evant au niveau pilots 6taiest trop 6lev~es. DE BASE

5.2.4 - Compavaieon des vrit Zen den divez'ens Version BE
versnions.

Unes nouvelle camp~gnR dssais de vrills an soufflerieVesoR
fut antraprisa pour situer lea vrilles des versions r~centas par
rapport A cellos des premi~ras versions.

cb.s"md~nq*. 1
La premiAre conclusion qui fut tir~e de cette nouvelle ( ~ yaInRK.

6tude fut qua lea versions primitivement 6tudi~as en soufflarie
at en grandeur (soit E at C) as trouvelent Atre lea seules
versions qui no prhsentaient pas de problbmas de vrillss at celaI grace aoix agitations. Pour torites la eutras versions. h des
dagr~s Plus ou coins marou~s. une tandance A des phidnorrbnes CARENAGES DE TUY^YTERES
celmes fut constatia t A partir da vrilles agit~es, de faqon
encore mod~rde cepondant, on pouvait observer l'6tablissaesent
d'une vrille calme. Par suite dea Ia diminution oi. dea l'absence VEM51ON 1 Vw w
des agitations une vrille plae at rapide pouvait s'dtablir. DEBASE
Lorsque cetta vrilla 6tait parfaitament 6tablie, Is ricupi-
ration par las gouvernas 6tait possible mals longue, at une
sortie trouv~e longue en soufflerie dolt Atra classde parmi Ic;. 1- Veso B
vrilles. Fn affet, pour le pilots, le mouvemant semble ne pas
dvoluer at ii aura elors tendance A ne pas poursuivra l'eppli-
cation de la consigns. Be plus, la Marge d'erreur antre essaiis
en soufflarie at en vol doit fitre toujours consid~r~e dans leasonB
Senrs pessimists, en aorta qu'une sortie laborieuseaen souffle-
nec na doit pas Otre considdrde comme transposable an vol.
Bana la merge d'arreur il faut inclurs des parra~tres,tals quo Fig. 23 - Diffd5rentea versions
ia ceaitrags latdr 4l,dont urn sait qu'il peut triis facilaeent diMr~ et
transformer una sortie an 4 tours en una vrille maintenase.duirjDet

Ainsi, carteines modifications de la forms de lra points avant du nez. an fait peu Importantes,
s'avbrbrent capablas dea modifier notableeent 1s carectbre do la vnille. Mais lea modifications du nez
proprement dit na furant cependant pas lea sauls param~tres en cause. En affet, pnui' la versions
biplece, J'influence anti-agitations at donc pro-vrilla plate at rapids, s'est trouvd eccentu~e per la
pr~sencp des car~nagas do tuyauteriss extdrieures. Un essai fait en soufflarie a nattament MIS an
dvidencza 1Vffet do ces cardneges j plac~s Sur Ie mequetta d'una version (Ia version E) ajul. en gdomdtrla
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normals avait uns vrille agit6s. donc Bans problimes. ces cardnages ont calm6 la vrills et ainsi amen6
une vrills plate et rapids. 0'autres essais concernant toujuurs Ileffet do ceS car6nages ant amenO des
riaultsts 6galemsnt int~rssants j nous avans prolong6 ces carinages vera l'avant et, 6 Ia limits,
jusqu'h la paints avant. Au fur et A mesurs qua les cardnages 6taient allangis la vrills plate et rapids
s'6tablissait plus facilement st larsqu'elle 6tait parfaitement fitablie, sea caract6ristiques 6taient
plus s9v0rsb, comve Is mantrent lea r~sultats ci-dessous

- Cardnages narmaux 2.5 sec/tour 3 A 3.5 g au pilate
- Car~nages pralongds de I mbtre au plus 1,9 sec/tour 6 g au pilats

Pour lea versions biplace. lea car~nages narmaux ant donc aggrav6 les ph~riombnes ; mais
ceux-ci auraisnt pu Atre encore plus graves si. par ndcessit6, les tuyauteries avaisnt Wt plus longues
sur lavion.

5.3 - Lightning.

Le Lightning, cormme Is Mirage Delta, est un avian de carri~re longue ; il out ainsi plusioura
versions antis lesquelles il existait certaines differences g~om~triques partant sur divers 6liments
de lavian. Ainsi, par rapport A une version dite de base.certaines versions avaient

- une derive plus grands (corde de bass inchang~e. corda extrbme haute doublde, hauteur
inchang6e),

- un cockpit plus volumineux (version biplaus),

- une voilure agrandis (sn~isrgure conservde mais cards agrandie vera l'avant A partir de Ia
maiti6 de lenvergujre environ).

- un fond de fuselage plus bomb6 (passage d'un r6servoir de 250 gallons A un r6ssrvoir de
600 gallons) :Is reservoir de 25U gallons partait une quills unique A l'arribre. tandis
quo le 600 gallons avait deux quilles inclindss A peu prbs au mime endroit que la quills
unious en longitudinal. La surface d~une quills inclin~e 6tait environ double de cells
de Is quills unique.

Pour certaines versions. ces modifications 6taient combin~es lea unes avec Is% autres do
tells sorts qu'en face de changements de la vrille. il dtait impossible de JAfinir la molification
qui avait provaqu6 ce changement.

Pour toutes les versions du Lightning. la vrille la plus fr6qusrwnent rencontrie 6tait
notablement agit~e an tangage et roulis i il s'agit tautefois d'agitations ordonndes.

En plus de 1s vrille agit6e. un autre type de vrille a W trouv6 (en sauffleris et sur
avion) mais seulement Pour certa~.nes versions. Par rapport A la premibre vrille. cette dwrnibre
vrills Otait sensiblement mains agit~e, mains piqu~s et plus rapids, sans qu'il s'agisss toutefois
d'une vrille qui puisse itre qualifi~e de plate at rapios.

A partir d'une vrills agit6s, l'arr~t s'obtenait en manaeuvrant uns soule gouverns i
faut entendre oar 1A qua les autres gouvernes, laiss~es A un braquage quelconque. n'empbchaient pas
l'arrit. Stopper une vrille calms dtdit mains simple puisqu'une manoeuvre supplimentaire sur une
autre gouverne slav~rait n~csssaire.

Une oa plusisurs modifications gdom~tricues apport~es au Lightning avaient danc d~t~rior6,
mais mod~r6msnt, sa vrille. 06finir cette ou ces modifications dtait 6viderwsent Impossible par des
essais aicjn,

En soufflerie, en ktudiant s~par6ment chacune des modifications cit~ss ci-dessus. il a pu
Itre n., on 6VIdencs quec'§tait Ie remplacement de Is quills unique par les ijeux juilles inclinies
Nvor f .gurs 24) qui avait, le plus. chang6 Is caractbre de Ia vrille. LA encore on se trou,,e mani-
festement devant un cas qui impose de ne considirer lea r6aultats giniraux que comes des indications

at non des certitudes.

Fig. 24 -Lightning -Forwe. du fond c. f~set ag.
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SUMMARY

The use of automatic flight control systems for the improvement of an aircraft's high-angle-of-attack
flight dynamics as well as the prevention of loss of control is becoming a more commonplace practice.
Implementations range from relstively simple stick pushers as on the F-104 to more complex stability aug-
mentation and limiting systems where state information is used to compute switching boundaries as a func-
tion of several variables such as angle of attack, sideslip angle, and pitch rate. Augmentation of this
sort has been used as a fix for problems of existing aircraft and more recently hau been incorporated early
in the design stage as on the control-configured vehicles. This paper addresses the development and appli-
cation of various types of automatic flight control systems for high-angle-of-attack augmentation and
limiting. Considerations included are improved handling qualities for maximum tracking offectiveneso,
reduced pilot workload, control-configured -ehicles, stall InhLbItors, and departure prevention systems.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Ci - ith switching boundary coefficient

C1 - Dimensionless rolling moment coefficient

Cn - Dimensionless yawing moment coeflicient

Ki - ith control law coefficient

L - Rolling moment

Lr - Dimensional rolling moment coefficient due to body-axis yaw rate

N - Yawing moment

N2 - Dimensional yawing moment coefficient due to body-axis roll rate

p - Body-axis roll rate

q - Body-axis pitch rate

r - Body-axir yaw rate

r; - Stability-axis yaw rate

S - Laplace operator

Vo  - Free-stream velocity

- Dimensional normal force coefficient due to a

a - Angle of attack

0* - Departure boundary

a - Angle of attack rate

a - Sideslip angle

dad - Aileron command due to 4eparture preventer

6ed - Elevator command due to departure preventer

6r - Rudder command due to departure preventer

INTRODUCTION

Limiting flight control systems have evolved chiefly as a means to provide a solution to loss-of-
control problems occurring at high angles of attack. Due to rapidly changing stability and control charac-
teristi's in the near-stall flight regime, degraded and/or dangerous flying qualities may result.

Degraded flying qualities may be caused by buffet buildup, reduced aircraft damping, nonlinear aero-
dynamic effects, and/pi pronouuced dynamic coupling effects with increasing angle of attack. Those effects
can cause poor tracking erformance and poor ride qualities at high angles of attack.
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Dangerous flying qualities cat- result from rapid changes in bare airframe forces and moments

encountered with increasing angle of attack. Uncontrollably large forces and moments may exist in certain
ranges of angle of attack so that phenomena such as pitch up, nose slice, wing rock, and/or spin may be
exhibited if the pilot allows the aircraft to enter that flight regime. Limiting systems are designed to
guard against inadverten. entries into such flight regimes.

The above phenomena would appear to be open loop in nature for the most part, however evidence exists
that wing rock may be both an open-loop (Reference 1) and potentially a closed-loop phenomena. Nose slice
has been thought of as primarily an open-loop phenomena, but Reference 2 has shown that in one instance
pilot closure of a pitch attitude to elevator tracking task can cause an open-loop lateral-directional
pole to migrate with increasing pilot gain near stall angles of attack toward a strongly unstable right-
half plane real zero. This right-half plane zero was caused primarily by the complex coupling terms La
and No. Consideration of only bare airframe characterictics predicts an oscillatory divergence whereas
flight experience shows an initial exponential divergence as predicted by the pilot-in-the-loop analysis
of Refeieace 2.

Since there is evidence that both open-loop and closed-loop phenomena exist, careful consideration
of control system structure and gain selection can be used to eliminate or at least attentuate some of
the closed-loop, high-angle-of-attack, loss-of-control problems if their nature can be sufficiently identi-
fied. However, when the point is reached where the destabilizing forces and moments acting on the airplane
exceed the control fozces and moments available for stabilization, loss of control will result no matter
how smart the flight control system or pilot. The only ways to prevent such loss of control are to reduce
the destabilizing forces and moments, increase tne control forces and moments available for stabilization,
and/or to limit aircraft attitudes and angular rates to insure that the aircraft will not enter the region
of loss of control.

Dependini upon the aircraft and its mission, even if dangerous loss-of-control conditions are known
to exist, they may be so far removed from the normal flight regime that a limiting system is not warranted.
A simple warning system such as lights, audible tone, stick shaker, etc., or even natural warning through
aerodynamic buffet may be more than adequate. However, if the aircraft, its mission and loss-of-control
characteristics warrant a limiting system, a switching boundary must be established to trigger the limit-
ing system. Thus comes the concept of a loss-of-control boundary.

The computed loss-of-control boundary which will be used to trigger the limiting system should be
established to insure that all likely loss-of-control situations are covered. In actuality, the true loss-
of-control boundary can be a complex nonlinear function of many parameters such as angle of attack, pitch
ratL, roll rate, sideslip angle, external store complement, etc. However, a switching boundary which is
a complex function of all of these variables is not practical. In many cases, the switching boundary
which has been selected for limiting systems has been simply a fixed valoe of angle of attack led by pitch
rate to guard against dynamic overshoot. This fixed angle of attack is chosen small enough so that loss
of control will not be induced by adverse values of other influencing parameters.

A simple example of the influence of factors other than simply angle of attack and pitch rate is
shown in Figure 1. Above the loss-of-control boundary shown is a known region of pitch up which is pri-
marily a function of angle of attack. However, as higher roll rates are achieved, the angle of attack at
which pitch up can occur reduces due to inertia coupling effects. Shown on this figure is a switching
boundary for a simple angle of attack limiter. If chosen as shown, this limiter will not protect against
pitch up at extreme roll rates and ar low to moderate roll rates it sacrifices maneuverability due to
reduced load factor and turn rate capability. One could limit roll rate at high angles of attack but
this also directly limits maneuverability. If maneuverability is a dominant consideration for the air-
craft and its mission, then a loss-of-preventer triggered as shown in Figure 1 as a function of both angle
of attack and roll rate would allow for maximum maneuverability while still protecting against loss of
control.

As is evident from the above simple example, loss of control prevention and maneuverability may he
two conflicting concepts. Careful consideration as to the choice of the switching boundaries to be used
with the limiting flight control system should be made with the aim of getting the best of both worlds.

The remainder of thib paper deals with a short and by no means complete history of limiting flight
control systems beginning with aimple stick pushers and ending with limiting systems triggered as a complex
function of several state variables including multi-axis feedback loops. This is followed by a discussion
of a current concept for a limiting flight control system tailored for the A-7D which will not only prcvide
a limiting function but will also improve high-angle-of-attack flight by delaying loss of control. The
paper is then concluded by a discussion of a recommended appeoach to loss-of-control problems and ltwiting.
This discussion also includes some interesting problems and possibilities for control-configured vehicles
(Ccv).

HISTORY

High-angle-of-attack limiting systems have been a:ound since the most early days of manned flight,
when it was recognized that aerodynamic buftet felt by the pilot was a prelude to loss of control and
appropriate action had to be taken to increase airspeed (reduce angle of attack) or loss of control would
ensue. This, in a fundamental sense, is a limiting flight control system where the switching boundary is
the aerodynamic buffet and the pilot recognition of the warning and his subsequent action are the limiting
function. However, many current aircraft sudi as the A-7 and F-4 exhibit aerodynamic buffet onset so far
before loss of control occurs and the buffet intensity buildup is stretched over such a large range of
angle of attack, that it cannot effectively be used as a warning of impending loss of control.

Lights and/or audible tones triggered on some threshold of angle of attack have been developed and
used as a loss-of-control warning system for a large complement of aircraft and are effectively in use for
many current aircraft. However, in combat situations when pilot workload is great, other audible tones are
In tap and t-hp ituatin rnll ftr chiefly head-no-nf-the--nrknit mAnoverin0o it and/ar atudible tonen
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can easily be ignored.

In situations where aerodynamic buffet cannot be relied upon and pilot workload makes doubtful the
effectiveness of lights and/or audible tones for warning, stick shakers and rudder pedal shakers have
been developed and used as effective warning devices. However, rudder pedal shakers are useless when the
pilot is maneuvering with his feet on the floor.

In situations where more than loss-of-control warning is required, devices such as stick pushers have
been developed to provide a nose down pitching moment to reduce angle of attack when some maxiwum allowable
angle of attack has been reached. To guard against dynamic overshoot in angle of attack, pitch rate has
been used to lead the limit angle of attack in some stick pusher implementations. The system are
normally implemented so that they can be overriden by a large pilot breakout force. However many pilots
tend to dislike such systems, even if what the pilot is trying to do is wrong, sinct the system tends to
take control of the aircraft from the pilot. To handle high-angle-of-attack pitch-up problems, stick
pushers have been developed for the F-101 and F-104 aircraft and have been effectively in use for many
years on these aircraft.

In more recent years, Honeywell developed what they called a Boundary Control System for the Air
National Guard F-101 aircraft to handle the previously mentioned pitch-up problem. This system is similar
to a stick pusher but with one particularly important diff2rence. Rather than pushing the stick forward
at the switching boundary, the Boundary Control System acts as a moving-stick stop in that once a limit
value of angle of attack and weighted pitch rate is reached, further aft motion of the stick Is not possi-
ble unless the pilot applies a sufficiently large pull force to override the automatic system. This
system is more readily acceptable to pilots since it appears to be a natural characteristic of the vehicle
rather than the artificial feeling of the stick pusher pulling the stick from the pilot's hands.

In 1959, in time between the development of the stick pusher and the Boundary Control System, the
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (CAL) performed a particularly noteworthy effort with regards to a high-
angle-of-attack, loss-of-control problem on the F-7U aircraft (Reference 3). Rather than limiting air-
craft motions within some prescribed loss-of-control boundary, CAL took the approach of changing the loss-
of-control boundary through use of a control law tailored for high-angle-of-attack flight. A large forward
vertical canard was itistalled on the aircraft to provide directional control power at high angles of
attack for use in stabilization of the aircraft through an ap-r feedback loop. This is stability axis yaw
rate. By closing the directional axis loop in this manner, the ai:craft tended to roll about its velocity
vector rather than an axis near the aircraft longitudinal body axis. In this way, during high-angle-of-
attack rolling flight, sideslip angle is held near zero. By minimizing sideslip excursions in high-angle-
of-attack rolling flight in this manntt the post-stall gyration problem of the F-7U was effectively handled
at leapt on an experimental basis.

In 1971, NASA Langley Research Center demonstrated the concept of an automatic spin preventer on ane
of their F-ll1 free-flight drop models (Reference 4). The system was triggered when fixed levels of angle
of attack and yaw rate were exceeded. The system was attempting to sense the incipient spin. When the
boundary was exceeded, normal spin recover controls were automatically applied. A normal accelerometer
sensed whether the incipient spin was erect or inverted and tha sign of the yaw rate determined the sense
of the lateral and directional controls required. Spin recovery controls were automatically held until
angle of attack and yaw rate had returned to levels consistent with controlled flight at which tiae the
automatic system returned control of the drop model to the operator. This system was demonstrated to be
effective in preventing the spin of the dynamically-scale free-flight drop model of the F-111 aircraft.

In the early 1970's General Dynamics developed and tested on an F-Ill aircraft a Stall Inhibiting
System (SIS) (Reference 5). This system was designed to inhibit loss of control at high angles of attack
and was triggered on angle of attack alone. The SIS consisted of two basic parts. One part was called an
Angle-of-Attack Limiter and the other was called a Beta Reducer. The Angle-of-Attack Limiter was activated
when the switching boundary had been exceeded and the stabilator was then driven in rroportion to the
difference between the measured angle of attack and the switching boundary to eventually limit angle of
attack. This system operated in conjunction with the normal longitudinal command aigmentation system (CAS)
of the F-ll and reduced CAS gains above the switching boundary. The Beta Reducer was also triggered when
another switching value of angle of attack had been exceeded. At this time additional augmentation loops
(rolling tail to rudder interconnect with angle of attack and stability axis yaw rate to rudder feedback)
were activated to heavily damp the directional axis to drive sideslip angle near zero. The total system
was implemented to drive the control surfaces, not the stick, so that again the characterictics appear to
be the natural characteristics of the aircraft. However, since CAS gains are reduced and angle of attack
to elevator feedback is initiated above the switching boundary, stick forces are increased and CAS nose-up
authority is reduced. The system was refined and worked well during the flight test program.

In 1973 the Calapan Corporation performed a design study and manned simulation of an automatic depar-
ture prevention system for the A-7D aircraft (Reference 6). In one fundamental aspect this system is
different than all of the limiting systems described above. It not only provided a limiting function, but
it also improved high-angle-cf-attack ctability and allowed the simulator pilots to take advantage of an
expanded usable maneuver enveLope. The approach taken during the study phase of the effort was to establish
the sensitivity of aircraft loss of control to variations in parameters such as angle of attack, sideslip
angle, Mach number, roll rate, turn rate, and center-of-gravity position. Based upon wind tunnel data
analysis. digital simulation, and existing flight test information, a definite trend of angle of attack
required for loss of control decreasing with increasing sideslip angle was established for the A-7D. Based
upon this analysis a switching boundary was formulated for the limiting flight control system. The
boundary was a function of not only angle of attack biased by weighted pitch rate but also a function of
the magnitude of the sideslip. This Aoproach was in consonance with the concept of allowing for the maxi-
mum level of maneuverability while guarding against loss of control. The control laws developed during
this effort were similar in concept to those developed ftr the SIS. Angle of attack was retarded in pro-
portion to state variable excursions beyond the switching boundary, and at the switching boundary heavy
directional augmentation was initiated to reduce sideslip angle toward zero. The directional augmentation

th-ora -7D au..tntation beyond the switching boundary was based upon sideslip angle, the



were left as variables during the simulation to allow for optimization of the system with the pilot in the

loop. This system, its implenentation, the simulation, and results will be discussed in detail in the
next section.

As can be seen, there is a great range of limiting flight control systems that have been designed to
address the myriad of problems that are classed as high-angle-of-attack loss-of-control problems. Such
factors as pilot acceptability, system effectiveness, system cost, and con: 'exity must be considered when
choosing the approach to solving such problems. A syotem that is interruptive will not likely receive
pilot acceptance. A system which operates in a manner to appear to the pilot to be the natural response
of the aircraft can more readily obtain pilot acceptance if it is also reliable and effective. The
system described in the next section has promise of being such a system. The final proof of such a con-
cept has to be flight test demonstration.

A CURRENT CONCEPT

Reference 6 documents the conceptual design, breadboard development, and pilot-in-the-loop evalua-
tion of an automatic departure prevention system for fighter aircraft. Using the A-7D as the study air-
craft, a departure boundary characterized by angle of attack and sideslip angle was determined from the
available data. The departure boundary was then used to help design an automatic departure preventer.
The departure preventer provides automatic control inputs to the pitch ind yaw axes. Based upon analysis
and simulation results, the automatic departure prevention device works smoothly and will benefit the
A-7D aircraft. With the departure proventer, the pilots could maneuver freely, with great confidence,
and use the full capability of the airplane well beyond the present departure boundary. The program
documented in Reference 6 consisted of five phases: analysis, design, digital simulation, fabrication
of breadboard hardware, and piloted ground simulation.

The goal of the departure preventer was to deter the pilot from departing the aircraft from controlled
flight without degrading its full operational flight envelope. In the study and simulation effort, this
goal was exceeded since the departure preventer designed was not only capable of preventing loss of con-
trol but it was also capable of expanding t~e A-7D's flight envelope. To achieve this goal the system
was designed to permit the aircraft to fly along the departure boundary rather than to force the aircraft
from it. Clearly, the determination of the departure or loss-of-control boundary is the first step
toward designing such a system. The departure boundary is considered analytically to be a stability
boundary. Determination of the boundary was based upon the use of semi-analytical methods relying heavily
on digital computer simulation and physical considerations. A stability criterion based on an autonomous
system description with initial conditions but without control inputs was selected in that it was readily
amenable to digital computer simulation.

The stall approach and dnparture charactteistics of the A-7D are as follows. For normal 1 "g" stalls
in the cruise configuration, buffet onset occurL at 11.5 to 13.5 degrees of angle of attack and increases
in intensty until stall, which occurs at approximately 21 degrees of angle of attack. The stall charac-
teristics of the A-7D are fairly independent of external store arrangement and Mach number. From buffet
onset to the stall, a relatively wide range of angle of attack exists (as high as 10 degrees). As the
angle of attack is increased beyond buffet onset, the intensity of the buffet slowly increases for a while
then stays constant, providing inadequate stall warning. The A-7D stall is defined as a directional
divergence (nose slice) in either direction accompanied by a wing drop in the direction of yaw. Recovery
during departure is immediate if the stick Is returned to neutral and released while simultaneously
applying opposite rudder provided this action is taken before approximately 20 degrees of yaw is reached.

In determining the departure boundary, the available flight test data were first surveyed to see if
there existed general trends of the major state variables such as angle of attack, sideslip angle, yaw
rate, etc., at the departure. The high-angle-of-attack wind tunnel data were then analyzed with the

pr &.ry emphasis placed on the lateral-directional static derivatives, CnS (a. 8) and Ctk (a, 0). Calcula-
tions using the high-angle-of-attack wind tunnel data showed that the lateral and directional static deriva-
tives were strongly affected by the angle of attack as well as the anale of sideslip. These characteristics

are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Examination of stall approach flight test time histories and full-scale
spin evaluation tests on the A-7B/A and the A-7D revealed a general trend of angle of attack versus side-
slip angle in the vicinity of departure. When the sideslip angle was large, the angle of attack at the
departure tended to be smaller. Other variables such as angular velocities and aileron position were
also studied for a recognizable correlation with departure; however, there was no definable trend for
these variables.

A nonlinear six-degree-of-freedom digital computer program incorporating the A-7D wind tunnel data
for high angles of attack was used to establish the departure boundary by applying several values of the
initial sideslip angle from some isolated equilibrium conditions in the vicinity of departure. As shown
in Figure 4, the six-degree-of-freedom digital simulation verified a general trend of angle of attack
versus sideslip angle at the departure. The a-$ departure boundary is defined by

0*- Cl - C2 li Ial < 0

- C1 - 30 C2  11 - 0 (1)

where Cl - 20, C2 - 0.2. The effects of the e.g. location, gross weight, and turn rates (up to 15 deg/sec
and 3.5 "g" level turns) were determined and were found to be relatively insignificant.

An attempt was made in che program to correlate the wind tunnel data with the flight test data avail-
able. Because of the relatively low quality of the flight test data, no further attempt was made to
identify the stability and cuntrol parnmeters of the A-7D aircraft to achieve a better representation of

the aerodynamic coefficients fnr computer simulation. However, to allow for possible discrepancy of the
wind tunnel data and the full-scale A-7D aircraft aerodynamic characteristics, the coefficients, C1 and C2,
were varied in the digital program and their effects were evaluated in the design of the departure preventer.
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Thus, the theoretical basis used in establishing the loss-of-control boundary was the stability of

the autonomous system at some isolated equilibrium states in the near-departure region. Relying on
physical considerations and digital computer simulation, a simplified departure boundary described by

* only two major state variables, angle of attack and sideslip anglc, was determined.

The design objectives of the departures preventer were twofold. The preventer must be able to
prevent the aircraft from departing the full operational flight envelope of the aircraft. The preventer
must be automatic, simple, and readily adaptable to the existing A-7D flight control system.

To meet the second design objective, the preventer must work within the existing automatic flight
control system (AFCS) of the A-7D. Schematic diagrams of the pitch axis and yaw axis of the A-7D auto-
matic flight control system are shown itt Figures 5 and L respectively. The departure preventer inputs are
also shown in the schematics.

A schematic for the lateral axis is not shown. Early in the design of the departure preventer, con-

sideration was given to the neutralization of the lateral control upon activation of the departure pre-
venter. A scheme utilizing a proportional plus integral nullification of pilot and AFCS lateral commands
was mechanized on the breadbovid of the departure preventer. However, with the longitudinal portio. of
the departure preventer which tends to limit the excursion of angle of attack beyond the departure
boundary, and with the directicnal portion of the departure preventer which nullifies the sideslip, the
lateral control portion of the departure preventer became unnecessary. This allowed the pilot to freely
use the lateral control for roll maneuver upon activation of the departure preventer.

To reet the first design objective cited above, and in view of the previously determined departure
boundary, the device should command a longitudinal control action necessary to regulate the aircraft motion
at the departure boundary. At a given angle of attack in the stall/departure region, a nose-down moment
must be automatically applied to reduce the angle of attack whenever the angle of sideslip exceeds the
boundary. In addition, at a given sideslip angle, a nose-down moment must be automatically applied to
reduce the angle of attack whenever the angle of attack exceeds the boundary. The sideslip should be
reduced or eliminated in the stall/departure region to increase the maximum usable angle of attack to its
full capability for the aircraft. To achieve this, the directional stiffness of the aircrafz should be
augmented at the stall/departure boundary, and furthermore the aircraft should be restricted to roll
about its flight path.

To regulate te angle of attack along the departure boundary, a simple proportional control law for
the longitudinal control may be used.

= Kl (a-a*) if e-0*2 0

. 0 if a-a*< 0 (2)

where a* is the relation for the departure boundary previously given. With proper selection of K1 , the
steady state offset resulting from the proportional control will permit the pilot to use the full capability
of the aircraft well beyond the previous departure angle of _ttack towards the conventional aerodynamic
stall. For the A-7D, maximum lift coefficient occurs between 28 and 30 angle of attack, depending on
the unit horizontal tail (UHT) position. Based upon the above control law and the departure boundary rela-
tion, once activated, the departure preventer will command a trailing-edge-down UHT whenever a or 101 or
both increase, thereby achieving the desired function. Notice that as defined, the control law for the
longitudinal portion of the departure preventer will cause no transient with its activation or deactivation.

To the directional control, the main departure prevention function is to keep sideslip angle small.
This is accomplished by use of a proportional plus integral feedback of sideslip angle to the rudder in
addition to the feedback of stability-axis yaw rate, rs, to the rudder.

6rd' 'K40 + K5 f 8dt + Krs If 0-a*1 0

" 0 if a-a*, 0 (3)

The use of the stability axis yaw rate feedback to the rudder is to restrict the airplane to roll about
its flight path. It also tends to minimize the effect of inertia coupling from the longitudinal to lateral-
directional motions which is a very desirab4, feature. The use of the proportional plus integral feedback
of sideslip angle to the rudder was aimed at keeping sideslip angle near zero in the near-departure region,
since there are no known maneuvers that call for intentional sideslip in the post-stall region. As a
matter of fact, since rolling is not restricted, integral of sideslip angle feedback is required when the
bank angle is large ("90 ). With large bank angle, the gravitational force can develop substantial side
force and thereby generate a large sideslip. Through use of integral of sideslip angle feedback, the angle
of siaeslip can be reduced.

Some modifications of the above set of simple control laws were required to achieve bette." departure
prevention. First, the switching boundary that activates the departure preventer was modified to include
an anticipation term, C3O, to account for rapid changes in angle of attack during maneuvers. The modified
switching boundary became

Q, C1 - C2 101 - C3& (4)

Ir, the presence ef turbulence, the anticipation term could become exceosively large, thereby causing
"premature" activation and deactivation of the departure preventer. Neglecting the effect of speed changes,
which are slow by comparison, the rate of change of angle of attack may be approximated oy

a(S) - S (5)
S - L' q(S)

Vo
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Subsequent digital simulation shoved that substitution of the lead term (S/S+.25)q(S) for a direct L et

proved to be adequate and desirable. The switching boundary became in final form

0* - C1 - C2 101 - C3 (S/S+.25)q (6)

The longitudinal control law remained

Sad - Ki (a-O) , a-a*1 0

a-0 ,a-a*< 0 (7)

where a* as defined above gives the elevator control in final form

aed = K1 (0-cl-c2 1s1 + C3 (S/S+.25)q] , a-c* 0

0Q-*< 0 (8)

The modifications and refinement of the directional control law were pursued in the following two
areas; the yaw rate feedback and the proportional gain of the saeslip angle feedback. To provide better
steady-state performance in a coordinated turn, the pure proportional gain for the stability-axis yaw
rate feedback loop was replaced by a high-pass circuit with a washout time constant of approximately one
second. This time constant and gain were determined from a root locus aralysis using the linearized
lateral-directional equations of motion. The directional control law for the departure preventer finally
took the following form:

K5  K7 S
6rd  (K4 + -) +y-, (r - ap), c-afc 0

0 , a-*< 0 (9)

It should be noted that the integrator in the above expression does not start to integrate until a-a*
exceeds zero. If ei-a* becomes less than zero, the integrator resets the zero output, thus assuring that
the integrator has a zero initial condition when the departure preventer is activated. The form of the
proportional gain of the sideslip angle teedback to the rudder, K4, is modified to be a function of a-a*
rather than just a constant such as K5 and K7 . Two factors were considered in this modification: (1) to
prevent the undesirable transients in the lateral-directional motion of the aircraft associated with the
activation and the deactivation of the departure preenter because of nonzero sideslip angle and (2) to
compensate for Cn, which is a function of both a and l0l.

The initial determination of departure prevei,,er gains was based largely on physical considerb' tons.
For example, K4 was chosen so that when a~a* - 2 - 4" , the value of the augmented directional statit
stability, Cng(a) + K4 Cn6r(a), would achieve the level of Cno at low angles of attack, say at a - 0 to 10.

The stability-axis yaw rate feedback gain K7 was initially determined such that at Dutch roll frequency
and above, the augmented effective cross coupled damping Np and Lr would be predominantly aerodynamic and
the effect of inertial coupling due to the pitch rate would be minimized. These gains ard others were
finally determined using six-degree-of-freedom nonlinear digital simulation. The nominal values along
with the switching boundary are listed in Table 1.

The Calspan ground-based simulation that was used in the Reference 6 study is a fixed-base simulator
with an outside view display and a full instrument panel display. The aileron and elevator control is a
standard stick with a two-degree-of-freedom electrohydraulic feel system. The rudder pedals are loaded
with a mechanical spring. The elevator-aileron system is able to simulate breakout forces and hysteresis
characteristics and control system dynamics. Summing points are provided to permit signals for simulation
of bobweights, etc.

A full instrument panel is provided with aircraft and engine instruments. Full maneuvering capability
is simulated in that the equations are scaled for outside view display, a "line drawing view" is computer-
generated and presented on a large CRT with intensity modulation. A high-resolution TV camera views the
oscilloscope presentation and transmits it to a 1,000 line, high-intensity TV projection tube which projects
the image on the rear of a translucent screen. The screen is in front of the simulator. The field if
view is ±30' horizontal, 37 vertically up and 7 vertically down.

For the computations, a hybrid computer facility is used. The aerodynamic data and equations of
motion arc solved by the digital computer. The coutro± system dynamics and associated nonlinear functions
are solved on analog computers which also drive the instruments.

A flyable target airplane image was generated for the heads-up pursuit tracking. The target airplane
aerodynamics are simplified and only a stick is needed to manually fly the target airplane. The target
airplane image represented a delta wing airplane, presented to the pursuing pilot always in a proper
perspective.

A rigorous pre-evaluation of the departure preventer was performed prior to any formal evaluations.
These pre-evalutions examined the characteristics of the device and determined the most efficacious gain
settings to prevent departures while not reducing the pilot's capabilties with the simulated A-7 airplane.
Initially, many maneuvers were flown, purposely entering the departure region and also using pro-spin con-
trol inputs. During this phase many gain levels were explored until departure-free maneuvering was
attained.

As a result of the pre-evalustion tests, the following characteristics were chosen for the formal
evaluation:
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a. Switching Boundary:

= C1 - C2 Il - C3 (S/(S+. 25)q (10)

where C1 - Switching boundaries at 18 sad 200 and 220 angle of attack for zero sideslip

C2 - A switching slope of 0.2 deg/deg

C3 a 0.1 deg/deg/deg

b. Departure Preventer:

6ed - 1.0 (a-a*) (11)

sad •0 (12)

0.5 1.5S
ard (K4 -T ) + -(r - ap) (13)

where

K4 = - .14 (u-a*) (14)

The rating scale and comment card for the formal evaluations were as follows:

Rating Scale:

a. Much improved over A-7, can use full capability of airplane with confidence.

b. Better than A-7, but with some shortcomings.

c. No improvement over A-7.

d. Worse than A-7.

Comment Card:

a. Does departure preventer operate smoothly and satisfactorily?

b. Do you have confidence in the total system?

The planned evaluation matricies were as follows:

SWITCHING BOUNDARY 1 : C = 18

DEPARTURE PREVENTER DEPARTURE PREVENTER DEPARIVRE PREVENTER
WITH ELEVATOR AFCS WITH ELEVATOR AFCS WITH ELEVATOR AFCS
AUTHORITY OF 4.80 AUTHORITY OF 9.6* AUTHORITY OF 14.40

PILOT EVAL ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF

~1
1 2

3

In the matrix, the starred runs were all nominal airplane with an elevator AFCS authority of 4.8

degrees.

An identic"l matrix was made for Switching Boundary 2, C1 - 20 degrees, and it was planned that each

pilot would experience the sawe matrix of runs.

For the evaluation runs, a pursuit tracking task was performed. The target airplane was initially
two railer directly ahead of the pursuing airplane and both airplanes were at the same altitude and identical
airspeed in trimmed flight. The pursuing pilot would fly the simulated A-7 to a relatively close position
(100 to 300 ft) behind the target airplane at which time the target airplane was maneuvered in climbing

turns which the pursuit pilot followed. This resulted in a scissors maneuver between the two airplanes

and gradual lose of airspeed that took the pursuing aircraft into the departure region.

The results of the forml evaluation stabilized very rapidly as is indicated by the relative ratings

which are presented in Table 11.

There are several points that can be gleaned trom the pilot's comments.

From the ratings it appears that the pilots were insensitive to the difference in switching boundary.

They were able to discern the difference In swicchin8 boundary, but except for one case, the difference

had an inuilnificant effect athe rating.

As formal evaluations proceeded, the test conductors quickly became aware that the pilots' comments

and rating
s 
war* consistent and vary stable. Because of the attained sability of comments and rating

s
.

an opportunity to deviate from the planned matrix was taken in order to expand the formal evaluations.



The '-7 has an AFCS cut-out in the lateral mode for angles of attack above eighteen degrees. One
of the p~l.,ta did ten eealuations where the automatic cut-out feature wa Inactivated. No changs In

the pilc comments or piloc ratings were observed.

The analytical and experimental studies of Reference 6 led to the following conclusions:

a. The simplified departure boundary, which is characterized by only the two major parameters,
the angle of attack, and the angle of sideslip, has been sh"'- tr be desirable and adequate for use in
the design of the departure preventer for the A-7D aircraft.

b. A switching bounder) based upon the a- 1BI departure boundary and the time rate of change
of a (or its substitute using pitch rate passing through a high pass filter) for aetivation and deactiva-
tion has provided a natural means to design a departure preventer. The nonlinear longitudinal control
law is a function of the magnitude of the sideslip as well as of the lateral-directional state variables,
and the nonlinear directional control law is a function of the angle of attack as well as the lateral-
directional state variables. Furthermore, the concept permits these devices to be deactivated outside
the dangerous stall departure region.

c. The evaluation pilots consider the departure preventer, which when activated automatically
commands the longitudinal control (UHT) and the directional control (rudder), has been shown to be very
desirable. It works smoothly, and it permits the pilot to use an expanded maneuvering capability of the
aircraft with confidence.

RECOMMENDED APPROACH TO LOSS-OF-CONTROL PROBLEMS AND LIMITING

The potential for loss of control at high angles of attack should be addressed by the aircraft
designer from the very beginning of conceptual design. Steps should be taken to insure that the data
necessary to determine high-angle-of-attack flight dynamics is available as early as possible so that
if a serious problem or design deiiciency is uncovered, the designer has a chance to solve the problem
during the design phase before a costly retrofit program and/or acceptancc of operational limitations
are required.

In general, greater attention should be paid to aerodynamic design practices tailored for good high-
angle-of-attack characteristics. The fundamental concept is to get the bust high-angle-of-attack charac-
teristics through fundamental aerodynamic design practices that can be afforded when weighed against

F performance, cost, and complexity. Improvements in this area are likely to directly benefit maneuverability

and flight safety.

Having arrived at a basic aerodynamic design, flight control design practices can be used to further
enhance high-angle-of-attack flying qualities. Attention has to be paid to the nonlinear and highly-
coupled phenomena normally encountered at high angles of attack when formulating the augmentation system
control laws and sufficient aerodynamic control power must be provided for the control system to effectively
do its job. If a departure or loss-of-control boundary exists for the bare airframe, proper control
system design may eliminate the loss-of-control problem without .imiting.

At this point, the augmented aircraft high-angle-of-attack characteristics can be established. If
a serious loss-of-control problem is still expected, at this time a limiting system should be incorporated
into the design. The limiter should be incorporated only if necessary.

The general trend for limiting systems has been to add them on an ad hoc basis once a problem has
been identified through flight test or operational experience. Not until recently, with the advent of
CCV aircraft which are statically unstable over a relatively wide range of flight conditions, has the
incorporation of a limiting system during the aircraft design phase been seen. However, if the insta-.
bilities for a particular CCV design are strong enough at high angles of attack and the associated aero-
dynamic control power available at these angles of attack is not sufficient to return the aircraft to
lower angles of attack, the limiting system must not allow transients to these angles of attack or the
aircraft may be locked into an unLontrollable trim condition much as the deep stall condition. However,
consider the tail-slide maneuver. If the pilot wants the aircraft to go dead in the air during a vertical
maneuver, he can do it against any current limiting system concept. In this situation the aircraft will
slide back and encounter angles of attack near 180" and may never return to low angles of attack due to
control power deficiencies versus aerodynamic instabilities at high angles of attack. Future CCV design
trends towards strongly statically unstable aircraft may require the incorporation of a Vmin limiting
system to insur- that the aircraft will not go dead in the air and to insure that sufficient dynamic
pressure is available to allow the limiting flight control system to do its job. A Voin limiting system
could be designed through use of engine thrust And pitch attitude as the control variables.
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TABLE I

SWITCHING BOUNDARY COEFFICIENTS
AND DEPARTURE PREVENTER GAINS

PARAIMETERS NOMINAL GAINS

C1  18 - 20 (deg)

SWITCHING
BOUNDARY C2  .13- .20 (deg/deg)

C3  .10- .30 (deg/deg/sec)

K1  1.0- 3.0 (deg/deg)

DEPARTURE K4  -. 14(d-Al) (deg/deg)
PREVENTER K5  -.5 (1/sec)

K7  1.5 (deg/sec/sec)

7[

TABLE TI

RELATIVE RATINGS (* IS NO'MAL AIRPLANE)

SB
1

DPa _DPb DP

PILOT RUN O.. OFF - OFF O. O

1 A+ C* A+ C* A+ C*
1 - ._A+ C A+ C* A B*

2 1 A C* A C* A C*

S3

1 A+ C+ C* A+ C*
2 A CA B C* A+ C*

2 1 A C* A C* A C*

SUMMARIZED COMMENTS FROM BOTH PILOTS

Primary Great, Seems no Great, Seems no .reat, Seems no
reason smooth, can dhffernt smooth, can different smooth, can different
for use full then use full than ,se full th n
rating capability normal A-7 capability normal A-7 apability normal A-7

of airplane of airplane of airplane
with confi- with confi- aith confi-
dence Jence en'e
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ASYMMETRIC AERODYNAMIC FORCES ON AIRCRAFT FOREBODIES AT HIGH ANGLES OF ATTACK - SOME DESIGN GUIDES

by

Gary T. Cheman, Earl R. Keener and Gerald N. Malcolm
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Moffett Field, California 94035

SUMMARY

This paper reviews the problem of aerodynamic side forces on forebodies produced by two types of
flow: asymmetric vortices on bodies of revolution and nonuniform flow separation on square bodies with
rounded corners under spinning conditions. Steady side forces that can be as large as the normal force
are produced by asymmetric vortices on pointed forebodies. This side force has a larqe vdriation with
Reynolds number, decreases rapidly with Mach number, and can be nearly eliminated with small nose blunt-
ness or strakes, The angle of attack where the side force first occurs depends primarily on body geometry.
The theoretical techniques to predict these side forces are necessarily semi-empirical because the basic
phenomenon is not well understood. The side forces produced by nonuniform flow separation under spinning
conditions depend extensively on spin rate, angle of attack, and Reynolds number. The application of
simple crossflow theory to predict this side force is inadequate much below angles of attack of 90.

1. INTRODUCTION

The flow field about an aircraft at high angles of attack is very complex. Typical of this flow are
extensive, nc,,uniform areas of separated flow, wing vortices that may have burst and forebody vortlc s
that may be asyn.,etric. All of these features can lead to highly nonlinear aerodynamic characteristics,
and some are potentialy disastrous for maneuvering aircraft.

Traditionally, studies of aircraft stall/spin problems have focused on the wing and tail flow fields.
Early investigations (in the 1950's) of the effect of forebody shape ahead of the wing (ref. 1) concen-
tratcd on two-dimensional testing of the cross-sectional shape. It was found that forebody shape could
have considerable influence on the spin and spin-recovery characteristics and that the Reynolds number
could have considerable influence on whether the nose provides damping or autorotational moments. One of
the first studies of the autorotational effect of the forebody under spinning conditions using a rotary
model (Clarkson, ref, 2) revealed that the fuselage nose, rather than the wing, can be the major source of
autorotative moment. For about 10 years, until the late 1960's, ttie fu.ldamental aerodynamics of the
stall/spin problem remained unexplored, although great progress was made in reducing the number of
accidents by spin-testing aircraft models. In the meantime, the problem was magnified with the advent of
high-performance aircraft designed to operate at high angles of attack, conditions that were encountered
only inadvertently bj previous aircraft. Continual loss of high-performance aircraft due to control
problems resulted in an extensive wind-tunnel study of these aircraft. Generally, such studies found that
strong side forces and yawing moments occurred at zero sideslip when the angle of attack was large, as
illustrated in figure 1 (results from Chambers et al., ref. 3). This side force was shown to be a result
of an asymmetric vortex system, which was first discovered in flow studies on long bodies by Allen and
Perkins (rer. 4) and first measured by Letko (ref. 5). In th last few years, this phenomenon has
received considerable study (refs. 6-14). The resulting side force and yawing moment can be large and
could contribute to lc:s of control of high-performance aircratt.

This paper examines asymmetric forces associated with aircraft forebodies. Primary emphasis will be
put on the forces and moments produced by asymmetric vort;ces on circular or near circular shapes. A
brief discussion of the side forces produced by nonuniform separation on spinning forebodies having square
cross sections with rounded corners will also be given. Further details of the data presented can be
nhtained from references 12 to 14.

2. ASYMMETRIC VORTEX FLOW

The basic phenomena considered here can best be described by referring to figure 2. At low angles of
attack, the vortex flow around a pointed body of revolution is symmetrical (fig. 2(a)). The aerodynamic
forces and moments on the body are readily calculated by semi-empirical methods such as given in Nielsen's
book on missile aerodynamics (ref. 15). When the body is pitched to higher angles of attack, thi:
symmetric vortex system is unstable and the vortex sheet tears, leading to a series of alternating free
vortices (like a Karman vortex street but stationary), with those near the body still connected by a
feeding sheet (fig. 2(b)). The number of alternate vortices depends on the angle of attack and length of
the body. In the crc-sflow plane, the flow resembles the flow about an impulsively started cylinder.
(See reference 7 for !,tails of this flow on long bodies.) Fo- aircraft where only the forrhody exists
(wings prevent afterbody vortices), there are only three to five of these vortices.

An extensive study of fo,'ebody aerodynamics is underway at Ames Research Center. This study has two
basic objectives: first, to better define the flow phenomena to allow better theoretical modeling and,
second, to provide design guidelines to determine under what conditions the phenomena occur and how it
can be eliminated or reduced in strength. Figure 3 shows the forebody configu,*ations that have been
studied (refs. 12,13). Base diameters were 15.24 cm for models 1, 2, and 3; 18.82 cm for model 4; and
13.21 • 18.87 cm for model 5. Wind-tunnel tests have been conducted over a wide range of Reynolds
numbers, Mach numbers, and angles of attack.

A typical example of the side force vs. angle of attack for the ;/d = 3.5 tangent ogive is shown in
figure 4. For comparison, the result from Coe et al. (ref. 9) on a geometrically identical body tested at
Langley Research Center is shown. Although the direction (sign) of the side force is different (there is
no reason that they should be the same), the basic shape and magnitude are similar. Also shown is the
normal-force curve. Note that the side force is larger than the normal force at some angles of attack.



Three main features of this side-force variation with angle of attack will now be considFred in more
detail: (1) the anple of attack at which the side force first occurs, to be called angle of onset; (2) the
maximim value of the side force; and (3) the upper limit of angle of attack where the side force returns
to zero, to be called the upper limit. In addition, consideration will be given to methoas of alleviating
the side force, the stability of the asymmetric vortex system, and finally methods of predicting the side
forces.

2.1 Angle of Onset

The geometry was fouri to be the primary variable that affected the angle of onset. Figure 5 shows
side forces vs. angle of attack for the four bodies of revolution and the elliptical body. Note that the
angle of onset varies from 200 to 350 depending on body geometry, with high fineness-ratio bodies having
lower angles of onset (compare the 2/d = 3.5 and 5.0 tangent ogives). No other variable (Reynolds number,
Mach number, etc.) had a significant impact on the angle of onset.

It was found that the angle of onset could be correlated with the forebody half angle (fig. 6). Data
from several sources are included. Although there is some scatter, the data for pointed circular fore-
bodies (fig. 6(a)) falls along the line given by a, onset - 2 SN. Note in figure 6(b) that the angle of
on..zt for the elliptic tangent ogive tested in both positions of major axis horizontal and vertical is
significantly lower than that of the corresponding circular tangent ogive with the same planform
length/span ratio. For forebodies with afterbodies, onset occurs at lower angles of attack depending on
body length (fig. 6(c)). Data points for three aircraft configurations are also show.@. For the air-raft,
onset generally occurs at angles of attack similar to forebodies alone or higher, indicating that the
wings may suppress the formation of asymmetric vortices.

2.2 Maximum Side Fo-ce

As noted earlier, the maximum side force can be as large as the normal force for the forebody alone.
The side force, once it starts to build up, can switch directions (see the cone data in figure 5). This
can be a result of either an instability of the vortex system (there is no reason that it should be left
or right) or the vortex feeding sheet may be tearing, forming a new free vortex and starting a new bound
vortex. (This point on vortex stability is discussed later.) Besides being generally dependent on
geometry, as shown in figure 5, the maximum side force is also strongly dependent on Reynolds number and
Mach number. The effect of Reynolds number on Cy is shown in figure 7. Not only the maximum value of Cy
changes with Reynolds number but the shape of the curve changes as well. As noted before, the one point
that does not change significantly is the angle of onset. At this time, the behavior of Cy with Reynolds
number is not understood.

The influence of Mach number is such that the maximum side force decreases with increasing Mach
number, as illustrated in figure 8 where it is also seen that the maximum Mach number at which a side
force occurs is higher for the more slender forebodies.

2.3 Upper Ltrim

As shown in figures 4, 5, and 7, the side force has decreased to zero near an angle of attack of
about 700, with small variation, depending on flow conditions and geometry. Above this ang"e of attack.
the flow characteristics have most likely changed to those of d wake-type flow.

2.4 Alleviation of Side Force

The potentially disastr-ous effects that the large side force and yawing moment could 'iave on aircraft
control has led to an extensive study of methods to alleviate the side force. Two different methods have
generally been used: blunt the tip of the torebody and attach small strake5 near the tip. Both techniques
seem to be effective. For example (fig. 9), three different degrees of bluntness were tried on the
./d - 3.5 tangent ogive. The intermediate bluntness (rw /rd = 0.084) gave the best results, practicallyeiiminating the side fuf~e. Tuu,,,u-Ih blurnbiess iiht resolt in a sizeable sidc force (ref. 6). These
results were not significantly altered by the other flow variables or by geometry. Similar results were
obtained with small strakes. The drastic change from asymmetric to symmetric flow in the flow pattern
with additional bluntness or strakes is illustrated by the oil flow pictures in figure 10. Since many

aircraft use nose booms for air data sensors, a simulated nose boom was tested and also found to greatly
reduce the side force.

2.5 Stability o:Asymm~etric- Vortices

We have thus far assumed that the asymmetric vortices are stable and have deferred questions con-
cerning the direction of the asymmetric force, left or right. Various tests were performed to determine
the s'ability of the asymmetric vortex pattern, particularly to assess the sensitivity of its orientation
to the budy. These tests are described briefly.

Two means of mounting the model in the tunnel were used to assure that results were independent of
mounting. Most of the low-speed data were obtained with the model mounted from the floor, the .tandard
high-angle-of-attack test procedure used in the 12-Foot Pressure Tunnel at Ames Research Center. One set
of tests was conducted with the model mounted on a bent sting from the blade strut. The results dt low
speed were basically the same.

To check the ef(ects ot the flow around the base of the forebodies, particularly at high angle of
attack, an afterbody 3.5 diameters long was attached to he sting but not to the forebody. Again the data
were basically the same as for the forebody alone. These facts, along 4ith the good agreement with the
Langley data (fig 3), indicate that reliable data could be obtained on this rather unusual phenomenon,

Next a series of tests was performed to determine the origin of the asymmetric vortices. First,
the model was tested with tha entire body in various roll positions. Then it was tested with only the
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removable nose tip (the forward 19t) of the body rolled. The latter results are shown in figure 11. The
results are basically the same as for rolling the complete model, indicating the importance of the nose
region. Previous studies have shown and these data also show that small imperfections at the tip are
responsible for establishing the direction of the asymmetry.

Next, to determine if the unsymmetric vortex system were stable, several different tests were con-
ducted. First, the model was sideslipped when there was a strong side force. An example of these data is
shown in figure 12. Here we see that it takes a sioeslip angle greater than 50 to change the side force
to the opposite direction. The results are very repeatable with no hysteresis. Second, a canopy was
added to the ;/d = 3.5 tangent ogive to see if its presence would upset the asymmetry. The results were
identical to the case without a canopy.

Finally, two sets of tests were run recently with a model spinning. First the model was spun about
the velocity vector at a = 450 (simulating a coning motion or a steep spin). The results of this test
are shown in figure 13 with a small insert sketch showing the mudel. The side force was measured
separately on the tangent ogive (v/d = 3.5) forebody portion of the model and on the cylindrical after-
body. The data are plotted vs. the dimensionless spin parameter (. = ./V), where . is the spin rate,
is the reference length, and V is the freestream velocity. At zero spin, we have the static side force

similar to that observed in the earlier test results just presented. Note that the side force is not
altered by the spin motion, indicating a very strong tendency to retain its asymmetri configuration.

The second spin test about the body axis was done on a 100 half-angle cone. Here the side force
behaved much as it did when the model was tested at various roll positions. As the roll velocity was
increased, the waveform of the side force as a function of roll angle was basically the same with only
small irregularities being eliminated with higher speed and the overall amplitude of the side force became
smaller. Reversing the direction of roll produced essentially the same result, but in reverse sequence.
The lack of an effect of rotation was also noted by Clark et al. (ref. 6).

In summary, the symmetric vortices, once formed, represent a very stable flow configuration.

2.6 Theoretical Predictions

Theoretical predictions of the phenomena of asynmetric vortex formations and the resulting asymmetric
forces are at an early stage of development. The earliest attempt was that of Thomson and Morrison
(ref. 7), who performed a creditable series of experiments which they analyzed by means of the so-called
impulsive crossflow analogy, which has subsequently been widely referenced.

Briefly, they correlated their observed vortex spacings and vortex strengths on long bodies to data
from a two-dimensional cylinder. The result was a prediction of the vortex crossflow drag force;
asy-inetric fnrces were not considered. Several attempts (refs. 16-21) have since been wade o predict
asymmetric forces using the impulsive crossflow analogy as formulated by Thomson and Morrison. The
approach of Wardlaw (ref. 17) was to use the basic vortex tracking ideas of Bryson (ref. 22) which in-
volves a solution in the crossflow plane, but modified to remove the symmetry constraint in a manner
similar to that used by Kuhn et al. (ref. 23) to calculate the vortex positions on a body spun about the
velocity vector. A more recent paper by Wardlaw included some refinements by treating the vortex as
composed of elemental vortices (ref. 18). All of these theoretical approaches are semi-empirical,
although the most recent one of Wardlaw (ref. 18) has removed some of the empirical inputs, In the final
analysis, however, none of these methods are satisfactory in computing the magnitude of the side force,
although there is some indication that they may be useful in predicting the angle of onset.

In closing the discussion of the theoretical prediction of the asymmetric vortex phenomena, a word of
caution is in order. All of the efforts to predict this phenomenon have drawn heavily on the impulsive
crossflow analogy. As powerful as this analogy is in comparing the phenomenalogical observations, it does
not have an analytical foundation. The methods get around this by simple empirical inputs, such as
separdtlon points, vortex strength, eL.. A true Lheoretical model for this difficult flow proble. is a
big challenge and must include the boundary-layer characteristics.

2.7 Some Design Guides

The foregoing material can be summarized in a few design guides. Figure 14 shows the angle-of-attack
boundaries tor the side-force phenomena for pointed forebodie:. At the lowest angle of attack is the
angle of onset boundary that is independent of Mach number and Reynolds number but dependent on geometry
(a: 26A). The upper limit decreases with increasing Mach number from a maximum of 800 at low speed to
600 atM = 0.3. Finally, as the Mach number increases, the side force goes to zero (solid points), which
is approximately bounded by M sin a = 0.5. Within this boundary, we can expect side forces as large as
the forebody normal force. Finally, this side force can be extensively reduced with small amounts of
bluntness or sma'l strakes.

3. NONUNIFORM SEPARATION ON NONCIRCULAR FOREBODIES

Fi n.. separation on noncircular bodies is now discussed, called "nonuniform separation" to distinguish
it from asymmetric separation on circular bodies. The simplest way to describe the difference between
nonuniform separated flow and asymmetric vortex flow is to use the illustrations in figure 15. rigure 15
illustrates an asymmetric vortex flow pattern as it mignt be observed in the crossflow plane of a circular
cylinder or circular cross-section forebody (as described previously). The flow separation
characteristically occurs near the maximum diameter on both sides if the angle of sideslip is zero, but
can be asymmetric when asymmetric vortices are shed which lead to side forces (shown by " ) Nonuniform
flow separation for noncitular bodies Is illustrated in figure 15(b), which shows a bod/ywith square
cross section and rounded ,.rners. The flow field for this type of body at zero sideslip angle (i.e.,
zero roll angle 3beut the body longitudinal axis for the two-dimensional case) is nomally symmetric
(exceptions occur In the critical crossflow regime). However, with small amounts of sideslip (or body
roll) two-dimensiondl tests (ref. 24, 25) have shown that at subcritical Reynolds numbers, the flow
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attaches at the near corner (windward side) and separates on the far corner (leeward side) and at super-
critical Reynolds numbers the flow is attached on both windward and leeward sides. This very nonuniform
flow behavior results in strong side forces that can either be into (+Cy as shown in Fig. 15(b)) or away
from (-Cy) the cross wind velocity component.

Some recent tests on models with this type of cross section have been conducted in the Ames 12-Foot
Pressure Wind Tunnel on a rotary spin apparatus (fig. 15(c). The nose cross section was a 7.62 cm
(3 in.) square with rounded corners of 1.9 cm (0.75 in.) radius. The total lensth of the nose was
approximately 26.7 cm (10.5 in.) including the hemispherical tip. A more eta led description is given
by Clarkson et al. (ref. 14). Force and moments were measured on the nose section alone and also for the
entire model, i-luding the circular center and tail sections, by use of force balances located in both
the nose and the rotating sting. In addition to tests at angles of attack of 900, where the flow is
essentially two-dimensional, tests at angles of attack of 45 , 600 and 750 were also conducted.

3.1 Angle of Attack and Reynolds Number Effects

A set of side-force coefficient data measured at two angles of attack (450 and 900) and over a range
of Reynolds numbers from subcritical to supercrltical is shown in figure 16 as a function of the
dimensionless spin parameter (sometimes referred to as the reduced frequency). Two important points
should be noted. First, at u = 900, the side force on the nose changes from a strong pro-spin contribu-
tion at low or subcritical Reynolds numbers to a strong antispin contribution at the higher or super-
critical Reynolds numbers. It is also possible to get asymmetric flow with resulting side forces with no
spin motion, particularly in the critical Reynolds number range. TI second major point is that at

= 450 the side force is antispin for all Reynolds numbers including the low Reynolds numbers. This is
not what one would expect on the basis of simple crossflow analogy concepts since the crossflow Reynolds
number at c 450 is 0.7 of the crossflow Reynolds number at Q = 900 for the same freestream Reynolds
number.

3.2 Comparison of Measured and Calculated Spin Coefficients

To assess the ability to predict spin coefficients, a comparison was made between the measured ipin
coefficient at a z 900 and a calculated spin coefficient based on two-dimensional static force data
determined at a variety of Reynolds numberb and body roll angles (at a = 900, the body roll angie in a
static test would correspond to the local body helix angle in a spin model). The method for computing
these coefficients is shown in reference 14. Computations were made for both supercritical and
subcritical flow cases (fig. 17). Two supercritical comparisons are shown in figure 17(a), one for an
initial body roll angle of 00 and one for 100. The agreement between measured and calculated co-
efficients is very good. Figure 17(b) shows a subcritical comparison at zero body roll and, although
the agreement is not as good as for the supercritical flow case, it does have the correct trend.

If one were to apply this comparison technique to the body at 450 using the crossflow Reynolds number
to determine the proper force calculation, there would obviously be total disagreement (fig. 16). At any
given freestream Reynolds number, the decrease in angle of attack from 900 to 450 results in a decrease of
the crossflow velocity vector and, consequently, crossflow Reynolds number. This means that flow charac-
teristics should look even more subcritical than at 900. However, the data show that at o x 45* !t low
Reynolds numbers, the side force indicates supercritical flow as was observed at high Reynolds numberi at
a = 900. The strong influence of axial flow and the resulting complex three-dimensional flow field are
the subjects of an active research program presently under way at Ames.

3.3 Some Design Guides

Unfortunate:y. there are not as yet many design guides available for nonuniform separated flows.
Some words of warning may be in order, however. First, testing at subcritical Reynolds numbers in free-
spin tunnels and on captive spin test apparatus as used here can lead to erroneous conclusions if one were
tn dirprtly apply the results to spin prediction of full scaic air:raft with supercrltical fluw. SeLund,
the application of simple crossflow ideas to calculate body forces on spinning aircraft near a s 900 (flat
spin case) may be valid, but for angles of attack less than tnat encountered in a very steep spin the cal-
culation would te totally inadequate. This reinforces the point made in an earlier section that
application of ,-ossflow analogy ideas in many cases may be misleading.

4. CONCLUDING REMtPKS

Two basically different types of forebody flow have been examined. The state of our understanding of
*he side forces and moment resulting from these flows has been discussed and some design and testing
guides proposed. Although much testing of these flows has been performed and much empirical understanding
exists, a considerable amount of basic knowledge is still lacking. Detailed flow measurements and
pressure distributions must be made to improve the state of knowledge. Finally, the crossflow analogy
ideas may be hindering an examination of these data with a co.ipletely open mind. The analogy has been a
valuable aid, but other flow models need to be considered.
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SUMMIARY

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has developed several
unique test techniques and facilities which are used to predict the stall/
spin characteristics of highly maneuverable military aircraft. The paper
discusses three of the more Important test techniques used at the Langley
and Ames Research Centers, including the objectives, advantages, and areas of
application of each technique. The techniques are (1) flight tests of
dynamically scaled models, (2) rotary-balance tests, and (3) piloted
simulator studies.

As a result of the shortcomings of theoretical methods, the most

reliable source oi information on strll/spin characteristics prior to
full-scale flight tests has been tests of dynamically scaled models. The
dynamic model techniques used by NASA are (1) the wind-tunnel free-flight

technique, (2) the outdoor drop model technique, and (3) the spin-tunnel
test technique.

The results of rotary-balance tests conducted for several current
fighter configurations indicate that the aerodynamic characteristics of
these vehicles during *pirs are extremlely complex phenomena wnich tend to

be Reynolds number dependent and ihich vary nonlinearly with spin rate.
Computer studies of spinning motions have indicated that data obtained from
rotary-balance tests will be required for the development of valid theoreti-
cal spin prediction techniques.

Recent experience has Indicated that the extension of piloted simula-
tion techniques to high angles of attack provides valuable insight as to
the spin susceptibility of fighter configurations during representative air
combat maneuvers. In addition, use of the technique is an effective method
for the development and evaluation of automatic spin prevention concepts.

SYMBOLS

b Wing span, m (it) c Body side-for~e coefficient 1 Split fate, rad/iecy

C Yawing-moment coefficient V Free-stream velocity,
n m/sec (ft/sec)

INTRODUCTION

Perhaps the most valuable contribution to an analysis of the stall/spin characteristics of a modern
military airplane i& an accurate prediction of these characteristics at an early design stage. Unfortu-
nately, standard design procedures which are usually applied with success to conventional unstalled flight
are severely limited in application to the stall/spin area because of the relatively complex aerodynamic
phenomena associated with stalled flow. Experience has shown that the aerodynamic factors which influence
the stall and spin may be nonlinear in nature and dependent on interference efftcts. In addition, many
factors tend to be extremely configu:ation-oriented. The3e complexities have been a major deterrent to the
development of design procedures for the stall/spin area.

In view of the general lack of understanding of the stall/spin problem, NASA has developed several
unique test techniques and facilities for stall/spin studies. For example, the only operational spin tun-
nel in the U.S. is located at the NASA Langley Research Center. As a result of these specialized techni-
ques, much of the stall/spin research for military aircraft and virtually all of the dynamic model flight
tests related to stall/spin are conducted by NASA.

These studies involve the use of a wide matrix of tools including conventional static wind-tunnel
force tests, dynamic force tests, flip't tests of dynamic models, theoretical studies, and piloted simula-
tor studies. The present paper describes three of the more importarc techniques: (1) flight tests of
dynamically scald models, (2) rotary-balance tests, and (3) piloted simulator studies.
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DYNAMIC MODEL 1IHNIQUES

As a result of the complexity of the st&ll/spin problem, and the lack of proven alternate predictive
methods, the most reliable source of ir.formation on stall/spin characteristics prior to actual flight
tests of the particular airplane has been tests of dynamically scaled airplane models. A properly scaled
dynamic model may be thought of as a simulator with the proper values of the various aerodynamic and
inertial par,-eters.

The NASA has developed several unique dynamic model test techniques for stall/spin studies. This
paper will describe three of the more important test techniques including the objectives, advantages and
limitations, and area of application of each technique. The techniques are: (1) the wind-tunnel free-
flight technique, (2) the outdoor radio-controlled model technique, and (3) the spin-tunnel test technique.

Before discussing the techniques, however, a brief review of model scaling laws is in order to prop-
erly introduce the reader to dynamic model testing and to clarify some of the reasons for the test equip-
ment and procedures.

Model Scaling Considerations

Dynamic models must be scaled in each of the fundamental units of mass, length, and time in order to
provide test results that are directly applicable to the corresponding full-scale airplane at a given
altitude and loading condition. Units of length are, of course, scaled from geometric ratios; units of
mass are scaled from those of the full-scale airplane on the basis of equal relative density factor; and
time is scaled based on equal Froude number. As a result of scaling in this manner, the motions of the
model are geometrically similar to those of the full-scale airplane and motion parameters can be scaled
by applying the scale factors given in Table I.

Some limitations of the dynamic model test techniques are apparent from an examination of the factors
given in Table I. For example, the model is tested at a value of Reynolds number considerably less than
those of the full-scale airplane at comparable flight conditions. A 1/9-scale dynamic model has a Reynolds
number only 1/27 that of the corrsponding airplane. It should also be noted that, although the linear
velocities of the model are smaller than full-scale values, the angular velocities are greater than full-
scale values. For example, a 1/9-scale model has a flight speed only 1/3 that of the airplane, but it has
angular velocities that are three tines as faat as those of the airplane.

The discrepancy in Reynolds number between model and full-scale airplane can be an important factor
which requires special consideration for stall/spin tests. For example, during spin-tunnel tests, large
Reynolds number effects may be present which cause the model to exhibit markedly different characteristics
than those associated with correct values of Reynolds number. This point will be discussed in detail in a
later section on spin-tunnel testing.

The fact that the angular velocities of the model are much faster than those of the airplane poses
special problems with regard to controllability of the model for certain techniques. Because the human
pilot has a certain minimum response time, it has been found that a single human pilot cannot satisfac-
torily control and evaluate dynamic flight models. It will be shown in subsequent sections how this
control problem is overcome by 'se of multiple pilots.

The stall and spin of an Airplane involve complicated balances between the aerodynamic and inertial
forces and moments acting on the vehicle. In order to conduct meaningful tests with dynamic models, It
is important that these parameters be properly scaled. It is, therefore, mandatory that the scale factors
given in Table I be used to arrive at a suitable dynamic model. Simply scaling dimensional characteristics
without regard to other parameters (as is the case for most radio-controlled hobbyist models) will produce
erroneous and completely misleading results.

The Wind-Tunnel Free-Flight Technique

Each of the model test techniques to be discussed in this paper has a particular area of application
within a broad study of stall/spin characteristics for a given airplane configuration. The first techni-
que to be discussed, known as the wind-tunnel free-flight technique, is used specifically to provide
information on flight characteristics for angles of attack up to and including the stall. The test setup
for thiz model test technique is illustrated by the sketch shown in Figure 1. A remotely controlled
dynamic model is flown without restraint in the 9.1- by 18.2-meter (30- by 60-ft) open-throat test section
of the Langley full-scale tunnel. Two pilots art used during the free-flight tests. One pilot, who con-
trols the longitudinal motions of the model, is located in an enclosed balcony at one side of the test
sectioi while the second pilot, who controls the late:al-directional motions of the model, is located in
an enclosure at thA rear of the test section. The model is powered by compressed air, and the level of
thrust is controlled by a power operator who is aluo located in the balcony.

The cable attached to the model serves two purposes. The first purpose is to supply the model with
compressed air, electric power for control actuators, and control signals through a flexible trailing
cable which is made up of wires and light plastic tubes. The second purpose of the cable is concerned
with safety. A portion of the cable is a steel cable that passes through a pulley above the test section.
This part of the flight cable is used to catch the model when a test is terminated or when an uncontrol-
lable motion occurs. The entire flight cable is kept slack during the flight tests by a safety-cable
operator who accomplishes this job with a high-speed pnc.tmatic winch.

The model incorporates limited instrumentation for measurements of motion and control deflections.
The instrumentation consists of control-position indicators on each control surface and a three-axis rate
gyro package. The output of the instrumentation is transferred by wires to the location of the test crew
in the balcony, where the dat,% are recorded in time history form on oscillograph recorders. Motion picture
records from several advantageous positions are also made during the flights.
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Although it is possible for a single human pilot to fly the modtt. by operating all control simulta-
neously, such an arrangement is not suitable for research purposes because the pilot must concentrate so
intently on the task of keeping the model flying satisfactorily that he is not able tc evaluate its flight
characteristics in sufficient detail. This intense concentration is required ior several reasons, one of
which (the high angular velocities of the model) was indicated earlier in the section on model scaling
considerations. Another factor contributing to the difficulty of control is the lack of "feel" in flying
a model by remote control. In this technique the human pilot does not sense accelerations as the pilot of
an airplane does, and he must, therefore, fly with sight cues as the primary source of information. This
lack of cues results in lags in control inputs which become very significant when attempting to fly a
model within a relatively restricted area within the tunnel test section. These control problems are
especially aggravated during tests of airplane configurations at high angles of attack, where lightly

damped lateral oscillations (wing rock), directional divergence (nose slice), and longitudinal instability
(pitchup) are likely to occur.

In the wind-tunnel free-flight technique, each pilot concentrates only on the phase of model motion
for which he is responsible. As a result, he is able to fly the model with greater ease and relaxation
and can thoroughly evaluate the characteristics of the model. In this manner, the control difficulties
inherent in the free-flight technique are largely compensated for. The control problems are also mini-
mized by the use of a fast actuating full-on or full-off (bang-bang) control system. The rapid response
produced by this type of coatrol enables the pilot to maintain relatively tight control over the model.

The wind-tunnel free-flight technique can produce valuable information during studies of flight
motions at high angles of attack and at the stall. Various phases of a typical investigation would
include: (1) flights at several values of angles of attack up to and including the stall to evaluate
dynamic stabilit) characteristics, (2) an evaluation of pilot lateral control techniques at high angles of
attack, and (3) an evaluation of the effects of stability augmentation systems.

Studies of dynamic stability characteristics at high angles of attack and at the stall are conducted
by vnrying the tunnel airspeed, model thrust, and the angle of attack of the model in steps in order to
trim the model at severo' values of angle of attack and noting the resulting dynamic stability character-
istics at each trim condition. By simultaneously reducing the tunnel airspeed and increasing the model
angle of attack and thrust, the model can be flown through maximum lift, or if the model exhibits a
dynamic instability, it can be flown to the point where loss of control occurs. As a result of this type
of study, instabilities which could seriously limit the maneuvering capability and endanger the safety of

the full-scale airplane are easily and safely identified.

An evaluation of the effect of lateral control inputs at high angles of attack is made by using the
lateral-directional controls both individually and in various combinations. These tests give an indication
as to the relative effectiveness of the controls at high angles of attack, including an evaluation of
adverse yaw characteristics. These tests are important because it is possible for a configuration which is
otherwise dynamically stable to experience an out-of-control condition because of lack of adequate control
power or excessive adverse yaw.

The model is equipped with a simplified stability augmentation system in the form of artificial angu-
lar rate damping in roll, yaw, and pitch. Air-driven rate gyroscopes ara used in conjunction with
proportional-type control servos to produce artificial variations in the aex odynamic damping of the model.
The effect of stability aurventation about each individual axis is evaluated as part of the free-flight
program.

The wind-tunnel free-flibnt technique has several inherent advantages: (1) because the tests are con-
ducted indoors, the test schedule is not subject to weather conditions; (2) the tests are conducted under
controlled conditions and a large number of tests can be accomplished in a relatively short period of time;
(3) airframe modifications are quickly evaluated; and (4) models used in the technique are relatively large
(1/10-scale for most fibhter configurations) and can, therefore, be used in force tests to obtain static
and dynamic aerodynamic characteristics for analysis of the model motions and as inputs for other foras of
analysis, such as piloted simulators.

The Outdoor radio-Controlled Model TechniqMe

A significant void of information exists betwen the results produced by the wind-tunnel free-flight
test technique tor angles of attack up to and including the stall, and the results produced by the spin-
tunnel test technique, which defines developed spin and spin-recovery characteristi s. The outdoor radio-
controlled model technique has, therefore, been designed to supply information on the post-stall and spin-
entry motions of airplanes. The technique used at Langley has been used for a number of ycdrs, and the
equipment and overall operation is much less sophisticated than those involved in recent drop model techni-
ques developed by the NASA Flight Research Center and the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory. The
Langley radio-controlled model technique consists of launching an unpowered, dynamically scaled, radio-
controlled model into gliding flight from a helicopter, controlling the flight of the model from the
ground, and recovering the model rith a parachute. A photograph showing a typical model mounted on the
launching rig of the helicopter is shown in Figure 2.

The models used in these tests are made relatively strong to withstand high landing impact loads of
100 to 150 g's. They are constructed primarily of fiberglass plastic, with the fuselages in this case
being 0.64-cm- (0.25-in.) thick hollow shells and the wings and tails having solid balsa cores with fiber-
glass sheet coverings. The model weights vary up to about 890 N (200 lb) for simulation of relLtively
heavy fighters at an altitude of 9114 m (30,000 ft). Radio receivers and electric-motor-powered control
actuators are installed to provide individual operation of all control surfaces and a recovery varach,.te.
Proportional-type control systems are used in this techsique.

The instrumentation for the radlu-Luntrolled models usually consists of a three-axis linear accelerom-
eter package, a three-axis race gyro package, control position indicators, and a nose boom equipped wLth
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vanes to measure angle of attack, angle of sideslip, and velocity. The signals from the instrumentation
are transmitted to the ground via telemctry.

Two ground stations are used for controlling the flight of the model. The control duties are shared
by two pilots, since this technique is also subjected to the control difficulties previously discussed
for the wind-tunnel flight tests. Each ground station is provided with a radio-control unit, communica-
tions equipment, and a motorized tracking unit equipped with binoculars (to assist the pilots in viewing
the flight of the model). A photograph of the tracking and controlling equipment is shown in Figure 3.
All phases of the test operation are directed by a test coordinator. In addition, magnetic tape recorders
on the ground are used to record voice communications between the helicopter, coordinator, and the model
pilots.

The models are trimmed for approximately zero lift and launched from the helicopter at an airspeed
of about 40 knots and an altitude of about 1524 m (5000 it). The models are allowed to dive vertically
for about 5 seconds, after which the horizontal tails are moved to stall the model. After the stall,
various control manipulations may be used; for example, lateral-directional controls may be moved in a
direction to encourage any divergence to d ,elop into a spin. When the model has descended to an altitude
of about 152 m (500 it), a recovery parachuc:e is deployed to effect a safe landing.

The outdoor radio-controlled model technique provides information which cannot be obtained from the
other test techniques. The indor: free-flight tests, for example, will identify Lhe existence of a
directional divergence at the stall, but the test is terminated before the model enters the incipient
spin. In addition, only 1-g stalls are conducted. The radio-Lontrolled technique can be used to evaluate
the effect of ccntrol inputs during the incipient spin, and accelcrited stalls can be produced during the
fl:ghts. At the other end of the stall/spin spectrum, spin-tunnel tests may in.icate the emistence of a
flat or nonrecoverable spin mode, but itmay be difficult for the airplane to attain thJ, spin %ode from
conventional flight - th(J difference being that models in the ebin tunnel are launched at about 90* angle
of att.. with a forced apin rotation. The radio-controlled te.t technique determines the spin suscepti-
bt.I1ty of a given airplane by using spin entry techniques similar to that of the ful' .-ale airplane.

During a typical study using this technique. a complete study will be made of the e;fects of various
types of control inputs during post-stall motione. For example, the ability of a configi ration to enter a
developed spin following the application of only lungituding! uontro] (with no lateral-directional inpuLtC)
will be compared with results obtained when full prospi' controls are applied. Recovery from the incipi-
ent spin is evaluated by applying recovery controls at various stages of the post-stall motion; for
example, controls may be neutralized at varying numbers (or fra¢ ions) of turns after the .:tall. The
radio-controlleO technique, therefore, determ.nes (1) the spin suceptibility of a configuration, (2) con-
trol techniques that tend to produce developed spins, and (3) the effectiveness of various control techni-
ques for recovery from out-of-control conditions.

There are several limittions of the radio-controlled tthuique that should be kei, mind. The
first, the most obvious, limitation is the fact that the test; are conducted out-of-doors. The test
schedule is, therefore, subject to weather conditions, and excessive winds and rain can severely curtail
a program. Another limitation to the technique is that it is relatively expensive. Expe .'ve flight
instrumentation is required to record the motions of the model; ar4 the large size of tner- models
requirei the use of more powerful and reliable electronic equipment than that used by hobby.otz.. Costs
are compounded by the fact that the model and its electronic equipment frequently suffer costly damage on
landing impact. Because of this higher cost and the slow rate at which radio-controlled dro' model t sts
can be accomp ished, this technique is used only in special cases where the simpler and cher 'r wind-
tunnel and spin-tunnel techniques will not gve adequate information. For example, when it s necessary
to know whether an airplane can be flown into a particular dangerous spin mode, or when one wants to
investlgatc recovery during the incipient spin. Conversely, most of the exploratory work, suo:h as devel-
oping "fixes" for a departure at the 3tall or investigating a variety of spin-recovery technis. cs, is
done in the wind tunnels.

The Spin-Tunnel Test Technt<ue

The best known test techniqu. used today to study the spin and spin-recovery charac-zrltics of an
airplane is the spin, tunnel test technique. The present 6-m (20-ft) Langley spin tunnel has been in
operation since 1941, uhen it replaced a smaller A 5-m (15-It) spin tunnel. An external view of the spin
tunnel is shown in Figure 4, a cross-sectional view is ihown in Figure 5, and a view of the test section
is show in Figure 6. in this tunnel, air is draw, upward by a fan located above the test section.
Maximum speed of the tunnel is about 30 m/s (97 ft/sec), rejulting in a maximum value of Reynolds number
of about 0.18 x 106/m (0.6 x 106/ft). Models are h-%d-launched at about 90* angle of attack, with pre-
rotation, into the vertically rising airstream. The model then seeks ita own developed spin mode or
modes. For recovery, the tunnel operator deflects the aerodynamic controls on the model to predetermined
positions by remote control. Mtion-picture records are used to record the spinning and recovery motions.

The models tested in the spin tunnel are normally madc of fiberglass conotructiot. and, for fighter
airplanes, are usually made to a scale of about 1/30. In a spin-tunnel investigation, the program consists
of (1) determination of the vrious spin modes and spin-recovery chaiacteristics, (2) study of ,he effect
of center-of-gravity position -.nd mass distribution, (3) determination of the effect of external stores,
and (4) determination of the size and type parachute required for emergency spin recovery.

In a typical srin-tunnel test program, tests are made at the normal operating loading condition for
the airplane. The spin and spin-recovery characteristics are determined for oil combinations of rudder,
•...~..., . .!. LAl, £1-, L 1uvsJ, tisi, n.d lef, avi-s. Ini effect, f matrix f both the spin and
spin-recovery cha:acteristics are obtained for all co.,trol settings for the normal 1-ading operating
condition. Using these data as a Laseline, selected spin coi"itions are treated again with incremental
changes to the center of gravity and/or masn conditions. Then, hased on the effects of these incremental
changes, in ganlysis is made to detcrminc the spin and spin-recovety characteristics that the correspond-
ing airplane is expected to hav. Also, the effectiveness of various control positions and deflections
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are analyzed to determine which control techniques are most effective for recovery. After the spin-
recovery chara-teristics for the normal loadtng conditions have been determined, additional tests are
made to determine the effects of other loading conditions, store configurations (including asymmetric
stores), and other items of interest such as speed brakes and leading- and trailing-edge flaps.

The parachute size required for emergency spin recovery is determined for the most critical spin
conditions observed in the spin-tunnel tests, and is checked at other conditions throughout the test
program. If the parachute size is found to be too small for other conditions, the size is adjusted so
that the parachute finally recommended for use on the spin demonstration airplane will be sufficient to
handle the most critical spins possible on the airplane for any loading.

As a result of the combinatton of the relatively small scale of the model and the low tunnel speeds,
spin-tunnel tests are run at a value of Reynolds number which is much lower than that for the full-scale
airplane. Experience has showi that the differences in Reynolds number can have significant effects on
spin characteristics displayed by models and the interpretation of these results. In particular, past

results have indicated that very significant effects can be producee by air flowing across the forward
fuselage at angles of attack approaching 90'. These effects are influenced by the cross-sectional shape
of the fuselage forebody and may be extremely sensitive to Reynolds number variations. Particular atten-
tion is, therefore, requied for documentation uf this phenomenon prior to spin-tunnel tests. This
evaluation has been conducted in the past with the aid of static force testo over a wide Reynolds number
range as described in the following discussion.

Shown in Figure 7 is a plan view of an airplane in a right spin. The arrows along the nose indicate
the relative magnitude and sense of the linear sideward velocities along the fuselage due to the spinning
rotation. The sketch on the right-hand side of the figure Illustrates the sideslip angle at a represcnta-

tive nose location .I'te to the spin rotation. As can be seen, the airplane rate of descent and the side-
ward velocity at the nobe of the airplane combine vectorially to produce a positive fideslip angle 8 at
the nose. It has been found that sideslip on the nose of an airplane at spin attitudes can produce large
forces, dad these forces in turn produce large moments, because the length betwee the nose and center of
gravity of modern military airplanes tends to be relatively large. If, in the cabe of a right spin (as
shown in Fig. 7) positive (nose-right) yawing momez.s are produced by the nose due to the effective side-
slip angle, then the nose is producing prospin, or autorotative moments. If, on the other hand, negative
(nose-left) values of yawing momEnt are produced by the nose, then the nose is producing an antispin, or
damping momeut.

The sense of the moment actually produced by a particular nose configuration may be very sensitive
to the value of Reynolds number. For example, shown in Figure R is the variation of static yawing-moment
coefficient Cn with Reynolds numbee ior a representative fighter configuration at an aungle of attack of
80' and a sideslip angle of 10'. Recalling the information given in Figure 7, a positive value of 0
would be produced at the nose In a right spin, and positive values of Cn are therefore prospin, while
negative values are antispin. Two regions of Reynolds number are of interest: A low value which is
typical of spin-tunnel tests, and a high value, indicative of the conditions for the full-scale airplane.
As can be seen, the values of Cn (which at this angle of attack are produced almost entirely by the nose)
tend to be prospin at the spin-tunnel test condition, and antispin for the full-scale airplane flight
condition. Also shown are data indicating the effect of nose strake on Cn. The effect of the strake was
to modify the airflow around the nose and to make the aerodynamic phenomenon produced by the nose at low
Reynolds number similar to that produced at higher Reynolds number.

It has beeu found during several spin-tunnel investigations that this type of Reynolds number effect
did exist for some configurations. The results showed that the model exhibited a nonrecoverable fast-flat
spin without corrections for Reynolds number because of the prospin moments produced by the nose. When
strakes were added, satisfactory recoveries from the developed spin were obtained and the model results
could be extrapolated to full scale with some confidence. Because of concern over the possible existence
of such Reynolds number effects, it is required that a series of static wind-tunnel force tests be con-
duttd to insure ,!.at adequatc Cf the airplane is providd. by -he apin-t,,nnol model. These
tests are usually performed in the 3.7-m (12-ft) pressure tunnel at the Ames Research Center.

As discussed in the neyt section of this paper, a rotary-balance test rig has recently been put into
operation in the Ames tunnel, thereby providing for the analysis of aerodynamic characteristics during
spinning motions at high values of Reynolds number. It is anticipated that this apparatus will ultimately
be used for the preliminary Reynolds number investigations required for spin-tunnel tests.

ROTARY-BALANCE TESTS

One cest technique which has been used to produce much significant information regarding the complex
aerouynamic characteristics of airplane configurations during spinning motions is the rotary-balance test
technique. In this technique, six-component measurements are made of the aerodynamic forces and moments
acting on a wind-tunnel model during continuous 360' sp:nning motions at a constant angle of attack. SAch
tests were initially conducted many years ago, and the past studies identified some of the major factors
which influenced spin characteristics for configurations at that time, such as the autorotative tendencies
of unswept wings and certain fuselage cross-sectional shapes. The use of the technique, however, has not
kept pace with the rapid evolution in fighter configurations. As a result, little information of this
type is available for current fighter configuratlons which feature long pointed fuselage noses and blended
wing-body arrangements.

Shown in Figures 9 and 10 are photographs of rotary-balance test rigs recently put into operation by
NASA in the 9.1- by 18.2-meter (30- by 60-ft) full-scale tunnel at the L-angley Research Center and the
3.7-meter (12-ft) pressure tunnel at the Ames Research Cente. Both rigs are capable of providing meas-
urements of six-component data over a range of angle of attack of 45' to 90' and a range of nondimensional

s e bspiti rate TV of + 0.3.
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The apparatus at Langley is designed for tests of the relatively large-scale drop models used for
flight tests described in an earlier section of this paper. Thus, aerodynamic data can be measured for
the drop model at the same value of Reynolds number as that obtained in flight tests, and the data can
then be used together with conventional static force deca as inputs to theoretical spin prediction pro-
grams fur correlation with the results of flight tests. Ia this manner, the validity of theoretical
techniques can be evaluated without the usual complications arising from differences in Reynolds number
between wind-tunnel tests and flight tests. The apparatus is currently being used extensively for meass-
urements of data for several current military configurations. Tests are conducted to determine the char-
acteristics of the basic configuration, the effects of individual and combined control deflections, the
effects of tail surfaces and nose strakes, and the effects of spin radius and sideslip. The foregoing
tests are limited to relatively lowi values of Reynolds number up to 3.3 x 106 /m (1 x 106/ft).

The rotation-balance apparatus presently operational at the Ames Research Center is a modification
of an apparatus originally built for testing axisymmetric bodies in the Ama 1.8- by 1.8-m (6- by 6-ft)
supersonic wind tunnel. It has just recently been put into operation for conducting basic studies of
simple airplane-like configurations and is the forerunner to a new rotation-balance apparatus now under
construction. The new apparatus will allow testing of complex model configurationq at angles of attack
from 00 to 1000 and angles of sideslip up to +30* in either the Ames 3.7-m pressu" 4 tunnel or 3.4- by
3.4-m (11- by 11-ft) transonic tunnel. As a result of the pressurization capability of both tunnels,
data may be obtained for Reynolds numbers up to about 29.5 x 106/m (9 x 106/ft). The existing modified
rig has been used initially for tests to deteruine the effects of Reynolds number, angle of attack, and
spin rate on the aerodynamic characteristics of airframe components such as pointed noses, various fus.-
lage cross-sectional shapes, and drooped horizontal tail surfaces.

The two test rigs are used in a coordinated research program between the two NASA Centers. Tests at
Langley are directed at an understanding of the types of aerodynamic phenomena exhibited by military con-
figurations during spins, the mathematical modeling of such phenomena, and theoretical evaluations of the
effects of the phenomena on spinning motions using the results of dynamic model tests for correlation with
theory. Studies at Ames are directed toward an evaluation of the effects of Reynolds number on aerodynamic
characteristics and verification of phenomena observed during tests at Langley.

As discussed in References 1 to 3, the results of these tests have identified several configuration
features which can have large effects on the aerodynamic characteristics of modern aircraft during spins.
Figure 11 illustrates some of the prospin flow mechanisms which have been identified in these tests. The
sketch at the left of the figure indicates the well-known tendency of certain noncircular fuselage cross-
sectional shapes to produce autorotative moments for certain values of Reynolds number. This particular
phenomenon may be caused by the cross-sectional shape of either the forward or eft fuselage, and configu-
rations are particularly susceptible to this condition for angles of attack corresponding to the flat
spin (a = 9 0 e). The second sketch of Figure 11 illustrates a prospin flow mechanism found to exist for a
current fighter configuration with drooped horizontal tails. The phenomenon has also been found to be
most pronounced near a - 90, but deflection of the horizontal tail as an all-movable control surface has
been found to affect spin damping for arnlei of attack from a - 450 to about a - 800. The third and
fourth sketches iiJ'ustrate prospin flow mechanisms commonly exhibited by airplane configurations with long
pointed noses for angles of attack between 30 and 70*. An shown by the third sketch, asymmetric vortices
shed off the pointed nose create prospin yawing moments, even for zero rotation rate. Finally, the fourth
sketch illustrates that long pointed noses with certain elliptical cross-sectional shapes produce large
prospin moments as a result of a large contribution of the nose to static directional stability. This
particular phenomenon is a three-dimensional flow mechanism in contrast to the largely two-dimensional
mechanism illustrated by the sketch at the left of the figure. The magnitudes of the moments produced by
pointed noses are affected by Reynolds number; however, these moments have occuzred at the highest values
of Reynolds number tested for some configurations.

The results of the tests have also indicated that the aerodynamic moments (particularly yawing and

pitching moments) exhibited by current military configurations during spins vary nonlinearly with spin
rate. For example, as shown in Figure 12, the results of tests (Ref. 3) for a current configuration with
drooped horizontal tails show a markedly nonlinear variation with nondimensional spin rate. A detailed
discussion of the importance of such nonlinear data on theoretical studies of spins is beyond the scope
of this paper; however, it should be pointed out that recent studies (Ref. 4, e.g.) have shown that non-
linear moments have a large effect on calculated spin motions, and that good agreement is obtained with
dynamic model tests for smooth, steady spins when such data are used as inputs for the calculations. On
the other hand, use of conventional calculation techniques which use conventional linearized static and
dynamic stability derivatives produce completely erroneous results. It appears, therefore, that rotary-
balance tests are mandatory for the development of valid mathematical models for spin analysis.

It will be appreciated that the foregoing discussion has been concerned with smooth, steady spins.
Experience has shown that many modern military aircraft exhibit large-amplitude oscillatory spin3, and
more sophisticated wind-tunnel test techniques are required to measure the complex aerodynamics produced
by the combined rotary and oscillatory motions.

SIMIATOR STUDIES

The model test techniques previously discussed have several critical shortcomings. For example, the
inputs of the human pilot have been minimized or entirely eliminated. In addition, the use of unpowered
modero and space constraints within the wind tunnels do not permit an 6valuation of the spin susceptibil-
Ity of airplanes during tynical air combat maneuvers. Finally, the effects of sophisticated aut,,matic
control systems are not usually evaluated because of space limitations within the models. in order t"
provide this pertinent inform.tion, a piloted simulation test technique has been developed as a logical
follow-on to the model tests.

A sketch of the hardware used in this technique is shown in Figure 13. The tests are conducted using
the Langley Differential .neuvering Sim lator (DMS) which is a fixed-base simulator with the capability
of simultaneously 3imu)atlng two airplanes as they maneuver with respect to one another, including. a fuil,
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wide-angle visual display for each pilot. Two 12.2-m (40-ft) diameter projection spheres each enclose a
cockpit, an airplane image projection system, and a sky-Earth-Sun projection system. A control console
locatpd between the spheres is used for interfacing the hardware and the computer, and it displays criti-
cal narqmeters for monitoring the hardware operation. Each pilot is provided a projected image of his
oppenent:s airplane, showing the relative motions and range of the two airplanes by use of a television
system with range and attitude of the target image controlled by the computer program.

A photograph of one uf the cockpits and the target visual display during a typical engagement is
shown ir Figure 14. A cockpit and instrument display representative of current fighter aircraft equipment
are used together with a fixed guneight for tracking. A sophisticated hydraulic control feel system is
used which cai be programed to simulate a wide range of characteristics. Although the cockpits are not
provide ,,it) attitude moton, each cockpit does incorporate a buffet system capable of providing program--
able burfec accelerations as high as 1-g.

The visual display in each sphere consists of a target image projected onto a sky-Earth-Sun display.
The sky-Earth-Sun scene is gencrated by two point light sources projecting through two hemispherical
transparencies, une transparency of blue sky ani clouds and the other of terrain features. No provision
is made to simulate spatial motions with respect to the sky-Earth scene (such as altitude variation),
however, a flashit.g light located in the cockpit behind the pilot is used as a cue when an altitude of
less than 1524 m (S00 ft) is reached. The target-image generation system uses an airplane model mounted
in a four-axis gimbal systenm and a television camera with a zoom lens to provide an image to the target
projector within the sphere. The system can provide a simulated range between airplanes from 91.4 m
(300 ft) to 13,716 m (45,000 ft) with a 10-to-l brightness contrast betueen the target and the sky-Earth

background at minimum range.

Additional special effects features of the DMS hardware include simulation of tunnel vision and
blackout at high normal accelerations, use of an inflatable anti-g garment for simulation of g-loads, and
use of sound cues to simulate wind, engine, and weapons noise as well as artificial warning systems.
Additional details on the DMS facility are given in Reference 5.

The application of the simulator to the stall/spin area is, of course, dependent on the development
of a valid mathematical model of the airplane under consideration. In view of the present lack of under-
standing of aerodynamic phenomena at spin attitudes, the simulation studies are currently limited to
angles of attack near the stall, and fully developed spins are not simulated. Rather, the studies are
directed toward an evaluation of the spin susceptibility or stall/departure characteristics of the airplane
during typical air combat maneuvers and the effects of autoratic control systems on these characteristics.

Recent studies using the simulation technique have indicated that it is an er:tremely valuable tool
for stall/spin research. Correlation of results with those obtained from full-scale flight tests for
several current fighters has indicated good agreement, particularly with regard to the overall spin resist-
ance of the configurations. In addition, valuable insight as to the effects of various automatic spin
prevention concepts has been obtained.

It is hoped that current research will ultimately result in valid theoretical methods for stall/spin
analysis, which in turn will permit an extension of the simulator technique to studies of the developed
spin and spin recovery. A readily apparent application of such a technique would be the development of a
procedures trainer for pilot training. This application is deemed especially important, inasmuch as cur-
rent flight restrictions prohibit intentional spinning of most fighter aircraft, thereLy depriving the
pilot of training fo an emergency which may well be difficult to overccme.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this discussion of stall/spin test techniques used by NASA, an effort has been made to describe
the techniques and to indicate the most appropriate uses for ear, technique. These techniques have proven
to be especially valuable tools, and a large amount of significant information can be obtained in a
relatively safe, cheap, and realistic manner.
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TABLE 1. SCALE FACTORS FOR DYNAMIC MODELS

[Model values are obtained by multiplying airpiane values by the following
scale factors where N is the !uodel-to--airplane scale ratio, a is the ratio
of air density to that at sea level (PiP,), and V is the value of kinematic
viscosity)

Scale factor

Linear dimension. .. .... ...... ...... ......... N

Relative denssty (m/p ) . .. .......... .. .. .. .. .......

Froude number (V2/9.g).......... .... .. .. .. .. .. ......

Weight, mass .. ..... ........ ......... ..... N3- 1

Moment uf inertia. .... ................. .......

Linear velocity .. ............ .............. N 1 2

Linesr acceleration. .... ...................... 1

Angular velocity .. .... ........ ......... ...... 1 2

Time. ............. .................. N 1/2
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Figure 3. Photograph of ground control unit.

Figure 4. External view of the Langley spin tunnel.

Figure 5. Cross-sectional view of the spin tunnel.



Figure 6. Interior view of the spin tunnel.
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Figure 7. Sideslip angle generated at nose of airplane during right spin.
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F'igure 9. Photograph of rotary-balance apparatus in the 9.1- by 18.2-rn (30- by 60-ft)
full-scale tunnel at Langley.

Figure 10. Photograph of rotary-balance apparatus in the 3.7-rn (12-ft) pressure tunnel at Amies.

Figure 11. Flow mechantsms which produce prospin muments.
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Figure 12. Typical nonlinear variation of yawing-moment coefficient with spin rate.

Figure 13. Sketcn of simulator hardware.
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ACTION SUR LA VRILLE, PAR MOMENT "STATIQUE". DE FUSEES ET DE CHARGEMENTS DISSYMETRIQUES

par Jean GOBELTZ
Directeur technique Inatitut do Micanique des Fluides de Lille

et Lucien BEAURAIN 5.bd Paul Painlev6. 59000 - Lille (France)

Chef de lae Souw.flerie Verticele

RESUME. -

Le pr~sont document tra~ca do r~sultats d'6tudes A caractbre g~n~ral qui furent faites 6
llInstitut de M~canique des Fluides de Lilla sur diverses maqujattes en soufflierie de vrille.

La premier sujet abordd concerne lection de fusdes utilis~es en tent que dispositif de
secours pour lie vrille l 1'tude a. jusqu'ici, Wt limit~e eux avions lagers 1cependant certaines
conclusions peuvent btre vdlables, du momns qualitetivement. pour d'autres types d'evions, evions
d'ermes en particulier.

Le second sujat concerne l'influence d'una dissym~trie de chargement sur lae vrille d'avions
de tous types :armes, 16gers, trenspo.t. La d15sym~trie consid~r~e est une dissym~trie puremont
messique telle qua collie qui peut Rtre cr6d par lie carburant dens lae voiliure. Cependant, pour lee
evions d'ermes une dissym~trie, caus6a eette fcis-ci par des charges ext6rieures (donc dissym~trie
A lie fois massique et g~om~trique),est 6galement prise en considoration.

1 - FUSEES ANTI-VRILLE

1.1 -Introduction.

Le but de l'dtude 6tait de rachercher s'il 6tait envisageablo dutil~ser un dispositif
fus~e susceptible d'6tre installC repidomant sur tout avion 16ger pour Sa V3mpngn( d'esseis de
vrilla. Pour 6tre acceptable lie fus~e na davait pas avoir de caractdristiques prohioiti,.es (notaninent
une pouss~e trop importenta).

Au cours de ldtude sur n,.quattes, divarses orientations furent donn~es b lie fus6e efin de

d~finir lie sans d'action optimal ;da Vansmble des r6sultats, nous no retiendrons ici que lies
principaux, 6 sajoir ceux qui furent obtenus avec una fus~e agissent succassivement en pur tangege,
an pur roulis puis en pur laet.

l~uaaOutre lie valeur intrins~qua des r~sultats,
Vdueapermis aussi da tirar den' anseignarnants

concornant lie type do modifications qu'il aurait -

lieu deapporter 6 un evion l6gar eyant uno vrillp
critique.

1.2 - Maquattes utilis~es.

Opux mequottes furent ratanuas pour I 'dtude
des fus~es ;curmme le mentre lia figure 1 laurs carac- E '
t~ri3tiquos, tent g~om~triques qua massiquas. sort & I

assez diff~rantes. Les maquottes onc 6t6 volontaira- 1,O50kg - M 7W H
ment modifi~es dens le but d'obtenir diffe-rents :.33%. .- CG 33%.

860 ,kg. 4, ~30nlktypes do vriila, entra autras lae vrille plae at 86Ok91, -.lVfrrf
rapido dont il nest pas bosomn do reppeler las i2nt9_1Y-1nrk

proniemes quo cotta vrilia oui~ve ~icl itebgiw l
pas pour eitant quo toute vrille non plate est auto-
metiquement sans probl~mes).

Fig. 2 - MQIETTES UTILISEES (CARACTERISTIQUES
Le principe du motour fus~e utilis6 est lie DONNEES EN VALEUR AVION)

suivant :un allumaur assura l'inflermmation d'un pain
de poudre, laqual conditionno, suivant 505 caract~ris-
tiques chimiques at g~offr6triques, lie pouss~e at la
cur~e de fonctionnement do lie fus~e s lies gez 6mis
par lie combustion du pain do poudre percourent un tube
juscqu'& 1endroit o6~ on d~sire appliquer lie pouss~e
(la figure 2 pr~ci~,e ces endro~ts). Cotta solution
permet de placer le blioc-motaur Prbs du c~ntrae -_ 3,7 ~'T94 T-9ge 2 rr

d'inartie de lae maquetta, ce qui rend possibe9 1'6qui-
librage de cotte dernibre.

Un dispCositif de radio-tlcommannde est Lac*'-
lie mise A feu do lie fusee at una modification de'D
braquaea des gouvernes (modification dar tout ou rin Rnet da faqon Pr~d~termln~e).

Fig. 2 - POSITIONN~ET DES FUSEES
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1.3 - Conditions dlessais.

L'effet de la fus6s a dt rscherch6 6 rartir de diff~rents types de vrille. mais plus particu-
librement A partir de 1a vrille plate et rapide (Fuselage Presque horizontal -moins de 2 ,scondes/tour
6 1'6chelle avion). 0'ailleurs lea r~sultats q,.' sont pr~sent~s ici sont surtout ceux qui furent obtenus
avec ce type de vrille.

Lors fie la miss L feu de Ia fus~e, lea gouvernes 6taient spit laisses pro-vrille, spit recen-
trdas i gouvernes laisies pra-vrille ost, bien entendu. un cas non r~aliste mais qui pr4sente l'avantage
de trbs bien mettre en 6vidence leffet du diapositif. Gouvernes recentrees, pour la deux fnaquattes la
vrille as maintenait ou Presque, sans fus~e.

Les carect~riatiques des fu as qui furent essay~es sont trbs variables et coI1prisa3 antre les
valeurs extr~males suivantes (A l'6chelle avion)

- poussie de 8100 newtons agissant pendant environ 2 secondes
- pouss~ de 200 newtons agissant pendant environ 6 aecondes.

Ces pouses repr~sentent respectivement 80 % & 100 % (salon l'avion) et 2 % A 3 % du poids de
l'avic.,, soit pour la premnibre, une valour nettement prohibitive et non envisageable pour l'avion et po~r
Is seconde une pousede trbs faible.

Dans lea r6sultats :4ui vont 6tre pr~aent~s, il a paru souhaitable de danner la poussd de la
fus~e rappartie au poids de l'avian et non pas son module ni Ie moment qu'elle cr~e jnotons aussi qua lea
rdsultats donnds sont caux qul seraient obtenus avec is bras de levier Ie plus grand possible pour laevion
spit

- pour la fus~e roulia fus~e plac~e en extr~mit6 We~lls
- pour lea fusies tangaga at lacet :fusde plac~e A 1'extr~me arriAre du fuselage.

1.4 - R~sultats.

1.4.1 - .-usde tangage. )Oa5mg

Il at 6vident qu'une fus~e agiasant en tangage eat la
solution Ia plus 96duisante puisque aon action est ind~pandante
du aens de rotation do la vrille. Sur lavion une seule fus~a
serait 6 installer.-

Malhaureusement, une fua~e tangage at Peu efficaca du
mains s± on rests dans lea limites raisonnablas de pouss~a. En
effet, en recentrant lea gc'uvernea. une rdcup~ration nWest
posaible avec una fus~e tangage que si sa pouss~ est 3up~rieure
A 30 %~ du poids de Ilavion et si elle agit, pendant 4 secondes

ou Plus. Une pouss~e 6gala 6 80 % du poida de lavion at agisaant
pendant 2 secondes conduit 6 un r~aultat identiqua. De tallas

pouss~es na sant pas envisageablea pour l'dvi-an ne sarait-ca qua

par lea protl~mes de resistance de structure qua ceitta fL'5~e

1.4.2 - Fus~e roulis.

Nous evans d'abord recherch6 S'il 6teit possible do Fig. 3 -FU/SEE AGISSANT EN TANGAGE
sortir de vrilla avac une fus~e roulis qual qua soit son sans
d'actian, c'est-6-dire faisant baissar ou ralaver talle aila.
Ce r~sultat a ou 6tra obtanu. meis il faut pr~cisar qu'una

- ts 8.flballL Ixeleret 1*diie axtariaura talie cqui avance- pendant la vrilla) ast plus afficaca qua la mgme
fus~a mais faisant baissar Is mAmeaella. at cea'. dana la rapport 3/1.

iefseroulis del'ord:a do 10 %du poids da ]'avion at agissent Pendant t) 6 seconcas povoaue la

impulsion idniu uDeae asortie est mreilIlura (plus
rais iIa pzjss6e eat aoupIde. Pour fixer lea id~es, alsons

qaIapouss~s d'ufla fusee roulls appllajee en t-tr r'-t6 Cddile
doit 6tra da l'ordre ce '5 du poics Caev~" ;Pc.r ktre
suffisarnaert afficaca (voir figure 4). 01M

LOrsqu'ii y a r~cuperation par fuvb'a ;alsa-t rolever
l'aile extLrieure, cett.' r6cuperation est pure tasouere-t A xier
trarsvara mcder~a pendant le ;rei-.age at - ver'e-t vlrue .r
armen-ant l'avicn A una attitude vartiae ca338 'eat P ,
cas lcraque la fusL~ agit jans le ;ens oppos6 (Sule axt61eare
fai336aJ i u- effat. 1arrkt .e .a vr-IeI s'%j:)re avec un asS(,
larent transversal parf'j.s sullfias-,rent ample vour aniener urn

= passage s~r le -os ;11 y a effectivaenent r6c 06rnt~on "lais
avres cles r'ouvter.,7't reu claslacuas pour r ivi ), 11gr 5sOp- M(3
tive 'e vo asor'ientar lepil-jt. Notons an'!-' C e, e, co .1-
concaz'ne !a fus~e iaisart baissar l1'alae e,'t'rloure. s! sa
pouas~ at trop 'alItA Q2:.' pou! aplatlr !a i:]:e :e fa(,,,
paagbre, c'est-.)-dire apcuoxindtIvemr'ar len't t,nV le

- 's A.; -'.SA.%7 ES RO;'LIS
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sa dunea do fonctionnament. La fus~e peut done avoir, selon sea caractiristiquos, un effet pro-vrille
(pouss6e faible) ou un effet anti-vrille (pouss~e forte).

1.4.3 -Fusdh lacet.

Un r~sultat dejA tr~s intdrensant est obtenu avec une
trbs faibte pouss~e (2 % du poids de Pavion) agissant penidant 7
secondos at gouvernes recentr~es j dens ce cas uflO sortie est
obtenue en 5 A 6 tours j C3t sortie eat, bien entendu, encore trbs c m
longue. mais n~anmoins deux fois mains longue que calle obtonue
avec gouvernes recentrdes et sans fus~e. Mm

Une pousi de lordro do 5 % du poids de l'avion at
agissant pendant 4 A 6 secondes ambno une sortie de 2 6 3 tours
A partir d'ue vrille plate et rapido. Compte tenu du caract~re
de la vrillo A partir de laquelle la manoeuvre eat faite, une
sortie en 2 A 3 tours peut fitre conaid~r~e canine 6tant un r~sultat
satisfaisant.

Une fusde lacet eat done trbs efficace iun autre 
M

rdsultat caractdrise trbs bien cette efficacit6 ; ii a'agit
d'uno sortie rapide (1 A 2 tours) obtenue evec une fus6e de 12
agiasant pendant 4 socondes, lea gouvernes ayant 6t6 laiss~es
pro-vrille. Dana ce cas l'effet des gouvernos deviant aecondaire
en regard do celui de la fua~e. Fig. 5 -FUSEE AGISSANl EN L.4CE'

1.5 - Efficacit6 relative des fus~es.

Lea quelques r~sultats cjui viennent d'itre pr~sent~s, montrent nettement que ai Von classe lea
fusdes eelon leur efficacit§, an obtiont lordro suivantz

- fusde tangago (la mains efficace)r - fus~e roulis
- fusAe lacet

Do l'enaernble des r~sultata de 1'6tude, en faisant intervenir lea parambtres suivants[- module do la poussde
- durfie de fonctionnement ) ra la ?usde
- bras de levier
- durde do sortie

nous avons pu d4finir un rapport approximatif d'efficacit6 sntre lea fus~es ,ce rapport eat

- environ 15 ontre lea fu36es 1'ncet et tangoge
- environ 6 entro lea fus~ea lacet et roulis (dans Ie CAB le plus favorable pour

cotte dernibre, clest-b-Cire colui cOi la fus6e tend A relever l'aile extdriaure).

1.6 - Romarques relatives & l'arrit de !a vnille.

Nous prenons ici en considdration certaines difficult~s ciui pourraient aurvenir bora d'un
arrfit de vrille cons~cutif h Vaction d'uno fus6e. Nous nous limitons ou cas de la fusda la plus
officaco. c'ost-h-dire cello agissan: en lacet.

!I eat 4vident que qi In dimpnattif 6tait adootd naur itib ovions, il seralt trAs souhaitable
quo 1a dur~s do fonctiannoment de ]a fusde soit contr6labla j cette dur~e sorait en effet A ajuster
salon cortains paramAtres, ontro autres la position de "a fus~e (Oras de levier) et le type on vrille A
vaincre (qui pout ne pas Atre systdmatiquement plate at rapide, cormno ce fut souvent le cas dens nos
ossais).

Examinans ici 1e cas Wine fus6e de caractiristiques bien d~finies et i~on madifiablos (telle
qu'une fus~o A poudro). Il pout alors arriver que l'efficacit6 do la fus~e sait trap forte i~n ca Sens
quo la vrille salt stoppdo avant quo la fus6e W'alt c3ss6 de fonctianner , dana ce cas saus I'action
do la ftisde on pout craindre un d~part en vrille de sons inverse au, cansa Is cas d'un passage dos, on
0.oart an vrille dos. Nous pouvons apporter des enseignomonts A ce sujet par 1'oxeeple suivant:

A l'I.M.iF.L. naus avans d~jA utilis6 lea r~sultats relatifs atux fus~gs pour l'implantation
du tel dispositit Bur un avion d~tormin6. La fus~e envisagde pour cot avion dtait 6 poudre. Etudide
sur Ia maquette do cot avian, la fusda s'ost av~rie nottoment trap e~ficace ai elle Otait plac~e en
bout da fuselage (ot agissant on lacot bion ontondu) e n effet, gouvernes maintonues A fond pro-
vwills. la fus6e ainonait une sortie tris rapide (,4 1 tour) suivie d'un non majins rapide d~part on
vrille inverse sremarquons quo les gauvernes dtant inchang~es. colles-ci 6taient alors A fond anti-
vrille on ce qui concerns l~a vrillo inverse, ce qui n'empbchait pas cette dernibre do s'Otablir. Ne
pauvant modifier lea caractbristiques do la fusde, nous avons r~duit s~n efficacitA en diminuant son
bras do levier j nous avons ainsi trouvd une position apti ale do la fus6e tells quo I'efficacitv do
celle-ci soit suffisante pour stopper is vrille et inauffisante pour lancer une vrille Inverse.
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Pr~cisons que cette fus6e agisait pendant 4 secondes et avait une pousse 6gala 6 20 % du
poids de laovion jlI r6sultat obtenu avec cette fus~e 6tai' an accord evec ceux do l'otude g~n6r~leI
an particuller sa trop forte efficacit6 Ioraqu'elle 6tait plac6e en bout de fuselage. ne nous a pae
surpris.

Cat example montra nettement qua si. qualitativement, las conclusions tir~es da l'dtuao g~n~rals
relative aux fus~es sont valables puur tout ..vion liger. dbs linatant oO une certeine fua~e est
envisag~e pour un evion. la s~curitd impose qua le dispositif soit prddlablement 6tudi6 aur inaquette en
souf- lerie varticale. surtout lorsque la dur~e de fonctionnemant de la -us~e nest pas contr8leble.

1.7 - Ensaignements pour modifications g~om~triques.

La pr~sent paragraphe concerns !as enseignements qui anit pu Atre tir~s de l'Atuda des fus6aa,
enseignemants relatifa au type de modificatiora qu'il aurait liiu d'apporter A certains avians pr~sentant
une vrille critique. vrille plate at rapide an particulier.

Lorsquean SoL'fflarie on passe A
l'dtuds de modifications g~om~triques suscap-
tibls5, d'om6liorer la vrille d'un avion lager, FUSEE AGSSANT rlFUSEE AGISSANT
an g~n~ral lea modifications envisageebles pour EN LACET EN 7 TANGAGE
laovion sa localisent 6 l'arribre s ca pout Atre
6 titre daexamples --

- un agrandiseent de la ddrive (modification -

1 dens la figure 6) 1UMNAT1ND
- une quille (2 dens la figure 6) AUJGMENTATION DE LA SUFCED
- un egrendissemont des empannagas horizontaux LA SURFACE DE LA VEMENA4 HORZO1

(3 dens la figure 6). DERIVE3
ILe cas du parachute qul. d'ailleurs, nWest pas
una modification, sara trait6 plus loin).

SI on situe ces modifications per
rapport A des fus~es, orn peut consid~rer qua 2 UILLE F-AHT
laeffat des modifications 1 at 2 eat du mgme LE~
type qua calui d'une fus~e lacat. c'est-6-dire
effat de freinae. IM

L'effat d'un agrandisaemant des
empennagas harizonteux, per contra, eat compa- Fig. 6 -MODIFICATIONS ET1 DISPOSITIF
rable 6 calui d'una fus~e agissant an tangage.
c eat-h-dire eccroissament du moment de tangage
a~rodynamique piqueur.

En ne tenant compte qua de l'effet propre de la modification (cest-A-Jire en e'cluant touts
6ventuelle in-teraction de cette modification aur un autre 6l6ment do llavion),dtant donnd Ia rappcrt

efficacit6 qui existe entra lea fus~es tangage at lacet. il eat 6vident qu'un 3grandissement de la
d~rive ou l'implantation d'une quills eat. de beaucoup, pr~f~rable A una augmentation jo' suirface
des ampennages hori~antaux.

Dana la reinarque ci-uiessus nous evans exclu une 6vantuella interaction de tolle modification
sur un eutre 6l1nient de l'avion i en pr~ctsant cola nous pensions plus sp~cialement a un effe. nuisible
duna augmentation do la surface d1es ampennagEeB hnrizantaux par augmeitation de la cords. En effat pour
certaines positicns relatives de la derive at des ampennages horizontaux ii peut arriver qua des

En ce qui carncerne unt agrandissement de ]a surface de la ddrive, il eat n~caassare qua cat
agrandiasemert te situe a(, heut cie la d~rive. caest-6-dire A un androit o6i la modification a le plus de
chances d'btre en dahors cu 5illage du fuselage at/au des empennagas. Er fait A surface identique une
quills (perce qua jawnels interactionn~se par un autre 66ment) eat souvant plus efficace qu'un agrandis-
aement de la d~rive.

Dana la figure 6 naus avons 6galement repr~sent6 un parachute 1 on peut traiter son c en
conaiddrant, qu'A priori, son action eat du mtme type Quo celul d'una fus~e agissant en tangage. D'aprbs
las r~sultats de fus~e pour qu'un parachute alt une action, sea dimensions devraient Wte trbs grandas,
WoO 6vantuels probl~mes de r6sistanceasd structure pour la fixbton du chble A Pavion. Mats une
rarhute la omaante dot aieaucet. e b de ua tatite en prardue eldande langrlE j peute lte mn
!figure 7 le cAble est l6gerement inclin6 par rapport au plan de syrrAtrie ca qui cr~e un" 16g~re

camposante ae iacat Iaen naus oasant cur le raPPOrt U~effjiLU uai 'ublv a tf.isag. at X;c~t. pour la

aussi efficace, sinon plus, qua cette aerni~re.
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Ainsi, pour co qui concerns ls parachute, son action West que
partisilemont lA oO Von penserait A priori qu'eill salt essentiellomont,
csest-b-dire dans !5 tangags.

Ces remarquee diveroses concernant lee modifications at is
parachute sant surtout valabiss pour certains typos de vrille critique
vriiie cairns 6 vitesos de lacet pripondirante. C'est souvent is cas des
vrills critiques d'avions ligers. Si on envisage d'autrss types ds vriiis
incontr~iablss (male qui, giniralement, nsxistent pas pour lee avions
l4gers) teis quo phinorvbnes trbo agitis ou probldmes de deep-stail, lea
conclusions pricident~e nont pas de valeur. En particulior pour Ie deep-
stall, caractiris par un maintien A incidence dicrochie mime en iabencs
de toute rotation do vriils. ii st 6vident qua is choix uu dispositif
de secours dolt se porter sur Is parachute ou sur une fusde tangage et IComnposonooI
lours caractdristiques (dimensions do la coupole pour is parachute et do l.Je
moduie do la poussie pour la fusdg) dipendront de l'importancs du prob~Imo.rQuant eux phinomiknes trbs agitis (qul concarnent surtout las ain
d'armes) l'utilisation d'uns fusie parelt dilicate j mime ie choix du sens
d'action do ia fusis nWeet pas 6vident.

1.8 - Conclusion.

Des risultats obtanus lore do l'dtude de fusdss sur maquettes F.7-ATP~
davione 16gere, nous pouvons conciure qu'un tel disositif st trioFg ATTO
envisegeabia carmae mayan do secauro contre la x'riile. Les caractiristiquos DU PARACHUTE EN COURS DE VRILLY

(pousade, dunes et donc impuision) sant trbo acceptabies et teiles qu'alles
no devraisnt pae prisantor de difficultds d'implantation dui dispositif sur
i'avion, 6tant bion entondu quo la Fusis dolt agir en lacat.

Una fusia do dune contr~labls st trds sauhaitable ;une fusie do duris non contralabie
pout aussi Atro onvisagds malse als impose de e'entourar de pricautlone e n particulior, avant son
utilisation our un avion ditermini. slo dsvrait faire l'objet d'uno 6tude on sauffieria our 1a
maquotta do cat avion.

Dons un ardro dies pius giniral, ca'tainas conclusions du prioent document pouvont atre
valables, du mains qUalit3tivesmsnt, pour d'autrss types d'aviono, avians d'armes par example, pour
autant toutefois qua Ia vrille critique salt una vrils exempts d'agiLations vrillo plate at
rapids par exempla.Pour ces aviono nous pansons qua la fusie agissant en lacot st encore la solution
ia maillaure. En affet

- our des vions d'armes on 0 pu iterCire une vrilis plate ot rapids gra 21 une quills
-varticaie (dont l'action est du; mime type quo colul d'une fusie lacet)
-la giomitnase des avions darmea actugls st telis qu'uns fusis lacet pout avo.Lr un bras
do levier plus grand qu'une fu~da roullo cola st un argument oupplimentairs qul
inteivient on favour do la fusis lacat.

Il est toutafois ivident qua ceo hypathises s dsvraient diAtrs virifi6i; par des ssalo
our maquettes en scuffiarie. Coo esaes aminaralen: do plus des conclusions quantitatives.

2 - INFLUENCE D'UNE DISSYMTI DE CKARGEMENT SUR LA VRILLE

2.1 - Introduction.

Au couro d'une ituds cie vrillo faite en soufflorie verticals pour un avion ditermini, 11 st
d'uoage de rechorchor l'offet des divers parainitres liomitriquos at massiqus afin do couvrir au mioux
tous las cas do iavion 3 cepandant. en ce qui cancern3 la position du centre d'insrtie, psnd~nt
langtemps seules furent prises en considiration sa position longitudinale at. 6 un degri moin'lro, sa
position en heuteur.

A 11.M.F.L. une 6tude 6 caractbre giniral fut entreprise afin do difinir lnfluence our
la vrille. do la position latir~,le du centre d'lnertie s 1itude a surtciut portd our un diplacemont
du centre d'inertia causi. par example, p~r du carburant dane la voilure. T1 a'agit donc d'une
dissymitrie de chargement purement masoiqus. Cependant. pour lee avions d'armos. il st 6galement
tenu compte de 1Veffet d'un dic.-ntrago latiral caus6, cotta fols-ci. par dos charges extiriours donc
dissymitrie ;I la fois massique at giomdtriquie. LO prisent document Oonns lae principaux nisultats do
cette 6tude.
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2.2 - Conditions deasais.

Environ 25 maquattes d'avions do tcjs types Dissym~fie @y&"OsOb<A&y<OP02b

(arrnea, l6gers, tra~nsport) furent retenues.

Les dicentragos latiraux qu& nous avons reprd- IV
sent~s stir ces maquettes sont souvent compria entre il

- 4 % at 12 % si on is rapporte A ia corde EXEMPLES DE DISSYMETRIES
moyenna a6rodynarnique o0,2

-I % et 2 % si on lea rapporto 6 l'onvergure L
(voir figure 8). (Qualques d~centragoe dtajent sup6- aie obr n YQ

Comme Is mnrlafigure 8 la dissym~tris ABa3bQ* 141

repL'~aentios aur lea raquettes sont, du moins pour
cartaines daentr'elles, Inf~rioures & la dissym~trio AVIONS OARME3 AVION LEGER
mximala envisageable sur l'avion.

L'6tuda a W limiti§ A la vrille ventre s
pouris ajuit~des aqutto ~sy~es de eaaisFig. 8 - DISSIMERIES ESSA.YEES ET EXEMPLES DE

DITSXAEO1RTES ENVISAGEASLES SUIR
ont 6t falts avec le contre d'inortie plac6 5L1cc55CRTLSAIOS

aivement CRAN OS

- du cot6 do l'aile ext~rieure (ails qui avance pendant la vrille)
- dana le plan do sym~trie
- dui coti§ do lVeils intdrieura.

2.3 -R6sultats.

2.3.1 - Aspect g~n~ral.

Dens las limitos de ce qui fut 6tudi6, l'sffet d'una dissy-
m~trie massique st tr~s variable :do nul b impoitetnt salon cartains

conditions d'essas i i faut cepandant pr~cissr qua lorsqus l'affet

maquattes essaydes ; suls 6chappent A cotta remarquo daux cas pour EF~POV.~
lasquela ii y a inversion du sans claction i catta inversion trouve ALETRU~AL E~l~
son explication dana las agitations corina nous ls varrona plus loin.

Commen ii oat indiqu6 dana ia figure 9 il y a effet

- pro-vrills qu-nd le centre d'inertie st placi§ vera lails
extdriaure

- anti-vrilla, cesntre d'inartic vers lails intdrieurs. EFFE TAN I -VRLLE

L'affot du d~centrage lat~ral so manifesto de diverses
fagons:

_ sur 3'6tsndus du domaine des gouvsrnas o6i Ia vrilie se
maintiont (at par %,is de cons~quencs s .r es possibilit~s fig. -EFFET D'UNE DISSYME2'RIE
do rdcup~ration) DE CIARGEMEN'

-sur certaines caractdristioues de la vrills attitudes____ ___

long~tuainale et trana'iesae st vitesse de rotation, sinai
qua air las agitd3tions.

Cos difl'6rsnts points snnt reirla an
d~taii dens lea Irochains paraigraphs.

2.3.2 - Effot sur is Limaine des vrillaa.

Solon la figure 10, 1'ction d'une r

- nulle dens ' ' 20 Foible Fo'0

- f~ible dans't 25% i; desIas6--1
- nmddrd dens '35 $ e La tdiS___________
- impnrtante da-s "! 20 %) -77 j____

2%. 1%. a 1%/ 2%.
do v..irx

L'ifluence ds la dissymittrie
mas,..que st doric variable 1 cela depend
on partia dui decsntrage qui nest pas :a
'n~me pour toutes la rmquattes, mais aussi Ade f4 Aeim.
at surtout, d'autrs oararn~tres tel qua Is
type os l'avion (16ger, arrmas, transport) j
dles pr~ciaions seront donn~e3 v~t~rieurament
A cesaujet.

La pis-iche 10 rmntre qua, par rapport tz.1 FE tRL OAN E RLE
du cas chargement symrtriquq. !a domains dosri.1- FESULEDMNDSVRLS
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gouvernes h Vintdrieur duquel 1s vrilla s maintimnt sat plus grand quand Is centre dinert.d et vera
V'alle ext~risure ;Vinvmrse eat constatil pour Is centre d'inartis pledO du cotd dos Veils intorieur.

A titra d'exsmple, pour une maquette
dont l'effet slest avhr6 important, cet effet
pout as caract6riser des 1a fagun suivanta (voir WfJ til*

figtirs 1i) :Arr41 Guhsa.

- en chargement symdtrique la vrille
s perpdtue dens la moltiAi du domains des
gouvernes,

- vec Is centre d'inertie d~placd

vers Valle extdrieurs, le vrille as perp~tue,
ou so maintiont longtemps, dens Is Presque
totalit4 du domaine des gouvernes Ilea sorties
deviennent donc tr&5 difficilos

- cent~e d'inertie ver a lile int(o-
risurs. ii n'y a Presque plus 'Is vrilles
maintenues.

Pour certains avions, et c'est lb
notre premibre conclusion. 18 position latterals
du centre d'inertia se place parmi lea pera-
mitres qui influencent Is plus Is vrille ; la Is 9 Fig I EXEMPLE D 'UN EFFE2' ZMPOR'A3'T
limits ii peut 6tre Is plus influent 6 un point
tel qup, per example, l'effet des gouvernes
devient 3econdaire. E~i tout 6tat do cause, Pour certeins evicons. tel d~'placsment en latbral du centre
d'inertis a nettement plus dinfluence quo e I nkne d~placeinent mais en longitudinal.

2.3.3 - Effet sur certu.ines caract~ris-

tiques des la vrille.

Etudions meintenant l'offet d'un Vr.l *s
d~centrage lat~ral sur certeines caractfiris- frin
tiquss doIs l vrille j nous ,xcluons pour IS0

Ilinstant l'of~et sur lea agitations. ~~4%~~

On pout envisager que. i.iitialement VilmI..es
un chargemmnt aissyr'4trique effects lea ---U- eIU@
attitudes .ransversales s cele eat vrei, meis Vrillos ~ * :-~

de-agan modfir~e. puisque dana nos esseis, rmwis quis -.

lea variations dsaietts transversale ront 1/. 2y.
rarenient d~passik 100 Don cque certalis d* I'Seitf9uI@

action eat plsvisible aur oses caract~tristiques

auties qua 1'asaiette tranaversale l nous
vuosparlor do l'attitude longitudinale et ae

ns is figure 12 on volt cue pour un d~contrae lat~ral 6gal h 1,5 % 'Is leonvergure.

-undI d~':entrage eat pro-vrille. la vrille sst rius rapids a,, 20 % (At momns piquoe des 159
-unOI d~centrage eat anti-vrille, Ia vrille e'st momse rapids 'Is 15 % et plus piqube

Meis ce ne sont IA qua des valsurs mayenries tiri~a do la totelitik dq r~ultats ; or certains
vaeurs peuvent fitre tr~a dloignies 'Io ces valsurs moyannes. A titre d'exsmpli Isl vitesse 'Is rotation
Pout varier tie40 % ot laasstte longitudinalo 'Is 300 ou plus, Ainsi, at to',jours pour example, per
I'action d'un dilcontrage latisral pro-vrilla, une vrille moyenrisment p.iquile ot moye-ieoant repide en
chargematit symA'triquai pout devenir plate at rapids, c'est-&-.Jiro A tuselage horizontal ou Presque at A

£42 se-andes/tour (d.i ains pour lea avions d'armos at 19% avions la~gers) sn clhar"*sment dissymr~triatue.

En g6n~ral, pour un evian dermin6, le vrilie sat d'autant Plus difficile 6 mattriser par
las gouvsrres qu'slie eat plate at rapids. En d'mutres termes, l'dtandue du domains des gouvprns A
lintdrieur duo,,sl la vrille as parpiltuo,est d'autant plus grand que la vrille eat plus rapids at clus
plate. Cet~e remarque fournit, du mo~rns pour cortairs evians. une explication A 1'extoinslon di- domain.
des vrilles qui a otd constatda pr6cildenytent (voir paragraphs 2.3.2).
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Os con r~sultats on retiondra gurtout qu'un chargaent diasymitrique pout grovoquer une vrilla
plate at rapids qui noxistsit pas an chargeumOnt symitrique o n plus des problbmos de rlcuptration, catta
vrills pout amonor des problbmes do centrifugation du pilots i c'est le cas pour un grand nombre d'avions
d'armes oOi Is pilots so trouvo relativuanent loin an avant du contra o'inartio jor au cours d'une vrillo
plate at rapids bion 5tablis. laxe autour duquol tourne lVavion passe approxitnativsmont par Is centre
d'inertie do lappareil.

2.3.4 - Effet our lea agitations.

o fagon giniralo

- les vrilles deavions ligars sont calmes. coest-b-dire exwrptes d'agitations,
- los vrillos davions do transport sont calmos ou agitdos mais mod6riment,
- los vrilles davions d'armos pauvent Atre calmos ou, A l'oppos6, fortoioant agitoes. Un mime avion

pout a'aillsurs avoir diffironts types de vrills. Lorsque la vrille eat fortemant agitdo. la agitations
pouvent avoir uno amplitude %uffisants pour transformer la vrills or un autro phinomino docrocho
auto-tonnoaux (auto-rotation autour do Vaxo de roulis), fine our is dos par basculamont transversal
ou longitudinal. ou encore, mouvemiants dbsordonnis.

Dans la figure 13 on volt quo
lorsqu'on chargmeint symitrique. IS vrills AVIONS AVIONS AW~1NS
set calms ou pou agitbe, all. rests calmsoA1E EASOT LGR
ou pou agitdo on chargoment dissytnitrique0a
quol quo Solt 1s sens du dicentrage j cola _________

apparalt dens Is graphiquo relatif aux ovions
ligers ot aussi. mais do fagon momns marquis.
pour loe avions do transport. snwim 0 0000

Pour loa avions d'armes, lloffet dOun VM*Cam

dicontrago latdral glut Wte sensible our les
agitations , ainsi quand ,a centre d'inartie t.* Paudu~v

Sst plac6 du cot6 do laile ext~krieure leasw

drilles & agitations divergontes sont plus
friquontes qu'en chargemant syrnitrique. A
l'OPPOS centre d'inortio v.ors Vaile
intdricu's, los phdnornines sont aystimatiquo-
mont calmos ou peu agitis.

11 y a lieu ae 9'dtendre our co 0 0

point.

06cont'a,79 ars Vlle oxtdrioure a. Fig. 13 -EFFET SUIR LES AGITATIONS
coamme nous Iavons vu pr~cidanvent, souvent
un offot pro-vrille (pro-rotation] i ais
dens 10 prisent paragraphs il roosort dus ce
dicontrago gout aussi avoir un effat pro-
agitations, ces dernibros. A IS limite. pouvant divorger.

Or. ii arrive quo loffet prc-agitations 1'dmporte our Ileffet pro-r6.:atlon i les vrilles
maintmnuas levionnent alors mains nosibreusos qu'en chargoniont symtrique ; cola explique 1'existence
des deux points varticuliors inclus dons la figure 10 pour looquolo 10 sons d'action du dicentrage
vera Vaila axtdriouro nest pas Is mime quo celul des autros cas i pour ceo deux points il y a Moins
de vrillos parce quo lea agitations s3ont plus friquentes at plus amples ce gui fait stopper lat vrille s
on pout r.6anmoins affiraawr pour coo daux points, quo s'il o'y owsit gas d'agitations, Poeffet du
d4.ontrage aurait iti do mime sons quo pour les .utros maquottes.

Toujours pour Jos avioni d'armos mais cette fois-cl avoc le centre d'inertio ver a lle
intirisuro. d'apris !a figure 13, i1 apparaft quo, Sur aucune maquette. ii n'a Wt rencontr6 dc~

pl.inomno~a fortoment agitds et pourtant lea arrkts do vrille sont fr~cuents. L'effet du ri.Ocentra.00 eqt
offectivanent 101 un offet pro-frainage st non gas pro-agitations.

Do c05 risultats rolatifa aux avions d'armnoS on pout alors envisager qu'il puts exister.
pour un avion ditormind, un dicontrago latdral optimal pour le maintion do la vrille et .e d~cetrtdge
9*ut varier salon lavion, bion entendu on module. mais aussi an Sons. En effot, dans le cas aoa, an
chargemlant syanitriquo

Ia vrillo set suffisaninant calme, 10 dicenta-age serait optimal quand Is centre~ dinertie

serait du coti do l'aile extirieure
-Im vrillo eat forte~nt agitie, IS vrilla pourrait fitre mieux maintenus quana lo centre

d~inortiw son-ait vons Vlle Intirioure I le nodule du dicentrage lat.1ral devralt Aloro Ire ASI

fois auffisant pour calmer Ja vrilla at Insuffisant pour la faire stopper.

En conclusion do ca piaragraph., canine toutrbile. colle concernant l'influenco d'une
dissyanitri. de chargement comports des exceptions ; dans Io coo pr~sont ces exceptions s'appellent
agitations.
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:.. Effet du type davion.

Oanas lea pr~cddents paragraphes lea
r~suitata nous ant impoah do dhjA faire appa- AN"5 ONS AVKMN
raltre, sur cortains points, iection d'une 5 DETRA SPORT LEGP
dissynidtris massique saion I* type ciovion. Le ,
prismnt paragraphs apporte d'autres pr~cisiona ___*1

Com is rnontre la figure 14 iaction Fat -r

d'un ddcentrage letdral est plus ou moins .

marqu6 san is typei de Ilavion 0

- effet sauvent important pour is avions so a6~
d'*a.-me5, 0 -

- ef en moyenns moddrt pour lea avions t

- offet sou.Snt faible au nul pour s aeviorna

A g r .O r ii f u t n o t e r q us Ia g o u v e r n e A J* 16. 4 A _. 6 r * *
priponddrante

- pour un avion dsrms est souvent is
gauchisament

- pour un avion do trnnsport, st. salon Fig. 34 -EFFET SEWON LE TYPE D'AVION
Vavian. Is gauChissement ou Is direction
pour un avion 16ger, souvent la direction.

En tenant compte de ces remarques

il a Peru int~resant d'analyser Ileffet dXSMN
d'une daaytmtrie de chargement an tenant ACSEN
compte de la gouverns pr~ponddrante. CT0

Nous avons ainsi obtenu lea r~su1- VrlON $a.-
tots qui sont port~s dens la figure 15 oi Mod"
Von conatate qua o"

dens 90 % des Cos 06J is gauchiaseflont eat I

la gouverne pr~pond6rente. Veffet d'un i Fbl
dicentrage latdral est modtrO. oi. Is plus Modi~i 0
souvent, important. Le pourcentags serait r.t
de !.00 s'i' n'y avait pas les deux Ces
particuliers (vrilles A agitationhi diver-
gentes) dont ii a Wt question au para-
graphs prdcdsnt.

-dens 70 % des cas o6i la direction est is
gouverne pr~rcnd~rante, ileffet du d6con-
t.ae est soit nul. salt faible i i

n'es js'8i Imortnt.Fig. 15 -EFFET SELON LA GOUVERNE PREPONDER4.WiE

Un cas qui spparalt dene s lafigure 14
confirms ces remarques :il soagit d'un avicfl
d'armes qui est Is seu;. parmi ceux que nous avons etudi6s. cour iequel Is gauvorno ayant ie plus d'infiu-
ence swr is vrtile. est la direction pour et avlon 1Vefft d'n chargement cissym~trique 5sept averk
faitlie ou flul.

L'effwt d'un otcentrage est donc ; classer plus en fonction de !a gauverne pr~ponddrante quoen
fonction du type ow V'avian.

Remarque :ii arrive parfois quw la gouverne pr6pond~rsnte Pour is vrille d'u- avion est ia
profondeur. Ce :as ne s'wst presprntt sur aucune des maouettes retanues pour 1',tude prcsente cels
eoplique quo dens Is present paragraphs, sewui5 ijre-t oDrs en- consia~ratior' is direction et le gauchis-
sei-owt.

2.4 - Effet de charges externes dissymtric.ues.

Par c"srges externeS, nous snte.'dons ict. charges louries et non pas 16gbres dv tvpe
r~servoir vide. res cas ise concerrient Wien entefidj zije les avions drmes pjr iasquels leffet d'une
dissym~trle pura'nent messique est sot vent im-portant.

Da 1'ensernble des resultats da'ssaSi faits avec c'~rges externes dissyme~triojes. ii ressart
clue. trL~s souvent, une emesrge sous Vaile ext~rieure A un 2ffet pro-vt-ille. Inversetrent une charge sous
Veails Intd.rieure favorice Ia r~cup~retion.

Les r~sultets sont done, Ju moins qualitatilvemen.~t de mp~mw type nuand Is certrw diJnertie est
d~place vers un certain zob que s 1wd~contrage colt casd per une dissyn'Atria interne Cu par



un ::dissymtriextene. On pout a:::i::nclur::uo dons is cas :e chrges :xtornes dimaymtriqueu.
lsaffet do Ie disayrnitrie gdomitrique oat secandaire en regard do colui de Ie disaymdtrie measique.

2.5 - eainateeffot e'ndcnrg aba t effetdugchsoet

is gauchissomont eat I. gouverne pr~ponddrente

- gauchissoernnt Contra (cssat-&-dire braqu6
Contre un virage do mime sons qua le vrilia)
favariso is maintion do Ia rotation. pnur
autant tautefola qoe lea ph~notnines no
solent pas trop, igitfi. Gauchissoment Contra
a donc gdn6raiomert un effot pro-vrilie. Iacisrw.~'oir

- geuchissoent Avoc, souvent la vrila se EFFET
framne et stopps mime en I'abaenca d'agi- PRO-VPL.LE AK.E EXTERIWR AILE INTERIEWRt
tetiana.

Ii sombie quo Von puissae mottro
on parallale l'effet du gauchsament at
loffet dun chrgomoat dissym6trique vis-- "*,is de I& vrilie. Ainsi, ak an considers
loffet do coo daux parambtros aur. par CgnrwVdnm~w Vrs iahI@OS*U'IP.
exaefi. 1e pcint concernent 1'dquilibre
transversal, on pout admottro quao(voir
figure 6

-d'uno part is gauchissament mia contra Fig. 26 -COW4ARAISO? EFFET DECENTRAGE
-d'autre part Is contra d'inertie plec4 TEFTGURSEEY
vexrs l'aile ext4rieureETFE GUHS WN

ant taus deux mime sons dlaction puisqu'ils tendent 6 faire beisser laile qui avanco pendant Ia vi ill.

Los ailerons (perembtra g6ombtrique) at is dicontrage (parsfnbtrs massique) &uraient danc un
offet du mfime type sur Vattitude transversale at, conono somblo is canfirmer le prisente itude, par vole
do cons~quence, sur lo phinnrnine global. Cola pourrait expliquor qua 1'sffet du d~centrage soit plus
marqu6 iarsque. pour Ia vrille d'un avion, is gouverno prdpond~rente st Is gauclhissoeunt.

Dana is mime ordre d'iddes on pourrait 6galemont priciser ici certains rdsultats qui furent
nbtenus lors dos e5Ssas qui ant fait l'objet do Ia promiire pertis do co document, & sevoir aselis our
maquottes Oquip~es do fus~es. II s'agit diu cas do fusde agi'nsant on roulis.

Nou a evans vu dens 1e puragraphe 1.4.2 qu'una fusie suffisammennt fort. pouveit ddstquilibror is
vrile et Is faire stopper mime dans Is sans d'actior oOi la fusfe fait baisser V'aile oxtdieure. Pleis

eo3 vans vu 6galfflont quo, pour ce sons dactian, si Is pausste do la fus6e eat roletivemont feiL..u
lfus a pour offot d'epletir is vrillo, du mains passag~remsnt c'est-h-dire pendant Ia dunea do fonction-

n omont do la fus6e. Cette dernidre pout donc avoir un effot pro-vrille lorsque, rdp~tons-le, olls tend
6faire baisser laile ext~rieure. Si rous rogroupons ici plusleuro conclusions, nous trouvons donc quo

faeie balaser lelle oxt~rieuro
- salt par le gauchissoent
- salt per una dissym~tris do chargemont
- salt per uno fus~e (do pouaake reletivement faile)

conduit A mime rdsultat, A savoir :favorise le maintlan do Ia vrtilo.

2.6 - Carciusion.

Do i'Otude de iinfluence dluna dissym~trie do chargot'~nt sur le vrille d'avlons do taus type$,
diversas conclusions peuvont itre tr~es:

1 - L'sffet d'u' chergoment dlssymn6triquo (dissym~trie puremont massique) pout varier do nui A
Important solon, entre autres, le type do Vavion ;mels loraque cot effet nWest pis nul ii st pretique-
mont toujauro do mime sons soit quand le centre dlnertio at diplacd vera

-Pails ext~rieure afl'ot pro-vrille, c'ost-b-dire, augme~ntation du domains dos gouvornos
h l'lnt6rieur 'luqui Ia vrill so maintlent

- 'eile intdrieur' :offot anti-vrille

2 - Effot pro-vrills pout signifier do plus :apparition ou augmentation do riaques do vriliuft
plates et rapides au cuurs desquelleL. pour certa.ins aviana, I. p~lots seralt soumis A des acc.6l6retions
inconfartablos sinan insupportables.

3 - L'effr't d'un d~centrage lat6rel eat plus marquj4 paor lea avians dant Ia gouverne pr6pondd-
rante pour la vrille eat ie gauchissomoent ior, gauchissement pr~pond~rant eat

t t'Ns Souvent ls ceo pour les avions d'ermqs
*perfa1v le cas pour los avians do transport
-rat omont le .-ab pour les avin Ifigers.



4 - Un dicontrage dG 6 une charge extirisure sous uns ails a I* mime sons d'action quo Is
dicontrage, vera la m~ms ails. provoqu& par uns disaymitris Interne.

5 - Done Is cas do phinombnos tria agitia, 11sffet d'un dicmntrage latdral vers laile
oxtiriouro peut btre diminu&, annul6 ou mime changer do sons par un accroissoment des agitations qui
pouvmnt alors canduiro b une rdcupiration mais par lVinterMidiaire do phdnomnesh divers, auto-tonnelux
par exam~ple Cu fin our Is dos.

En conclusion ginirale il faut surtout retenir que Is centre d 'inertie plad hors du plan
do symtrie pout s classer parmi lea paramtres qul Influencent Is plus 18 vrills A la limits son
action pout Otre notablemeint plus importanto quo calls do tout autro paraebtre massique ou gdomitrique.
Aussi, got-il n~ceasairo quo ce paramitre soit prig on considiration au cours dos campagnes dlessais do
vrille tant en souffleris quaosur Ilavion lui-mimo.



UNE NOUVELLE ANALYSE DE LA VRILLL

BAStE SUR L'EXPERIENCE FRANCAISE SUR LES AVIONS DE COMBAT

par Claudius LA BURTHE

Centre d'Essais on Vol
91220 Orlttgny-sur-Orge (France)

RESUME

Chez Its utilisateurs fron~aos, isil portos d'osions do combat per onfonicomont, dolcrochage ou vr~le, sont

relativaoment pea nonmbreaases. Entro autres raisons, on pout attribuor co r~sultat favorable ol un effort particulier

d'instruction des pilotes wur Its hautas incidences. Ndanmocins, lisnfluence d6favorable do Is charge alairo fail

craindto une doltirsoration do catto situation sur les asions nouveaux. Un certain nonibre do rolsultats Wessals sont

analysois sous I'angle dolIs nature dos portes do contr6le. On domontro sinsi Ia pripondolrirnco des pinomilnes
dainertie. at on en diduit lts limites do croidibiliti des asortissours lids A l'incidonce. Pour Its asions fliturs, on

propose do compliter Is protection par un doctour do couple gyroscopique.

A NEW ANALYSIS OF SPIN, BSED ON FRENCH EXPERIENCE ON COMBAT AIRCRAFT

SUMMARY

Relatively few aircruaft are lost by renh users, owing to sinking, stalling or spinning. Among other reasons,

this favourable result may be attit- to a particular emphasis put on pilot instruction about aircraft behaviour

at high aigles of attack. Bu in view of no unfavourable influence of wing loading this situation might deteriorate

with new aircraft. Some test results are analysed as regards the nature of losses of control. The major influence of

inertia is thus demonstrated. Limits of credibility for stall warning systems, based upon angle of. attack measure.

moent, are then deduced. For future aircraft. it is proposed to improve protection by adding a gyro torque detector

NOTATIONS Lot porte; do contr~le partiellos pousvent revitir un dori do pa-
viti trols variable selon Is dune t at sdiritil du miouvement incontr~li

F- ellipsoid* principal d'inertie do l'avaon do l'esion
F-' oltipsoide diduit do E per one affiniti de centre 4mnrma ie ~hspe nrui

Q centre d'inertis ou do grasiti violentes ,dolpart on roolis, diopart on loae, pitch-up
W scteur moment cinitique -prolongiosll di6crochage. enfoncomont.

rx mmentd'innieautor do1'&.o pincial 2'7cDons cell* garrme continue, toutes les possibilitils existent. et los

myitoment dinertio utour do 'sxo principal -'4piloto I* asent, do sorte qc'i et dificile pour ux do dcKide so

ro moment d'inertia autour do I'axe principaol b' tel ou tel incidlent mdit. do faire 'oblet d'un cornpte rondou En

'P plan tangent 6 l'allipsoide d'inertie at perpendiculaire b " revanche. le" ces do vralls sons plus aisimnt idontifiables.

ott f ixe dons I'espace, ot ditarmino las mousoments do E Eft France. Ie nbmbre dasvions do combat perdus an vnille
par rapport i des axes fixes nWest pas tris ilevio. Los utiiaeurs franrAis considilrent is srille propre.
i, vtsedo roulis mont dite conime un prob~me mineur pour In oicuritt dos vols. III

I9 atiriouent ce bon resuitat autaont a ia qualitoi du oiitiov;. qu'
P. vitems do laet do l'instruction.
T fnorgie de rovion en rotation

2e itCepndant, cone situation pourrait se degrader fur las avions.

!1 j axes principaux d'irsertie dt I'avion actuals. on raison do I'auqmeontation des charges. En etfet. Is figure I
5,51 1 iwnble montrer une corrillation antre los taux do porti et to charge

44 incidence

'A ddrapago A-lions perdus per
Tv piriodt d'on mousamont oscillatoire heures de v'oI (ai 8) ~

RIt plane limitos du protilime d'Euler.Poinsot inclinis do Iangle .,L (AMTC) '
sir I* plan Cqn M'Ysr.LvA ,

ZJ~ vecteur rotation instanta.'ie do l'svon.

Lexpirience poormet do classier let incidenrts ou accidents quio 3 I~U~ - ''P YT
sorsienont & haute inicidenceoen doux cigories Its rertes do M01 -'"

contr~le partielles a em vrilles. (AM I)N M/r2

0 -002000 3000 Charge

Fog. I - Arnmde oIAir francein 1196511974)

actuelkement 4 rONERA - 92320 Chinillon (Franco) Po,'tes d'avions en rdle car'rrisile
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alairo A Is masse do combat 11 no tat copondant pas oxagiar In Ainsi. l'*c..t d'incidonco quo sotae lalarme o it, Porto do
portle. doeco graphiqlus. qua couvro dix an, d'utilisation. mail un contr6lo (quo l'on appolle improprornont I# domis on "Overshoot".

nombre d'avions perdlus Iris modost*. Malgord cot. rtieo on pout notion qui rost@ emibique dens to cas de l'incidoncol risalto on partiot

craindro quo lts charges alairot pratiquies" sur lot avionu noubeauax no d'uno dision do commandomont.
contribuent 6 augmenter It risque do vrill.

Mil;i lo malheureusomo.',s 4vident citaune limitation d'incidenco

Ui miss en service davions; do plus oa' plus lounds dolt logique- st beaucoup plus difficle 6 respiocter quo cellos portant star I'altituds

mont condluit. A ronfoncer I'affort do protection Contra Is mise on cou Is vites par exermple. mimo on temps do pairs. Or 'aslyso toch.

.fill*. Piique nmontre "u I* piloat* qui cilpasso one incidonce-limite, pout

roncontren dot comportsments d'un*e itnaano diverii sour un m~mo
avion. Coci ott dOa A l'influenco. pi.tiois tarts forts, dot autrot poreaitrol

HISTORIGUE 0E LA PROTECTION cdont dillpond Ie mouvorfient &. , .I Mach, configuration. couples

Celloc, a alti d'abord assurde par dot limitations portant sunIs gyroscopiquot aec

itestate I* factour do charge. ota certains mouvessnts do gousernos. Mais 11 woait trils compliquil ot pet scar do conceoir un. slarm. it"
to vril Wi'itant pot formetlemnent antardate. Is meilloure protection rottait h to-is cot paramrooitrot. Motit I'snalys. qua wswvae poimhltra do propose.-
one bonne connoimeanco du compoiternnt do laovion on dvolutions une solution.
serrales. L'appanition do vrillot A Wrand diveloppoent vertical. avec dot
sorties difficilos. a conduit A lmintrdiction complite do arnilles dilibiries. OPRINDEQ LUSVILSVA OSDECM T
Cott* interdiction es'ot d'autant plus facilement giniralisi. quo I& vrollo OPRIO 2OEOE VILSDAIN 2CMA

a perdu is valour tactique on raison dot; difficultis do toutot sortes Lot figunot 2, 3. 4 at 5 montrent Is% vorilies 00* quolquot avians
qui l'accoampagnoant orientation, fonactionnemnent motoun, intigarati volontairemotnt choisis pour 1-urs diff~rnrces d'architecturo. dige 0t
collule etc. . . Afin do facilitaor l'application do c-to consign.i, on a d'origins,
onru dot sarmos lumineusos puis sonorot, Was0 A urn dlitection dlinci'

donce IMirage Ill). Cot vrillot ant tan cortvnt nxmbne do carumteristiquots communot

Meis cot abarmos or, itii jugios" insuffisantot parc. qu'ellos repord' - nactuavarmant oscillatoane psoudo-sonmanerit. d.iaide do l'ond.sa do

sentoent dot informations disa~ontin'jots On a donc: d~cidE d'Eiquiper lot grandeur de 3 & 4 woondot.

avions lot olus ricants d'un indicatour d'incidoce lln airt0 poaaisuel. - duniles aliaboinot, avec: des sortiot difficilot. car lts gouvernes sont
En outre. catortantrument Peut itro utilisE dans Protque tout@$ lot suttft po officacos ;graridos pertot d'allatude.
phasots do vol. Cersndant. it a Wt jugi nicotsaire do conserver ['alarm*

sonar., pour sa contribution & Is e6curiti. - noulis et loal giniraleniont %ynchronishs,

- tangago on avarice do phase do 9(f dans uno stille h gauche Ioa on
CHOWX DES NIVEAUX O'ALARME retard. dan, une vrille A dioitel.

Cott@ question ott d~licate ot doit Atre examinE. an ddtail. Le - composanto continue important* sun Is lacet. faibale wur lot eutres

nivesou dalanmo ott choisi 4vidommont plus bas quo lot plus foibles Clot

in'idoancoas do portes do contrle Lot lmrents qjui guidont ce chois sont

do doux ordros Cot similitudes f~sppantot montront quo lts mouvoments sonI

-techniqueo qualitis do vol do "oion A haute incidence stabilitts, domints par un Eilment commun.

ansortissoment, pitch-up Elveartutil, efforts etc .Le calcul des noveaux d'Eanorgio en rotation. 4uta cst dlevi

- ogprationnl .politique dlubilosation du matiniol. considolrations I.A t00 kjoule) par rapport b colui dot Evolutions normal*$ Iquolquot

adentraiarlont do personnel otc . kloultl. suggirea qu'il sagit dot couples gyroscopiquos.
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MOUVEMENT D'EULER.POINSOT It aot clair daoutro pant, quo dans un mouvomrrint Unst inWeVention
istiiurs, is vecteur momrenti cindtique at constant on grandeur

Los oquations dfEulvrPoinsot reprolsetntent is modoll. matholma* en iretin
toque des mouveinents d'un satellite. ou d'un avion wur &ee le" moment
morits adrodynamiquos ou do propulsion exercoraiefit une action nih Los conditions initiates sont fixils per Is position de SLt.,ans E

gerbl. En revanche, on no fat aucune hypotholl sur les forces adrorly. (ou E')I. A chaquo position de X. oicorrespond urw position de H4 (tig. 6l.

narniques On cilmointre facilemet, P~r une itude des variations onsttana de
r que Is lieu do l'extrimitt do XE sir I' s'obtient en faisant

I. .0 17) L o router E' sentglissamnt, sur IsplanP'quiost fix* daris 1opew at

1 y SO4 M(~'~ w 0 perperidiculairoh A

-r .( 6 1)1
0 H

avoc Cos = Y cs .,~I iO i

'9 at 0 e6.e.

La solution analytiqu do ce systkme depend fortemont des
conditions initiates. ElI. feit appal asix intolgrales tolliptiques qui sont
d'un maniomont peu rontatles pour let pliocions. La solution giomi'-
trique est d'accis plus facile.

Dans un premier tamps. on pout dcr ire quo Idnorgieoen rotation(E
do I'avion ast constants. puisqual n'v a pas do moment des forces

extdrioures ce qui n'wnpdcht pas colles-ci d'ogir. comnie on Is vanra.

sur m'rargie total., aou sons cirW~ique at potontiallioi. Fig. 6 - Mfo,,vomt d'EuAmrPb~ in dri.

1~. 10 ot Z1  1 r' =2T. e tc Los coiJrba obtenuis sont appeolies "poihodios" at sont prolsentoles
figure 7. Olles is dilcomposont on quetr* families, symiltriquis daux b

On dirniontro ainsi quo 1rextrotmiti du vecteur rolsoon ri appantiont deux. quoimetourent los p61w do roulis at do Iasm. Cone symitrvie
k A un ollipsoilot E' . efiort do l'vltipsoids principal d'inrtlie do l'avion. reflite cello dos mouvemnents gauchie/droite.

rP
N

Fig. 7 - Moijveo rnorEulkr.Poinsot - Polhodois
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Cis courbos son? des biquadrotiques qrIl ont ividormont lot m6nm
plans do symitri.i quo coux do l'ollipwodo. Elis s proiottont sur call t3 4
plans tWon dos arcs do coniquois don? on obtiont tris focilomont leg K

6quations :on divivo membro A manibro lot 6quations du systisn (1)
at on let intigro. La solution donno doux farnilles dallitpm at urn
famillo d'hyperboles :(fig. 81 11 is rouvo quo pour boaucoup d'ovions cot anglo ott do lordr* de

grandeur do i

K. 3 . Dons I* cat particuhor o~i 1. lotllipsoido ott do rivolution.

51 K, 12 fig. 9) It plans son? confonidus avoc *at lot quatro families
KI 6~ ~ do cord.t contrit;su 3so,

=2 M! iL L'oxplwaction 7iomnitrique, mat on 6vidonco In foot important quo
Iii mouvomont d'Euler-Poinsot ott pormanonit. Mei% Is dunde d'un cycle

On constato quo l'axo do tangage joue un r6le priviligid, qui Jolt dipond dot conditions initial.s *I pout voare do ziro * l'infini En

ktro attribud A l'inigoilitil 1. -< 11 < 1, .outre. Is vutotlo do difilomont do r11 It long d'uno quelconque dot bi-
quadratiques pout varior dons dos proportion% important.s. Sur Is

Los doux pair% do families do courbot prisonti. figure 7 sont fijure 10. on a port& trits exoamples do pdriodes 1, 3 ot 10 sacondot.

tparios par dot pliint x t esIt' don? r'inclinaison i sun x Sur cotta flteure, lipaissour dost roapcioiros ott en raison inverse do ts

ott donni. par Its asymptotes do I'hyperboto cidossus . Vitetta.

Fig.ig 9 - Poimd dunn dellipsaide X

air~~~ ~d Aeus soluotiontie C
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Fig. 10 - ExerwIes do polhodion do durdes diffdvroes

As variations do, vitesse sont A l'origin. des forrm particulires; On romarauora I'analogie avoc: l'essrogistroent do Is vill. du

des ertregiatremonts do vitesses angulaires ~dj, Un example obtonu Jar.

air machine analogilue alit fourni figure 12 Ischima do cibtage fig 11).

Oat esoregistremment donne Is rdsultat obtanu b pertir do conditions T.Atotois so lts conditions initiale ot aabot fait choisir une

inatiales quo conduisent A urn court). do ts faimilte enorant unpl court). d'une temille entourent It p6Ie X on aurait dcttanffl los

do Isme On voit quo comportements quelatataft du roulis at du laco

- I* movementest peranentAinsi. compte tenu do l'oxistencti du plan do symttrie atd r

-roult en det son sycrns rqec dul u t.ct on reliendra quo ctiaque courbe do l'urie qualconquo des familtes pot
-oli t n enget & sido A~/.fre ii~dre obtenue sans ambiguitil h partir do conditions initaales expramos

:- d n'Vmm a~ZI do opsot otne u u t aa

I> our I e I

p lIenregitsrement figaure 12 sontstuft isaiimnt frappantis pour quo I'on

fast. lIdtude compuilte do t'une des vrilles or"les. On Choioat Is plus

twpxqu ts vrilie du Jaguar. figure 2.

On~ prisons. figure 13 un Cycle do cette irillo. on comparaion

oveic un cycle do celui dot movements h Is Euler-Poinsot do l'ellapsoido
tp -- r d'inartio do l'sovion, qui possid Is mime poiriodo -A 3 second*e L'dcarl

X 0 tgibriquo qui s0pare tet detix mouvements ett obligaloireiaient imnPu
iq -table aix moments des forciii estiniourets atrodynarmictues at propulsion

On l'apolleras tolsidu airodynawnique

Lot velour stbsolue du noisidu pormot d'affirmo co roksultat fonds.

p'-K qrmentat 'lts mcouvemorents de cotta vrille tont orgaraga par let couples
p K, qr gyroscopique. cous-ci ttant pertubie par los, moments airodynniques"

r - K, pq Cott conclusion dovrait pouvoir oltre gidraloitso b tout@% t#$

vriltes oscillatoirei pseudo pormaniontet On rotmauquecs iue dens do

Fig I7 - Machine ano/ogique &thorru do nonibreus cat. Is vitossor &l tngagoesct d4~shasW deonvirnn ff /2 par
colb/ago du prob~cn do Poinsof. rapport A 1'ensemble routis tact
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Fig. 12 - Afoment d-Euler-Poinwar 9dndral.

ANALYSE DU RIESIDU AtRODYNAMIOUE p (73s)

Le r~sidu dfini ci-doesus, refrilsento l'imags dos influences airo-

dynamriquos. On pout donc fair. un travail dntification do cooffi. too
ciems. La figure 14 donne un axwnpie simplifa. On derive bommaire-
mont Ins vitesses angulaires. On obtiont donc let moments les plus N

importents. Si on lot compare avac Ies enregistrements d'incidence at do
d6rapage. on pout tirer In conclusions suivantes ./

- Is rouvemont do tangage est froind pendant uno grand. partie do Is N, ~ d ~ ____
pdfwddo cola doit 11tre lnlputt ou coefficient C-vcj, -wi

-eI mouvemoents do roulis at do larjt sont affecis simultanrnent.
pnatune courts portia do Is p4riode, at prfcl*Tlert lorique Is not

do l'ovion ws bat (incidence moddril,

Inle cooillcients roaponsabiles d'un tel mouvvw,.,nt sont d'une part un2

cA cO .dautro pant.un C..~~

orinfire _ _

-# 200 -.- . 4 i -

4 - __ _ _ -200-
0 123

droteF4q 13 -A Avon Jaguaer monool
Conto,.,wn s'ol/Euisf-Poinso r r clo do rulle.
1. Vol 2. Fulwr.Pornsot I RAhom. adrody'navnque

___ w 4 ntefpltaion du rsidu erodynamique sur un cycle
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En rolsumE. Is vrille du Jaguar monoplace pout so dicrire cotm. L'dtude du niouvement d'Euler Poirnot dons It cot g~nerall niontre quo Is
suit . coinposante inurtille do toiles vrilles powt 

S~ire do doux sortat, salon qu'il

- mouvement & prilponddr rice inertiel1c, apprtent 6 l'uno ou l'autre des families entourant lIn p6les dc lacat ou

- influences airodynamiquos modiriats en temps at en grandeur. do roulis. Dan% las exemples citil, di est manifesto qu. Is vrolle du Jaguar

Callet-ci provaouent -est A pridominence de lacot. et quo Is vrille calculoi. du F5 if ig 5) ott 6

- un amortissemnent longitudinal quasi-permanent sur un cycle pr~dominance do rouli

at, lorsque W. noz de l'ayton pass*o n position basso (incidence minimal@

do vrillol deux impulsions Le cat particulier ly to Is miaait unso Etude. car un We avion
* lno on off at diidre do sans conyontionnol pourrais prolsenter uno certaon* nukistance, A Is vrill*. accompagni. d'une
* 'autreoen stabiliti do routa noolgative. tendance aux autotonnoeux

On pout on dolduire let soules parties de Is collula qui soiont Do Is nouvelle d~finition do Ia vribe. dicoulo une nouvoll o fnition
activs ontorile .do Is phase trantitoir* do m's. en yor Ile

- emponnagos horizontal -c C -"I <(0 or t d~pr an vrill. des s'ons donma correspond 4 is
- voilufe on fliche - CI <40 pour .' motdhnil nalixance efun coupl. gyroscopxi.Ja importanta
- noz eion -. ./ < o pour 09 modolrole

On frmhiquo quo soules let parties ftontalet do l'ayion son cocrn Sur It plan anslytique on pout exprimer Is pertc do controdle Comm@:
daon 'explocatteon du rnouyernent transwersal. or /a issaico, doune dis'arrnvctenrea v'ctsu moment crnotique at ka

voctaur roltton: H I 01P.
La solution ainsi propose n'est pout Wte pot uniqu~e, t, militoi.

rait ditto discuti,. Mais il fout rester prudent dons Ia recherche d i En cons~quence. Il suff it do meturer co produit voctoriell pour crielr

moodil. du rlicdu. car l'incidonceaet Is deras.'go variant enotmirsvnt. un systimo d'slarm.

Int yitesses angulairet sont tntlo fortes, at id faut %'on tenir aux influ- Pour I& protection dos anions donset contra Is yrglle. on propose
ences priporidirantes. Sinon, Videntification conduirait A urn inditer- donc urn solution simple. qui pormet do compensor Its difeuts irihirents
intation concarnent lIn r6les do l'incidoncs. du dilrapage. at dn cofi k a conception dos avortissours is h l'incidence Le calcul du produit

cients instationnalres. vactorial ci-dessijs lqui reprtsent lt couplet gyroscopiquesl. ott tts faclo

GENEALISTIONAUXAUTRS AVOit I'on utilise lts gyrornitres JR. I . r , quo existent sur prosque tous lot
ayjons 11 suff it alors do deterrminer on yol IW souil A partir duquol on

Lasnalyse du roltsdu airni prlisontit pout s'appliquoc & touto riglora I'slarme.

vorile socllaoirsb pu poli pdiodiuemilmsso I d~hosp TtreOn pout pensor quo cello-c. ts.rviendrait b , urd darns '- pr ocssus
tangago at roulis-loat nest pas celui du mouvemoent d'Euler-Poinsot. oI at ocnrl.Mi 'nlyed r orboxast odln

ioo etpu/2. eDonccsItrid t plus dipfitint onvl asle chits yolonfaire, non suiyis do vrille. at Ia discussion avoc let polotes.
ol et pusoli at oncplusdiffctleA &"srnontrent quo Is dune do Ia mite on vrille ott oulours longue (par

Un certin nombre dontre cot vrilles prolsent., Is perticulariti example 2 A 5 sacondotl on regard des dWoai do hiaquager dos commandos

aJiyante. 1e mouvemo~nt do lacet. qui ott do trilquenca double, est do yol. On pout donc epi.er urn protection offiCaco. 6 condton quo
souvont filtrE au point d'oitto Il pou priis constant Cotta froiquenca cello-c. soit automnatique.

itant do I'ordie do I Hz. il n'y a risn d'~tonrnrt A ce qu'eile 3o's
Miles par I'srodynamique. surtout dans des mouyomants do grasnd* Sur I* plan pratique. Ia notion do "tour do yrille" basE, our

amplitude. Comt particulariti. introdirate sous Is frma r - mrt dens l'intilgoration du mouyament do JL1 sur un anglo do 2 It , perd son

ie modiif d'Eultr.Poinsot. Is rend itigrablo. avec dot solutions prati intirit 11 v a lieu do I. romplacor per Is notion do "cycle" du mou

quamant tiriusoidalot On consiolta. on 'tflat, quo lts caractres do dtnt voment piriodiqua

do scie du roulis at do mouvament cam'~ du tangs"e sattilntiontLepolorids ondovleput6fevsosusn
nottament F1. Alphapt Lai rolm. des sti esin deto rille ou itre o ensiag toste

La yrille do co dornior esion est particuliltreait intilresrante sur 1p inortielle, il on sortira toulours ditficilament En rolalitE. In t,)rtio nest

plan pratique. car l'importance du ristsdu atirodynamique dolpend do [a portible quo si let momeants airordynamniques croissant doa manuire i

position du gauchissernent On pout donc dire. inyarsernitnt, qua to riiv*&u 4aotir at S faire 'degontir' I* mouvement JEuler Poinsot

d'agitation est commandi par It pilot. (dat urn cert..rn mesurel Cot. Los~odssrisrIs ineq'ncrannm
carctristique pridisposo I'Alphapt S Is diimonstration dot yrilles en vol dain rmtn ntsri i oxtro

CCNSEQUENCES DIE V'INT RPRETATION INERTIELLE - transformation dluneo rotation 6 prildonmnance de lacet
iAC towrs autour deC,5 I. en urn rotation h proidominanco do roulis

Los cons~quences do ceil* inter;pritation sont oxtrimemont norn (.CL tourrie atour deCo I,
brousos. tan* sur It plan shigr.quo quo pratiquo. ot samblont p',uyoir
ooiicernor un. tnt grandit population da'iions, quo I'on appeIlera 'densot" - amortissamint du mouvement de roulis

oans s suie du extolDo tollet soorties. appellieos autotosnoeaux trouyentl urn explication
FE;- micaniquet du troll on posit proposer urn nou'velle defintion intortielle immidiate, par rapport A laquolle lot r-oments airodynaontiquet

do Is toril des ayions denses jouenl seilement un r~.le persurbetour lqui rco'iduil parfait 6 laentrotiorn
u'J mouvementl En particulier. lts mons'enls qui font converger It

or to veille des as-iorri detrius ot un inourw'nent organm) pa yateur ZL vers I'axe %' tondent ividornrrent A accilirer it roulis

/A influences ie,es, at pwrbrt. par ;'aerodynerque P (f ig 151
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YZ
Fig. 15 -ortiee *,,~lle on muotonneitux.

CONCLUSION pout Itre abord** sout un angle nouveau, per Iz recherche des pare.

mytres qui commardont ce transfert dfolnrgic D'un. tall. 6tudo.
Lestpirienrit fran~sise port~uit sur dix an& d'essuis ot d'uiloualion pourraiont decouler dit explications rationnellos; COncornant lot vrillet

des avions do combat montre quo le risque do Porte dais aon vrillo, pteudo-ocillatoires, mail non permanentot. quo It modolle inertial
actoielomns Pau dlevol, pourrsit s'accrrstre 'o'venir, en raison Pi , 016 no permet pas d'aborder diroctornent.

d~Isugmsntation des masses at du nonibr* des configurations.

Egaloment, une explication g6nodralo doe la mis* on vorillo pourrait
Simultanrngmnt, loSs ystirnes de protection prilsontent des limi. *tre ttouvole en choirchant It comprendre la coincidence suwavnt, pour

tations de performance% pour des rations fonidamentalos En offot. I'organimutin do lours will, tou& lot aivions citils tornblent "choisir"
;eiLug, uto Viiie d'dViuiis recent, monhro qua -a raerence a io ate parmi los ninouvoents d'Eulor-Poinsot. ceux qu' postidot dot pdriodos do

ditection do I'inci'tenco no constitue pas une garantie contre on. Perte ri ogaderd oods
do contr6le euientiof lernent duo au dolveloppetnt d'un mouvomnto rr ogadu o3scrds

inortial Enfin, to l'on admottatt quo 1o phdnom~no d'autorotation adrody,

nammique exist* pour tou~t avion. on pourrait enovitagor Ia g6rorlisation
En consolqcuonce, on propose d'amioror Is pric:ection dot avians waivanto

denses, en complltzrnt Its avortissmurt d'incidence actual, par on cdtoc.
tour do couple gyroscopiqlue. cLa yr/be do tout ova,, utr oun cor~ors , trre citux modetie

extr~ins :lIautcratafron adrodynasrquir pure, of I* muvensent
Plus gintiler -nt. on interprolto l'ent,6o on vrilto comme one nworie puf solon /aI. ol/ir d'EulerwPoinsui a.

phase do voll transitoire au court do laquello so constitu* un capital
importaiit d~nergio on rotation. .,.t I'origine no pout 6tre quo cind On pourrait ajoutor quo cc comnpromis st largornont orientil per Ia
toque. En coniquonce,. 'ttucto do Its rdsistance 6 l'ontrde en vrille "Mass. spolcificlue" do I'avocn, @I inn hi~vergure.
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SPIN INVESTIGATION OF THE HANSA JEr

by

Herbert Neppert

Aerodynamics Department
Messerachmitt-Bdlkow-Blohm GmbH

Commercial Aircraft Division Hamburg
2103 Hamburg 95, West Germany

SUMMARY

Spin characteristics of the Hansa Jet from calculation, vertical spin tunnel and flight have been
compared. As a result of tne superstall a special form of flat spin with low rate of rotation is obtained
and in the following an analysis is carried out and various recovery methods given.

NOTATION

A. Geometric and mass relationships

X ,Y .Z longitudinal, lateral and vertical axes of aircraft
b wing span, m
? mean aerodynamic chord, m
S wing area, m2

l-ngth of fuselage, m
d distance of anti-spin 'chute from tail cone, m
R radius of c.g. about spin axis, m
h altitude, ft
IXIy Iz moments of inertia about X, Y and Z bcdy axes, kg m 2

W aircraft gross weight, N

B. Angular relationships

C angle of attack at c.g., deg

OcCLma x argle of attack at maximum lift coefficient, deg
0 angle of sideslip at c.g., positive when relative wind comes from right, deg
e angle between X body axis and horizontal, positive when aircraft nose is above

horizontal plane, deg
* angle between Y body axis and horizontal, positive when right wing ;s below

hori-ontal plane, deg
i. aileron deflection, positive when right aileron down (left stick), deg
ie elevator deflection, positive with trailing edge dowr, deg
ir rudder deflection, positive with trailing edge to left, deg
i'f landing flap deflection, positiv-u with trniling edge down, deg

C. Definition of aerodynamic coefficients and derivatives

Cm pitching moment ( / -.q-
Cn yawingnoment (-N/S-q re.b/2 ?

Cm pitching moment due to sideslip (2Cn/ 10)

Cn3 yawing moment due to sideslip (= 'C n /? 0 )
Cfnsa aileron yawing moment effectiveness ( = Cn/ d a)
Cn%. rudder yawing moment effectiveness ( f Cn / S r
Cnr yawing moment due to rate of yaw (damping in yaw ( n/(b/ 2 V)

D. Definition of rates

v resultant velocity of c.g. , EAS, rn/s
VZ  vertical component of V. EAS, m/s
Q rate of rotation about spin axis, radians/s
p,q.r componenats of 2about X, Y and Z body axes, radians/s

E. Miscellaneous definitiors

qW dynamic pressure, N/ri 2 (i1/2i'/v
2 )

q* effective dynamic pressure at antspin devices, N/m 2

p density of air, kg/m 3

t time, s



c. g. centre of gravity moments of inertia [kg.m2]

25 for c.g. at 25% e 16104

E empennage 12
F fuselage eIz _.- _-__, _____

w wing 4 1,

55 60 65 70 75 0 65
W kN] I~

1. AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION F RL -

Some leading particulars of the aircraft are
shown in iig. 1. The forward sweep was chosen for
structural reasons so that the main spar of the mid- beginning of

wing installation would pass behind the passenger Separation

cabin. With the relatively low span and aspect ratio 
"kinn

destabilising aeroelastic effects are small. An aero-
dynamic advantage is that, for approximately the
same critical Mach No. ab for conventional sweep-
back, separation begins in the wing root region.
However, in order to maintain a clean flow into the
engine intakes, this separation is moved outboard
by means of a short leading-edge slat and a
boundary layer fence. As a result good behaviour Figure 1:tad;ng particulars and three-view-
in roll at the stall is achieved together with satis- drawing of aircraft
factory intake flow upto and beyond mCLmr. S -30m 2  41Z7.5*to22.5

b/2-6.73m e.. 20 to-25"

Z 2.43m Sr - 25*

2. SPIN DATA FOR THE HANSA J.FT c..ati1to2S/* 6f-oSO

2. 1 Accident Flight h [tt]

During the stalling tests carried out to ad- 24000 -I-
just the anti-stall system (stick shaker and pusher) a- Ic_

for certification purposes, an aircraft crashed. 22000 C . " .. .
Fig. 2 shows a trace of the sequence of events d

As a result of the superstall characteristic the 20000- -.-' - .
aircraft overshot to the locl:- in point at Ix. = 60 o .
During the stable superstall, rotation was most ;8000 -

probably initiated by aileron yawing moment sincewind tunnel tests show that the controls are other - 16000,

wise completely ineffective. Resulting from a nose
up ryroscopic moment, a flat spin with argle of 14030 --- , -

attack larger than that of the lock-in po:.nt developed.' - 4
An anti-spin parachute had no effect since this did 12000
not emerge from the aircraft wake and wrapped it-
self around the tail. The opening of the cabin door 10000 - 7N
before the exit -.f 'he co-pilot is clzarly visible from
the pressure tr-ace. Although the pressure trace was 8000 I [
regained intact, the flight retorder box containing

the spin data burst on impact and only about 1.5 6000
turns of the spin could he retrieved.

2. 2 Comparison of Spin Data

Fig. 3 shows a comparison of spin data from 2

10133)0
- calculation based on steady-state wind tvnnel (mtb 0 20 40 6g - 0 100 1?0 140 160

tests and estimated damping coefficients, trs]
- vertical spin tunnel tests on a 1:25 model

in the JMF Lille, F;gure 2. Accident trace of pressure heignt

- flight test (accident trace). W=70kN:c.g. at 22% T
o noseboom: x taitbonm: A cabin pressure

Due to the very stable pitching moment cha- *vents
tacteristic at the lock-in point a slowl oscillating n) buf'e;
fla, spin is developed in the region..AF - 550 - 850. b) full stall
Cont-ol and fl;.p positilns have practically no effect c) spn ptobob:y pioduced by Cnso
on the .pin fr ,m. Also investigation of c.g a.id mass d) dra; 'chute out, no effect
c t tribution in the vertical spin tunnel way b yond d) d oor oee

the permitted limits showed no appreciable effect on C) cabn door opened
the spin. It can thus be concluded that for this par- f ) spin dota only retreved ;n th;s region

ticular type of flat spin with low rotational velocity 9 1 VZ%42 m/s TAS at ;mpact



the superstall characteristic is the critical factor. The Hanisa Jet rotetes at a rate of one re,,olution
every 4 to 6 sec. whilst the HS Trident with similar tail geometry rotates at I rev, per 6 to 8 sec. ['I.
This special form of flat spin is further analysed below and general conclusions are drawn.

~.~.OCF a)

full up F C immaterial. ele War no

10 -- 8e longer Phas awry effect

-zd -- 40-

e 2 0"

? ~' 100

20 I L - 8

-20 60 _______

R fin] ii I401-

-1 b 0 20 40 60 80

Cm2

0

Figure 3: Comparison of data for spin to the r9it -OA

cft 25 660 16400 i 6600. b SUper-stoll characteristics

LbaSed on wnd-tunnel tests

at this Re No.
(for all control and fiap deflections)csanQ

l e f t - e n y

a) Ai~craft characteiistics ;n the folowing nvestigation (rih
down

wing loading W/5- 2500 N/m 2 and moments of C e 0 - --P
ine~lio in the oder of Ix - 8-104- kg-m? U

c.g. at 250/. Z in oll cases [/J60

b) Spin cases investigated usually no
_______ ___________-~800 recovery possible

conventional longitudi- Svper-statl (F Goo ---------- er

not characteristics choracterstics le effectivenessr

2 0

case® satisfactory case®j not dependent0
yaw damping on the yaw damping 4- -

cose®D in sufficient 3 l~

yaw dampingJ 2__----------_ /

c) Characters#ii spin data

case type 8 Q (1/51 Z/ R [m] time-
® steep .500 2 100 6 Figure 6: Oevelopment of spin with convertlioral longitudinal

(D flat" -15' 3 00 50 1 charocter'stics: a.00
@ "fl~ -15* 1 0 50 3 -.. Steep" with satisfactory yaw dam ping and

F~gue5-Spincass ;veslgotd - flat" with insufficient ya,'i damping beyond

Fgur 5 Sin asesinvstigtedoeCLMax(See 1ig-S)
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3. THE EFFECT OF SUPERSTALL ON THE SPIN CHARACTERISTICS

3. 1 The Superstall (fig. 4)

The superstall occurs when a high-mounted case)T
tailplane eg. T-tail :s enveloped to a greater or les- rprspin
ser extent in the separated wing wake produced by pr -t"mry si .super-a.,seconclory s.pin-
the initial stall. This separated wake can be ampli- left stall entry
fled by rear-fuselage mounted engine nacelles and Pr i. , __"__

its core can contain reversed flow. The ailplane rg - - for all control

which at high incidence normally products a nose- down 'I deflections

down pitching moment is then ineffective or actually up -ol y
produces a destabilising moment. An aircraft which Sa +dl-' __j mons of
either through stall or overshoot enters the nose-up _ auxiliary devce

pitching moment range rapizily increases its angle 100 producing nose-
of incidence until it reaches a stable trim condition V down moment
in the extreme stalled region (lock-in point eg. at [mr/sm 60
m z = 600). The elevator power available is then _0

usually insufficient for recovery.

800
3.2 Spin Cases Investigated (fig. 5) 600 ,.. --

400
Three typical cases of spin have been investi- 200

gated and the rerultc from calculation, vertical 00 "

spin tunnel and flight compared:

case(®: steep spin with conventional ie. stable up [I/sj 2 ,
tOIXF=900, pitching moment curve and I
adequate yaw damping, see fVa. 9. 0 time

case(m): flat spin also with conventional pitching Figure 7: Development of spin with super-stall charocteristicsmoment curve but insufficient yaw dam-"fa"wtprmyenyimdaelatr
ping, see fig. 9. - "flat'" with prnmry entry immediately oIler

the stall and

case(): flat spin 'esulting from superstall, Thia --- f lot" with secondury entry from a locked-;r
is 'ndependent of yaw damping. super-s'all.e.g by aileron defleclion(Cnc)

Only similar e.g. positions in the normal range
eg. 25 %F have been investigated. o)

largeQ

A further case with c.g. fieing too far aft so nose up

that,even with a conventional pitching moment cha- Cm qS full'
racteristic and satisfactory yaw damping,a flat spin 0.2
is produced has not been considered. \ ' U _ ,

3. 3 Effect of the Superstall Characteristic V1 60' gap

An aircraft with conventional longitudinal
c h a r a c te r is t ic s c a n , d e p e n d e n t o n th e r o ta t io n a l -N V " 0
velocity and therefore yaw damping in the stalled
region, enter a steep or a flat spin, fig. 6. However
for an aircraft with upersta.l charactcritics only nose d
s flat spin is possible with either primary entry b) noe up onCrf
immediately after the stall or secondary entry from 04
the trimmned superst'Ul condition, fig. 7. This is Cm25 0 Up Ismall

determined mainly by the aerodynamic pitching
moment ie. by the equilibrium of moments about
the Y-axis. Since, in the normal spin range, the 0 s 0
gyroscopic moment, (Iz-Ilx). r p, acts in the nose-up -0.2 / dncr't OF
dense, equilibrium can only by reached after the .2 on Cmn
trimmed superstall condition when a stable (nose-
down) pitching moment characteristic is again -04
achieved, fig. 8b. As a result of the pitching moment t T
due to sideslip in the spin the trimmed condition -0.6 1
moves somewhat to the left. It then has to be estab- noseown
lished if spinning is possible at incidences above the Figure8: Balance of aerodynamic (0)ond gyroscopic
trimmed condition and, if sowhether it in steady- moments (8) aboter the Y axis for typical spins
state or oscillatory. In contrast to the conventional a) with conventional tongifuo;hal charactetlstic,
flat spin, fig. 8a, it is not necessary to overcome a asteepw;th satisfactory yaw dompir(cand
large aerodynamic piitching moment in order to "fltepwtl aisfctor yaw dmping® and9
achieve the flat attitude and a small gyroscopic flat with insuffiient yaw domping (1.fg3)
moment with low rotational velocity is sufficient for b)"fllot :th super. stall characlerist;cso
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equilibrium conditions. According to[ 2] the rotational
velocity can be expressed as: p L

.xcitatinal case® cose(andD

1 -lX) sine cos e cos, o.2 : ,Io

0.1 Cos I

For the steady-dtate flat spin, the longitudinal +
damping cr n L2 neglected since q=0 the elevator 0
power ii: almost zero and experimer's show that the
ang-ilar attitude for conventional flat cpiii and flat O F

spin with superall is practically the same. ThusCn1
for approximately equal mass distributions, differen-
ces in rotational speed can only result from the -0.2 ICnO I/ F( +
dissimilar pitching moment curves, (compare fig. 5. E +E

case (Dand 3 ). From the above equation S1 is then -Q3
approximately proportional tofM. For the aircraft I
considered here, the aerodynamic pitching moment /
in the case of the conventional flat spin is around -04

ten times larger then that for the flat spin with super-
stall, fig. 8. Consequently the ratio of rotational -0.5
velocities is of the order: damping

conv. V___ - Figure 9: Aerodynam;c derivatives about theZoxis
Qsup.$t. M sup.st.

for spin cases@.0 ancd.

(valid for al cases except where shown)

3. 4 Effect of the Lateral Characteristics

According to inves'igations such as those in[31,
unintentional primary entry is practically impossible parachute
for the Hansa Jet. The aileron-alone divergence
parametc- and Cngdyn. indicate that there will be "no
departures", which is in agreement with the sepa-
ration characteristics alre..dy described in section I,
(compare fig. I).

Secondary entry as a result of aileron yawing / d
moment (see figs. 7 and 9) or some other disturbance
is highly likely; rudder deflection at such high value.,
of incidence is, however, usually ineffective. Much
smaller excitations are requic :d than for primary -

entry since the drctional stability and the yaw r
damping at the trimmel superstall condition are also rockets
much smaller, fig. 9. S caceathe fi makes the prima-
ry contribution to both, an increase of incidence -
causes either a gradual or, where shielding occurs,
a rapid reduction in those characteristics. In this

connection the T-tail is usually advantageous in that
the rotational velocity in the case of the flat spin is paratail
kept small, retracted:

In contrast to the conventional flat spin (case(D) T , 0
which is caused by the high rotational velocity resul- extended: ,_
ting from low yaw damping, the flat attitude of the A .
superstall spin is not influence(! by the yaw damping
(section 3. 3). In that case the yaw damping can only
influence the spin equilibrium through the rotational Figure10: Summary of some ant-super-Mal and
velocity within a relatively small range of incidence
above the trimmed superstall condition. ant,-srin devices

The upper limit of this region in the steady-state case is@ a 00 ie.o(-s 900. As with the damping, the
excitational moments at large incidence are usually sma.l, fig. 9. because during a flat spin both winps
are operating well above OLCL oxwhere the normal and tangential force coefficients change little with inci-
dence.

3.5 P,ssible Recovery Methods

With an aircraft which enters a flat spin as a result of an unstable buperstall characteristic, the
only sure way to effect recovery is normally by influencing the longitudinal motion (ACm). Modification of
the lateral motion (ACn ) which is normal for steep apins and can also be used for conventional flat spins
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produces, at best, a relurn to uncontrollable superstall with the possibility of renewed spin entry.

Howev r' since the elevator is no longer sufficiently effective, fig. 4b, d.uxiliary devices are flecto-
uiry. fig. 10, to produce a nose down moment. These devices differ in their effectiveness lzi reliability,
fig. 11, [ 4].

The parachute config'uration requires an extension on the lail cone since otherwise the lines will
foul the trailing edge of the elevator. In addition an
ejection devi-'e Is essential since the clos'ed 'chute
mt-st be shot cut to a distance of at least di a 2 1.- 0)
Whether the 'chute will then effectively open in vhe q0 1.00-----
wake turbulence is uncertain. At smaller distances ~ v
the 'chute is dragged, by means of the reversed flow 4M07

in the separAted wake of the wing, back towards the 0.50 d

ai1craft. 0.2

Current off -the-shelf rockets h~ve the di~advan- of 3 6e 9-- C
tage of insufficient control over their thrust and its (-
uratioln. This control is necessary since the rtcove- dsge o qa

ry time for a spin and a superstall having the same effetivnes for eqalA
Lose-down additional moment requirements is in the b) eetvnesteg43
ratio 3:1. For this reason a flexible lifting surface, 10\ 3e W0s
called Paratail, has been used. Over itr entire0
ope.rational range this lies in the full dy ma-iic pres-
aare. It de'.vers an additional moment dependant on -0.?

Icdneand can be designed to producc its mai-
mum nose-down moment to coincide with the maximurn
nose-up tendency of the aircraft, fig. I lb. Afterd-2
passing through zero ACmn to smaller angles of inci-
dence It provides, by means of the supported fabric -0.6
suriace, a pull -out tendency and produces a minimal ACmn25
out-Qtrim moment, fig. 13 and 14. Q

In the case of spin a nose-up gyroscopic comn- Fgurela~ymomic pressure at the ooxiliory devices.
ponent is present and therefore the additional nose-I down moment supplied by the auxiliary device must ))Odditoflal pitching moments oroduced by
be appreciable larger than the nose-up moment due the devices, base on aircraft 5 andE.
to the superstall. This requires an increase in the a pcrnchute. x rockets, A parotll
recovery effectivene~ss er. '. 5 times that necessaryI for the superstall case. Because secondary entry
can occur so easily (section 3. 4), it follows that the
auxiliary device must be laid out for the spin case. rcme ft2n.otrfl
The minimum requirements for recovery from the deploymenit of auxiliary devices
spin arc generally accepted at being 2. 5 turns :2 3
after operation of the control or auxiary device,.

fi.12. Should the auxiliary device, however, not
fnction in R superstall the crew must escape from
teaircraft (preferable in the clean configuration) -IV 'r~f without auxiliry dovreac

ibecause escape from an aircraft which is not ro-
taigis far safer than from one which is. In a super- -0
stlcrew and aircraft separatt both horizontally

and ertically whereas in a fully developed spin only
vetclseparation is possible. uioydecs

4. CONCLUSIONS

The fiat attitude of the it, v. ih superstsll is recovery possible with

not determined by the yaw drmping but by (he un- 7 convent;onct1 control.
stable pitching moment curve. Therefore in the

* steady-state case, equilibrium cirlditions are only eauxilh~ry devices adequate
possible between the trimmed supersU.1 l condition *gwtSmpral ecvy'i
appropiae to the given sidesilip aigle a nd O(F 0 90C* !-90e
The yaw ;..nping can therefore only ef'ect the AtcaISs, total height loss Af-1GOtift
tquilibrium state throt,5 :- the roxuticna. velocity
w. thin that range of in~cidence. D ie to %he generally Figur@1?: Development of spin recovery using ouxiliary
favourable yaw damping qtmlitievi of T-tail configu- devic@, for nose-down pitching moment:
rations at ldrge incidence the rotatbanal velocity
usually remains small. On the other hand, due to flat sp.O cas*e
the superstall characteristic, a high rotational (for cl initial contro! and flop de'lection.)
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velocity Is not necessary for the flat attitude.

It has been determined that, for the flat spin with superstall. both primary entry immediately after
the stall an well as secondary entry from the trimmed superstall are possible. Socondary entry can be
provoked by disturbances much smallerthan those necessary for primary entry because here the direc-
tional stability and yaw damping are much smaller. The only sure way to effect recovery with an aircraft
that enters a flat spin as a result of a superstall, is to alter the longitudinal motion.
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RESUE iUna campagno d'ossais de vrille n~cecsiteg do 1le ,rnrt d'un centre d'Essas on
Vol, d'une part la mice on oouvr* do moyans bion spcifiques, al'autre part ltapplication
d'uno m~thode do travail capable do conciliar lea imp~ratife dlefficacitA at do s~curit6
dane tin domainse o6 le comportemont do l'avion no pout pas encore atri pr~dit do fagon ri-
gourouco.

Co papior pr~so'ite coo moyons ot cotto m6thodo tols qutils sont envisagfa &
1'h.'aro actuolle aux Aviqns M4ar :e1 Dassault - !3riguet Aviation. Los moyons au sol (ttil'4.

ceure, exploitation en tamp& r~ol et on tempo diff~r6) ot our avion (amdnagoments dec
systbme3, cam~ran ... ) sont d~crits ot comontes. La pr~sontation do la m6thodo do travail
core fait* on as r~f~rant au cac do l'ALPHA-JET : Il'mportanco don occais pr~liminairec
en coufflerie et la progression logique doo oasis seo.,'nt souligni6s. Enfin, an do-nnora
quolques rdsultats obtonus lre dec campagnos lea plus r6centeg t dur~e do la campagno,
notubro do vuls, etc ...

PREFACE iPHILOSOPiIIE DES ESSAIS DE VRILLE

Los os.,aic do vrillo tionnoent uno place particuli~re parmi touc los ossais ftux-
quols eut soumis tin avion prototype. En efiot, ils ont pour caract6ristique d'emmoner
11avion on dehors do son domain. do vol normal, I& oij l'ing~nieur no Bait pm. (encore)
prddiro avoc exactitude le comportomont do l'apparvil pa'- lo calcul (ce qu'il pr~tond cm-
voir faire partout aillours), et lk oii lo pilot& doit oublior certain. rdflexoc norinaux
do pilotaige at analyser los ph6nom~ncs tout on t#tant coumis, parfois, A tin traitomont so-
v~ro do le part do 11aviono D'autr* part, plus quo l'obtontion do roultatt rolatife &
l'a~rodynamique, lo out do coo ossais est d'aboutir & tine description complito do l'avion
on vrillo & ltusage des pilotos on formatirnn. 11 no raut doric pas pordro do vue leg 46l&-
monts important. pour cos pilotec : comportomont des syslapmos et des motours, acc~l6ra-
tions at rotations pout-&tro d~soriontantos, description do la plancho do bord pendant
1e ph6nom~ne, probl~mes di~jection ryovintuelle, ot bion s~r, consigne. do sortie. Los inS-
thodos ot lea ,.oyons d'ossais doivent 6te.o adapt~a A ceo caract~ristiques ot & ccc but*
dos ossais do vrillo.

Quo souhaito 1e pilots d'essais ? D'abord la connaissanco la plus appro~ondie
possible do co qui va Bo passer. En particulior il prond connaissance des r~sultats des
*ssams pr~liminaires on coufflorie at dos consignes issues do coo r~sultats. Ensuito, tin
avion dotit la mice mu point initialo Oct tormin~o. Enrin, une instrumentation porttcuiipre
qui lui pormotto d'uno part d'6x~cuter les manoeuvros proscritoc avoc pr~cision, d'autro
part do d~crtre ce qui so panno & lling~niour.

Quo couhato l'ing6niour ? D'abord ce Cjue souhaito l. pilots I Ensuito aino insc-
tallation au aol qui lui pormotte, on temps r~ol, pendant lissl do visualiser ot do
chiffror Is mioux possible le comportoment do l'avion, ot d'4tablir tin dialogue fructL-
oux avoc 1* pi1,)to. Enfin, d~s installations do traitement aui sol qui ltaideroni A& an.-
lysor lea ph.4nom~nes en temps diffir4, at A I** d6crire aux utilinateurs future.

Coo consid~rations pormattont do dhgager lea points importants des oscais do
vri1lo t 6tude pr4liminaire on soufflorle, instrumentation do l'avion en vol at aui aol,
Aquipej pilotos - ing~niours bion r,4dso pour 1e maximum d'officmcit4 on temps riel.

L'INSTRUMENTATION DE L'AVION

La Di1anche do bord ect enti~romont rolonduo pour los essais do vrillo. En of-
fot, sont fournis aui pilots, par l'iritormidiairie d'indicatours, en dohors dos instruments
habituels mu pilotageo

- los positions do gouvornos t 3 inlicntours suppl6mentaires dans lo cmo do l'ALPHA-jEr
par oxvmple,

- l'incidenco 'girotiotto" i l'avion oat muni d'une girouotto dlincider.co pour log grandc
angles, situ~po ur 1. c~tA oppa*6 A in condo d~incidenc* normal*. Cotto girotiotto eat
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reliio & ian indicateur gradu6 do -900& +900.

Loa plancho do bard 6tant f ilu6e pendant losea ssis les instruments int~r*&-
*ants sont regroup~s dane 1. champ dos camiras. on y trouvo Is boul* llandmomacholtre
et l'altimbtro, avec parfois ian ino~catsur du sons do vrillo (JAGUARS, ot ian indicatour
do vito... sensible (JAGUAR). Dan. Is -at do l'ALPHA-JET, on trouvo aussi 1"s parambtroo
do surveillance dos moteurs. Particuliiremont importants pour le pilot* sont los indica-
tours do position dot gouvernos : 11. ont permis, dan. 1. cao do l'ALPHA-JET, d#6tudier
1'influence dos braquaigon pnrtiela du gauchissemmnt. Gr~co & l1'ndicxteur, 1. pilote
pout afficher avec precision 1. braquag# & 6tudier.

En debars dos instruments do contr8le do vaX, les commandos vt contr8los do
11installation d'essais, at lea commandos et contr~les dos syst~mes avion introduites
spdcialciuont pour ies essais do vrillo tont regroup6es sur ian pann Ivrilles" do fa-
gon & co qtjo Xe pilot* nWait pas & disperser Pon attenton A droite et & gauNho, avant
et pendant l'essai. Cls ainsi quo dens 1. cas dui JAGUAR, par oemple, on trouvo re-
group~s sur Is pannoau "vrilles", & la place du viesour i la commando du parachute anti-
vrillos, Xe commando at Xe signalisation "'virures", les commandos du systbme "S6lectrici-
W." la commando du variatour do sensibilit6 do direction, la commando dua fumig~.no, la
commando do disembuag* necours, Ia commando der am6ras, lea commandos radio, 1. comn-
maa~de dos blood-valves. S'ajoutent, bion entendu, lea diversei commandos, dua synmL~me do
transmission at dlenregistromont doi, donn~es : t6l6mesuro, elaregistrours magnitiques at
photographiques embarqu~s.

Tout** coo commandos suppl~montaires sont li.~es & dos modifications dos sys-
t~mes do Ilavion, qui ant pour but d'amil-lioror la sa~curit6 tant en ce qui concern* los
sorties do vrilles quo loa 6vontuelles pannos motours. Le suivi do l'avion oat 6gale-
ment renforci pendant let ossais do vrules. Coo points sont commont~s ci-dessous en
pronant 11oxemple dua JAGUAR (une installation a~ialogue 6tant d'ailleurs reconduite our
tous lus &-.ions pr6sontant des caract~ristiques analogues & celleo du JAGUAR, on parti-
culier or. co qui concerns les moteurs).

MODIFluATIONS DL Sk'STE?4E "1HYDRAUL1QUE"

L'oxtinction possible dos doux moteurs en coura do vrillo a conduit i montor
un 4loctro-pompe suppluAmentaire our 1. cir'-uit 1, l'4loctro-poape noranalo do l'avion
6ant our 1* circuit 2. Coo deux 6loctrcm-pompes sont aliment6os par dos batteries dis-
tinctes. Do: accuulators supplhrnntaireont t6:ont4; en amant dos servo-commandos
ds ompeonnages our cheque g6n6ration (planche I).

Su scrut2 1lotoomeauecmad lsiuprunnerptr
AL trois positions ARRE' - AUTO - MAR.CHE. La position normale en vol est "AUTO*,, clest-

&drqu'9lle so met en route lorsqus. Ia pression chu..i en-dessous do 100 bars. Elle[at cependant miss sur "MARCHE" pendant lea essais do vrilles. Un voyant situ6 sa-dossus
de l'interruptour s'allume quand ell* eat alimentJ~o 61ectriquament.

L'dlectro-pompe 1 *at comaaandde par ian interrupteur & doux positions ARRET -
MARCHE. Elle est syst~matlqumzant miss sur "MAnCHE" per lant lea ossais do vrilles, un
voyant situ6 au-dessus do l'intorruptour signa.unt qucad .11. *at alimont69 6lectrique-
mont. L'indicat*ur do prossions hydrauliques "- position "sorvo-commandos" donne lea

prosvions aprbs )o. accumulateurs.

MODIFICATION DE LA GENERATION ELECTRIQUE

Las rjvst~mms 6lectriquos sont 6gloment modifi~s par ltodjonction do batteries
suppl~mntairos. Cleat ainsi quo our le JAGUAR, doux: batteries suppl6uantaires ant 6t6
mont~es do I'agon & pallier & la ports dt doux transfo-redrosseurs (planche 2).

Sur l'ALPHA-JET, il y a une bAtterie suppl~mentaire, at Is possibilitA do d6-
coupler daux barros bus coupl6e en temps normal. Los carmanues do cog syst~mos sont
group~as our 1. pannoau "1vrilles'1 (planch* 3).

AUTP.ES SYSTEMES SUIPLENENTAIREs

-Virures a

Il slagit de petite* surfaces herizontales plac~s. our 1t net do l'avion. Can
surfacos, amoviblos our 1. JAGUAR, fixes our la version ECuL4. do I'ALPHA-JET, ant pour
but do diminuor le*a .gitations at do rendre l.vs sorties plus 1 u!-x.

-P&rachtate i

Soul Ie JAGUAR a 6t6 6qu~p6 d un parachute anti-vrilles, & Ia place du para-
chuto* 1'rein norwil. Ce dispasitif n'a pas *u it Stre utilis6 pendant los essais du
JAGUAR monoplaco. D ,une fagon g#~n.rate, on craint ate difficult~s possible. &~a largage,
ot on 6vito do 1. moanter (avoc l'agriment do Ia soufflorit).

-Radio a

L& voix dua pilot* passe fin perualienco par l'interm6dia4'.o du systipme do t6'l6-
mosui'e. La pilat* pout, do plus. i commiunt.~uor avoc I* sal par l'intera6diatro do doux
pastes do r.dio dnnt lea alimentations i'ont PA.par~es.
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-D~A&mbuage t

Los avions sont munia d'urie soufflanto & air chaud pour 1. d~sornbuago dos

glaco. frontale..

- nimom4tri. at incidence

En dohora des gircuottes d'incidonc*oet do d~rapage, .6talonn~oa on soufiori.
(F1 ot JAGUAR), on pout trouver des diapositifa plus ilabor~a : c'eet ainsi quo 1e Fl
4tatt muni d'une porchotto & tine totale ot atatique "multi-trous", ainsi quo d'un*
couronno do 12 prises atatiquom en arri~re do la point, do no: (Atalonriage on soufflo-
rio). La statique dito "multi-trous" (12 trous au lieu do 14) perfot d'avoir uris prise
pour laquolle llerreur no d6pond quo do l'atnglo du voctour vitoaso avoc l'axo do la
perchotto, La coui'onne on arri~ro du no: associ/~e it cotto perchette pormot do cslcu-
ler 11niec ot le d~rapag& suna tre g~nA par uri csque 6vontuol commo c'.st le
caa pour des girouettos.

Outre cos modifications relatives aux syst~mon, l~vo dolt rocevoir une
installation d'oasais adaptt~o aux problbmen do suivi. Cleat sinai quo V'on trouve lea
dispositifs suivants

Los avions an vrillo sont filni~s depuis 10 sob par des cam~ras At longue fo-
cale (1000 at 120O mm). L'acquisition eat facilit~e par 1'6mission do fumi~o un peu
avant l'ossai. Le synt~me comport. un r6servoir dthuile do 30 1 environ, tine bouteil-
le d'azoto gonfl~o A 150 bars, tin d6tendour, tin 6loctro-robinot et urie bus. do s.ortie
dans le jet d'air d'un reacteur.

-Cam6ras

Los avions dostl.n~s aux esaes do vrilles sont 6quip6s do deux groupas do ca-
m~ras deux cam6rea qui filment l'horlzon, et doux cam6raa qui fibment la plancho do
bord .~travors des tubes optiquos.

[ L'autonomio do chaque cam6ra *at do deux minutes ot domi, ce qui fait uric au-
tonomie total. do cinq minutes.

Chaque easal eat done film6 par quatre cam.~ras :planche do bard ot horizor
sur b'avion lul-mgme, Rvion dlaccompagnoment, at cam~ra aol, Las films obtenus sont

destin6s & montrer aux pilot.. on unitA lee attitudes do l'nvion ot boa indications
buss sur la plancho do bord pendant bet' vrilles.
- 6Dndeur radar

Cet apparoil facilite l'acquiaition, le suivi, et le positionnoent prtcis do
l'avion. Las easais do vrille sont on effet initi~s en un pcint pr6cis, situ6 & quel-
quo. nautiques du terrain, au-dessus d'une zone inhabit~e. La radar jVermet ce positi-
onnoent et fournit ensuito let' trajectoires.

Las paramittrea trait#~a par l'instablation d'esais sont tran~nmis par l'intor-
mt~diaire d'un 6metteur reliA- a doux antennes diaoasea aur ba point@ avant, &t 900 l'uio

do l'autre.

La fait d'avoir deux antennaos permot de z'ecevoix 1, wigzaal tAu .ol dans dc bor.-
no conditions malgr6 les attitudes inhabituelles do l~vin Les param~tres lee plus

importantsa sont passes par voie continueg lea autres sont commutt s (deux ou trois commu-
tateurs).

Il existe do plus un enregistrour magn6tique embarqu6 sur lequel on trouve lea
conmutateurs, ln voix du pilate, lat base do temp. embarqu6 et des paramittres relatifs
aux qualitda do vol : pressions totalo et do r6f6rence, assiettes et cap, viteases an-
gulaires. Des enregiatroura photographiques sont affect~s 6ventuellemont At l'examen d6-
taill6 du comportemont des moteurs.

L'INSTALLATION DE SURVEILLANCE AU SOL

Un nombro important do parambtres sont pr~sent~s diroctement (on continu) Sous
lea yeux do Iling~niour dlssi charg6 du vol : altitude et vitesse, position des comn-
mandes, vi'tsros angulaires, incidence, voyants do fonctionnement des cam~ras at do.
6lectro-pompes. Un. visualiation trbs utile est r6alis~e grAce A 'in iAlectroscope AL mi6-
moire Tektronik 611. Cot apparoib permet do suivre instnntanhment l'dvolution do plusi-
eurs param&tres ou cours do la vrille, l'ingi~niour .4tant alors capable, dnna certains
cias, do discerner avant 1e piloto l'6volution vera la sortie, par exemple, et de donrier
des indications en consAquence. Las parambtres vIsualis~s sent llacclf~rato longitu-
dinale, l'incidence ot lea vito.... angulaires do roulis et do lacet. D'atitros pupitres
comportent lea cadrnns et los voyants affect6F ht la surveillance do la configuration
(becs, volets, virures, parachute, etc...) et des moteurs. Enfin, on pout t racer en
temps r6el juaqu'th vinf. parambtres stir un onrogistrour 4 ultra-viletta.

A rette Installation dc surveillance slajoutent les appareils de traitement
at do stockage des donn6os, avec 6dition penidant 1* vol d'un listing ot dP trac6s.
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Cop points sont abord~s dans lea paragraphias suivants.

CONDUITE DES ESSAIS DE VRILLES

Lea essais do vrillem d'un avioti do combat, pris dens tine configuration don-
nt4 e, sont toujoura regroup6s on tine campagno qui doit Stro 6vidoinent la plus instruc-
tive possible sane pour autant *16tendre sur des naim ot don maim. Maio avant lo pre-
mier vol d'une tells campaigns, tine certain* preparation a ou lieu.

11 oat certain quo la the~orie no potit prddire h 100 %s 1n comportement d'tin
avion on vrille. Una grand. initiative eat lonc laiss~e aux services d'Essais on Vol.
Po rtant ontro In stado "Bureau d'Etude" et 1. atado "Easais en Vol", tine Atapo fon-
damentale eat cello do l'4ttide en motifflearie, aouvent commence. dba lea premiers Sta-
dos do la conception do l~aviofl* Au~x A.M.D. - B.A., cotte e6tude constitue, on fait, la
baso do tous lea essaes en vol9 et l'orienta ion des premiers vol. dtoasaia esit entilre-
mont d~termin~o par lee conclusaions do l'dtude on aotifflorio.

Ceci eat particuli~rement important done lo cam do l'ALPHA-JET, pxzisqu'il
slagit, dans sa version frangaise, d'tin avion ECOLE, qui doit pre~sonter tine vrillo
aaine assortie do conaignem de sortie simples. Cot avion a 4~t6 sotimim & troim campag-
norn on sotfflorie
- une promikere 6tudo aommaire, lance~o dba 1971,
- une doeixi~mo e6tude plus compl~te en 1972, avoc diffe~rents cam do chargements et di-
verses modificationsn aerodynamiques (1500 lane-era),

L - enfin une troisi~me e4tude, aimultan~o avoc lea vasaim en vol, d'un millior do lancersL environ on Novombre 1974.
Ceci no concern* quo la configuration sane charges, l'e6tudo des vrilles avec charges a
6t6eS ntrepriaeoen Juin 1975.

Apartir du moment oii lea rapporta da la soufflerie sont stir lea bureauix des

pilotes ot des inge~niours, et oij l'evion eat AquipS do l'installation dfeasais ot des
[ asyst~mes adaptesa, la phase d'essaia on vol propremnt dito petit comencer.

Chez A.M.D.-B.A., coon essais en vol do vrillea sont confie~s & des e6quipea
bien "rode~es" qui maintiennent des relations tr~Ap etroites avec la soufflerie. Lea pi-
lotem entrains stir divers types d'avion mont e6galement accoutwu~sa aiux problbmes de
vrilles, car lea campagnes reviennent r~guli~roment. La vrillo ant on effet tin domaine
o6 lat connaissance du phi~nom~ne lui-mime eat ausmi important. pour le piloto quo cello
do l'avion : il faut Stre capable d'analyser lea mouvemonts do l'avion dans tine gamme
d'attitudesaet do viteases angulaires trbm e6tandues et inhabituellos, tout en appli-
quant on mgme temps lea conaignos donneos depuis le aol. Lea pilotes intarviennent aus-
si do fagon importante dana la description de la partie non quantifiable do cortaina
essais : facilit6 d'e6x4cution do certainos manoeuvres, inconve~nients physiologiquas
lids aux acc.~l6rations et aux vitoases angulaires (d~sorientation, g vera llavant,...).
Ils font W'ail -turs parfois des easais dtaccoutumance & la centrifugeause.

Ue rapport do soufflerie constitue la base do travail des e6quipes charge~es
dos vrilles, surtout pour lee premiers vols. Apron cos premiers vols, l'orientation des
oasaig doit Atr* de~termineo, en partie, d'un vol & l'autre en mettant l'accent aur lea
points inti~ressants trouvi~s. 11 en re~sulc* qu'un point fondamontal eat l~exploitation
la plus rapid* possible des essais : l',,ccent; eat mis stir 1. maximum d'oxploitation on
te"ps r6el, 616ment important do s~curltS at dlefftcacit4.

Le processus do l'oxplo~tation en temps re~el eat le muivantt

- avant la vrilio, 11 y a traitomont en temps rteel pour e6tablir tin lisLIS16 die flurvoil-
lance do l~aviol et do 11ntllto d'easais,

- pendant l'osaai, on proc~do aux opt'rations suivantos s acquisition do toutes lea in-
formations voulues, exe~cution do cortains calcula (incidence, Mach, etc ... ), stockage
stir diaque, des informations acquises at do cellos qui mont n6ceaaaires aux complents
do -alcul A terminer,

- apr~s la sortie do vrillo, on commando la phase finals, d'exploitation 3 relectur* our
disque des informations, ach~vement don calculs partiollement re~alise~s, exdcution deb
trace~s stir machine VARIAN cotipl~o & l'ordinatesir (Ex. do traceS : planche 4).

pendant quo l'avion set en vrille, :tinge~nietir d'eAtsais visutiliso l'e6volution
des param~treas our ie acopo a me~moire, at dionne des indications au pilot* slil 7 a lieu.
Aprips Ilessais pendant que llavica, remonte h l'altitude do l'essai auivant , il pout Ana-
lyser lea trac~s mortant do la machine VARIAN, qui donnent aur papier lea parambtros im-
portants s gouvernes, incidence, vitoamec angulairos, paramitres noteurm, etc ... Amas
la ae6curitd du vol repose on grand. partie otir lting~niotir dlessais, l'avion d'accompas-
nement nintervenant qu'en cao do parts do la t~le~mestire oupour contr~lor visuellement
tin ph~nomipno anormal (ddplacement d'une charge, fuite, etc.. .

Lloxploitation en temps reel oat e6vidoment, do plus, tin gage d'efficacitS.
En effet, tout do suite aprbs le vol, pilotes et inge~niours peuvent analyser lua tracesm,
et pr.~parer 11rr dlessais du vol suivant. Ainsi, aui coura do Ia campagne de ltALPHA-
JET, le di~lal ontre deux vols n'a jamais 6;t6 de~termin6 par tin probliome d'exploitation.
Len autr* avantage eat qito l'ordinateur n'ebt occup6 quo pendant In vol l1ui-m~m*. En fait,
on petit dire quo Io soul ensemble do r6sultats qui Wtest pas analysable le jour mime de
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llessai eat constituii par lea films (d4lai do ddvoloppement).

EXEMPLE D' UNE CAMPAGNE DE VRILLES : CAS DE L' ALPHA-JET

La progression des essais do vrilles do VAPA-E eat caractdristique des
campagnes faites aux A.74.D.-B.A. Lea premiers essais do Porte do contr8le ont lieu en
virago, & diff6rontes vitesses. Cettle m6thode qui correspond d'ailleurs A l'utilisation
op6rationnolle des avions dlarmea, permet do doser 1e lancoment do la rotation. Aprbs
avoir d6to-min6 la vitesse optimale, 1e nombro do tours eat augment45 progressivement,
et lcus positions des gouvernos ot los consignes do sortie eksayiiOs, Cos ossais oflt lieu
aux r~gimes moteurs qui minimisent lea risques dlextiflctjon.

Une fois recoxinues les diff~rentes formes do vrilles et les consignes do sor-
tie, on s'orlente vera los conditions dttlsto en op6ration t il slagit do nouvrir
la Porte do contr8le involontaire en virago, & dos vitosses do plus en plus 6lev6es, et
Atous les rdgimes moteurs : los lerniors essais do ddclench6s out lieu & vitesse ou h
Mach t4lev6, aui plein gaz (ou en PC MAX pour les avions qui ont uno PC). De plus, sont
4tudi~es les pertos do contr8le 4n ressource, los d6crochagos en palier, los figures du
typo clocho, etc..., toujours dana Is saudi do corner los conaitions d'utilisation dans
une arm~e do llir plus quo dana 1e but do faire des 6tudeb a~rodynamiques. Dans la
m8 mo optique, on slattache A litudier llinluence sur la sortie do vrillo dos errours do
consigno (pied ou manche "oubli6"') et des d6trimmages (jusqu'au d6trimmago d~favorable
sur deux axezi, lo cas des trois axes 6tant considlirl comme peu r~aliste).

Ce bch6ma a 6t6 appliqu5 4 1'ALPHA-JET, avec un 6l6mont suppl~mentairo cot
avion litant, dana ia version frangaise, un avion diontralnement, il doit pr.~senter tineF forme do vrilo samne, la sortie 6tant assur~o par tine consigns simple. Do plus, dans
la version APPUI comme dana la version ECOLE, il eat souhnitablo quo la reprise do con-
tr8le apriis tine Porte do contr~le involontaire so fasse par l'application d'une consigne
simple.

Css imp~ratifs ont conduit d'uno part A cherchor les conditions do d~part (vi-
tease, altitude, attitude) et los positions do gouvernes los plus favorables A l'obten-
tion d~n tells vrillo, d'autre part h essayor plusiours configurations succossivos do
l'avion. En effot, on sleet aperqu assez vito quo la configuration initiale 'Inez pointu'l
no permottait pas d~obtenir facilement uno vrille rdpondant parfcitoment aux crit~res
quo lion sl6tait fix~s pour 114colo.

Los premiers Zlancenents ont 6t6 naturelloment entamlis & haute altitude
40.000 ft, entro 130 et 170 kt, et on virago. Cette promi~re partie des ossais a pormis
de mottre on ividence le r~lo important du gauchissoment danb la vrille do lALPHA-JET.
Toutofois, l'obtontion de la vrillo calmo du typo ECOLF restait assoz difficilo, la ton-
dance 6tant plut8t aux agitations.

On a donc, en appliquant lea r*sultats do soufflerie, essay6 plusiours confi-
gurations du nez do Ilavion t celui-ci a 6t4 arrondi, puis des virures out 6t6 ajout~os.
Dana ces conditions, llobtention d'une vrille ECOLE devenait & la port6e (Pun 616vo-pi-
lots. (Cr Photo I : vorsion ECOLE, Photo 2 : version APPUFI).

Dana la configuration retenue, l'6tude a 6t6 poursuivie on insiitant stir los
points suivants t consignes do sortie, erreurs dlapplication des consignes, in~fluence
dos d~triminLgea aur la sortie. ParallAlement 4taient vuos los influences de oalitd
do la motorisation et du centrage.

Enfin, dana la dornibro partie do 116tudo, on a insist6 stir les points sixi-I vants s d6clench6a jusqul& 290 kt/M = 0,8 pour couvrir los d6clench~s involontairos,

a ttantion particulibre t il 6tait en effot int~r3ssant do savoir si un tel type do vril.le
pouvait Atre d6montr6 do fagon simple on 6cole, et on a pu trouvor une proc~duro permet-
taut dtatteindre ce but.

En ce qui concern. !a version APPUI de llavion, lloptique 6tait tin peu di'f6-
i.onte : il slagissait aurtout dl~tudier los portes do contr8le involontairos et d'eutre
part do continuer l'6tude do cortains parambtres tols quo le centrage ou llnri en
rotilia. Bien entendu, lea essais do l'avion en version APPUI (noz pointu) ont peru:is do
d~terminer avec prdcision l'influence do la forme du nez sur los caractiiristiquef do la
vrille. Dana cetto version APPUI, llaccent a 4t4 mis stir la recherchae d'un doanre dlom-
ploi sOr du gauchiasoment a grande incidence.

L'onsemble do la campagne a donc n~cessit6 tin nombre do vols importrnt t 78
vola, correspondent entre Juillet 1974 et Hivrier 1975, A tin peti plus d'un vol tous lea
deux joura ouvrables. La moyenno du nombro d'essa.s par vol a 6t6 do 5,5.

Pour ie F1, la campagne d'essais a n6cessltI6 153 essais ripartis en 37 vols,
et pour le JAGUAR, 139 essala en 34 vols.
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CONCLUSION

La coop~ration avec la soufflex'ie et l'exploitation en temps r~el constitilent
deux principes de base des m~thodes d'essais de vrilles aux AVIONS KARCEL DASSAULT -
BREGUET AVIATION. Les campagnes dteasais r~centes ont montr4 que ces m~thodes permet-

JET, avec erviron 1,5 postos ls de jours puv ars tcc mains de efmi
seul6nC~lt aprbs le premier vol du premier prototype.

.F. .. ..
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F-14A STALL AND SPIN PREVENTION SYSTEM FLIGHT TESTS

Charles A. (Chuck) Srwell, Chief Test Pilot
Raymond D. Whipple, Project Engineer

Grimmn Aerospac Corporation
Calvertor. N" York 11933

SUMMARY

Priur to commencing the traditional spin demonstration program for the F-i Tomcat, the Grumman
Aerospace Corporation obtained U. S. Navy approval to deve.op, evaluate and demonstrate a spin prevention
system for tho airplane. The philosophy underlying this decision is discussed.

The evaluation of various spin-prevention design concepts by analytical, simulation, ard experimental
methods Is described

Preparation of the test vehicle Is detailed showing unique emergency systems and qualification
testinq of these systems. Operational aspects of the flight test program Including the problem of
devising a system flexible enough to permit In-flight optimization of design parameters is treated.

The gradual shift In emphasis from spin-prevention, which was accomplished with relative ease, to
departure amalioratlo., for enhanced air combat eflictiveness is Jocumented. Ar, overview of the final ARI
with associated subsystems is given.

INTROD CT ION

Modern high-performance fighter airplants are relatively short-coupled, densely packed and of high
moments of Inertia. This condition generplly resoiltb In undesirable spin and spin recovery characteristics.
An airplane that easily enters a spin compounds the problem while a spin-resistant airplane pro,,ides some
compensating features. If appropriate recovery procedures are foilowed promptly after departure from
controlled flight, while sufficient aerodynamic control effectiveness remains to counteract the buildup
of rotational energy, the development of spins can usually be prevented. Unfortunately, the pilot is
seldom able to Initlatt proper action quickly enough because the departure was very sudden, completely
unexpected, violent and ::orienting and, more than likely, the first he has ever experienced in that
particular type of airplane. There Is no tactical advantage to be gained from spinning. The solution
then, might well be the use of a spin prevention system in modern tactical airplanes in order that the
airplanes can be flown throughout the Qnvelope without fear of encountering a spin.

When the Grumman Aerospace Corporation contracted with the United States Navy to build the F-14.A
fighter, the classical spin demonstration program was routinely included. The objectives of the spin
program were to make every attempt to generate the fully-developed critical spin and demonstrate successful
recovery from it.

SPIN TEST PHILOSOPHY

Up to that time the tactical airplanes used bv the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps had all been evaluated
under a basic Navy program of a Contractor Demonstration followed by a Customer Evaluation; and they had
all suffered losses from inadvertent spins. During one seven year period, the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps
averaged almost two airplanes per month lost to stalls/spins. Thare were ninety-six fatalities associated
with these losses.

U.S. NVY/ARINE CORPS AIRCRAFT LOSSES
DUE TO SPlIS/DEPARTURES

(1965 - 1972)

TYPE NUMBER LOST

A-4 20
A-5 3
A-6 11
A-7 15
F-4 4
F-8 34
F-9 23
T-2 17
T-28 2

169

Five test airplanes were lost during spin programs or in preparation for conventional spin programs.
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NAVY AND AIR FORCE
TEST AIRCRAFT LOST DURIN SPIN TEST PROGRAMS

o '-4 (USN) 1961
o F-4 (USN) 1067
o F-4 (USAF) 1970
o EA-6B (USN) 1971
o F-Ill (USAF) !0172

It was not unreasonable tn conclude that this basic program warrented Improvement.

This Is not to deny that such a program generated accurate information about the spin characteristics
of the airplane and established the degree of accuracy of the spin model testing; but, just as out-of-
control accidents cannot be prevented by pilot's handbook warnings, nelther can they be ,revented by
pilot's handbook spin descriptions and spin recovery procedures. It should also be noted that control
requirements for spin recovery are often well determined long before flight testing. Spin tests "confirnm'
analytical and spin tunnel results

Spin testing was hazardous, expensive and time-consuming. The upcom!ng revision to the flight
demonstration specification, MIL-D-8708B (Reference 1) contained a greatly expanded spin section.
Regardless of whether or not the Contractor had achieved the fast, flat spin, he still must demonstrate
no less than five entry techniques at five loading conditions. A complete range of center-of-gravity
locations, spin di-ection and control positions would have to be tested In order that the "critical"
demonstration conditions might be selected by the Customer.

This led us to seriously question the underlying philosophy of those Stall/Post-Stall/Spin Demonstra-
tion requirements. Thu airplane could usually exceed Its maximum velocity envelope, but no demonstration
beyond it was required. The airplane could exceed its maximum load factor envelope, but no demonstration
beyond it was required. The airp:ane could exceed Its design landing sink rate, but no demonstration
beyond it was required

Why then should we expend vast amounts of time and money demonstrating what might be termed third
order failure: the fully developed spin? (The first failure being stalling the airplane, the second
aggravating it to the post-stall gyration stage.) Would the money not be better spent helping the pilot
recover Immediately upon departure from controlled flight. or better vet, preventing departures entirely?

The model tests and analyses and an emergency spin recovery system for the test airplane would still

be required. But the spin would no longer be for the test airplane a goal to be attained, rather it would
be the non-compliance result showing that the airplane needs a spin prevention system or that the spin
prevention system needs Improvement.

This would reduce spi losses, a goal which the classical spin program had clearly failed to achieve.

With this philosophy in mind, while proceeding with the standard preparations for spin testing and
demonstration, Grumman undertook an Intensive campaign to reorient the F-I program toward spin prevention.

Supported by earlier spin studies conducted at Grumman (Reference 2 and 3) under Naval Air Systems
Command (NASC) sponsorship, combined with an Increasing quantity of encouraging F-I4 wind tunnel data,
and a high level of activity on spin prevention systems at the NASA Langley Research Center, In late 1970,
NASC gave Grumman approval to develop, evaluate and demonstrate a spin prevention system in the F-l4
airplane, with the understanding that the system munt In no way compromise airplane tactical maneuvering
capabilities, and particularly that there be no longitudinal restriction on the airplane.

In as much as we were faced with the virtually simieltAnoniu$ te ks >f technology development and
prototype development under severe time constraints, all available assistance was solicited from resea-ch
centers and facilities. A centrifuge simulation was undertaken by the Naval Air Development Center.
At Langley, tests of a 1/10-scaled free-flight model were conducted In the 30 by 60-foot tunnel; the
Differential Maneuvering Simulator (DMS) was programmed with F-14 data, tnd work on the radio-controlled
drop model was greatly accelerated.

In support )f the Grumman analytical investigation, additional high angle of attack wind tunnel data
wure generated at the Ames Research Center 12-foot pressure tunnel and the Langley 12-foot and Grumman
7 by 10-foot low speed tunnels.

PLANNING THE SPIN PtEVENTION SYSTEM FLIGHT TESTS

Evaluation of a spin orevention system for a tactical airplane %as without precedent. The spin
prevention program replaced the c'assical spin demonstration program and no intentional spins were planned
or required. The spin prevention test plan was developed around the following objectives:

Technology Oevelopment

o Develop a system which will preclude spins.

o Optimize this system such that Its operation does not compromise air combat maneuvering capability,
and &specially that there be no longitudinal restriction on the airplane.
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Prototype Development

o Define the character of the post-stall motions of the airplane with and without the system
operating.

o Determine the optimum techniques for recovery from out-of-control situatlcns for airplanes equipped
with the system.

o Determine critical control inputs, cotifigurations, entry techninues, store loadings and departure
direction.

o Investigate engine operation during post-stall gyrations.

o Provide necessary information on which to base Flight Manual instructions regarding recovery from
out-of-control situations.

The flight test program was structured in three phases. The sequence of test and buildup maneuvers
was based on data derived from model testing and analytical work, since no precedents existed. It was
acknowledged before the Flight test program started that test sequence and maneuvers would be subject
to continual revision based on flight test results. To this end, frequent reviews were held, attended
by representatives of NASA and the Naval Air Test Center as well as NASC and Grumman.

After preparatory flights to check out the various special test systems, including deployments of
the spin recovery parachute at high and low dynamic pressures. Phase I of the Spin-Prevention Prograt
would begin with two candidate systems.

The airplane stall characteristics with and without spin prevention systems were to be explored from
conventional entries and in accordance witb MIl'-D-8708A (WEP), (Reference 4) a, amended by a contract
addendum (Reference 5). The effects of store loadings, center-of-gravity locations and wing sweep in
automatic and at several predetermined fixed wing sweeps would be investigated. Crit" ) maneuvers were
to be determined and noted for the formal demonstration.

Phase II consisted of assessment of post-stall gyrations with the system op. .ing, starting with a
" !a center-of-gravity location and no external stores, and evaluating progressively longer applications of
rull control deflections, including full pro-spin controls at varied input ,otes, to a maximum of fifteen
seconds. Vertical, Inertia-coupled and tactical entry investigations were e>pected to determine any
critical conditions Successful completion of Phase ii would establish the Niability of the spin prevention
system and define the system parameters and thresholds necessary for the F-14A airplane.

In Phase III, selected maneuvers determined to be most critical were selected to substantiate spin
prevention system operation at extremes of store loading and center-of-gravity locations. Entries with
a-ymmetric store loadings and asymnetric thr'ist were planned, as were tests of stability augmentation
system effects and trim setting effects FLI1 pro-spin controls held for a minimum of fifteen seconds
would be the standard. The results of Fhast: III tests would determine the critical conditions for the
formal demonstration.

TEST AIRPLANE CONFIGURATION

The test airplane, number 2 F-14A was initially used for subsonic stability and contro' testing For
the high angle of attack program all the modifications originally planned for the spin demonstr :ion were
Incorporated, including:

" A mortar-deployed 26-foot diameter ring-slot spin recovery parachute on a 102-foot towline Parachute
size and towline length were determined in the NASA Langley vertical spin tunnel. The parachute wis
not locked to the aircraft until after takeoff and was unlocked prior to landing A mechanical
jettison device was used and a back-up pyrotechnic jettison provided. Cockpit indications of mechaiicel
and electrical integrity of the system were employed.

o In order to pre(.Iude external structural ,od;fications to the test airplane to 5, itAln loads from a
larger parachute, the selected parachute was supplemented by a pair of retractable nose-mounted canard-
like devices recormnended by NASA. These surfaces were 22-inches wide by 80-inches long a-d were
operated by cocl.pit control. A back-Lp deployment system was provided usinq an air bottle.

t, Lateral stick positioner - an automatic recovery system described under spin prevention systems.

o A single-crew cockpit configuration permitting operation of all necessary functions from the pilot's
station, to avoid unnecessary exposure of a second aircrewman to hazardous conditions.

o Escape system changes to permit pilot ejection through the ""nopy (,ormal ejection from the F-14 is
preceded by canopy jettison).

o A mechanical restraint which limits forward motiot of the pilot's head under high "eye-balls out"
longitudinal acceleration.

o Tailored ejection-seat leg re-tralnts to compensate for possible high longitudinal acceleration.

o An Ewergency Power Unit powered !3' mono-methyl-hydrazine to providc hydraulic power and, through the
auxiliary generator, electrical power for 3.5 minutes in case of a double engine flame-out.

o AddItknal Cockpit Instrumentation located for immediate pilot reference - yaw rate indicator,
calibrated sideslip gauge, g-meter, and expanded range nos,-Soom angle of attack indicator.
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o Cockpit manual contwo of the engine M;d-Compression Bypass, 12th stage bleed and Mach-lever shift.

o Hot .;:- nmrmitting cont;nuous transmibsion of pilot voice witt.out the necessity of keying a
microphone.

o Forward-Looking 16 tin color movie camera with the upper Instrument panel end windscreen In the field

of view.

o Videotape camera wth sound recording.

o Telemetry - 190 PM pa ameters and any one of four analog tracks with 8 parameters per trar.k were
telemetered to the qr.ind and recorded. Real-time displays were selected from these and more thrn
80 critical measurer.nts were continuously limit checked by the computer.

" Cockpit lights whico comprised a visual check-off list prior to maneuver. The functions presented
wee:

Parachute in position
Parachute lockeu to aircraft
Ho er armed
EPU armed
Instrumentation on
Cameras on

o Special advisory lights "o indicate the status of unique test syl.Lems, such as EPU oil temperature,
FPU activated Indication, spin chute deployed and jettisoned lights.

FLIGHT TEST SUPPORT

CHASE

All flights were chased by an A-6A airplane flown by a limited number of pilots Ide-tified with the
program in order to hve an effective and safe chase and to insure program continuity. Chase pilots were
active participants in briefs and debriefs. A photographer flow in the right seat of the chase A-6A airplane.
A hot mike telemetry receiver was installed In the chase airplane to permit the chase flight crew to monitor
telemetry voice. This provided 0ne chase flight crew with a continuous flow of information and maOe It
unnecessary for the test pilot to key the UHF to transmit to the chase pilot. This was especially valuable
during unexpected situations and emergencies.

GROUND STATION

The flight tests were controlled by an engineoring team that was headed up by the Test Conductor and
Included an aerodynamic engineer, flight test engineer, propulsion engineer, Instrumentation engineer and
computer systems engineer. Other .pecialist engineering personnel were Included when required for specific
tests and conditions. Tte following displays were available In the flig't test control room:

o Real-time dato display; ot, a CRT

o Real-time computer wronitoring of more than 80 selected parameters for pre-set lmits

o Three strip-chart recorders pr -senting twenty-four parameters.

Ail personnel In the control rooa were linked via het-rike intercom and e.ch person had the capability
to talk directly to the test airplane in an emergency situatior. However, the Test 'onductor normally pro-
vided the voice link with the test airpla.e.

FLIGHT TESTS

STALL TESTS

Stall tests were conducted with and without the spin prevention systems. in ell Cruise end Cv-het
configurations the F-14A does not exhibit any characteristic ,which a pilot would call a "stall" - no
g-break, no wing-rock, no nose-slice, no minimum control airspeed. rhr flow over the wing certainly
separates at some nominal "stall" angle of attack, but the airplane remeans controliable.

The stall warning problem therefore became Interesting. If there is no stall what do we warn
against? Is a warning needed? The F-I4 experiences the normal buffet buildup as the wings undergo
separation, but then, as higher angles of attack are reached the buffet Intensity fallZ off.

Since warning Implies a hazardous condition, perhaps what we reall want Is some form of angle of
attack Information. Hopefully, this could assist the pilot in maintail,iing optmur maneuvering angles of
attack. The exact nature of these requirements has yet to be detArmired. Recovery from all the high
angle of attack conditions Is easily effected in less than 5,000 feet by releasing aft stick force.

In the high-lift Power Approach configuration, extended -oeed irakes improve directional stability
at hlh angles of attack. With speed brakes extended, the notmal landing configuration, the airplane has
teen flown rt full longitu;inal stick deflectin, about 40 degrees angle of attack. This means the pilot
can .xceed the approach angle of attacK by almost 30 degreus withaut experiencing A departure. At this
condition, he wouid have long since lost sight of his iending area --- but he can still get thotre without
encountering disaster. Again, the airplane does not exhibit ony characteristic which the pilot would
call a stall. in Takeoff and Waveoff configurations sonvi lateral directional divergent oscillations occur
at about 27 - 28 degrees angle of attack, more then double ,he app.,uach angle of attack. This situation
does define a stall in that a minimum control airspeed Is attflned. Recovery Is immediate .ith re!ease
of aft stick force.
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These oscillations arc potentially hazardous and so, although an enormous safety margin existed,
an artificial stall warning device we. recovmended. A rudder pedal shaker was Installed and evaluated
by several carrier-qualified pilots. 1he consensus quickly grew to use 'he device as - warning of exceeding
the approach angle of attack rather than of nearing the area of weakened stability.

SPIN RESISTANCE TESTS

The F-iiA test airplane was evaluated for basic airframe spin resistance, and It was determined to
be much more spin resistant than tunnel and model tests had shown. The airplane was flown, without a
spin prevention system, with all air-to-air external loadings, from forward to aft centier-of-qt'avIty
extremes and at all wing sweep3, to +90 and -50 degrees indicated angles of attack, and to full i ngi-
tudinal stick delections in level, banked cnd inverted flight. With full longitudinel stick deflections
(resulting In trim angles of attack of +43 degrees erect, -30 degrees Inverted) the airplane is controll-
able about all three axes. Full lateral stick deflection was held for more than twelve seconds at
greater than 40 degrees angle of attack. Full rudCdr 4eflection rolls were completed through more than
360 Jegreas of bank at angles of attack greater than 35 degrees. Full aft stick and full rudder were
held simultaneously for more than one minute. Pitch and angle of attack rates greater than 60 degrees
per second erect and 30 degrees per second inverted were obtained. The airplane was repeatedly held in
a vertical attitude until it slid backwards and pitched nose down making an excellent recovery "hands off'.

The Airplane did enzounter departures from controlled flight. The depa:ntures took t',e form of simo
to ra-id ro..Is opp,;site to commanded roll. Recovery was easily effected by neutralizing lateral stick
deflection. A more rapid recovery was effected by using lateral stl'k in the direction of departure roll.

Air Combat Maneuvering was conducted against several types of airplanes as a part of the basic spin
resistance tests, with no restrictions imposed on the F-l4A and io serious departures were encountered.
But, even though the F-I4A apparently possessed a high degree of spin resistance it was realized that
there was probably some combination of control deflections that could cause a spin. For this reeson it
was considered prudent to continue to develop and to evaluate a spin prevention system. Our goal was to
provide the U.S. Navy with the world's finest fighter airplane with abso!utely no angle of attack restrict-
ions, and to essenlally guarantee no departurp irom contrnlled flight, or at the very least, no spins.

EVALUATION OF THREE SPIN PREVENTION SYSTEMS

From the earliest analyses, it was realized that the adverse yaw generated by the large differential
horizontal tail surfaces at high en'ie of attack was the major source of pro-spin yawing moments. If
necessary, this could also provide ",.merful recovery mcents.

Since the spin-prevention syst.., had not been part of the original design effort, several unique
problems were faced by the engineering staff. Most significo~t was the severe time zonstraint - extensive
analytical studie3 of various syste-s were not possible - system gains woulJ have to be optimized in
flight tests.

IIn addition, the device would have to be tailored tc. work In an already-existing control system
with an absolute minimum numbir of modifications.

To meet these requirements, tho candidate systems were equipped -,.ith a variable gain calibrator (VGC)
for each relevant variable. The pilot could change any gain from the cockpit.

LATERAL STICK POSITIONER (LSP)

At first, It was thought advisavle to delay the engagement of the spin-prevention system to as high
an angle of attack as possile. This wa' expected to purmit fairly severe departures, so uso was made of
the bt((o9g yaw;ng rOmnt from. difr-.a tabllzer Ss ! recovery, -echenrs'

A Lateral Stick Positioner wps installed in the test airplane. Above a Lhreshold angle of attacl:
this system automatic, "'y moved the control stick to full lateral deflection when a pre-set yew rate was
encountered and relea.ed the stick back to neutral as the yaw rate decreased through another pre-set value,

This system .:oncept was evaluated in the NASA Langley Differential Maneuvering Simulator (OMS).
Although the LSP ierformed Its spin-provention function admirably, It was becoming apparent by observing
Fleet usage of the airplane that the F-14 would be used to the limits of its unprecedented high angle
of attack capability, and the LSP did permit departures.

ADVANTAGES

o Recovers airplane from departures

* Prevents spins.

DISADVANTAGES

o Departures from controlled flight
are not prevented

o Tactical advantag.e los: througn 4
departure

o The ,gh yaw rates encountered bfore
recovery could possibly result In
engine compressor stalls.
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This system wai diccarded as a candidate for Incorporation in production airplanes but left in the

test airplane to serve its purpose as a spir prevention system. j

LATERAL STICK CENTERER (LSC)

The DMS evaluation of the LSP had demonstrated that minimizing lateral control inputs greatly
diminished departures. A logical conclusion was to limit lateral inputs above a selected angle of attack.
The DMS was programmed to evaluate this concept which we called a LATERAL STICK CENTERER (LSC). It
showed tremendous potential.

This system was installed In the test airplane and included deactivation of roll stability augments-
tion as well as physical centering of tie control stick, It could be over-riddien with 25 pounds of lateral
stick force. An extensive flight evallation of this system was completed with all external loadings and
center-of-gravity positions and at all wing sweeps in Cruise configuration. it was determined that:

ADVAWTAGES

o Recovers airplane from departures

o Prevents spins

o Minimizes frequency and severity of departures

o The airplane could be flown safely to full aft
stick deflection at a)l wing sweeps.

o Roll control through rudder deflection was
excel lent

o Recovery from high angle of attack was Immediate
upon release of att stick force

o Recovery was completed from the worst condition
with less than 5,000 feet of altitude loss.

DISADVANTAGE

o Engagement transients under some conditions degraded
tactical maneuvering at high anglas of attack.

The LATERAL STICK CENTERING system was discarded due to the degradation of high angle of attack
maneuvering..

AILERON-RUODER INTERCONNECT (ARI)

One of the spin-prevention concepts being !nvestigated at Langley was the Aileron-Rudder Interconnect
(ARl). This mechanization phased out lateral control surface deflection commanded by lateral stick inputs
with increasing angle of attack and simultaneously phased in coordinating rudder. The ARI was programmed
for the F-14 on the DMS and the results were extremely encouraging.

The ARI was Installed In th* test airplane. For maximum flexibility, the test system was designed
with independent lateral control (LARI) and rudder (RARI) components. VGC switches permitted variation of:

o RARI angle of attack threshold

o RARI angle of attack Interval to full gain

o Lateal stick to rudder ratio

n LARI angle of atteck threshold
o LARI angle ,,f attack Interval to full gain
o Lateral stick to negative differentia: tall deflection ratio,

Flight tests ..Ickly detarminaid that the rudder coordination feature of the ARI was beneficial at
much lower cngles c,' attack than required for spin/departure prevention. Roll rates were significantly
Increased by a generous u.e of rudder.

The spin prevention efficacy of the system was well established. Further work proceeded to refine
operation In the air combat maneuvering (ACM) environment, particularly the high subsonic regime.

A rather extreme test technique was developed w.lch seemed to be the "worst case, and served as our
standard. It consisted of a rolling dive to maintain target MU.h number with maximum practical lAterel
control held in while an abrupt aft stick displacement was made.

These evaluations revealed the necessity of scheduling the LARI as a tunction of Mach number. From
0.55 M to 1.0 M the angle of attack threshold decreased linearly.

This system was found to have the following favorable characteristics during evaluations In both

the NASA Langley DMS and the F-14A airplane:

o No engagement or disengage.,ent transients

o Airplane i5 flown the same at high angles of attack &s at low angles of attack

17/
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o Systems are easily checked for proper operation before flight and can be checked in flight by
observing the rudder indicator as lateral stick Is applied above the threshold angle of attack

o Roll control and rate of roll were Improved over the Lateral Stick Centering System at high anles
of attack by having some differential horizontal tell available

o Departu-is from coitrolled flight were minimized

o No-spins occurred. Full pro-spin controls were held for as long as 48 seconds.

o Rellabiii,. was excellent

o Tactical meauvering was not compromised.

NOSE PROBE ANGLE OF ATTACK SENSOR

One more refinement remained to make the ARI a viabI3 system. The angle of attack vane on the
F-14 was of the standard type, located on the side of the forward fuselage. it provided accurate angle
of attack infornmation for conventional flight tasks, but proved inadequate for the vast range of extreme
airflow ingles made pisslble by the F-14s combat agility.

A nose-mounted differential prissure sensing probe with an expanded range capability was evalusted
and proved itself able to meet the stringent demendr of the F-li ACM promiss.

The ARI and this sensor comprise the highly-successful spin/departure prevention system currently
Installed in the F-14 Tomcat.

CONCLUSION

The first F-1lA Tomcat production airplane equipped with the spin prevention system, number 185.
is scheduled for acceptance by the U.S. Navy in December 1975.

Despite the enormous obstacles of simultaneous technology development and prototype development
tasks under severe time constraints on a configuraticon already being manufactured, with no precedents
or guidance, success was achieved. After a 71 flight high angle of attack flight test program spanning
one and one-half years, encompassing over 1200 maneuvers beyond the nominal stall angle of attack, the

Grumman Aerospace Corporation Is confident that the goal has been accomplished. We are delivering the
first Navy fighter wtth an unrestricted angle of attack capability.

This pioneering effort would not have been possible without the dedicated efforts of hundreds of
people - the Grumman Pilots, Engineers and Technicians; the Navel Air Systems Commnd personnel, both
civilian and military; the Honeywell Corporation and other sub-contractors; and NASA personnel with their
essential test facilities.

We all hope that the point has been clearly demonstrated that Apin prevention is an attainable
goal, and It is fasible and economical.

Future spin-prevention programs can build on our early efforts and possibly improve on our methods.
Commitment to spin prevention technology development will ensure safer and less costly flight test eval-
uations and demonstrations. Perhaps Increased co-rbat capability is difficult to value quantitatively,
but the anticipated savings from reduced airplane and air crew losses should provide striking vindication
of the spin pravention approach.

Let us tulegate the spin to thc dcctees of air show aerobatics, ro longer to ho a %inister bugbear

of military aviation.
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ESSAIS DE VRILLES
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RESUME

Troia campagnes df*ssaib 4. vrillom ant 41t4 ontreprisoo rdceuuent par lee
AVIONS MARCEL DASSAULT - BREGUET AYTATION t JAGUAR, MIRAGE F1 at ALPIIA-JET. En fonc-
tion dos buts fixdn mux ddpart *t dos r~oultoto obtenus, chacun. do ces caupagnes pr4.-

mont* un carnctbre original propre, l'ALPHA-JET en particulier se, distinguant nette-
ont des doisx autres avions par as mission "ECOLE".

i"e papior expose 1ea r6sultats obtenus du cours do coo campagnes, et lee c,,sm-
par* avoc lee pr~visions do la soufflerie.

t'SSAIS DE VRILLES DU JAGUAR MONOPLACE

HISTORIQUE

Los ossais do vrilles du JAGUAR M 05 (monoplace) on configuration hiame ant
comportA 139 essais on 34 vols 1 8 osbais do ddcrochag* en palier, 31 essais pour Stu-
do do llofficacit4 dos gouvornos transveraal*s at 100 ossais do d~clonchis at vrillom.
La progression dos essais a 6t4 la suivant. t rechercho des diff~rontes form*s do vril-
lea possiblex at ddfinition d'une consign. do sortie, ddcrochages on palier, d~clench~s
et consign. do sortie, avoc ensuito 11influence dos errours do consign., et des esais
A diffdrents rdgimes motours. Lob d~parts ont d'mboid ou lieu ontre, 40 000 Pt 42 000 ft
do 150 A 300 kt, puis A 35 000 ft do 150 & 340 Ict. Quelques essais pour los motairm ant
4t:6 effoctuds & 30 000 ft.

RESULTATS

Lo JAGUAR a un tr~s bon comportement aux incidences 4levAor, s'tm6liorant en-
core avec I& coordination des gouvorziom.

D~clenchds et vrilles

Los ddclenchds at vrilles du JAGUAR as caract~risent par do fortes agitations
A caractbre p~riodique on transvorsal mais PAussi at surtout en longitudinal. Cos Melts-
tions peuvont 4tre Aprouvantos pour 1. pilots. L'incidence vanes entre 50 et 900t ha
rotation do lac'.t oat modul6o ot cell* do roulis altorn6e. Lea premiers tours so font
autour d'un axe sonsiblemont horizontal, sl bion quo l'asaiette pase* quoiquefois do 900
flOE bas & 900 nos haut on do'ix secondes. Dans coo mouvoments, la vitosso indiqu6e oscii-
he en fonction do Ilincidenco, at progroasiv".ent l'sx. de Ia vrille deviant plus piquA,
indiquant une 6volution favorable, .usqulk Im sortie, qui me produit entre 160 at 180 kt.

Los Indications do Ia sortie proch* sont lea9 maxima do vitese indiquS. qul
sugmontent, lee minima d'incidenc* qui diminuent, l'aosiett* longitudinal. qui docroft.

TI n'y a jamals eu de vrille plato et rapid*. Quelquem ddparts ant ou lieu
&a.oc tane vitesse de lacet rdgultobre, maim d~m qaeo Ilniec atteint 700, lea oicilla-
tions do d~rapage, roulis, lacet mont apparues.

La vrillo Cos n1, pas AtA rencontr4e: souls quelques passages dos ant At6 ob-
serv,$i, male its nWort pis dusr6 plua do trois secondom, at mont d~s & une pamition do
profondeur A fond A piquer. Cott* position do gouvernes a provoqu4 quelques sortie* en
tonnoaux lents, maie l'exp~rience et les calculi montrent quo Ilavion nest pas mujot
mix muto-tonneaux rapides.

Influence des mouvernes

La profondotur oit do loin Isa gouvern. I& plus efficace, of si I& plupart des
lancements ant At4 r~alis4s on rroisant lee gouvernes transversies, qu&lquei vrillom
ant At6 lanc~os en amamnt la protondeur A cabror un bref instant. La profondeur it fond

&piquier donno des agitation~s pltis importantes mu courm du ddiclonch6, at une tondance
mui passage dos, avec dos moutvomenti de roulis A l~a sortie. La profondeujr At cabrer eat
n~faste dan. totis les cam a lle prcvoque I* d4clonchA, et, bien qulolle diminue lamp-
litude dos agitations, freine la sortie.
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Le gauchisomont et I& direction ont pou d~nlec on cours do vrillet cela
tient vrafeomblablemont au fait quo Is vitess. do roulis tot alternie et cello do lacet
moduldo au ddpart, puis altorndo & Is sortie. Toutoa coo considdrations ont conduit&
recommnder Is coinign*O "gouvernos au noutro" & ia sortie, oti m~me "tout lAcher", 6tant
entendu qulil n'y a pas d'influence du trim do prol'ondour done ia plago maximal* utili-

Ddcrochaago n Valierk Dos dicrochagoa en pnhior ont 4t6 effectudo done lea configukations suivantoo:
ltss, boe combat, volots 200 + bocs, volets 200 sane beca,pleins volets + bocs at
plains volets + becs, train sorti.

En toutos configurations on a pu atteindro 300 d'incidonco pilots, avoc 'in
bon contrale longitudinal at qutlquom m,.ivemonts do roulis-lacot altornds. Au-del'l&
lsavion part en roulis-lacet aim l rendu do main eat tr~s efficaco ml.. si l'incidon-
co eat montdo & 60'.

Essais on cloche

Il nly a pas do probiue perticulirs. ai VC tombs & 0, l1*vion commence h
reoescendre "is queue Is, promi~re" puis baocvle sur Is c~t4 sane ddclenchor et 1* con-
trbl* pout Stre imdiatemant ropria.

[ Comportement dos moteurs

Los premiere essais ont 4t4 offectuds 'in moteur cojp4 ot 1e douxi~me mu ralen-
ti; *nsuite on a systimatiquement gard6 'in motour & un r4gime 6gsl ou supdriour mu PG
sec. Pour lea derniora essaim, lea deux moteurs furunt gardds soit mu PG sec, soit on
PC mini, soit on PC max.

Sur lea rdactours mis au ralonti avant esimi, ii so produit on gdn~ral 'in d4-
crochago tournant avoc pour souln signes 'inc faible augmentation do TOT ot tine trbs 14-
g~re chute do rdgime; our miss des gam, on note des TGT trop 6lev6es imposant la cou-
pure du moteur. Sur los moteurs & doe r~gimes>-PO sec, ii a* produit don ddcrochagfl
avec ou sans bruit iaprbs uno br~vo augmentation, TOT et rdgime chutent ot loraque le
rdgime pass@oen-dessous du ralenti, on observe tine nontde tr~s rapid* de TOT qui impose
la coupure du moteur.

Comparaison des rioultates oain on vol - soufflorie

La Presque totalitd dos vrillea obtenues on vri* grandeur, et quo]loes quo
soient les positions des gouvornes, sont h classer dans le groups app#ld par !a souffle-
rie "vrillo Pau rapid*, calno ou peu agitde". Le rw-cupement entre les mouvoents do
l~vo et ceux: do Is maquette eat excellent ot 1^ consigre dos Essais on Vol correspond
A Is recommendation Ge la souffleria do mettro toutos lea gouvornes mu neutre en cas do
vrille agit4*.

Quelque rares vrilles obtenues en vol peuvent 8-.re clases dans lea vrilles
A agitations divorgentes ot, tout come on soufflerie, coo vrilAlos a* sont produites
avoc la profondeur & piquer et direction "pour".

En vol, il n's jaisis 6t6 obtoni Ge vrille plate et rapide m~me on appliquant
len positions do gouvornos trouv4es favorable. par la souffleri*. La vrillo dos n'a ja-
maim pu Stre stabilis4. non plus.

11 eat difficile de comparer l'influence des gouvernes ontre la soufflerie et
los etsais en vol 4tant donnd quton vol seules lea vrilles agitoes ont 6t4 obtonues.
Toutefois, il a 4t6 constat6 quo la profondeur k cabrer ralentiasait la vrille cc qui a
AtA trouv4 en moufflerio pouir Is vrille plate at rapid*.

ESSAIS DE VRILLES DU) MIRAGE F1

HISTORIQUE

Los ossais de vrillos du MI1RAGE F1 ont 6t& faits, en ce qui concerns la confi-
guration "sane charges oxtdrieures" on 1973, aui courn d'uno trench* d'esgais do 27 vol.
A.M.D. - B.A. plus 10 vols C.E.V. Au total, 153 essain ont 6t4 effectudg.

Noun noun proposons Ge rdnumer, ici, lea premiers **maim concernant la confi-
guration "sane charges extirioureas'.

- Prdparation
- Ddroulement des esnais
- Rdgaultas
- Comparaison Essais en Vol/Soufflerio.

PREPARATION

Esels en soufflorie vertical*

L14tude Ge le vrille du MIRAGE F1 a 4t4 faito & la souffloris, vertical* do
l'IM'L avec ume maquott* au 1/204mo. C.. ossais ont montr6 qua 1. F1 n'avait pans ton-
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dance AL vrillsr "&A plat",9 st, mgme, qulune vrille vontro lanc4o calms no pouvait pas so
maintenir au-delh de 5 tours. Souls, la vrillo doa oat apparus cainme (mais non rapids).
Loa ossais do souffloris ont pormis do prdcissr l'influsnco des gouvernes et d1tbi
uns prddiction dos mouvemonts do llavion au cours do la r4cupdration.

- Sortis do vrills classique.
- Passage dos avsc possibilit4 do vrills dos.
- Auto-tonneaux.
- Mouvementa ddsordonn4s (agitation).

Au cours do cetto 4tudo qui comport. 1 200 lancors, quolquqs sorties do vril-
1. ant 6t4 intorrompues par un re-d6part vera lea grnndes incidences. Coo observations
ont motivd des rschorchs approfondies pour expliquer llorigino do cos 4volutions. Ain-
si, lleffilement do la points do noz eat apparu coming trbs influent our 10 comportemont
transversal ds llavion & grando incidence. 11 slagit do moments do lacet trbs importanta
vera 30 ou 400 d'incidonco, mimo & d~rapage nul.

A partir do ces constatations, l'dtude a 4t4 poursuivie pour assurer la re-
prisel do contr8le dans cos cas particuliers, bien qutils aient At6 raromont obsorvds.

L4uea abouti our la miss on place do surfaces bion d4finios on formo et position
sur les c8t4s do la Pointe avant. Dana cotto configuration, Ie ph~nom~ne do re-ddpart
on vrills a 4t 4liming (aynidtrisation do l'6coulomont autour do la Pointo avant).

Preparation do llavion

Fabrication d'uns points avant apdcialo

Pour te"-ir compto des exp6rionces faitos on soufflerie, une painto avant a
4t4 fabriqude ap~cialement pc~ur y incluro un diopositif do portos manoouvrablob on vril-
I*. Loroque ces portos mont ferm~e3, 1. noz do l'avion eat conforme &celuJ des avions
do s~rie.

Installation do sdcurit4 st installation d'oooais

Ces installations sont ddcritos dans Ilartic1r.; "'MeTrlude. Z!16s3ais do vrillos
en volt'.

DEROULEMENT DES ESSAIS

Les ssais ont 4t6 faits dans un domaine compris ontre 30 000 ot 50 000 ft,
1ASds 150 A& 350 kt. Il y a autant d'easaia do Porte do contr8le que dlossaia do lance-
mont de vrille (environ 70 do chaque), plus quolqueo essais divers (figure en "cloche",
d4crochagea sn palier bass vitosso, inversions rapidos).

RESULTATS

Le MIRAGE F1 a des limitos do manoeuvre trbs samoas; quand on am~no la profon-
dour on but~e cabr~e, on pout attoindro des incidences trbs 4lev~es.

En gardant Ia profondeur au plain braquage cabr4 et en laioa~nt lea gouvernos
tranoversales au noutre, llaviol pout pat tir on rotation ou h~siter dtun bord our llau-
tre. Si lton utilise 1e gauchissemont, 1n ddpart en lacot/roulis se produit plus fran-
choeont at do seno contiaire & colui oti 10 Manche eat mis.

Si on a laliso4 partir llavion en d~clench4, la consign. eat : commandos au
noutro. Si ellba sont reontrdcs imrnddiaterncnt aprbs le d6clencb4, It% r. pfn a'rrAt
en 1 ou 2 tours. Le nsa do llavion baisse et lo mouvement so termine avoc uno assiotte
longitudinal. comprise ontre 30 ot 900 piqu~e. La Porte dtaltitudo oat do 10 000 ft en-
viron, ressource comprise.

La r~cupdration sleffectue bien souvent en une sorte do tonneau, nez bag, avoc
une augmentation senoible do la Nitosso do roulis. En effet, au cours du d~clench6, la
rotation sleffectue autour d'un axe l'inertie oat importanto, par combinaioon lacet-
roulis-tangage (grande incidence et d~rapdge). Dana la phase finale do rdcup~ration, Ia
rotation as tormine autour de Ilaxe de roulis sur lequel ltinertie eat minimale : 11nor-
gie acquiso on rotation provoque un accroiooement do l& viteoso do roulia pur, avant do
slmri en plusisurs secondes.

Nous nlavons pas pu lancer do vrille ventre stabilio~e. G~n4ralemont, A partir
du 26ms tour, lea agitations appal'aissent, l'assiette longitudinals deviant do plus on
plus piquds et 1. pilote n'a plus qut& rocentrer lea commandos pour reprcazdre le vol n~or-
Mal.

Noun avona observ4, plusiours fois, des tiansformations do vrllle ventre en
vrillo dos. Ellea psuvent slacc4l4ror ot Stre, maintenues si In pilots laisse l& direc-
tion braqu4s dana Is sons du lacet, ou mime direction au noutre. La sortie exige un
"control"A & direction & fond pendant 6 ou 7 aecondes, cea qui pout paraltre long au oi-
lots. Cla Is soul cas do -vrille sur F1 qui demands uno action positive do 1. part du
pilots pour obtenir la sortie.

Dana tous leaoautran cao, lea r6cupdratiens ont 4t4 obtenuos gouvernes recen-
trdoa aux trims do vol ot, do ce fait, nous nlavons pas u AL u iliier 10 syot~me des
portes do point., avant.



COMPARAISON ESSAIS EN VOL/SOUFFLERIE

Dans i'onsembio, los r~sultats trouv4s on essais on vol cadrent bion avec lea
pr~visions faitos A 1'IMFL.

Les points sur leaquels loa rocoupoments sont oxcollonts se r~sumont ainsis

- Caractbre al~atoiro des mouvoments A partir do conditions initialos idontiques.
- Mouvements agit6s plus ou momns descriptibles.
- Vrillo ventre qui no so maintiont pas, mgme avoc des positions do gouvornes consid6-

r~es commo favorables au mouvomont.
- Vrillo dos faiblornent agit~o et pouvant Atre maintenue direction "1avec" le lacot. Ef-
ficacit4 do la manoeuvro doe sortie on me'.ant la direction "contre" le lacot.

- Influence du contrago non visible.
- 1l faut quo 1e factour de charge d~passo 1 pour qu'il y ait mouvoment assimilable A

une vriilo.
- Il f'aut quo l'izncidenco soit trbs 4lov~o pour quo V'on puisso lancer une vrille. Codi

ost A rapprochor dos mosuros do moment do la.cot faitos & l'IMFL i co mioment apparalt
pour des incidences comprises ontro 30 et 500.

- Le braquage du gauchissomont cr~e de l'agitation.

Les points montrant quolques diff~rences sint raros

- Nous n'avons pas observ4 do mauvaises sortios do vrille tollos qu'il on a 6t6 vues,
parfois, on soufflorie (do ce fait nous n'avons pas Cu & utiliser los portes do pain-
to avant). Cepondant, ii Taut rappoler quo nous avans effectu4 66 lancements do vril-
lo nn ossais on vol contro 1 200 en soufflorie. Uno foit, nous avcns observ4 des ro-
mont4os do nez sur l'horizoi mais elles ant 6t4 forc~os profondeur plein arribreoet
gauchissoment & fond contre lo lacet.

- Pour Ileffot do la profondour, nous avons ou souvent des mouvemonts rapidos on roulis
pur dies que cotte gotivorne a 4t4 miso au ploin piqu4. En scufflorie, los ph~naoabnos
observ4s 4taient plut8t du genre "d4sordonn~s'.

ESSAIS DE VRTLLES DE L'ALPHA-JET

HUSTORIQUE

Un historique des essais do vrillos do l'ALPHA-JET est donn4 dans l1article
"MWthades dlessais do vrilles en vol't.

RESULTA'rS :LES DTFFEREN1'ES FORMES D)E VRILLES DE LIALPIHA-JEI'

Les r 6 stiltats expes~s ci-dessous sont valables pour les deux versions do
l'ALPHA-JET :version ECOLE dqaip~e d'un noz rond avoc des viruz-os, et version APPUT
6quip~te d'un nez pointu et d'une perrcho.

La seule dif'C~rence importante est quo la criamibre forme de vriilo (vrilie
calme) est plus difficile & obtenlr avec 1e nez pointu de ia version APPUI. En re-
vanche, la vrille l"agit~el" eat la t'ormo la plus courante.

Vrille vontro calme ou peu a git6o

Lette forne de vriile est obtenue prafondeur A fond & cabrer, direction & pond
dans 1e ens do rotation d6sir~e. Lo dtpart on roulis - lacot doi.. 8tro contrA A fond au
gauchiszoment pendant 1 A 2 secondes, puis lo gauchissomont stabllis4 ontre 30 et 50 IV
contre la direction.

Eli. doit 4tre lanc~e ontre 130 ot 170 kt, 20 0)00 Ct 30 000 ft, en virago, mo-
tours A 85 ' -. Le point classiqie 3st :25 000 ft, 150 kt. Cette vrillo s'obtiont plus
facilement A gauiche qti'A droite, tin tour duro environ ^) secondos, ia porte d'altitude
par touir est do l'ordre do 900 ft, et ia sortie a lieu, tominendos lAch4)s, on moins de
deiix tours.

Vrilie veritre agit~e

Cetto forme do vrilio eat obtenue profondour A fond A cabrer, gauvernes trans-
versales crois~es A fund. On pouit la lancer on virago, entre 130 et 170 kt, 25 000A
31) 000 ft, motetirs A 85 A4.

Le roulis change bri~vement do signe toutes lea doux socondos, l'essietto ion-
gitudinale eat trbs oscill6e, 1e lacet garde un sons bion not.

Un tour dure ontre 3 ot 3,5 necondos, la porte d'aititude per tour eiat do 900
t.Cotte vrille agit~e potit passur os par inversion du roulia. On. obtiont alors des

atito-tonnoaux. L& eortie s" fait dens .ous los cas on recontrant lea gauvernes. Ell* so
f~it en deuix tours environ.

Auto-tonnqaux

Ti y a essontiollement dotix typos d'auto-tonneeux
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a/ Los auto-tonneaux obtonus on girdant los commandos traneversalos croisdes aprbs tin
passage dos on vrille agit~e. La sortie so fait en recontrant lea commandos, 0110
eat trbs rapids car la vitosso oat alors do l'ordro do 150 kt.

b/ Le deuxibme typo dtauto-tonnoau oat obtoni on amonant la profondour & piquor ot loa
gouvernos tranavorsalos au noutro pendant tin auto-tonnesi du premier typo. La sortio
as fait, 1& aussi, on rocontrant los commandeo

Vriilo dos

11 eat possible do ddmontror la vrillo dos sur ALPHA-JET. En partant d'une
vrillo agit~o, ii faut amenor, au moment du passage dos, la profondour & fond & piquer
et is gauchissement de 0 & 20 % contro ia direction. Les moiliours conditions do ian-
coment sont At 35 000 ft ontro 150 et 170 kt. La sortie commandos recentrdss, so fait on
momns do 7 socondos (soit 2,5 tours, au maximum).

Vrillo calms ot rapids

Cotto forms do vrill so diatingus do la vrilio calms normalo par son inci-
dence plus 4lov~o, ot la vitess do rotation plus rapids. Cst la souls forms do vril-
le Io l'ALPHA-JET pour laquollo ii oat demand6 aui pilots dtappliqusr 1. gauchisasment
"pour" & la sortie. Cotto msanoeuvre assure alors la sortie on momns do 10 secondes, r6-
sultat obteni simpioment on rocantrant loa gouvornos dans tous lea autros cas.

On pout obtonir la vrilio calms ot rapids on amonant la profondour & fond
piquer et progrossivomont Is gauchissomont A fond contro la rotation au cours d'uno vril-
le calms. Toutofois, dana la plupart dos cas, cotto manoeuvre ambno d~As agitations, on
particulier stir Ilvo ECOLE, 4quip6 do viruros stir le nor.

B6 mes d~croch6s sans rotation d6finio

Lorsquvau d~clonch6 la rotation n'55t pas suffisanto, co qui arrive on parti-
culier lorsqutii nly a pas assoz do gauchissoent, l~vo part en roulis - lacet altor-

A A uno incidence voisins do 300. Profondour A cabror, direction au noutro et gauchis-
soment & fond, on obtiont 4galement un rdgime d~croch4 sans rotation ddfirie, caract6-
ris4 par des grandos variations dtincidenco et dos oscillations do roulis. Dana los 2
cas, la reprise do contr8ie est immddiato aui rocontrags dos gouvernos.

DNclonch~s

Des d4clench4s ont 6~t4 offoctutSr jusquIA 270 kt do 20 000 A 40 000 ft; on n'a
pas ctterch4 A stabiliser do vrilios At partir do cos ssais, r4alis~s dans ie but ossen-
tiol do couvrir los d~clonch~s Involontairos. En amonant la profondour At fond & cabrer
et on croisant & f'ond loa gouvornes tranavorsales, 1. ddclench6 eat dtttn plus s4-
v~ro quo ia vitesso eat 4lov4o, at & mime vitosse, d'utn plus quo 1e Mach sat plus

Comporteinent des motours

Le param~tre ls plus influent rur le comportoment des moteure eat lValtitude;
pour N2 a 85 '4~ qui eat is r~gimo pour lequol 10 motour eat 1e plus tol6rant, il n'y a
aucuin risque d'extinction pour Zp4C3O 000 ft.

Au plain gaz, los d4crochagos s'accompagnsnt do surchatiffe on g~n4ral br~ve,
co qui conduit ik recommai'dor is r~duction des motours d~es Is porte do contr8ie quand
oles atrviont alors quo lea mototirs sont au r4gime maximal.

Comparaison avec les r~sultats do soufflorie

L'accord ontro los pr4visions do is souffiorie at les r6sultat, d'osasais on
vol Oat excellent. On no note, sir l~ensemble des caract~ristiquos des diffdrontes for-
mss do vrillos, quo qusiques 14i~gres divergences. Ainsi, la consigne do so--tie donn~e
par is souffloris : gautchisoment "pour" ot pied Hcontrell eat surnbondante dons totia
lea cas, satif is vrillo rapids. Do mime, la vrille dos eat *in peu plus rapids, et to-
V-ro tins plago do brac'uago aui gauchissement moins 4tendue quo cells douin~o par le souf-
florlo.

Enfin, i'influenco do is forms dti nez sur los caract~ristiques de is vriile,
pr~vuo par is soufflerie, a pt Stre missoen 64vidence sur avion : le nez "pointu"l eat
plus -svorahlo sux agitations.

CONCLUSION

Las diff~rontes vriiles do 11ALMIA-JET prtlsentent des caract~ristiqies saines,
et is consigns do sortie est simple 9t officace. En offot, ia r~cupdiration u* fait en
mains do 10 ascondes en rocentrant lea gouvernes. Settle tine forme do vrille rapids, trho
rare, n4cessto do is part dui pilot@ tine action postitive pour sortir en moins do 10 so-
condos, A savoir l1application dui gauichiasent dons le sens do ls vrille.

Le3 vrIlls sont d~monstrativ*s, cteat-&-dire, r4p$titives sans habilet6 par-
tictil"-re. oIn pout ainai d4montror tine vrilie ralme ou mod4r~ment agit~e, tine vrille
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agit~e et des auto-tonneaux. Lo vrille dos eat m~me lai portde des pilotos entrain~s.
L'ALPHA-JET offre des poSsibilit~a diontralnement relativoment faciles et sansdanger & toutes lea wanoeuvres & grand. incidence sur avion do combat modern.. Il per-met aux pilotos ontrain~s do visualiser cortains comportements intdressants qu'ils pour-rant retrouvor uit4riourement sur d'ute avions d'rms comm. la vrille agitge duJAGUAR ou 10 rdgime sans rotation ddfinio du MIRAGE Fl.
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YF-16 HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK FLIGHT TEST EXPERIENCE

by

John P. Lamers
F-16 Stability & Flight Controls

General Dynamics' Fort Worth Division
P.O. Box 748, Fort Worth, Texas 76101

SUMMARY

The objective of YF-16 high angle of attack flight tests was to clear the air-
craft for the air combat maneuvering test phase. This was to be accomplished by valida-
tion of predicted aerodynamic data, and a comprehensive evaluation of handling qualities
and flight control system performance during aggressive simulated tactical manew-ering.
The program also included a realistic evaluation of the effectivene&s of speci-i auto-
matic control system features designed to enhance high angle of attack maneuverability,
handling qualities, and departure resistance. Of particular interest were the effects
of the active control system (comand and stability augmentation) and relaxed static
stability concepts upon stall/spin characteristics and recovery capability. Engine
operating characteristics at high angle of attack, high angle of sideslip, low airspeed
conditions were also of interest. Results show excellent high angle of attack flight
characteristics, good correlation with NASA spin model results, and normal flight control
system operation over the range of conditions tested.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

cR  angle of attack, right hand sensor

aL angle of attack, left hand sensor

aN angle of attack, nose boom sensor

aSEL select angle of attack (middle value of aR, aL, aN)

aCG angle of attack at the center of gravity

ANCG, AN, nz normal acceleration at the center of gravity

PCG sideslip angle at the center of gravity

AYCG lateral acceleration at the center of gravity

6HE, 6e elevator surface position

6HA horizontal tail aileron position

6FA flaleron aileron position

6R  rudder surface position

FX, FE longitudinal stick force

Fy, FA lateral side force

FR, FRP rudder pedal force

P roll rate

Q pitch rate

R yaw rate

PW wind axis roll rate

M Mach number

H, HC altitude

c.g. center of gravity
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Sx  aircraft horizontal displacement, +North -South

Sy aircraft horizontal displacement, +East -West

e pitch angle

heading angle

0roll angle

g pilot's normal acceleration meter reading

Q angular acceleration in pitch

CM pitching moment coefficient

q dynamic pressure

SW  wing area

cmean aerodynamic chord

Ixx aircraft moment of inertia about the longitudinal axis

I yy aircraft moment of inertia about the lateral axis

TZZ aircraft moment of inertia about the vertical axis

CN normal force coefficient

Cm. pitching moment coefficient referenced to 25 percent c

6LEF leading edge flap deflection

6F trailing edge flap deflection

WUT wind up turn

ANL aircraft nose left

ANR aircraft nose right

TED trailing edge down

TEU trailing edge up

LWD left wing down

RWD right wing down

TEL trailing edge left

TER trailing edge right

Vc calibrated airspeed

ARI aileron-rudder interconnect

ANU aircraft nose up

AND aircraft nose down

TEST AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION

YF-16 No. 1 was used in the high angle of attack test program. It is a prototype
air-superiority day-fighter, designed with emphasis on high performance, maximum maneu-
verability, small size, low weight and low cost. It is a single-seat, single-engine
aircraft with a relatively low wing loading and a high thrust-to-weight ratio. Wing
span is 30 feet and length is 46.5 feet. The aircraft, pictured in Figure 1, is
powered by a Pratt and Whitney FIOO-PW-1O0 engine, which is identical to that used
in the F-15.
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Flight path control is achieved through the actuation of an all-movable, differ-
ential horizontal tail for pitch and roll control, wing-mounted flaperons for roll
control, and a conventional rudder for yaw control. Maneuver capability at high angles
of attack is enhaneed with a full-span leading edge flap positioned automatically after
takeoff as a function of Mach number and angle of attack. Both the leading edge flap
and trailing edge flap (flaperon) provide high lift during takeoff and landing.

A full fly-by-wire flight control system provides maximum flexibility for tailor-
ing handling qualiti.os. A pilot-operated controller commands surface actuators via high-
response command servos in the proximity of the surfaces, with no mechanical linkage
employed between the cockpit and the command servos. Quadrex electronics provide fail-
operative performance after two failures in each of the three control axes. Three-axis
command and stability augmentation enhance the aircraft's handling qualities.

Spin Recovery Parachute System

For the high angle of attack tests, the aircraft was equipped with a mortar-
deployed, 28 ft. diameter spin recovery parachute attached below the rudder and above
the heat cone of the engine exhaust. The aircraft was ballasted to compensate for the
e.g. shift produced by the spin chute system. Test maneuvers were performed to assess
the aerodynamic influencp of the chute system. Results showed that the installation was
slightly stabilizing both longitudinally and directionally between 100 and 200 angle of
attack, and that dihedral effect, C4, was increased at high a with the chute installed.

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

Throughout this report, emphasis is placed on selected topics and events
that are of particular interest because of their relationship to the unique flight
control system technologies employed in the YF-16 aircraft. Of particular interest
in this regard are relaxed static longitudinal stability, angle of attack limitation and
the other departure-prevention features of the flight control system.

,T -

Figure I YF-16



Relaxed Static Longitudinal Stability

The control-configured vehicle (CCV) principle of -elaxed static stability (RSS)
is employed in the longitudinal axis as a part of the basic YF-16 design. RSS pro-
vides an aerodynamically 3fficient vehicle, with exceptional cruise and maneuver
performance. Apparent stability is provided to the pilot by the full-time operating,
highly reliable stability augmentation system (SAS). Note that the closed-loop
aircraft/control system combination is a stable system that requires no special pilot
techniques or adaptation.

The aft c.g. limit was established to provide adequate pitch control power for
recovery from high angle of attack. (Many other factors also influenced the aft limit;
however, these are beyond the scope of this discussion.) In Figure 2 is shown YF-16
normal force and pitching mment data from 1/15-scale and 1/9-scale force model tests,
which were used to establish the aft c.g. limit at 35% E. Note that the 1/9-scale
data show that the aft limit could have been set further aft than 35%. A conservative
approach dictated use of the 35% limit; however, and flight test data later verified
that the 1/15-scale data more closely represents the full-scale aircraft.

2.6
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2.2
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2.0
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. 1.4 -

.6 -,-_-- ] ----

U 1/5.2SAL

-. .1 ,

-.4 1/9.3 -4 . - SCALE.

PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, Cm.25Z

Figure 2 YF-16 Normal Force & Pitching Moment; -250 Elevator
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From Figure 2 it may be observed that the aft limit was established to prevent
static nose-up aerodynamic pitching moment at vny angle of attack, with full trailing-
edge down elevator deflection (+250). A better criterion would have been, "the aft
limit will be established such that satisfactory recovery Is available from any out-
of-control event." The difficulty with such a criterion is, of course, that until a
comprehensive high a flight test program has been completed, the actual limit is not
precisely definable. One is, therefore, forced to rely on a conservative interpretation
of force model and spin tunnel data. Such was the basis for the static trim requirement.

Angle of Attack Limitation

To inhibit loss of control, an angle of attack limiting system was employed.
This system used both angle ol attack and pitch rate feedback loops to control aircraft
angle of attack within preset maximum values. The purpose of the a-limiter was to
permit the pilot to maneuver the airceaft safely to the limit of its capability without
reference tc his cockpir instruments.

primary test objective was to assess the effectiveness of the a-limiter under
aggressive maneuvering conditions.

Aileron-Rudder Interconnect (ARI)

Control of the amount of coupling between the roll and yaw axes is desirable for
1mproved flying qualities and precise tracking. The ARI, which countrs the yawing
moments produced by the roll control surfaces, was one of two features specifically
incorporated to precisely control this coupling. Because of the wile variation in
lateral control-induced yaw with angle of attack and Mach number, the ARI was programmed
as a function of these two variables.

Stability Axis Yaw Damper

The yaw a:is minimizes roll-yaw coupling by providing a roll rate-to-rudde-
feedback during rolling maneuvers. The roll rate signal is multipled by a signal
proprotional to angle of attack in radians and summed negatively with the yaw rate
feedback signal. The resulting signal is an approximation of stability axis yaw
rate. That is

Rstab Rbody cos& - Pbody sina

U Rbody - Pbody arad

This £, dback attempts to cacse the airplane to roll about the stubility axis.
Fligt.t test results show that adverse yav, is reduced and roll performance at high
angle of attack is improved by this feedback.

in addition, a lateral acceleration-to-rudder feedback is used to augment
directional asability.

HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK TEST PROGRAM DESCkIPTION

A 25 degree a-limiter setting was used during the initial stages of testing to
provide an additional margin of safety. All-axis pulses, sideslips, and bank-to-bank
rolls were performed at the following conditions:

NORMAL ANGLE OF ATTACK,
ACCEL., DEG.

R 22 24 25I X X X
X X

3_ _ X

The effectiveness of the 25 degree a-limiter was evaluated by performing a series
of maieuvers intended to produce high a, high a rates, and low airspeeds. These maneuvers
included

1. lg, 3g, and 5g idle power slow downs to maximum a

2. A 7g slow down turn from supersonic speed at maximun poder
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3. High a-rate wind up turns to maximum a.

4. High pitch angle climbs.

Simulated tactical maneuvers such as turn reversals, barrel rolls, vertical and
near-vertical slow downs (referred to by test pilots as "hang and look" maneuvers),
aileron rolls, and rudder rolls were also performed.

After a thorough evaluation of the envelope allowed by the 25 degree a-limiter,
the limiter bounda-y was relaxed to 26.7 degrees. Three flights were made with the 26.70
a-limiter. All axis pulses, sideslips, and bank-to-bank rolls were made at the follow-

ing conditions: r NORMAL ANGLE OF ATTACK,
&CCEL., DEG.
9 26 26.7
1 X X
2 X

Maneuvers t, evaluate limiter effectiveness and selected tactical maneuvers were
also performed with the 26.7 degree a-limiter.

One flight was then made with a 31 degree a-limiter setting primarily to obtain
lateral-directional stability data. Roll end yaw pulses were obtained at 26, 27 and 28
degrees a, and sideslips were performed at 26 and 27 degrees af.

It is interesting to note that these maneuvers were not flown primarily to
identify limits to be observed by the pilot, but rather to validate the departure
prevention features of the flight control system. With the system configured in
accordance with test results, it was intended that, immediately after these tests,
the aircraft would be flown in an aggr3ssive air-to-air maneuvering test phase.

It is also interesting to note that because of the inherent electrical and hydrau-
lic power supply redundancies of the YF-16 flight control system, it was not I cessary
to provide the cuatomary emergency hydraulic and electrical power supply for tne test
aircraft. This saved time and cost during the test program, and provided increased con-
fidence in successful system operation in the event of engine stall/spooldown.

It was also not necessary to -Install a test nose boom, since the existing
air data sensors were adequate, thus YF-16 No. 1 was quickly configured for the high
test program and later deconfigured with a minimum expenditure of manhours.

FLIGHT TEST RESULTS

As stated earlier, rather than a detailed discussion of the results of the
high-a flight test program, unly those specific ewnts and topics of particular
interest are addressed. These are iniended to illustrate the effect of the unique
aerodynamic and control system fE.aturcs of the aircraft on its high-a characteristics.

Angle of Attack Limiter Operation

Various maneuvers were performed in attewpts to defeat the a-limiter, that is,
to induce an overshoot of the limiter boundary. The a-limiter functioned by using
pitching moment from the elevator surface to counter pro-departure aerodynamic or inertial
pitching moments. Test results showed that, with certain exceptions, the a-limiter
provided excellent protection from loss of control, and enabled the pilot to maneuver
safely to very high angle of attack without reference to cockpit instruments. Figure 3
shows normal acceleration and angle of attack data obtained during maximum command wind-
up turns at 0.6, 0.8, and 0.9 Mach number at 30,000 ft., illustrating automatic control
of angle of attack within safe limit3. Figure 4 illustrates excellent a-limiter pro-
tection during a 600 stick-free climb te, a minim%;m airspeed of approximately 60 knots.

During the termination of . vertical-entry "hang and look" maneuver on Flight 121,
airspeeds below 50 knots were encountered. As bhown in Figure 5, the pro-departure
inaertial moments of the aircraft during this maneuver became predominant ove: the available
stabilizing aerodynamic moments, and an angle if attack of approxima;.ely 800 was mtmentdrily
encountered. Such predom,..ance of inertici over aerodynamic characteristica is typical
of extremely low speed flight in any fixed-oing aircraft, and, in tne case of the YF-16,
it establiches the limit of protection available from the automatic features of the
flight control systen,. When extremely low airspeeds and angle of attack overshoots were
encountered, however, the YF-16 exhibited excellent spin resistance (as illustrated by
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the data in Figure 5), and a rapid recovery was usually achieved as dynamic pressure

increased.
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Figure 5 Vertical Climb to Low Airspeed

Aileron-Rudder Interconnect Operation

Figure 6 shows data recorded during a slow deceleration to 290 a sel with ARI
off during Flight 122 of YF-16 No. 1. (Note: select angle of attack, orSecselect, Is
the middle value of the three signals from the three sensors. At 290 asel the
test aircraft was at a true angle of attack of approximately 31 deg. Also ntethat
the a-limiter boundaiy had been relaxed to 310 aselect for this particular flight.)
As 280 a elect is reached, the aircraft begins an uncotmanded yawing/rolling motion
to the leit, which the pilot counters by application of right stick force. However,
with ARI off, the aileron-induced yawing moment aggravates the yaw divergence &nd side-
slip angle quickly exceeds 100, at which time the pilot applies forward stick force,
producing a rapid recovery. On an earlier test ruv during this same flight, however,
rudder pulses and sideslips were performed at this same angle of attack, 280 aselect,
with the aileron-r:dder interconnect on. No divergent aircraft motions were noted.
The aileron-induced yawing moment, in this case, was cancelled by rudder surface de-
flection produced by the ARI.

F-16 No. 1 Flight 117 Spin

A 5pin was encountered on Flight 117 of YF-16 No. 1. This was the only spin that
occurred luring the high angle of attack flight test program, and it provides a unique
example of sustained out of control flight and recovery of a statically unstable air
vehicle.

Spin Entry

Spin entry occurred durinag termination of a sustained, large command, 360 degree
rudder-induced roll. This was one of a series of aggreisive tactical maneuvers per-
formed during the test program with the objective of clearing the aircraft for the air
combat maneuvering test phase that was to follow. It was intended that the test program
should include, in addition to the traditional high-a test runs, demonstrations of

maneuvers that might be performed during air-to-air combat.
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The pilot applied approximately 10 lbs. left rudder pedal force to initiate the
rudder roll. Maneuver entry was at 34,800 ft. altitude and 150 knots calibrated air-

speed. After 4 seconds, having rolled through approximately 900 of bank angle change,
rudder pedal force was increased in an attempt to increase roll rate. During this phase
of the maneuver the command augmentation feature of the roll axis provided right-wing-
down roll commpnd in opposition to the apparently uncommanded left-wing-down aircraft

roll rate. This cross-controlling produced an increasing amount of positive sideslip
angle (wind from the right side of the nose).

About 6.5 seconds after maneuver entry, the elevator surface saturated in the
full trailing-edge-down position as the a-limiter opposed the increasing angle of
attack. Figure 7 shows time histories of various flight control system, aerudynamLec,
and inertial data items, and will be used to illustrate the mechanism of spin entry.

The pitch acceleration of the aircraft was in respunse to the sum of arn aero-
dynamic moment, an inertial moment, and an engine gyroscopic moment. Theoretical time
histories of the components of aircraft pitch acceleration due to each of the!,e three
terms are shown in Figure 7. The aerodynamic pitching moment, by itself, would have
produced a nose-down or anti-departure pitch acceleration during the entiv phase. This
term,

QAER0 ' (57.3ZC q SWc)/Iyy.35

remained negative until angle of attack reached 380. The inertial term,

QINERTIAL [57.3 
1yyJ

on the other hand, remained positive (pro-departure) throughout the spin entry, and tle
sign of aircr;ft yaw rate during the left rudder roll was such that the engine gyroscopc
term,

- . 160
EN G  -57.3RENG 'yy
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Figuro 7 Spin Entry

was also positive) or pro-departure. Figure 7 shows that the inertial and engine gyro-
scopic effects combined to overpower the aerodynamic eifect, causing the angle of attack
to exceed 300. At this condition directional. stability had become negative, and a
yawing/rolling divergence began. The pilot then applied full lateral command in
opposition to the left roll; however, this control applicatioa caused further sideslip
angle buildup due to aileron yaw, and caused a and p to diver'e more rapidly, firmly
establishing the aircraft in an out-of-control condition.

Spin

Time histories of various data parameters during the spin are shown in Figure 8.
Body angular rates were oscillatory in all three axes. Rotation rate was slow and
in close agreement with NASA spin tunnel-derived predictions. Time required for a
360 degree change in heading was 8 to 9 seconds. Angle of attack varied between 42
and 96 degrees during the spin, while angle of sideslip varied between maximum values
of + 24 degrees.

Elevator surface activity during the spin was primarily .n response to the auto-
matic features of the flight control system. Angle of attack was very high, hence the
elevator would be expected to remain in the full trailing-edge-down position. However,
the surface position time history in Figure 9 shows d definine oscillatory characteristic
in response to the oscillatory pitch rate of the aircraft during the spin. Based on
YF-16 wind tunnel data at extremely high angles of attack (such as during a spin), the
total aerodynamic aircraft pitching moment is relatively independent of elevator surface
position and is strongly nose-down. Thus, although the elevator surface position is
oscillatory during the spin, it is considered to have little effect on spin character-
istics or recovery capability.
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Figure 9 Roll Reversols

Flight control system and engine performance were normal during the spin. The
engine remained at the intermedi-te thrust condition throughout the maneuver. This
maneuver was most significant in that it demonstrated that a statically unstable aircraft
could be safely stalled, spun, and recovered. YF-16 sustained rudder rolls were pro-
hibited as a result of these tests; however, since they cannot be performed inadvertently,

and since roll performance is better with ailerons, sustained rudder rolls are of very
limited tactical significance in this aircraft.

Other Maneuvers

Additional test maneuvers pvrformed included coordinated and uncoordinated (no
rudder pedal inputs) maximum command bank-to-bank rolls at limit a. In Figure 9 are
shown time histories of data obtained during such runs. Note that angle of attack is
precisely and automatically controlled during these test runs, and that the aircraft
exhibits excellent roll response at high-a . These characteristics of safe and effec-
tive high-a maneuverability are of particular importance during a low speed air-to-air
engagement.

The time histories in Figure 10 Illustrate excellent stability and control char-
acteristics during a low speed, maximum aft stick force barrel roll performed during
Flight 121 of YF-16 No. I. The angle of attack limiter boundary was set at 250 for
this particular flight.

Maximum command, lg entry, 1800 and 3600 aileron rolls were performed at various
eitry angles of attack Lo assess YF-16 roll coupling resistance. These maneuvers were
conducted in a buildup series on Flight 113 of YF-16 No. I. As entry angle of attack
,:.s gradually increased, peak values of body axis pitch rate increased correspondingly,
and maximum elevator also increased in opposition to the inertial nose-up pitching
rr)ment. This maneuver series was terminated in accordance with test ground rules when
maximum elevator reached 220 trailing-edge down during a 3600 maneuver entered from 170
angle of attack. This ,maneu-er series, along with the "hang and look" series, documents
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Figure 10 Low Speed Barrel Roll

the fact that the limit of protection available from the departure-prevention features
of the flight control system occurs at low airspeed when the anti-departure aerodynamic

moments can be overpowered by pro-departure inertial moments. Improvement in low speed
protection is, of course, available through a variety of redesign approachc (such as
bigger aerodynamic surfaces); however, as with all conventional fixed-wing aircraft,
some minimum-control airspeed will still exist unless reaction controls are employed.
On the YF-16, this minimum-control airspeed was repeatedly demonstrated to be well below
that which would be encountered during normal tactical maneuvering. The aircraft proved
to be an exceptional air-to-air fighter, particularly in the low speed region.

An interesting example of the effectiveness of the departure-prevention/maneuver
enhancement features of the flight control systef- is provided by the. time histories shown
in Figure 11. This data was recorded during Flight 227 of YF-16 No. 1 at Edwards AFB

on 24 April 1975. The maneuver is a low speed, maximum aft stick command, m:aximum
lateral stick command, 2800 rcll to the right immediately after takeoff. Note that angle
of attack does not exceed 250, the a-limiter boundary. Also note that maximum sideslip
angle is limited to +5.50 and -4.50, although body axis yaw rate exceeds +250 /sec.

CONCLUSIONS

The YF-16 demonstrated outstanding high-a flight characteristics during the teit
program. Control was excLllent during aggressive maneuvering at high angle of attack
and low airspeeds. The a-limiter functioned as designed. Flight control system and
engine operation were ncrmal throughout the tests. One spin was encountered as a result
of a low speed. sustained rudder roll. Spin characteristics aiid spin recovery were
demonstrated to be in close agreement with the slow, osvillatory mode predicted from

NASA spin tunnel tests. These tests demonstrated that a statically unstable airccaft
can be aggressively maneuvered at very low dynamic pressure conditions and can be
stalled, departed, spun, and recovered provided adequate control power 1. .=cailable.
Since elevator pitching moment is a function of center of gravity location, the aft c.g.
limit must be established to insure that sufficient pitching moment is available "or
recovery from any out-of-control event.
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SUMMARY

The operariosal environment of today's high performance U. S. Navy aircraft is such that the aircraft
are frequently flown to the edges of their maneuvering flight envelopes. With the greater use of the high-
angle-of-attack flight regime has come an increase in the number of departure-related incidents and acci-
dents. This has brought about reneved support for high-angle-of-attack testing at all command levels and
has stimulated widespread fleet interest in the evaluation process, resulting in invaluable feedback from
fleet pilots as to their experience in this flight regime.

This paper presents an overview of the problem areas presently considered most significant in the
high-angle-of-attack flight regime in U. S. Navy aircraft. The U. S. Navy philosophy of high-angle-ot-
attack flight testing is also discussed, with examplr5 of some of th. more recent nrograms.

INTRODUCTION

From the designer to the pilot, everyone associated with the flying qualities of high performance
military aircraft, particularly nf the fighter or atto.ck variety, is or should be aware of the importance
of the high-angle-of-attack flight regime. It is here that the aircraft will spend a significant amount
of its time when performing the mission for which it was designed. It is here that the aircraft must
display its most outstanding performance. It is also here that the aircraft, when pushed beyond its
limits of controllability, can seemingly defy all laws of physics and principles of flight with which its
surprised and often bewildered pilot is acquainted. The frequency of inadvertent loss of control at high
angle of attack is such that many combat aircraft pilots are becoming firmly convinced that all pilots may
be divided into two categories: those who have departed controlled flight, and those who will. Host
thoroughly convinced are those p uts who fall into the former category.

The unfortunate fact concerning departure from controlled flight at high angle of attack is that
many aircraft and pilots are lost each year due to failure to recover from the out-of-control Zlight
condition. The circumstances surrounding the losses ar varied. Departures from controlled flight may
occur unintentionally during high-g maneuvers or intent onally during a nose-high deceleration to zero
airspeed in an attempt to gain an advantage over an opponent in combat Aaneuvering; the aircraft may spin
and the gyration be identified too late for recovery, or a steep spiral may be mistakenly identified as a
spin, causing recovery controls to be misapplied. Whatever the circumstances, departures from controlled
flight result all too often in catastrophe. A statistical summary of out-of-control aircraft losses
since July 1971 ubich resulted from departures at high angle of attack for four models of U. S. Navy and
Marine Corps aircraft is shown in table I. The data were compiled by the U. S. Naval Safety Center.

Table I
U. S. Navy Out-of-Control Losses

FY-72 - FY-75

Aircraft Number

A-4 3

TA-4 13

A-7 7

F-4 19

Quite understandably, such statistics hav drawn interest at all levels of command and participation
in the U. S. Naval aviation community. Renewed emphasis on high-angle-of-attack characteristics and
support for high-angle-of-attack testing have been generated at high levels of command. The fleet nas
shown mor, than casual interest in the design and test and evaluation process. Both the fleet and the test
and evrluation communities have demonstrated concerted efforts to identify and solve the problems that
lead to statistics such as those shown in table I. Some of the problem areas that have been identified
will now be discussed.

SPECIFIC HIGH-ANGLE-OF-ATTACK PROBLEM AREAS

h-4/TA-4 AtRCKAFT

As shown in table I, the A-4 series aircraft (both single- and two-seat versions) have suffered
heavy out-of-c'ntrol loses during the period covered. Significantly, this represents a substantial
increase in the rate of out-of-control losses for that model when compared to eatlier years. The increase
correlates well with the time when the A-4/TA-4 aircraft began to be used extensively in Air Combat
Maneuvering (ACM) training. A further breakdown ol the nature of the aircraft losses gives additional iT,-
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sight as to the real nature of the problem. Of the thirteen TA-4's and three A-4's lost due to out-of-
control flight conditions, sevet, losses (five TA-4, two A-4) occurred during ACM flights. During the ACM
phase every known departure was initiated from the 90 degree vertical (nose-high) actitude, zero airspeed
regime.

The introduction of the A-4 to the rigors of ACH has shown us characteristics we had neither seen

nor worried about in our twenty-one years' experience with the airc~sft. Although we have known for some
time the spin characteristics of the aircraft, the proppnsity of the TA-4, for example, to undergo extremely
violent post-stall gyrations following decelerations to zero airspetd in vertical maneuvers, and its
tendency to transition rapidly into a fully developed inverted spin with only the slightest misapplication
of controls came as a rude awakening. Only in the past two years with extensive flight test effort have
we come to an acceptable level of understanding of this problem. Flight tests have also shown that this
particular problem is not shared to the same degree by the single seat A-4 aircraft.

Apart from considerations of aircraft usage, there are design deficiencies, known for many years,
that contribute to the out-of-control accident statistics. To illustrate two, in three accidents, asym-
metrical slat conditions were recorded as contributing factors ard there were three accidents where the
pilots reported some degree of incapacitation while experiencing negative-g that restricted their ability
to effectively manipulate the rontrols. Asymmetric slat extension in the A-4 aircraft (the slats are ex-
tended cerodyramically and each operates independently of the other) has been a known problem area for some
time. Solutions have been proposed, but they cost money that has not been available. Two U. S. Navy squa-
drons, Top Gun, who use A-4's in the Navy Fighter Weapons School combat training exercises, and the Navy
Flight Demonstration Squadron (Blue Angels) who recently transitioned to A-4's, lock the slats in a per-
manently closed position. At some sacrifice in maneuvering perfoi nance, this precludes asymmetric slat
extension during maneuvering flIght. The second e.ample given refers to the lack of adequate pilot restraint.
This and other problem areas in the cockpit are not limited to the A-4/TA-4, and are discussed later in this
paper.

A-7 AIRCRAFT

The A-7 shows a somewhat better accident record. Although all seven were out-of-control resulting
from high-angle-of-attack maneuvering, none are believed to have hit the ground spinning. The A-7 is not
a spin-prone airplae; it is a departure-prone airplane, and its departures from accelerated stalls at
other than slow decelerations are extremely violent. Aerodynamic stall in the A-7 occurs very close to
the optimum maneuvering angle of attack. In the vicinity of the stall angle of attack, lateral-directional
stability is weak. Buffet onset and buildup occur too early to serve as acceptable stall warning. Near
.he stall, buffet intensity is so heavy that it masks the artificial stall warning provided by rudder
pedal shakers, particularly at high power settings. The depaiture may occur anywhere between stall angle
of attack and several degrees above. Hence, by exceeding optimum angle of attack, a pilot may suddenly
find that he has progressed through stall warning, stall, and departure in such rapid succession that he
has no time to react to counter it.

The A-7 departure is characterized by a rapid nose slice accompanied by snap rolls in the direction
of the slice. The ensuing motions are violent roll and yaw motions superimposed on milder pitch oscilla-
tions, and are extremely disorienting to the pilot. Recovery is consistently accomplished by releasing
the controls, and typically results in a near vertical nose-down attitude and excessive altitude loss.
This description of the A-7 departure, necessarily simplified for presentation here, is the root of the
A-7's problems at high angle of attack. More detailed discussions of A-7 high-angle-of-attack charac-
teristics may be found in references 1 and 2.

It is of significance to note that of the seven accidents that occurred during the reporting period,
five occurred at sufficient altitude for recovery. Furthermore, six of the aeven were A-7E's. Both of
these statistics lead one to the conclusion that lack of training is a problem. In the former, that
conclusion is obvious. In the latter, the reasoning is more complex, as follows: further examination of
the accident statistics reveals that the departure accident rate (based on flight hours) for A-7C and E
models is more than double that of A-7A and B models. Presently, the A/B and C/E readiness squadron
syllabus hours are the same. But the C/E nodels are much more complex weapons systems than the A/B
models; therefore, for a C/E pilot to attain the same level of proficiency in his aircraft as an A/B
pilot, more syllabus hours are needed. It is believed that the higher accident rates in the C/E models are
related to this training deficiency. Further discussion of training aspects of stall/spin problems is
presented later in this paper.

F-4 AIRCRAFT

Of the nineteen out-of-control F-4 accidents occurring during the reporting period, nine were maneu-
voring accidents, while the remainder occurred during takeoff or landing. Four of the total were directly
attributed to material failure, and material failure of lesser magnitude is believed to have been a
factor in half of the takeoff and landing accidents. Of interest here are those that involved no material
failure as a causal or contributing factor.

Of the takeoff accidents reported, two were due to over-rotarion. This is a problem that has been
with the F-4 all its service life and for which no design solution will ever be incorporated, in spite of
the fact that it has accounted for many losses of aircraft over the years. The problem of over-rotation on
takeoff can be consistently avoided with proper manipulation of stabilator control. It is interesting to
note that no accidents of this type (nor other types of takeoff or landing accidents) have occurred in the
past two years.

Departure from controlled flight while maneuvering is a serious problom fol the F-4 as it Is with
many other high performance aircraft (see references 3 and 4). The departures are not as violent as in the
A-7. Neither is the aircraft particularly susceptible to rapid transitions from departures to spins, pro-
vided the pilot recognizes his situation and applies forward stick to unload the aircraft in a timely manner.
Herein, however, lies part of the problem; the fleet pilot is apparently experiencing difficulty in
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recognizing the fact that his aircraft has departed, and is driving the aircraft into a regime where
recovery is more difficult and more altitude-consuming. Flight test experience in the F-4 indicates
that, while natural stall warnings of airframe buffet and lateral instability combined with the rudder
pedal shaker provide the pilot excellent warning of impending normal, one-g stalls, the point at which
the aircraft stalls is not always apparent to the pilot unless he checks the angle-of-attack indicator.
Failure to recognize the stall can allow the pilot to drive the aircraft into a deep stall and bring
about large random oscillations about all axes and high rates of descent. On the other haid, impending
accelerated stalls are harder to recognize, mainly due to rapidity of entry; but once the . .-raft stalls,
the fact that departure has occurred is generally unmistakable, with a snap roll opposite .o the direction

of turn. The types of entries in which the fleet pilots are experiencing recognition difficulties have
not yet been determined, but it is suspected that they are at low speeds and low normal accelerationa
where the departures are milder. Whatever the circumstances, a recommendation from the fleet was made at
the U. S. Naval Safety Center Conference on Out-of-Control Aircraft Losses earlier this year to incor-
porate a "departure warning device," to warn the pilot when preset departure parameters such as combina-
tions of angle of attack and yaw rate are exceeded.

Another problem with the F-4 aircraft is the existence of the flat spin mode. While this mode is
seldom entered, when it does occur, it is irrecoverable. None of the nineteen "'nsses reported in table I
were thought to involve flat spins. Nevertheless, the existence of such a mode ca, C a significant
factor in seemingly unrelated losses due to the added anxiety a pilot experiences when he loses control
of his aircraft.

PILOT FACTORS

The discussion until now has dealt with problems specifically related to the aircraft -- design problems.
It has been pointed out that, in the case of the TA-4 for instance, we are still learning new things
about an old aircraft through fleet experience and through test and evaluation. Implicit in the preceding
discussions has been that the pilot is a large factor in many of the accidents, frequentLy through no
fault of his own. The reason -- insufficient training in the out-of-control flight reghue.

Given the less than desirable high-angle-of-attack characteristics of many of today s high performance
military aircraft, the largest single contributing factor to the high accident rates appears to be lack
of pilot experience in recovery from out-of-control flight conditions. Currently, Navy and Marine Corps
student pilots are trained in spin recovery in T-34's in basic flight training, and in advanced jet
training receive one flight dedicated to spin practice in the T-2 aircraft. No further formal training
in spin and recovery is ever received except in such special cases as Test Pilot School students or for
instructor pilots in the training squadrons. It is no wonder that when a pilot suddenly finds that he has
departed controlled flight, he experiences some difficulty in handling the situation.

The first problem a pilot is likely to experience following a departure Is in recognizing his pre-
dicament and properly identifying the motions of his aircraft. In many cases the pilot fails to use the
only positive means of identification of the situation, his instruments. The urge to look outside the
cockpit is simply too great. Knowing witat his aircraft is doing is esaential to his successful recovery.
In the case of opin, a check of angle of attack a,.d airspeed is of primary importance in determining if
the aircraft is ia fact spinning. To apply spin recovery controls when the aircraft is only in a steep
spiral dive can result in loss of the aircraft just as certainly as failure to apply proper recovery con-
trols in a true spin.

Proper use of the controls, particularly the lateral controls, following departure is another area
where pilot training is deficient. At the point of departure, for instance, the pilot's natural tendency
is to counter such motions as a wing drop or snap roll with opposite aileron. This holds true for the pilot
inexperienced in out-of-control flight even wher he has just been briefed on correct procedures and is
intentionally departing the aircraft, and is borne out by experience with student pilots at the U. S. Navel
Test Pilot School. The proper procedure in most cases is to azcept the roll and whatever other gyrations
the aircraft experiences with the controls either physically held in the neuttal position or, in the case of
the A-7, by rel'_asing the controls. Similar difficulties are seen, for example, in using aileron in the
direction of the erect spin Ir order to recover from it. Such actions are unnatural and therefore diffi-
cult for the pilot who is intent on controlling his aircraft, and must be ingrained through practice.

A third difficulty experienCead by the pilot is that his concept of the passage of time changes
radically, by a factor of five, when he loses control of his aircraft. This fact has been established bf
comparing actual data traces to the statements of test pilots concerning the length of time controls were
applied to recover from a spin. Thus, a pilot might think he has held recovery controls for twenty
seconds with no apparent results and eject, when in reality he has only held the recovery controls for
four seconds and the aircraft has not had time to recover. A Jiscussion of this and other physiological
factors may be found in reference 5.

SUMMARY OF PROBLEM AREAS

The preceding discussions provide only cursory treatnent of the main problem areas, .ut the specific
examples presented were chosen because they are representative of the type of problems experienced in the
U. S. Navy and Marine Corps aviation communities. Before proceeding with further discussion of the
problem areas, they should be summarized. The main areas of concern are:

1. Lack of inherent resistance to violent departure and spin in many airctaft designs.

2. The need to fully explore and document, through test and evaluation, the out of-control charac-
teristics and recovery procedures for all high performance aircraft.

3. The need for more adequate trainiti, for the fleet pilot in the out-of-control flight regime.
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ELEMENTS OF Z% HIGH-ANGLE-OF-ATTACK PROBLEM

DESIGN PROBLEMS

The ideal solution to the design problem is of course to simply design aircraft so that they Pre

well-behaved at high angle of attack with no sacrifice in flying qualities and performance in other
flight regimes. Such words are easy to say, and perhaps are said on occasion by those not intimately
familiar with the problems faced In implementing a task of such magnitude. Those problems are many and
range from laAk oi complete understanding of the mechanisms that trigger violen, departure from con-
trolled flight to the unacceptability of known solutions in terms of the price that must be paid in other
areas, such as performance. There is no question that one of the greatest obstacles faced in performing
the research necessary to solve many of our design problems is lack of funds. But current fiscal policies
should not be used as an excuse for poor performance. They skiply mean that we in the technical comunity
must rely more heavily upon our ingenuity in accomplishing our work, work more closely with others in our
field, and take more calculated risks.

Many advances in aerodynamic design for high-angle-of-attack characteristics have been made in
recent years and are continuing. For example, the concepts of wide fuselage, twin vertical tails, and
good vortex control provided by a highly-swept wing leading edge at the wing-body juncture contribute to
the excellent high-angle-of-attack characteristics of the F-14. Even so, the aircraft can be pushed beyond
the limit& of controllability and will spin. Perhaps demonstration, through operational experienci, of the
tactical advantages available to aircraft that perform well at high angle of attack will provide the impetus
needed to promote further major advances in basic aerodynamic design.

Since we have not yet mastered the problems associated with basic aerodynamic design, we resort to
other means of improving the controllability of our aircraft at high angle of attack. Because we want to
minimize the requirements for positive remedial action on the part of the pilot when dangerous flight
conditions are approached, we implement arttficial compensation for less than desirable bare-airframe
characteristics through the use of stability augmentation systems, the function of which is to increase
the level of stability about one or more axes through motion of control surfaces in response to motions
of the airframe. Such systems have thoir opponents, particularly in those of the old school where seat-
of-the-pants flying was the rule. Indeed, such systems are not without drawback. First of all, they
must be reliable -- they must work when they are needed. The added complexity they introduce to the
flight control system tends to decrease overall reliability and adds maintenance requirements. In the
functional arez, while some such systems aid the aircraft in performing at high angle of attack and even
expand the safe flight envelope, they often hinder or even prohibit recovery of an aircre that has
exceeded its maneuvering limitations, in some cases even driving it into a spin. Therefore, a positive
means of automatic disconnect of 'ne system at the right moment must be provided, again increasing cow,-
plexity. Variants of stability augmentation systems include such systems as aileron-rudder interconn~ct,
which shifts roll control from aileron to rudder as angle of attack increases while the pilot contintes
to command roll control with the stick, and systems which respond to limit maximum angle of attack of the
aircraft. While not all variants have been proven in operational use, stability augmentation in some
form has been acceptod for some time as quite suitable for its intended purpose and is of primary impor-
tance in assuring that the maximum amount of the flight envelope is available to the pilot.

Even with the best of inherent aerodynamic characteristics and artificial stability devices, there
are limits beyond which the aircraft should not be maneuvered. The problem is to warn the pilot when he
is approaching these conditions. Natural aerodynamic stall warning Is the most desirable means, but is
not always available, or occurs too early to be of benefit to the pilot. Therefore, we must provide him
with various types of artificial stall warnings. These, too, have drawbacks and in many cases are some-
what ineffective. Popular types of artificial stall *iarning devicec are rudder pedal or stick shakers
and aural tone devices. The effectiveness of these systems depends very much upon the characteristics of
the aircraft in which they are installed and on compatibility with other aircraft equipment. In the case
of the A-7, rudder pedal alhakers are L.asked by heavy buffet which iteclf appecars toe carly to rervc a.

effactive stall warning. Aural tone systems have been found by the Navy to be ineffective in some aircraft
due to confusion with other tones providing the ptlot with other types of information. Therefore, care
must be exercised to ensure that the type of system being incorporated vill be compatible with its opera-
tional environment. Also, such systems by their nature are not positive deterrents to departure from
controlled flight and their usefulness in providing sufficient warning to the pilot in rapid approachcs
to the stall is do,btful.

Recovery from out-of-control flight conditions can in most in,,tances be virtually guaranteed by the
use of devices, usually parachutes mounted on tf-e aft fuselage, designed specifically for the purpose.
While such devices are commonly used on aircraft in high-angle-of-attack flight test programs, it is
generally impracticable to incorpcrate them in fleet aircraft. The F-4 diag chute may be used to
assist in recovery from out-of-control flight, but is useless In the flat spin mode; increased rudder
throw for spin recovery is available in the A-6. Fxcept for these, no other U. S. Navy aircraft have
systems which may be used to augment the normal flight controls in out-of-control recovery. Perhaps
consid.;ration should be given to incorporation of spin-recovery devices on fleet aircraft dedicated to
frequent use in flight regimes where the probability of loss of control is high (i.e., aircraft used in
air combat maneuvering training).

A discussion of design problems should not be limited to aerodynamic design. Of equal Importance is
the cockpit. Two problem areas identified during recent flight test programs, and with which fleet
pilots have reported difficulties during attempts to recover from out-of-control flight conditions, are
location of instruments and the lack of effectiveness of pilot restraint systems. The importance of
reading such instruments as the angle of attack, airspeed, and turn indicators in identifying aircraft
motions has already been discusse.. In many cases it has been reported that one or more of these instru-
menLs could not be readily seen by the pilot during out-of-control flight. Some models of the TA-4, for
instance, have the angle-of-attack !ndicator located beneath the glare shield in such a manner as to be
concealed from the pilot's view when he i3 fo-ced up and out of his seat by negative-g's. This brings us
to the second problem area, that of inadequate pilot restraint systemF. This problem is common to the
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A-4/1&-4, A-7, and F-4 aircraft. Aside from causii4 difficulty for the pilot in reading his instruments,
poor restraint systems unnecessarily complicate proper control inputs, allow the pilot to "rattle around"
in the cockpit, which adds to hie disorientation, and can leave hin. dangerously out of position for
ejection should it become necessary. One pilot, when asked if he had ret.rded the throttle after he had
departed controlled flight in an A-4, replied, "No, it was the only thing I had to hang on to!"

FLIGHT 'EST PHILOSOPHY

In -the course of an aircraft development program high-angle-of-attack data are generated in many
ways -- by analysis and by various types of aerodynamic testing -- long before a flyable machine is available
(see reference 6). But the real proof of design and identification-of the true aircraft characteristics at
high angle of attak can be obtained only through a well-structured and thorough flight test program such
as that described in reference 7. Typically, the U. S. .avy conducts its high-angle-of-attack flight
test programs in two phases, the first of which is contractor demonstration, followed by Navy evaluatio,.

The contractor's role is to investigate and identify any and all attainable motions of the out-of-
control aircraft that the fleet pilot might be expected to encounter, and to determine whether or not
the aircraft is recoverable from these conditions. The end result is that the most critical conditions
are demonstrated to a Navv witnessing authority, usually a team of test pilots and engineers from the
U. S. Naval Air Test Center. After the contractor has satisfactorily completed his task, the Navy evalua-
tion can begin. This phase of the flight test program is designed to accomplish many things. Techniques
for avoidance of out-of-control conditions are developed. The aircraft is driven repeatedly itto the
regions where the contractor has demonstrated recoverability to ensure that is it indeed consistently
recoverable. Recovery procedures are optimized for the fleet pilot from both the standpoints of mini-
mizing ti'e numbers of different techniques required for recoveries from various conditions and in simpli-
fication uf the positive pilot actions required. Recommendations are made as to what types of stall,
departure, or spin training may be safely performed in the aircraft. The information obtained during the
evaluation is fully documented in report form, and is the basis for the information provided the fleet
pilot in the flight manual.

This ')proach to high-angle-of-attack flight testing has been practiced for many years. However,
recent programs have seen a shift in basic philosophy; instead of extensive investigation of fully
developed spins, more emphasis is being placed on the stall/departure phases of out-of-control flight.
Whereas the contractor was once obligated to drive the aircraft into fullyr developed spins by whatever
normal means necessary, he has in more recent programs been allowed to limit his attempts to the ise of
pro-spin controls for "reasonable" time periods, and has been allowed sore relief from the number of
turns required once the aircraft enters th- spin. Hence, the contractor may now satisfy his obligation
to demonstrate hie aircraft's high-angle-of-attack characteristics by showing that the aircraft possesses
departure or spin resistance. His primary role in the flight test effort, that of demonstrating most
critical conditions attainable, has not changed; and the responsibility for developing departure- and
spin-avoidance techniques remains with the Navy. The Jefinition of "most critical conditions" has changed,
however, and reflects new Navy thinking as to what conditions the fleet pilot might reasonably be expected
to encounter. It should be added that the Navy high-angle-of-attack flight test philosophies have been
influenced by recent U. S. Air Force thinking as reflected in references 8, 9, and 10 on the same subject.
The differences that exist appear to lie in the extent to which the contractor is tasked to develop opera-
tional techniques, with the Air Force apparently relying more heavily upon him for these tasks than does
the Navy.

TRAINING PROBLEMS

An overmhelming number of out-of-control accidents are a direct result of the inability of the pilot
to cope with his aircraft at high angles of attack, either before or after departure. More adequate
training in this flight regime would then appear to offer a solution to many of our problems. Except in
rare cases involving material failure or pilot incapacitation, a properly trained pilot should be able to
avoid or recover from most out-of-control situations. While some basis exists for such a statement, there
are obstacles to overcome before it can be truly tested.

The most desirable type of training is, of course, flight training in the type aircraft to which the
pilot is assigned, or in an aircraft which demonstrates characteristics representative of his aircraft.
But some aircraft are simply not suitable for training in all phases of out-of-control flight -- tae F-4
by virtue of its irrecoverable flat spin mode, the TA-4 because of its extremely disorienting inverted
spin mode. Even in aircraft that do not exhibit such undesirable characteristics, such a .'rogram, no
matter how closely controlled, would inevitably result in scme aircraft losses in training. Although it
is a virtual certainty that operational losses prevented by the training would more than offset training
losses, the unfortunate fact is that aircraft lost are much more easily counted than are prevented lossec.
This is a major obstacle in the justification of post-stall training.

The question o: how to bep, implement high-angle-of-attack flight training also raises problems. In
order to remain proficient in the high-angle-of-attack flight regime, a pilot should receive training on

a recurring basis, preferably every six months, and certainly no less frequently than once a year. There
is no recurrent training now established at such intervals, so incorporation of this type of training into
an existing training cycle is not a possibility if the yearly criterion is to be met. The choices are
then limited to two: establish separate high-angle-of-attack training units through which all fleet
pilots are cycled at regular intervals, or designate instructors to provide the trainirg within the
squadrons at specified intervals.

Neither alternatiie currently appeara practicable. The former requires dedicated aircraft and manpower.
Such specialized usage of assets is not likely to receive favor in these days of tighter defense budgets.
The second alternative, that ef iraining within the squadron presents a problem iii the allocation of limited
operational flight hours for this purpose and would cause difficulty in maintaining controls over a
program where numerous diversities ari ilkely to emerge.
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A third alternative exists, but will not provide the desired annual or semi-annual retraining. This
is to incorporate high-angle-of-attack syllabi in the readiness squadrons where pilots receive trainiug
prior to initial deployments, after tours of duty involving infrequent flying, and when changing aircraft
type. Here the pilots would receive exposue to out-of-control flight under close supervision of qualified
instructor pilots -- perhaps not at the desired interval, but experience indimatL3 some training of this
type is better than none at all.

The last alternative given (training in the readiness squadrons) appea:j to be the only one which is
feasible at this time. In fact, such a program has been implemented on a trial basis in one of the A-7
training squadrons vith promising results. In the normal course of training, students are encouraged to
depart controlled flight in the A-7, and are emerging with a significantly improved level of confidence in
the capabilities of the aircraft and in themselves. This type of training in the A-7 is low-risk in
comparison to other aircraft; the A-7 exhibits no motions frcm which recovery is extremely difficult and
is not prone to spin. Perhaps continued success will set a precedent for limited post-stall training in
other aircraft types where it is even more desperately needed.

Flight simulation might seem to offer a satisfactory solution to the training problem. Indeed it can
be useful in the pra-stall high-angle-of-atteck regime, but some difficulty is encountered when attmpting
to simulate post-stall or out-of-control aircraft characteristics. The problem rests in two areas:
formulation of ar accurate mathemtxcal model of the aircraft actions and obtaining accurate dynamic
stability derivatives at high angle of attack. A further deficiency of flight simulation of out-of-
control flight is that the limited motions generated by the device are not truly representative, depriving
the student of a very important part of his familiarization with this flight regime. Therefore, while some
constituents ot the training community maintain that a good job of procedural training in high-angle-
of-attack maneuvering and departure avoidance can be accomplished with existing simulators, little promise
is seen in the near term for totally satisfactory high-angle-of-attack training in flight simulators.

Narrated spin movies for most U. S. Navy high performance aircraft models now in service are provided
to the fleet. These films accurately depict the out-of-control characteristics and avoidance and re .avery
procedures for the aircraft, and even go into some detail as to why the aircraft reacts as it does. Such
films would be a useful classroom supp.,ement to an in-flight departure training program -- they are no

r
substitute.

..=nr "classroom" activities have included lecture tours by U. S. Naval AJr Test Center pilots who
had recently completed spin flight test programs. Of two recent tours, held within the A-4 community, the
first (discus ied in reference 11) included rpin demonstration flights in TA-4's. Both the lectures and
flights were -ell received, and highly effective from the standpoint of the direct communication afforded
between fleet pilots and spin project pilots on a somewhat mysterious and foreboding flight regime. The
demonstration flights generated much enthusiasm for formal spin training in TA-4's for the A-4 commun' v,
and effectively reduced or eliminated the apprehension c. spinning the aircraft previously held by the
participating pilots. In short, the reactions of the pLIots to whom spins were d-=nonstrated in TA-4's
were very much like those of pilots who have participated In the trial A-7 departure-training program
discussed earlier.

Hopefully, this discussion has shed some light on the high-angle-of-attack training deficiencies
currently experienced in the U. S. Navy. Diligent efforts are being made to overcome the obstacles which
stand in tne way of flight training programs. The programs are desperately needed if we are to reduce our
out-of-control losses.

U. S. NAVY HIGH-ANGLE-OF-ATTACK FLIGHT TEST

The preceding discussions have dealt with the problem a-eas faced by the U. S. Naval aviation com-
munity in the high-angle-of-attack flight regime. It is important to note that many of the conclusions
entld not hava hepn rpasrhd thrntigh tPsring alono; thp importn,-A of th. Information Ava.lahlo throtigh
close liaison with the aircraft users in the fleet must not be overlooked. Conversely, neither can we
depend solely on operational experience for all the answers. While the fleet-supplied information is very
useful in identifying problem areas, flight testing under controlled conditions by highly trained specialists
remains an essential tool in solving these problems.

Such a capability is maintained at the U. S. Naval Air Test Center, located at Patuxent River Naval
Air Station, Maryland. It is here that the U. S. Navy trains its test pilots, who are typically above-
average Navy pilots with approximately 1500 hours flight time and with recent operational flight experience.
Upon completion of an intensive eleven-month course of instruction at the Naval Test Pilot School, the
pilots then gcnerally serve a two- to three-year tour at the Naval Air Test Center in project work. In
audition to the test pilots, a civilian engineering force highly qualified in flight testing is main-
tained. This team of pilots and engineers provides a necessary mix of recent fleet operational experience
provided by the test pilots anr a wealth of flight test experience and continuity provided by the engineers.

The Naval Air Test Center maintains an array of up-to-date flight test equipment and continues to
expand its capabilities. A most recent addition is the Real-Time Telemetry Processing System, a complex
assemblage of transmitting and receiving, data processing, and audio-visual equipment for the purpose of
monitoring the progress of various fliglt test programs as they are being performed. The flight test
applications of such a system are limitless, not the least important of which is in high-angle-of-attack
testing.

The basic U. S. Navy philosophy of high-angle-of-attack testing has already been discjssed, A brief
description of test procedures and techniques will now be presented.

FLIGHT TEST PROCEDURES AND TECHN!IQUES

'there is probably no other type of flight testing which requires a more comprehensive background
informdtion gathering program than high-angle-of-attack testing. As previously discussed, U. S. Navy
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programs occur only after the contractor has demonstrated the most critical out-of-control conditions of
the particular aircraft involved. During the spin demonstrations, a wealth of important information is
obtained which is fully exploited and utilized by the Navy teat team. In iddition, any areas which are
not clear or need further amplification are discussed wich the contractor pilot who flew the spin demon-
stration. Other useful information, obtained through ar.alysi and aerodynamic model investigations which
are performed prior to the contractor's spin work, are taken into account in finalizing the test plan.
Where applicable, expezience gained through previous high-angle-of-attack teutiug of similar configurations
is used as a baseline for new testing. Only after all available data have been thoroughly examined canU. S. Navy high-angle-of-attack flight testing begin.

TEST INSTRUMENTATION

A properly instrumented aircraft is of maximum importance in high-angle-of-attack testing due to the
rapidity with v iich the values of critical parameters change in out-of-control maneuvers. An on-board
magnetic tape system and a telemetry transmitter and ground monitoring station constitute the primary
recording media used at the Naval Air Test Center.

With telemetry data the project engineer is able to monitor in ieal time all parameters critical to
safety of flight. Typical telemetered parameters might consist of the following: altitude, airspeed,
angle of attack, aircraft rates (pitch, roll, yaw), aircraft attitudes (pitch, bank, sideslip), azimuth orheading, control positions, and engine operating conditions. The ground-recorder data are presented in a

logical format with realistic polarity and with overlays showing parameter calibrations and limits, so
that the project engineer can readily interpret the data. The on-board tape recorder greatly expands the
data gathering capability, necessary for comprehensive data analysis and for reaching final conclusions.
The list of recorded parameter& can be increased to include such things as the cockpit control positions
and forces, accelerations at the center of gravity arf pilot's station, expanded engine monitoring, and
many other useful parameters not sufficiently critical to safety of flight to warrant real-time monitoring.

Pilot's-eye-view motion picture coverage from a cockpit mounted camera and film shot from externally
mounted cameras are used to record the relative Motion of the outside world. The pilot's-oye-view should
also include coverage of the cockpit instruments. These films are useful in reconstructing aircraft
motione and show to some degree the relative violence of the maneuvers as seen from the cockpit. Motion
picture films from phototheodolites (ground cameras) with radar tracking for aircraft acquisition are very
useful in showing the real life sequence of the spin and provide the capability of slow motion analysis of
aircraft motions. The film is subsequently used along with cockpit films for high-angle-of-attack training
films and presentations to fleet pilots. Another feature available at the Naval Air Test Center is a
real-time television monitoring capability which is part of the pl-totheodolite system. With this system
the project engineer can visually monitor the aircraft motions i Al time in concert with the telemetered

pardmeters. WIth this information, the project engineer can be v..y helpful to the project pilot in
describing the aircraft motions.

The test aircraft cockpit is configured to provide the pilot with controls for activation of all data
recording devices. In addition, there are several devices which may be installed to provide the pilot
with crientation cues and warning signals. These devices include oversized turn needle (or roll and yaw
lights), single pointer altimeter (such as a glare-shield-mounted cabin pressure altimeter hooked to the
regular static source), low altitude warning lights and aural warnings, and direct readouts ojf any parameters
considered critical. However, some discretion must be applied in the addition of such devices; the cockpit
should remain as near production as possible. By making the cockpit too non-representative of that to be
delivered to the flet, certain problems may be overlooked in the course of a flight test program that the
fleet pilot will face when he encounters similar conditions in a production aircraft.

The project pilot will find it extremely difficult to remember the details of each maneuver long
enough to write them on a kneeboard, another psycho-physiological phenomenon discussed in reference 5.
Therefore, the pilot is provided with a kneebord- or cockpit-mot.red tap rpeorder, or a rolemetry
channel is provided for voice recording. The recording device ?ermits the pilot to make a running com-
mentary of the maneuver as it progresses through its various phases. The recorder is particularly valuable
for mission suitability observations.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

A chase aircraft is mandatory on all fjights in a U. S. Navy high-angle-of-attack program. The chase
aircraft must be compatible with the test aircraft. The use of a chase aircraft that has large dtsparities
in performance with the test aircraft results in unnecessary flight delays while waiting for the chase
aircraft to get in position. On the other hand, a chase aircraft wtth low-speed handling qualities
inferior to the test aircraft may cause difficulty in closely monitoring the teat aircraft in slow-speed
flight and in the spin. The chase pilot is tasked to maintain surveillance of the test area, observe
aircraft motion, count spin turns, and act as a safety backup by monitoring altitude and inspecting the
test aircraft at frequent intervals tor any external signs of damage or stress. A non-single-seat chase
aircraft can provide space for a photographer to obtain air-to-air photo covezage of selected maneuvers.

Each aircraft to be te&ted in a U. S. Navy high-argle-of-attack program is fitted with an appropr'ate
spin-recovery device. This vmargency device can be utilized by the piloc when aerodlynamic controls are
ineffective in recovering the airraft from spin. Most comonly used is a spin-rec-)very parachute which is
deployed behind the aircreft to slow the yaw rate, lower angle of attack, and thereby force recovery from
the spin. Spin-recovery para,:hutes are of many types and sizes and the requirements for a particular
chute are determined through spin tunnel tests. Anti-yaw rockets have also been used as spin-recovery
devices. But whatever the type, the spin-recovery device used must have been demonstrated by the contractor
during the spin demonstration in the following manner: the device is checked out on the ground and in
flight prior to the commencement of the high-argle-of-attack demonstration program to ensure th'et its
mechanism functions properly. If, at the end o! the denonstration program, the device has not been used to
recover from a critical spir condition, Lich a condition is set up specifically for the purpose of demon-
strating that the opin-recovery device will force recovery. The project team should be Chovoughly familiar
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with the operation and any possible limitations of the mergency recovery device.

Emergency spin-rcovery devices obviously require actuation from the cockpit. The actuation devices
must be easily accessible arx' operated with one pilot movement. Favorite locations are the left top of
the glare shield or the left forward instrument panel. A spin-recovery parachute requires jrttisoning
after spin recovery. The jettisoning can be nearly as critical as the deployment; therefore, the jettison
actuator should be designed and located with similar care. A de-arming feature must be provided so that
the spin-recovery device is armed only when the high-angle-of-attack testing is in progross. Accidental
deployment of a rocket or a parachute during the takeoff or landing could be disastrous.

FLIGHT PROGRAM

There is -robably no other type nf flight testing which requires a more comprehensive and logical
buildup program than high-angle-of-attack evaluations. Irogram planning begins with a complete study by
the pilot and engineer of all previous spin data on the aircraft to be evaluated, as previously dis-
cussed, as well as a look at earlier spin reports in order that they appraise themselves of any problem
areas which might have occurred in previous evaluations. The project pilot will provide himself with
several spin familiarization flights in aircraft cleAr i for intentional spins.

Having completed the planning phase, the project )ilot is ready to begin buildup flights in the
aircraft to h- evaluated. Prior to comencement of actual high-angle-of-attack tests, the project pilot
devotes some flights to dive pull-out at various airspeeds, angle of attack, and power settings with and
without speed brake. A dive pull-out table can then be prepared from which decision altitudes can be
established. Decision altitudes should include:

1. Altitude at which to stop other than optimum recovery tests;

2. Altitude for spin-recovery device deployment;

3. Ejection or bailout altitude.

It is important for the pilot and the engineer to have these altitudes fixed firmly in their minds prior
to proceeding with any high-angle-of-attack testing. If a certain critical altitude is reached, the pilot
will have a preplanned course of action to follow and will not delay in making the proper decision as to
emergency spin-recovery device actuation or ejection. Should the pilot fail to immediately recognize the
crititality of his situation, the project engineer on the ground can provide the warning.

Flying qualities indicators may be present which can help predict the stall or out-of-control charac-
teristics. Static longitudinal and lateral-directional stability testing may provide clues to the type of
stall or departure to expect. Stall testing should begin in the least critical loading and center of gravity
position as predicted from flying qualities data and wind tunnel studies. Departure and post-stall gyration
investigations logically follow the st.JI testing. A spin may be encountered during this phase of the in-
vestigation, so the pilot must be prepured to recover from a spin even at this point. Again, the testing
should begin with the least critical loading and center of gravity position. A logical buildup sequence of
entry conditions (i.e., power setting, amount of control application, rate of control application, etc.)
should be used and repeated for the more critical loadings and center of gravity positions. Having success-
fully completed the buildup, critical conditions (i.e., maneuvers in critical loadings, fully developed
spins, etc.) can be evaluated with a reasonable degree of confidence and safety. A further, more thorough,
discussion of buildup techniques may be found in reference 12.

Unusual or erratic engine operation may occur. This is to be expected because of the extreme high
angles of attack, high yaw rates, and sideslip angles associated with these flights. The pilot must,
therefore, be very familiar with such procet..res as clearing compreasor stalls, airstarts, and flameout
landing pattern. In some cases, it may be necessary to fit the aircraft with some auxiliary power devices.
For example, a ram air tutbine provided for emergency electrical power may not operate if deployed in a
spin. In this case, it may be necessary to install a battery to provide for ignition, critical electrical
demands, or possibly even run auxiliary hydraulic pumps to provide adequate flight control. If the aircraft
is prone to engine flameouts in a spin, it may be valuable to fit it with a continuous ignition circuit.

DATA REQUIREMFNTS

There is a myriad of pertinent data collected during a high-angle-of-attack program. These data are
presented in the final report in the form of such time histories as various important rates, positions,
control deflections and forces, and altitude. Qualitative data provided by the pilot, however, are among
the most important data presented. The description of such things as how it feel.s in the cockpit and the
ability of the pilot to remain orientated in the out-of-control maneuver are among the most important
portions of the evaluation from the pilot's point of view. For example, use of angle of attack for dive
pull-out following spin recovery may be extremely critical. It is important for the project pilot to
define the pull-out limitation in terms of seat-of-the-pants cues. Again, it is in obtaining these types
of data that the cockpit tape rucorder becomes invaluable. Occasionally, all enginc parameters may not be
instrumented and it will be important for the pilot to observe engine operating tharcteristics during the
high-angle-of-attack maneuver. It is up to the project pilot to ensure that his important cockpit obser-
vations are not lost in a maze of quantitative data. A pilot-oriented, qualitative assessment of the post-
stall, spin, and spin-recovery characteristics must be foremost in his mind during the course of the test
program.

RECENT U. S. NAVY HIGH-ANGLE-OF-ATTACK FLIGHT TEST EXPERIENCE

TA-4 AIRCRAFT

A U. S. Navy spin evaluation of the TA-4 airr-.ft was performed not only to define the TA-4 spin
characteristics and recovery procedures, but also to evaluate the suitability of the TA-4 as a spin trainer.
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The TA-4 aircraft exhibited no tendency to spin inadverteatly. The aircraft hW to be forced to spin by
applying and holding pro-spin controls. With wing tanks containing 2,000 lb or more fuel, the aircraft
could ccnsistently be forced into a classic erect spin. While the erect motions were not disorienting,
the aircraft enily transitioned from erect to inverted gyrations which were found to be highly disorienting
and uncomfortable to the pilot, and could overstress the aircraft. The tests indicated that invarted
spins could be avoided in certain configurations through precise manipulation of the controls by the
pilot. The Naval Air Test Center recommended in its report that the TA-4 aircraft be clsared for intentional
spins by pilots who haie been trained to avoid inverted spins. But the existence of the inverted mode led
to a concern that long term training objectives could be jeopardized by premature embarkation on a spin
training program with a less than satisfactory aircraft. Therefore, further development of the TA-4 will
be undertaken in an attempt to define a configuration which will be satisfactory for spin training. To
date inly minor configuration modifications have been considered. If promising results are indicated from
the Rpin tunnel tests of these candidate configurations, flight testing Will be performed, followed by final
resolution of a further course of action.

A-4 AIRCRAFT

The A-4M aircraft has been evaluated throughout the high-anglt-ot-ettack flight regime, including
intentional spins. Testing was conducted with the aerodynamic slats Lith free and locked in the closed
position to evaluate the high-angle-of-attack characteristics of both w:ng configurations. The tests were
performed using the TA-4 results as a planning guide. Extensive investigttion of a particular charac-
teristic was planned only if deviation from that TA-4 characteristic wan o'served. Few significant
deviations of the free-slatted A-4M from TA.I4 behavior were encountered wkereby it was concluded that the
TA-4 could be used to demonstrate the spin characteristics of the sinile place A-4, should spin training
in TA-4's become feasible. Howeve., one deviation from the TA-4 characteristics was that the A-4M did not
exhibit the tendency to transition from an erect to an inuerted spin. In fact, autorotative inverted
spins were not attained dullng the A-4M evaluation. In the locked-slat configuration the A-4M exhibited
increased erect spin suscptibil'ty. Full aft longitudinal control with neutral aileron and rudder was
sufficient to achieve erect spins. Optimum spin recovery technique was unchanged from the free-slatted
A-4M aircraft.

A-4/TA-4 NOSE-HIGH LOW-AIRSPEED DEPAPTURE AND RECOVERY EVALUATION

The number of aircraft losses and near-lh-ses resulting from departure from nose-high low-airspeed
conditions during air combat maneuvering led to -he conclusion that insufficient knowledge of A-4/TA-4
chaxacteristics in that flight regime was available. Therefore, a flight test program was established for
inv.stigation of A-4/TA-4 nose-high low-airspeed departure and recovery characteristics.

Signficant conclusions drawn fr3m the TA-4 phase of the tests were as follows:

1. Departures from nose-high low-airspeed conditions were generally mild uhen entered from aircraft
nose-up attitudes less than 90 degrees and greater than 100 degrees.

2. Departures resulting from vertical (90 to 100 degree) attitudes at zero airspeee were very violent
and disorienting. Of 33 vertical aircraft nose-up/zero airspeed maneuvers, two unintentional inverted
spins resulted.

Of interest in the A-M phase of the evaluation was that the magnitude and rate of yaw excursions
during A-4M departures from nose-h;h low-airspeed conlition was significantly less than the same maneuver
in the TA-4 under all conditions tested. The A-4M was more spin resistant than the TA-4 from nose-high
low-airspeed departures. No spins occurred during A-4M tests even with small ictentional control inputs
by the pilot.

A-7 AIRCRAFT

Ali defsalbed ,eszliei Ii Lhis paper, the A-7 aircraft, while highly resistant to spins, is subject to
violent and disorienting aircraft motions following accelerated stalls, combined with excessive altitude
loss. The pilot is faced with a difficult task in avoiding departure during vi-orous -aneuvering. In
an effort to improve maneuvering capability and improve or eliminate the adverse stall/departure charac-
teristics, the contractor, Vought Systems Division of LTV Aerospace Corporation, designed and flight
tested a maneuvering flap system. Automatic leading- and trailing-edge flap extension and retraction as a
function of airspeed/Mach number and angle of attack, and a modified high-angle-of-attack aileron/rudder
interconnect were incorporated in a test aircraft to enhance the high-angle-of-attack flight characteristics
and improve maneuvering performance. The Naval Air Test Center performed limited flight tests to obtain
qualitative and quantitative data and to provide an assessment of the characteristics of the system.

The conclusion of this evaluation was that the A-7 automatic maneuvering flap system display-d an
outstanding potcatial to significantly improve the gear-up high-angle-of-attack cha'zcteristics of the
A-7 aircraft during both maneuvering and non-maneuvering tasks, and the recommendati,. for its further
develonment and incorporation into fleet aircraft has been made. Whether fiscal conqtraints will allow
this objective to be pursued remains to be seen.

T-34C ATRCraFT

The T-34C aircraft is a two-place (tandem), single engine, primary trainer, derived from the T-34B.
It is powered by a United Aircraft PT6A-25 turbo-rrop engine. The aircraft was evaluated during intentional
spins to assess the suitability of spin and1 srin-recovery characteristics for the primary trainer mission.
Sp.i flight testing of the T-34C by Navy '±iots revealed the following unsatisfactory characteristics:
the fully developed erect spin was characterized by extremely high spin rates. The slowest steady-state
spins, with rates of 140 degrees per second, resulted when pro-spin controls were maintained. The high
spin tates caused excessive pilot disorientation and discomfort. Furthermore, complicated sequencing of
cor'.rol inputs was required to recover the T-34C aircraft from fully developed erect spins. The Neval
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Air Test Center concluded that the high spin rate and complicated spin-recovery characteristics of the
T-34C aircrafr would preclude its use for intentional spinning. Beech Aircraft Corporation then staete a
development program in conjunction with .nsinpers at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Spin Tunnel facility at the Langley Research Center in an attempt to develop an aerodynamic modification
that would reduce the spin rate and improve the spin-recover, characteristics. After many hours of spin
tunnel and flight tests, a suitable configuration was established by adding strakes and ventral fins to
the empennage. A final Naval Air Test Center evaluation of the modified aircraft revealed that the modi-
fied T-34C exhibited a reasonably mild steady erect spin which was easily and consistently recoverable in
one turn or less. The overall spin characteriscics of the T-34C aircraft are now repeatable and predictable
and it should prove to be an excellent spin training vehicle in the U. S. Navy's basic f'ight training
program.
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